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1losn oiv 1IS'ItE5SNTrATVF,
S11i1OMAIVIE'i,~ ON 'I'EitiU'1'OlUA1, AND) INSUfAUt AfImlIs
OP THlE CoMMzrvITITu ON XN'FEIUOII AND INsULAR AFFAIRS,

Waalngton, 'D.C.

Th'le suheollnititee mletg purlsuiant to notice, ait, 9:55 a.m., In roomn 1324,

Longworch House ()fllee Bidin(g, lion. Leo WV. O'Brien presiding.
Aft. 01131111N.

The Subcommittee oin Territorial and Insular Af-

fairs will conie to order for thie start of hearings on HI.R. 555 by Mr.
Zahbloeki, 11,1.11211 lby Mi.. llosnier. 11.1t. 408 by Mr. Saylor, and
11.1. 541)4 by 11ir. Mlorton. These aire bills to lprov'ide for Continuity
and1( Support. of Study, research, and development of programs for
pme('ul uses in scieince, commerce, and other activities related to
Ant aretiva. Reor9 its were reqluested1 on April 12 105, from Defense1
State, I 1tiiieior Ntiona 1 Science Poun
ldafttion, Rational Academy or
Scivnces, imidl Ilie Nittionial Researech Counicil. We have at. tile mlolilit
it re1por't from I lie iDepartment. of State, it report, from tile Depar'tmiient
of interior. I do not, know whether the report- from thle Depart ment
of Stat(. ik intended to speakc for tile other agencies from whom wve
have not 1'e(elvc(1 r'eports, but. that, of course, W1,il1 be developed as thle
leien g pr'ogresses.
I lelss thereP is objeecti, t lie reports fI-il) t11e Departmllent of State
mifd time%IDeparmient of Interiom' will lbe mad~e at part of thle record at
this 1oiiit.
(TMeo reports referredl to follow; also tile following bills: 1H.R. 565,
I1.11. 2-)11, 1I.R. 465S. Il1.R. A494.)
I)PiARTNIHNN

O1PISTATE,

11ish lugiton, April I, Jjii;5.
WAYP,
11011
NA911NATI
OhO107Dll (7001111101Te 0)?iDIcr/or (11d he18niale Affinm,
Ifono oeuf)iepiesenitat ivem.
D EAR AIR. CHIAIRMAN: 'flintik yolt for your letters of February 12., 1005., en.-

c'losing for the commiienits of' tlice I~p tnent of State coIpies oif m1..11.
n II1.t.
2211, 11.1t. 405l8 nd 11.1t. rolti4, hills to provide for' tlhe ('oitiity and support
of study, research, and1( (evololiiient of programs for 1xeaceful. uses- lit sclice,
votiiiercet n(i (otheIr activIt its related to Antaret leat.
It- Is the v'iew of tlit' Departmicent of State thant there is no iceed to create ani
ad~ditioanai speitate organization Within thte (Joiernncent, sict'i at; the Antaretic
('o Itn issioci Contemplated Ini the illim, for the conduct, of IT.9. Anitarci ir pro.
graccis. Thel( principal activity of the United States hit Antitrctica Is te Conduct
oft programs oif mceontifle research Which, pursuantt to (MIrcular A-51 of the Hitreit 01f the Budget, danted Auigust 3, Milott,nre andcciistered by the Naitional
Sctive Foounldict loll Withi logistic support flrivlshed hly thev U.S. Navy.
1'rcept arrangements fop coortliumit ion witlcon the (lovernncent are litneacord.
Mte statement of 1President Kennedy niathde In Coninectioni with the
""("'
abhohi with
on of' tho 0perat lots Coorditnting Board onl February 1i), 1111.
I
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The Department and other agencies concerned recently concluded a review of
these arrangements. As a result of this review It was concluded that while
these arrangements have been satisfactory, It would be beneficial to provi(le a
moro formal framework for policy deliberations. Accordingly, an Antarctic
Policy Group has been established by the Secretary of 8tate, consisting of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Recurity Affairs, tle J)irt,tor
of the National Science Foundation, and the Assistant Secretary of State for
International Organization Affairs, who serves as chairman.
The Department believes, therefore, that present arrangements for the co.
ordination and conduct of U.S. Antarctic programs provide the opportunity for
that continuing consultation among the agencies concerned which is essential to
assure that these programs are of optimum benefit to the United States.
The Bureau of the Budget advises that, from the standpoint of the adminlis.
tration's program, there is no objection to the presentation of this report for
the consideration of the committee.
Sincerely yours,
DouorAs MAcARTIKUB II,

Assistant Secretary for Con gresslonalRolatlonos.

DEPARTMENT OF TIE INTERIOR,
OFFICiE OP THE SEORMwARY,

Hon. WIAYN~E N. ASPINALL,

Washington, D.C., April 9, JD6.

Oha4rtnan,Oommittee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

House of Reproesntattuce, lVas !,gton,D.C.
DEAn M. ASPINALL: This responds to your request for a report on H.1. 555,

"To provide continuity and support of study, research, and development of pro.
grams for peaceful uses In science, commerce, and other activities related to
Antarctica, etc,," and similar bills, H.R. 2211, and 11.R. 40,18, This report applies equally to a similar bill, HR. 5494.
We recommend that the bills not be enacted.
These bills provide for a Commission to be responsible for coordination and
direction of research programs of the Antarctic. 1It would also have certain
informational responsibilities and would maintain continuing records of U.S.
interests and activities of the Antarctic.
While the objectives of the bills are worthwhile, it is our opinion that adequate
mechanisms to accomplish them are already in existence. The bills are unnecessary, and if the Commission were established the cost to the Government to coordinate Antarctic activities would be considerably Increased without assurance that a more effective program would result.
Research in the Antarctic is now a primary responsibility of the National
Science Foundation, which works very closely with the Department of State,
Department of Defense, other Government agencies, and the nongovernmental
research community. Coordination and direction are handled by a small advisory
committee. Lines of communication aro excellent, decisions are reached quickly,
and program direction and content seems adequate. The more formal requirements of a Commission may actually hamper the facility with which present
Antarctic affairs are being handled.
During the next few years when the Antarctic program involves research and
data collection, the National Science Foundation is a logical focal point for coordination. If the program goes into a development stage, some other arrangement may be appropriate.
The Bureau of the Budget has advised that there is no objection to the presen.
station of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN A. CARVER, Jr.,

Under Scoretary of the IMterlor.
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[H.R. 555, 89th Cong, 1st se,
A BILL To provide for continuity and support of study, research, and development of
programs for peaceful uses In science, commerce, and other activities related to Antarctica,
whfch shall Include, but shall not be limited to.gathering, evaluating, corrolatin.g, and
dispersing of information and knowledge obtained rom exploraton, research, an other
medium relating to weather, communications, travel, and other areas of information;
also to coordina e Antarctic activities among those agencies of the United States Gev
ernmert and private ifltittIllhincterested In or concerned directly with the promotion
advancement, increase, and diffusion of knowledge of the Antarctic; and to direct and
administer United States Antarctic programs In the national interest.
Do it ettaoted by the Senate and House of Rtepresentatives of the United States
of An'rloa in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Iichard
H. Byrd Antarctic Commission Act of 1065".,
DEFINITIONS
Sre. 2. When used in this Act:
(1) "Commission" means the R1ichard H, Byrd Antarctic Commission.
(2) "Director" means the Director of the Commission,
(3) "Board" ieans the Board of Governors.
(4) "Commilssmioned officer" neans a commissioned officer of the Armed Forces
of the United States.
THE COMMISSION

Ste. 3. There is established in the executive branch of the Government, the
Richard H9.Byrd Antarctic Commission. The Commission shall consist of a
Director, two Deputy Directors, and a Board of Governors,
FUNCTIONS OF TUE COMMISSION
Smc. 4. The Commission shall(1) maintain a depository of information relating to the Antarctic in.
cludiig: (A) all records of the Commission, (B) originals or copies of rc.
ords within the executive branch relating to the Antarctic, (C) books,
pamphlets, periodicals, and articles dealing with the Antarctic, and (D) such
other information as the Commission considers desirable;
(2) conduct such field and laboratory studies and evaluations as it con.
spiders advisable to further the knowledge of the Antarctic in science, com.
more, and related activities, which shall include, but shall not be limited
to gathering, evaluating, and dispersing of information and knowledge ob.
tained front exploration, research and other mediums, relating to weather,
communications, travel, and other areas of information;
(3) publish or arrange for the publication of scientific, technical, historic.
cal, and general niformation so as to further the dissemination of informal.
tion about the Antarctic, when the dissemination is consistent with tie interests of national security and the public interest (publication may be made
without regard to section 87 of the Act of January 12, 1895 (clh. 28, 28 Stat.
622), and section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1019 (ch. 86, 40 Stat. 1270; 44
U.S.O. 111)) :
(4) with the concurrence and approval of the Board, perform, at the
request of the head of any executive agency, specific
research, investigation,
or experimentation in connection with matters relating to the national de.
fense and/or the Interests of the United States;
(5) approve the plans for and supervise Antarctic operation or expedi.
tions conducted by, or supported by, other agencies of the United States
except for operations or expeditions or parts thereof which are military in
charter;
(0) assist private Antarctic expeditions or research programs when such
assistance is In the best interests of the United States;
(7) accept and utilize the services of voluntary and uncompensated personnol and provide transportation and subsistence tis authorized by section
5 of the Act of August 2, 1940 (ch. 744, 60 Stat. 808), as amended (5 U.S.O.
78b-2), for persons serving without compensation; and
(8) acquire by purchase, lease, loan, or gift, and hold or dispose of by

sale, lease, or loan, real or personal property necessary for, or resulting

from, the exercise of authority under this Act;
(9) receive and use funds donated to the Commission if such funds are
donated without restriction other than that they be used to carry out the
general purposes of this Act;
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(10) report to the President before September 10 of each year, summarizing the activities of the Commission and making such recommendations as
it considers appropriate. The report shall include the recommendation of
the Board,
TIE DIRECTOR OF TIE COMMISSION
SEC. 5. (a) The Director shall be appointed by the President. by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, for a period of six years and shall be paid at
the rate prescribed in section 107(a) of the Federal Executive Pay Act, 1950
(TO Stat.). He may be a person appointed from civilian life or a commissioned
officer in an active or retired status,
(b) The Director shall1) manage the affairs of the Commission;
2) issue such regulations as he considers necessary to carry out this Act;
(8) appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as may be necessary to carry out this Act; and
(4) be a member of the Board of Governors ex officio.
(c) The appointments made and the compensation fixed shall be in accordance with the Classification Act of 1040 and the regulations of the Civil Service
Commission. However, the Director may employ such technical and professional
personnel, and fix their compensation, as he considers necessary, without regard
to the Classification Act of 1940 or the regulations of the Civil Service Com.
mission, The Director may terminate the employment of any officers or employees, except the Deputy Directors, whenever lie considers that termination to
ein the best interests of the United States, except that no person in the classified service may be removed or suspended without pay unless it is accomplished
under the Act of August 24, 1012 (ch. 880, 37 Stat. 555), as amended (i U.S.C.
052).
DEPUTY DIRECTORS

SEo. 0. (a) The Deputy Directors shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall perform such duties as he
may prescribe.
(b) The Deputy Directors may be appointed from civilian life or may be
commissioned officers in an active or retired status. However. if the Director is
appointed from civilian life, only one Deputy Director may be a commissioned
officer. If the Director is a commissioned officer, both Deputy Direetors shall be
appointed from civilian life.
(c) The Deputy Directors shall be paid $
a year.
MILITARY STATUS OF DIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIRECTORS

SEC. 7. (a) When a commissioned officer is appointed as Director or Deputy
Director, he is not subject to military authority and may not exercise command
over any members of the Armed Forces of the United States except as the
President may prescribe.
(b) The appointment of a commissioned officer as Director or Deputy directorr
does not affect his status or rank or the pay and allowances incident to his
status or rank. He is entitled to receive the pay and allowances payable to an
officer of his rank and length of service, for which the appropriate department
shall be reimbursed from aniiy funds available to defray the expenses of lh, Col.mission. He is also entitled to be paid by the Commission the amount by which
the compensation provided for the Director or Deputy Director exceeds his annual military pay and allowances.
BOARD OF OOVERNORH
SEC. 8. (a) The Board--consisting of eleven members-shull be appointed by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of tMe Sinitte. The Board
shall consist of the President oftthe National Academy of Sciences; Director of
the National Science Foundation: Secretary of Defense; Secretary of State;
Secretary of Interior; Secretary of Commerce, or their designers, plus four selected from civil life who are eminently qualified it their professions including a
representative of the academic polar institutes so as to provide, in addition to
Federal administration, a broad field of knowledge and experience which will
properly relate the activities of the Commission to the national welfare.
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(b) The members of the Board, in addition to the President of the National
Academy of Sciences; Director of the National Science Foundation; Secretary
of Defense; Secretary of State; Secretary of Interior; Secretary of Commerce,
or their designees, shall be appointed for a period of six years, except that (1)
any inember appointed to fill a vacancy occurring before the expiration of the
term of his predecessor shall be appointed for 'the remainder of the term; (2)
the term of office of the members first taking office after the date of enactment
of this Act shall expire, as designated by the President at the tine of appoint.
ment, one at the end of two years, one at the end of four years, and two at the
end of six years, and (8) a member may be reappointed to the Board for not
more than one additional term; and (4) the members of the Board who are
Cabinet members shall be members of that Board during the tenure of office as
Cabinet members.
(e) Members of the Board shall be paid at the rate of $50 per (lay-for each
day-except members of the President's Cabinet during their services as mem.
bers of the Board, and shall be allowed travel expenses as authorized by section
5 of the Act of August 2, 1046 (ch. 744, 60 Stat. 808), as amended (5 U.S.C.

78b-2).

(d) The Board shall(1) meet annually on the first Monday in November and at such other
times as the Chairman determines;
(2) elect a Chairman and Vice Chairman, at the regular annual meeting,
to serve for the following year;
(8) review and assess the research and exploration activities relating to
the Antarctic; and
(4) make such recommendations to the Commission as they consider ap.
propriato for the advancement and dissemination of knowledge of the
Antarctic.
RESEARCH CENTERS

SEC. 9. (a) Under the provisions of this Act there shall be established research
centers at academic and/or research institutions having special compotences or
interests in scientific aspects of polar research.
The Commission shall determine that each such center shall meet criteria
prescribed by the Commission under the policy guidance provided by the Board
of Governors, and the Commission shall be responsible for the overall development and coordination of programs of research which may be approved for development within the research centers in, and related to the Antarctic region.
Such programs of research as may be initiated at the research centers with the
approval of the Commission, in close cooperation with the National Science Foun.
dation, shall be supported by Federal or private funds.
(b) Due to the unique requirements of polar research, a designated number of
fellowships or grants shall be provided to permit qualified students and others
to conduct studies pertinent to Antarctica. The Commission shall be authorized
to grant support funds specifically associated with polar research, recommended
by the Director of the Commission and approved by the Board of Governors.
SERVICES AND) FUNDS OF OTHER AGENCIES

SEC. 10. (a) The Commission may, with the consent of the agency concerned,
accept and utilize on a reimbursable basis the officers, employees, services, facilities, and information of any agency of the United States. However, such serve.
ices and facilities may be furnished only if it does not interfere with the perform.
ance of the primary mission of the agency concerned. An agency having custody
of data relating to the matters within the jurisdiction of the Commission shall,
upon request of the Director, make that data available to the Commission without reimbursement.
(b) Funds available to any agency of the United States for scientific or
technical research, educational, or other public service are available for transfer,
with the approval of the head of the agency concerned, to the Commission for
such use as is consistent with the purposes for which those funds were provided.
Funds so transferred shall be spent by the Commission for the purposes for
which the transfer was made or for general administrative expenses until such
time as an appropriation is made available to the Commission.
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AOTS AMENDED

SaC. 11. Subsection 107(a) of the Federal Executive Pay Act of 1050 Is
amended by adding the following after clause (22):
"(28) Director of the Antarctic Commission."
SE. 12. Section 505 of the Classification Act of 1040, as amended (70 Stat.
702; 0 U.S.C. 1105). is amended by adding the following subsection:
,s(f) The Director of the Antarctic Commission is authorized, without regard
to any other provision of this section, to place a total of seven positions in the
Antarctic Commission in grades 10, 17, and 18 of the General Schedule. Such
positions shall be in addition to the number of positions authorized to be placed
in such grades by subsection (b)."
[H.R. 2211, 8Oth Cone., lst sees.)

A BILL To provide (or continuity and support of study, research,

and development of pro.

grams for feacgui ues in science, commerce, and other nct vities related to Antarctica
which ahall include, bti salt not beeimlted to, 11thering, evaluating, correlating, and
dipersing of informationn a knowledge obtained rom exploration, research, and other
meilums relating to weather, communications, travel, and other areas of Information;
also to coordInate Antarctie activities ame ig thoso agencies of the Uitted States qovernment and private InottutILons Intereste in or concerned directly with the promotion
advancemel ncrease, and diffuion of knowledge of the Antarctic and to direct and
administer United Staies Antarctio programs in the national nterest.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Housee of Representativee of the United States
of Amesrca in Oonprese assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Richard
V. Byrd Antarctic Commission Act of 1008".
DEFINITIONS

SEC. 2. When used in this Act:
1) "Commission" means the Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission.
2) "Director" moans the Director of the Commission.
(8) "Board" means tihe Board of Governora.
(4) "Commissioned officer" means a commissioned officer of the Armed Forces
of the United States.
TUE COMMISSION

SEC. 8. There is established in the executive branch of the Government, the
Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission. Tile Commission shall consist of a
Director, two Deputy Directors, and a Board of Governors.
FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMISSION
SEC. 4. The Commission shall(1) maintain a depository of information relating to the Antarctic Including: (A) all records of the Commission, (B) originals or copies of
records within the executive branch relating to the Antarctic, (C) books,
pamphlets, periodicals, and articles dealing with the Antarctic, and (D)
such other information as the Commission considers desirable;
(2) conduct such field and laboratory studies and evaluations as it considers advisable to further the knowledge of the Antarctic in science, commerce, and related activities, which shall include, but shall not be limited to,
gathoring, evaluating, and dispersing of information and knowledge obtained
rom exploration, research, and other mediums, relating to weather, communications, travel, and other areas of information;
(8) publish or arrange for the publication of scientific, technical, historic.
cal, and general information so as to further the dissemination of information about the Antarctic, when the dissemination is consistent with the
interests of national security and the public interest (publication may be
made without regard to section 87 of the Act of Tanuary 12, 1801 (cl. 28, 28
Stat. 622, and section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1019) (ch. 80, 40 Stat. 1270;
44 U.S.C. 111) ) ;
(4) with the concurrence and approval of the Board, perform. at the
request of the head of any executive agency, specific research, investigation,
or experimentation in connection with matters relating to the national defense-and/or the interests of the United States;
(5) approve the plans for and supervise Antarctic operations or expeditions conducted by, or supported by, other agencies of the United States
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except for operations or expeditions or parts thereof which are military In

character;

(0) render advisory assistance to private Antarctic expeditions or research
programs when such assistance is in the best interests of the United States;
(7) accept and utilize the services of voluntary and uncompensated per.
sonnet and provide transportation and subsistence as authorized by section
51of the Act of August 2, 1946 (ch. 744, 64) Stat. W08), as amended (5 U.S.C.
78b-2), for persons serving without compensation ;
(8) acquire in the IJuited States or abroad by purchase, lease, loan, or
gift, and hold or dispose of by sale, lease, or lonin, real or personal property
necessary for the operation and maintenance of the Commission, provided
that the acquisition by lense or otherwise, of buildings In the United States
including the District of Columbia, shall be through the Administrator of
General Services.
()) receive and use funds donated to the Commission if such funds are
donated without restriction other than that they be used to carry out the
general purposes of this Act;
(10) make arrangements (including contracts, agreements, and grants)
for tli conduct of such research and other sholarly activities in scnie and

related fields, by private or public institutions or persons as may Implement
the iunction of the Conmilssion;
(11) procure services as uiuthorized by section

V$ of the Adminlistrative
lxpens(s Act of 1940, as amended (IS U.S.C. 65a), at rates not to exceed
$100 each day per individual, and In addition, transportation expenses and
per diem, in lieu of subsistonce while away from their homes or regular
places of business, as authorized by section 5 of said Act, as amended (5
U.S.C. 73b-2) : Provided, That services of such individuals may be secured
singly or as members of committees: And provided further, That contracts so
authorized may be renewed, annually;
(12) pay travel and related expenses of the members of the Board, the
li)rector, members of the staff of the Comnmission, members of visiting comn.
mittees, and advisers to the Commission, as authorized; ttilize or employ
the

services,

pel'sonnel, eultluinuent, or facilities

of

iuuy oth ,r

(overnment

agency, with the consent of the head of the Government agency concerned,
to perform such functions on behalf of the Commission as may appear do.
srable; anu1
(18) report to the President before September 18 of each year, summarl.
Ing the activities of the Commission nnd making such recommendations na it
considers appropriate. The report shall include the recommendation of the
Board,
APPROPRIATIONS AND USE OF FUNDS

Sc. 11.(a) There Is hereby authorized to be appropriated, such funds as n1ay
be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act, and when so provided in an
appropriation Act, such funds may remain available until expended.
(b) Funds appropriated for the purposes of this Act or transferred to the
Commission by other government agencies for such purposes, shall be available
for the exercise of any authority granted by this Act, including but tint limited
to: exlenses of printing; purchase, rent or lease of offices and buildings for the
use of the Commission; payment therefor, In advance; and mnintennnce Improvements and repairs of such properties or grounds; expenses of attendance at
meetings concerned with furthering the purposes of this Act, including expenses
In connection with meetings of persons whose appointment, employment, assign.
ment, detail, or services are authorized.
TIl

.

DIRECTOR OF TILE

COMMISSION

Soc. 0. (a) The Director shall be appointed by the President, and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, for a period of six years and shall receive com.
pensation at the rate of $20,500 per annum, le may be a person appointed
from civilian life or a commissioned officer in an active or retired status.
(b) The Director shlnl-(1) manage the affairs of the Commission;
(2) isuie such regulations as he considers necessary to carry out this
Act, consistent with policies and guidance established by the Board;
(8) appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as may be necessary to carry out this Act; and
(4) be a member of the Board of Governors ex officio.
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(c) The appointments made and the compensation lixed shall b In accordance
with the Classification Act of 1949 anud the regulations of thte Civil Service
alid profpsm1onifl
however, the Direetor 11ay eniploy sulch teehn lei ia
Commnission.
personnel, aud fix their compensation, as lie collsiders iievessury, witholit regard
to the Classificatlon Act of 1049 or the regulations of the Civil HervIco Colinilssion. The Director may terminate the employment of any officers or employees,
except the Deputy Directors, whenever he considers that teruilnatlon to be Ili
tile best Interests of the United States, except that no ixrson In the eiasslIled
service may be removed or suspended without pay less It Is ae(oimiplished
under the Act of August 24, 1012 (clh. 389, lT $tat. 555), its Iiunltled (5 U.S.C.
052).
DEI.PUTY DIRECTORS

Mi.c. T. (it) Tho Deputy Directors shall be apnlltd by tile 11remhlnt, by

and with the advice an1d consent of the Setite, oind shrll perfornti

timiluiiles

as lie iny prescribe.
(b) Tile leputy directors inay be alppolllted from elvilian life or illay lie
comnmiss0ined officers in an active or retired status, However, If the director
Is appointed from civilian life, only one i)eputy Director may be it couinlssoiied

oflitir, If tile directorr Is a coiuIissloned officer, loth f)timuty Directors slitiil be
appohiitte frin civilian life.
(e) The Deputy Directors shlall 1be
plid $1,,) a year,
MILITAIIY STA'rTUS OF DiEcTORi

Sh.c. 8. (a)

When a

AND

DEPUTY

IIMTw'Trou

onisshoited offer Is illpliled as )1iroetor or Deptty
'iit,

Direetolr, he Is not subject to military authority id wiiy not extercise conluitind
over inly iemnlioer of the Arned Forces of the 'nlted Sttts except as ihe President 11ay l)reserlbt,.
(b) The appolntmient of a eomunlssioned officer its Director or l)eputy directorr
does not affect Ills status or ranc or tile ply alnd allowan(,es Incident to ills

status or ranic. lIe Is entitled to reelve the pay and allowances payable to an
officer of Ills rank and length of service, for which the alpropriate depalrtnent
shall IH- reiubursed from any fullids available to deflly tit expenses of tie
(Couii1nloiol. lie Is also entitled to be paid by the Colninission tihtie amount by
whieh tile compensuitlon provided for the I)irector or Deputy' Director exceeds
his annual nillitary pity and allowances.
iOAti) or oowvmxoRs

S:c, 9. (it) The loarld-consist Ing of eleven nljolllbers-slaili 11lappollited
by the President, by and with tile a(Ivlce anti t1onn.4(llt of ilie Stnote. The Hoard
shall consist of the President of tie National Avadeiny of 8d.1d,1,oIes ; l)lrector
of the National Sielnce FoundIation; Secretary of Defenst,; Secretary of State;
Secretary of Interior; Secretary of Coninuerco. or their designee. , phls four so.

leeted from civil life who are enfnently qualified In their profeslions includig
a representative of the awcadenic pohr institutes so its to provide, lii addillon to
Federal administration, a broad field of knowledge and experience which will
properly relate the activities of the Commission to the national welfare.
(fi) The ineinbers of the Board, In addition to the presldeuit of III( National
Academy of Sciences; Director of tile National Science Foundation; Secretary
of Defense; Secretary of State; Secretary of Interior: Secretary of Commerce,
or their designees, shall be appointed for a period of six years, except that (1)
any lumber appointed to 1iil a vacancy occurring before the expiration of tile
terni of tits predecessor shall be appointed for time renialder of tile terni; (2)
the term of office of tile niembers first taking office after the date of enactment
of this Act shall expire, as designated by the President at the tme of appolntment, one at the end of two years, one at the end of four years, and two at the
end of six years, and (3) a member may be reappointed to the Board for not
more than one additional term; and (4) the members of the Board who are
Cabinet members shall be menibers of that Board during ihe tenure of office
as Cabinet members.
(c) Members of the Board shall be laid at the rate of $50 per day-for each
day--except members of the President's Cabinet during their services as mem.
hers of the Board, and shall be allowed travel expenses as authorized by section
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5 of the Administrative Expenses Act of 1940 (ch. 744, 60 Stat. 808), as amended
(5 U.S.C, 78b--2).
(d) The Board shall(1) meet annually on the first Mondey in November and at such other
times as the Chairman determines;
(2) elect a Chairmau and Vice Chairman, at the regular annual meeting,
to serve for the following year;
(8) review and assess the research and exploration activities relating
to the Antarctic; and
(4) make such recommendations to the Commission as they consider
appropriate for the advancement and dissemination of knowledge of the
Antarctic.
RESAROU CENTERS
Szc. 10. (a) Under the provisions of this Act there shall be established research
centers at academic and/or research Institutions having special competonces or
interests in scientific aspects of polar research.
The Commission shall determine that each such center shall meet criteria
presribed by the Commission under the policy guidance provided by the Board
of Governors, anl the Commission shall be responsible for the overall develop.
mert and coordination of programs of research which may be approved for
development within the research centers in, and related to the Antarctic region.
Such programs of research as may be initiated at the research centers with
the approval of the Commission, in close coolepration with the National Science
Founihition, shall be suliported by Federal or private funds.
(h) Diu( to the unique requirements of polar research, a designated number
of fellowships or grlts shall be, provided to permit qualified students and
others to coduet studies pertinent to Antarctica. The Commission shall be
authorized to grant. support funds speellially associated with polar research,
reoinim'eded by the Director of the Comnlsslon and approved by the Board of
Governors.
SElVICES AND FUNDS OI' OTIIKH AORNCXIE

Sic. 11. (a) The Commission may, with the consent of the agency concerned,
itccept and utilie on a reimbursable basis the officers, employees, services,
facilities, and information of any agency of the United States. However, such
services and facilities may be furnished only If Itdoes not interfere with the
performance of the prhllary mission of the agency concerned. An agency having
custody of data relating to the matters within the jurisdiction of tie Commission shall, upon request of the Director, make that data available to the
Commission without reimbursement.
(b) Funds available to any agency of the United States for scientific or
technical research, educational, or other public service are available for transfer, with the approval of the head of the agency concerned, to the Commission
for such use as is consistent with the purposes for which those funds were
provided. Funds so transferred shall be spent by the Commission for the
purposes for which the transfer was made or for general administrative expenses
until such time as an appropriation is maCe available to the Commission.
(c) The United States Navy shall provide such logistical and operational
support as is rtqluired to fulfill the objectives of United States Antarctic programs
and flvd studies in Antarctica. The commander of such Antarctic support force
shall have the responsibility for determining the feasibility of, and Insuring the
success and safety of, United States Antarctic operations in Antarctica. The
logistical-operational support that shall be provided by the United States Navy
shall be on a fund-reimbursable basis from funds authorized by clause (4)of
section 4 of this Act.
ACTS AMINDED

SnC. 12. Subsection (a) of section 107 of the Federal Executive Pay Act of
1050 (5 U.S.C. 2200) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
"(12) Director of the Antarctic Commission."
S c. 13. Section 505 of the Classification Act of 1040, as amended (5 U.S.C.
1105), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
"(11) The Director of the Antarctic Commission is authorized, without regard
to any other provision of this section, to place a total of seven positions in the
Antarctic Commission in grades 16, 17, and 18 of the General Schedule. Such
positions shall be in addition to the number of positions authorized to be
placed In such grades by subsection (b)."
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MUR. 4658, 89th Cong., 1st sees.)
A BILL To provide for continuity and support of study, research, and development of programs for p3eaeful uses n science, commerce, and other activities related to Antarctica
which hal include, but shall not belimited to, gathering, evaluating,
correlating, and
dispersing of information and
obtained from exploration, research, and other
meims relating to weather, knowledge
communications, travel, and other areas of information;
aiso to coordinate Antarctic activities amont; those agencies of the United States Government and private institutions intere ted I a. concerned directly with the promotion
adancement, increasedj and diffusion o kn~wiedge of the AntarctiC; and to direct and
administer united States Antarctic progress in the national interest.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House ot Representatives of the United States
of Anwrioa in Oongress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Richard E.
Byrd Antarctic Commission Act of 1968".
DEFINITIONS
Szo. 2. When used in this Act:
(11 "Commission" means the Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission.
"Director" means the Director of the Commission.
(8) "Board" means the Board of Governors.
4) "Commissioned officer" means a commissioned ofcer of the Armed Force
of the United States.
THE COMMISSION
8w1. 8. There is established in the executive branch of the Government, the
Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission. The Commission shall consist of a
Director, two Deputy Directors, and a Board of Governors.
FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMISSION
Szo. 4. The Commission shall(1) maintain a depository of information relating to the Antarctic Ineluding: (A) all records of the Commission, (B) originals or copies of records within the executive branch relating to the Antarctic, (C) books,
pamphlets, periodicals, and articles dealing with ,the Antarctic, and (D) such
other Information as the Commission considers desirable;
(2) conduct such field and laboratory studies and evaluations as it considers advisable to further the knowledge of the Antarctic In science, commerce, and related activities, which shall include, but shall not be limited
to, gathering, evaluating, and dispersing of information and knowledge obtained from exploration, research, and other mediums, relating to weather,
communications, travel, and other areas of information;
(8) publish or arrange for the publication of scientific, technical, historical, and general Information so as to further the dissemination of information about the Antarctic, when the dissemination Is consistent with
the interests of national security and the public Interest (publication may
be made without regard to section 87 of the Act of January 12, 1895 (ch.
28, 28 Stat. 622, and section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (ch. 86, 40 Stat.
1270'44 U.S.C. 111) ) ;
(4) with the concurrence and approval of the Board, perform, at the
request of the head of any excutive agency, specific research, investigation,
or experimentation in connection with matters relating to the national
defense and/or the interests of the United States;
(5) approve the plans for and supervise Antarctic operations or expeditions conducted by, or supported by, other agencies of the United States
except for operations or expeditions or parts thereof which are military
In character;
(6) render advisory assistance to private Antarctic expeditions or research program' when such assistance Is in the best Interests of the United
States;
(7) accept and utilize the services of voluntary and uncompensated personnel and provide transportation and subsistence as authorized by section
5 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (ch. 744, 60 Stat. 808), as amended (5 U.S.O.
73b-2), for persons serving without compensation;
(8) acquire in the United States or abroad by purchase, lease, loan, or
gift, and hold or dispose of by sale, lease, or loan, real or personal property
necessary for the operation and maintenance of the Commission, provided
that the acquisition by lease or otherwise, of buildings In the United States
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including the District of Columbia, shall be through the Administrator of
General Services.
(9) receive and use funds donated to the Commission if such funds are
donated without restriction other than that they be used to carry out the
general purposes of this Act;
(10) make arrangements (including contracts, agreements, and grants)
for the conduct of such research and other scholarly activities in science and
related fields, by private or public institutions or persons as may implement
the function of the Commission;
(11) procure services as authorized by section 15 of the Administrative
Expenses Act of 1946, as amended (6 U.S.C. 65a),' at rates not to exceed
$100 each day per individual, and in addition, transportation expenses and
per diem, in lieu of subsistence while away from their homes or regular
places of business, as authorized by section 5 of said Act, as amended (5
U.S.C. 78b-2) : Provided, That services of such individuals may be secured
singly or as members of committees: And provided further, That contracts
so authorized may be renewed, annually;
(12) pay travel and related expenses of the members of the Board, the
Director, members of the staff of the Commission, members of visiting committees, and advisers to the Commission, as authorized; utilize or employ the
services, personnel, equipment, or facilities of any other Government agency,
with the consent of the head of the Government agency concerned, to perform
such functions on behalf of the Commission as may appear desirable; and
(18) report to the President before September 10 of each year, summarizing the activities of the Commission and making such recommendations
as It considers appropriate. The report shall include the recommendation
of the Board.
APPROPRIATIONS AND USE OF FUNDS

SEC. 5. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, such funds as may
be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act, and when so provided In an
appropriation Act, such funds may remain available until expended.
(b) Funds appropriated for the purposes of this Act or transferra.d to the
Commission by other government agencies for such purposes, shall be available
for the exercise of any authority granted by this Act, including but not limited
to: expenses of printing; purchase, rent or lease of offices and buildings for the
use of the Commission; payment therefor, in advance; and maintenance Improvements and repairs of such properties or grounds; expenses of attendance
at meetings concerned with furthering the purposes of this Act, including expenses in connection with meetings of persons whose appointment, employment,
assignment, detail, or services are authorized.
THE DIRECTOR OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 6. (a) The Director shall be appointed by the President, and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, for a period of six years and shall receive compensation at the rate of $20,500 per annum. He may be a person appointed from
civilian life or a commissioned officer in an active or retired status.
(b) The Director shall(1) manage the affairs of the Commission;
(2) issue such regulations as he considers necessary to carry out this
Act, consistent with policies and guidance established by the Board;
(8) appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as may be necessary to carry out this Act; and
(4) be a member of the Board of Governors ex officio.
(c) The appointments made and the compensation fixed shall be in accordance with the Classification Act of 1949 and the regulations of the Civil Service
Commission. However, the Director may employ such technical and professional personnel, and fix their compensation, as he considers necessary, without
regard to the Classification Act of 1949 or the regulations of the Civil Service
Commission. The Director may terminate the employment of any officers or
employees, except the Deputy Directors, whenever he considers that termination
to be in the 'best interests of the United States, except that no person in the
classified service'may be removed or suspended without pay unless it is accomplished under the Act of August 24, 1912 (eh. 889, 87 Stat. 555), as amended
(5 U.S.C. 652).
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DEPUTY DIRECTORS

.

S o, 7. (a) The Deputy Directors shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall perform such duties as he
may prescribe.
(b) The Deputy Directors may be appointed from civilian life or may be commissloied officers in an active or retired status. However, if the Director Is
appointed from civilian life, only one Deputy Director may be a comnissionet
officer. Tf the Director is a commissioned officer, both Deputy Directors shall he
appointed from civilian life.
(c) Tile Deputy Dlirectors shall be pid $18,500 a year.
MILITARY STATUS OF DIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIltE'FOrOlS

SIfe. 8. (a) When A commissioned officer Is appointed as Director or Deputy
Direc-tor, he Is not subject to military authority nd may not exercise conmmnd
over any member of the{
Arned Foreps of thet United States except As the Presldent, may prescrliie.
(h) '11'w a)pAlintitn{ t. of a colllllmssloted offer as Director or De puty Director
does n(ot,
afTfct his status or rank or I he pay and ailowtinces icihlent to his status
or rank. le Is entitled to r{celve lwe paiy and allowances pnyaiblo to anioffleer of
his ratilk and leiigh of service, for which titeappropriate deimartinent shall be
relinlbirsed from any fm(ids avallables to defray the e(XJ'll se of tite
Commission.
Ile Is also entitled to lie pahi by the Colnnllission lic nlouit by which the eolnisatlili irovi(lcd for t he lhiretcor or Deputy Director exceeds his annual iilitary pay and allowances.
IOAIRI OF (lOl'ERNOIIR

SrIc. 1). (a) The Board.,.--consistilg of eleVen imenmlberm--slIie
ho apponlut od by
fli' iresidllt. by aid with thw advi, amid conseti ofr t w synite. 'Ihe Board
shall coiisist of tin' P'resh'unt of thlie National Acudtlemy of Siencesl Director of
tIlesatlliuull Seielce IolullhIll
ln; Seetfary of Dllcfnse ; Secretary of St ate;
Hecretary of Interior; Seretiriiy of Comiuerce, or their designers, phls four
selected from civil lift' who are eminmently qualified in their professions Including
a relrs intatlve ofIi, eaeadnic polar institutes so as to iirovhle, ti a(ditlou to
federal aitIministriitflo, a broad field of knowledge and experleuee which will
properly relief tlhe aelvities of the Comumnission to tile
national welfare.
(b) qtj1 ,ie len.{rs of the Bloard, iliaddition to tile
pre silent of tileNational
Acadoiny of Hclemict s ; Direetor of the Natiomial Sckmiece Foundiation ; Secretary of
Defense; Secretary of State: Secretary of lInterior: Secretary of Commerce. or
their d(sigms shall b{ appointted for a Ier'rlod of six years, except that (I) any
iiitiilnb'r appollited to fill a vacancy oecurrhg before the expiration of the term of
his pre decessor slhall be alplinted for tiltreinlnder of tie tern ; (2) the terni
of office of It mnibers flrst takitig offie after lie date of enact nmunt of this Ac,
shall expire. as designated by the President att tiletime of appointment, one it
the end of two years, one at the end of four years, and two tt the end of six years.
and (3) a number nay be reaplsilittd to tie Board for not more than one addltional tern ; and (4) the iitimelrs of the Board who are Cabinet members shall
lie niamilers of that
l
oard during lit,
tenuir, of ofhce as Cabinet minmbers.
(o') Members of tileBoard shall be paidat
tit lie raft' of $50 per day-for each
day+-excelt nemibners of thi president's Cabinet during their services as members
of the Board. and shall be allowed travel expenses as authorized by section 5 of
the Admllistrative Bxpenses Act of 1946 (cli. 744, 60 Stat. 808), as amended (5
IJ.S.t,. 73b-2).
(d) Tihe Board shall(1) meet annually on the first Monday In November and at such other
times as the Chairman determines;
(2) elect a Chairman and Vice Chairman, at the regular annual meeting,
to servo, for the following year;
(3) review and assess tile research and exploration activities relating to
the Antarctic; and
(4) make such recommendations to tile Conmnission as they consider appropriato for the advancement and dissemination of knowledge of the Antarctic.
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CENTERS

S c. 10. (i) Under the provisions of this Act there shall be established research centers at academic and/or research institutions having special competence(e
or interests in scientific aspects of polar research.
The Commission shall determine that each such center shall meet criteria prescribed by the Commission under the policy guidance provided by the Board of
Governors, and the Commission shall be responsible for the overall development
and coordination of programs of research which may be approved for developient within the research centers in, and related to the Antarctic region. Such
programs of research as may be initiated at the research centers with the approval
of the Commission, In close cooperation with National Science Foundation, shall
be supported by Federal or private funds.
(b) Due to the unique requirements of polar research, a designated number
of fellowships or grants shall be provided to permit qualified students and others
to coiiduit. studies lertiinenti to Antarctica. The Commission shall be authorized
to grant. support funds specifically associated with polar research, recommended
by the D)irector of the Commission and approved by the Board of Governors,
SEVICES

AND

FUNDS OF OTIHHI

AGENCIES

SHc. 11. (a) The Conunission may, with the consent of the agency concerned,
accept and utilize on a reimbursable basis the officers, employees, services, facilities, aind information of any agency of the United States,._1Iowever, such services
and facilities may be furnished only if it does not Interfere with the performance
of tho primary mission of the agency concerned. An agency having custody of
data relating to the matters within the jurisdiction of the Commission shall,
upon request of the D irector, imake that ditta available to the Commission withOUt rel iibtursemmllntn.
(b) Funds available to any agency of the United States for scientific or technical research, educational, or other public service are available for transfer,
with the approval of the head of the agency concerned, to the Commission for
such use as is consistent with the purposes for which those funds were provided.
Funds so transferred shall be spent by the Commission for the purposes for which
the transfer was made or for general administrative expenses until such time
as an approlriation Is nmade available to the Commission..
(e) The United States Navy shall provide such logistical and operational
support as is required to fulfill the objectives of United States Antarctic prograins and field studies in Antarctica. The commander of such Antarctic support
force shall have the responsibility for determining the feasibility of, and Insuring
the success and safety of, United States Antarctic operations in Antarctica. The
logistical-operational support that shall be provided by the United States Navy
shnii be on a fund-reimbursable basis from funds authorized by clause (4) of
section 4 of tlils
Act.
ACTS AMENDED

SEc. 12. Subsection (a) of section 107 of the Federal Executive Pay Act of
1956 (5 U.S.C. 2206) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
"(22)
directorr of the Antarctic Commission."
S c. 13. Section 505 of the Classification Act of 1940, as amended (5 U.S.C.
1105), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
"(m) The Director of the Antarctic Commission is authorized, without regard
to any other provision of this section, to place a total of seven positions in the
Antarctic Commission in grades 10, 17, and 18 of the General Schedule. Such
positions shall be In addition to the number of positions authorized to be placed
in such grades by subsection (b) ."
(H.R. 5404, 80th Cong., let sess.]
A DILl,To provide for continuity and support of ttudy, research, anj development of
program%for pefaeful uses In science, commerce, an~ other activities related to Antarctica
which shall Include, but shall not be limited to, gathering, evaluating, correlating, and
dispersing of information and knowledge obtained from exloration, research, and other
mediums relating to weather, communications, travel, and other areas of Information;
also to coordinate Antarctic activities among those agencies of the United States Goveranment and private institutions Interested in or concerned directly with the promotion
advancement, increase, and dlffuqlon of knowledge of the Antarctic; and to direct a
administer United Stales Antarctic programs In the national Interest.
Blt Itenacted by the Seitate and 11o8o of Representatives of the United States
of A mcrfn'ca In0ontCreso assembled, 1t1hat this Act may be cited as the "Richard
E. Jlyrd Antarctice Commission Act of 1963".
40-422-- -,--2
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DEFINITIONS

Sao. 2. When used in this Act:
(1)
(2)
(4)
(4)
of the

"Commission" means the Richard I0. Byrd Antarctic Commission.
"Director" means the Director of the Commission.
"Board" means the Board of Governors.
"Commissioned officer" means a ,oumnissioned officer of the Armed Forces
United States.
THE cOMMISSION

Sao. 3. There is established in the executive branch of the Government, the
Richard 10. Byrd Antarctic Commission. The Commission shall consist of a
Director, two Deputy Directors, and a Board of Governors.
FUNCTIONS OF1TUE COMMISsION

Sae. 4. The Commission shall(1) maintain a depository of information relating to the Antarctic includIng: (A) all records of the commission, (B) originals or copies of records
within the executive branch relating to the Antarctic, (C) books, pamphlets,
periodicals, and articles dealing with the Antarctic, and (D) such other
information as the Commission considers desirable;
(2) conduct such field and laboratory studies and evaluations as it
considers advisable to further the knowledge of the Antarctic in science,
commerce, and related activities, which shall include, but shall not be
limited to, gathering, evaluating, and dispersing of Information and knowl.
edge obtained from exploration, research, and other mediums, relating to
weather, communications, travel, and other areas of information;
(3) publish or arrange for the publication of scientific, technical, his.
torleal, and general information so as to further the disseitinat lon of
information about the Antarctic, when the dissemination is consistent with
the interests of national security and the public interest (publication may
be made without regard to section 87 of the Act of January 12, 1895
(ch. 23, 28 Stat. 622, and section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (cl.
86, 40 Stat. 1270; 44 U.S.C. 111) ) ;
(4) with the concurrence and approval of the Board, perform, at the
request of the head of any executive agency, specific research, investigation,
or experimentation in connection with matters relating to the national
defense and/or the Interests of the United States;
(15) approve the plans for and supervise Antarctic operations or exisdltions conducted by, or supported by, other agencies of the United States
except for operations or expeditions or parts thereof which are military
in character;
(0) render advisory assistance to private Antarctic expeditions or research
programs when such assistance is in the best interests of the United States;
(7) accept and utilize the services of voluntary and uncompensated personnel and provide transportation and subsistence as authorized by section
5 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (ch. 744, 60 Stat. 808), as amended (5 U.S.C.
78b-2), for persons serving without compensation;
(8) acquire in the United States or broad by purchase, lease, loan, or
gift, and hold or dispose of by sale, lease, or loan, real or personal property
necessary for the operation and maIntenance of the Commission, provided
that the acquisition by lease or otherwise, of buildings in the United States
including the District of Columbia, shall be through the Administrator of
General Services.
(9) receive and use funds donated to the Commission if such funds are
donated without restriction other than that they be used to carry out the
general purposes of this Act;
(10) make arrangements (including contracts, agreements, and grants)
for the conduct of such research and other scholarly activities in science
and related fields, by private or public institutions or persons as may
implement the function of the Commission;
(11) procure services as authorized by section 15 of the Administrative
Expenses Act of 1946, as amended (5 U.S.C. 55a), at rates not to exceed
$100 each day per individual, and in addition, transportation expenses and
per diem, in lieu of subsistence while away from their homes or regular
places of business, as authorized by section 5 of said Act, as amended
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(5 U.S.C. 78b-2): Provded,That services of such individuals may be secured
singly or as members of committees: Aad provde4 further, That contracts
so authorized may be renewed, annually;
(12) pay travel and related expenses of the members of the Board, the
Director, members of the staff of the Commission, members of visiting com.
mittees, and advisers to the Commission, as authorized; utilize or employ
the services, personnel, equipment, or facilities of any other Government
agency, with the consent of the head of the Government agency concerned,
to perform such functions on behalf of the Commission as may appear desirable; and
(18) report to the President before September 10 of each year, summarizing the activities of the Commission and making such recommendations as
it considers appropriate. The report shall include tile recommendation of
the Board.
APPROPRIATIONS AND USE OF FUNDS

SEc. 5. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, such funds as may
be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act, and when so provided in an
appropriation Act, such funds may remain available until expended.
(b) Funds appropriated for tihe purposes of this Act or transferred to the
Commission by other government agencies for such purposes, shall be available
for the exercise of any authority granted by this Act, including but not limited
to: expenses of printing; purchase, rent or lease of offices and buildings for the
use of the C)ommission; Imyment therefor, in advance; and maintenance inprovements and repairs of such properties or grounds; expenses of attendance at
meetings concerned with furthering the purposes of this Act, including expenses
In connection with meetings of persons whose appointment, employment, assignment, detail, or services are authorized.
TlE D)IIaOTOR OF THEmCOMMISSION

SiO. 0. (a) The Director shall be appointed by the President, and with tile
advice atid consent of the Senate, for a period of six years and shall receive
compensatlon at the rate of $20,00 per annum. lie nay be i person appointed
from civilian life or a commissioned officer in an active or retired status,
(b) The Director shall(1) manage the affairs of the Commission;

(2) Issue such regulations as he considers necessary to carry out this
Act, consistent with policies and guidance established by the Board;
(3) appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as may be neces.
sary to carry out this Act; and
(4) be a inember of the Board of Governors ex officio.
(c) The appointments made and the compensation fixed shall be in accordance
with the Classification Act of 1949 and the regulations of the Civil Service Com.
mission. However, the Director may employ such technical and professional personnel, and fix their compensation, as lie considers necessary, without regard to
the Classification Act of 194 or the regulations of the Civil Service Commission.
The directorr may terminate the employment of any officers or employees, except
the Deputy Directors, whenever lie considers that termination to be in the best
interests of the United States, except that no person In the classified service may
be removed or suspended without pay unless It is accomplished under the Act
of August 24, 1912 (ch. 889, 87 Stat. 555), as amended (5 U.S.C. 052).
DEPUTY DIRECTORS

SFc. 7. (a) The Deputy Directors shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall perform such duties as he
may prescribe.
(b) The Deputy Directors may be appointed from civilian life or may be comnmissioned officers in an active or retired status, However, if the Director is appointed from civilian life, only one Deputy Director may be a commissioned
officer. If the Director is a commissioned officer, both Deputy Directors shall be
appointed from civilian life.
(e) The Deputy Directors shall be paid $18,500 a year.
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MILITARY ST'ATUSA 0P 911120 0i1 AND DiEUTY MIoCCTOim

Sh,(. 81.(a) When a conunistloned officer is appointed as 1Director or Deputy
Director, lho Is not, subject (o military authority findt may not eixercise COM11niatid
over oily member of thet Armed 1"ores of thle IUitedl Statles except fig I he l'rcsi-

dent tiiiy prescribe.

(It) The ap)pointmen~tt of it comisisioneid officer as Director or Dliputy lDireetor
does not affect )ile status or ran~k or the paty and allowances iuckleit to his status
1illowautces paIyablt to fli officer of
or rank. lie ioentitled to receive thP flay andI(
his rank find length of service, for which hit oapwpr~into department shall hie
('ttit
pit.
reimbursed from any funds available to) defray t he explenses of t htCi'lII
Ile Is alsoD entitled to be ptaid by thme
Conuislmoln the flillount bty 'W'lch the e'(litjeinstitlon pirovidied for tile Dlirector or Deputty D~irector exceleds his amtii ill-i
tilry paly afid a ilowait ues.
IJOAIP W ofovIUIIN4iW

Sra. 1). (a) 'to Boa rd--('ensist I tg of vievex toletabers --.4hall be appoinltd by
the President, by aunl with the advice fil( consent of life Senate. 11iie Board
shall consist of thle President of the National AcajdQenty Of ScienceS ; Director of
tile National Hetence lPotindat ion: Seertary or lDefense ; Secreftary oie Slat.
sglNeS, pIiuS follr
secretary of Interlor: eretairy Of' 00oninicree, Or- thei
selected from civil lift) who aire enently (iuliit fin their professions Inciluding
a representative oft the aceademicl poutllt Inst i es s4o 1ts to provide, Ill 1addit ion
to V~edoral administration, it broad field or kniowledge, idt oxiiem
wic h

will properly relate thet, activities of flhp Coniission

it) fte nitftlol

welfare.

(is) The mnibers of the Board. Ill addit Ion to the l'reshiIit of the( Naltioll
Academy of Science ; iDirector- or the, iNit I bunt Scietweo ithtio; Secret a y
of 1Defense; Sceretory of Stillt% Sec$irtary of Interior: Secret ary of Coittterve.
or their (lesignecs9, shall hie aippointeil for it period ofr six years, except mlt (I
ally mlemlber appointed to fltil a vilaany o-Ccurrinllg before thlii' cxii rat hu of' (te
teriut of his prediecessor slotl ii e i1t11po1 at4,1i for' I14
lieti
hider of t lie- terom1 (2~)
the term of office of thle members tirst taking otle after the late of enatmient
of this Act shalil expire, as dlesigntated by the( PrePSIdent ait tile ti11i1 Of jiippointnient, one at thoendm of two years, one at thet end oft four years, anti1 two at thep
end of six years, aid (8) a iitetiier may lhe reappointedl to fte Board for nottutore than one addillonal term : and (4) the mnenthers of thlt Board who tire
Cabinet meniberm shall he inembers of that Board during thie tenure of offleo ats
Cabinet initbers.
(c) Afembers of the Board s1hal1 be paid at the rate of $50tper tiay- -for each
dany-except members of thle President's Cabinet during their services a4 nieinhers of the Board, a11( shall be allowed travel expenses as nthiori'.ei by sect ion

5 of the Administrative T~xpenses9 Act of 10 (cit. 744, (10 Stat. 808), lif niniended

(6 V.S.C. 73tb-2).
(d) The Bloard shall(1) meet annually on the tirst Monday I November andil at stich Oithenr
times as the Chairman (determilnes;
(2) elect a Chirian find Vice Chairman, at tile regular annual meeting,
to serve for the following year;
(3) review andl assess the research and exploration activities re'laing
to the Antarctic; and
(4) make such recotnnondations to thle Comumission as thely conider
appropriate for the aidvancetment and dissemlotomi of knowledge of the

Antarctic.

HtSRAt10i

CIIN'i111

SBoo. 10. (a Uinder thep provisions of tis Act there shal l e es4tablished research centers -at academic and/or research Institutions having special cciiipetOeices or Interests In scientific aspects of polar research.
The Comtisfsion sMall determine that each Ruch center shall meet criteria
prescribed by thle Commission tinder the policy guidaitce p~rovidled by the Board
of Governors, and the Comision shall be responsible1 for the overall development and coordination of programs of research which may be approved for
development within the research centers in, and related to the Antarctic region.
Such programs of research as may be Initiated at the research centers with
the approval of the Commission, In close cooperation with the National Science
Poundattion, shall be supported by Federal or private funds.
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(b) iDue to tito unique requirements of polar research, a deOsignted number
of fellowships or grants shall be provided to perit qualified student,$ aind others
ito t'tIJitt'tt1 1414114I"itent
tiespt
to *nttiietlea. The Comission shall he. ittithotiztd
14ogant sutpport fuitd- ,seclthally ahtsoetated with poilar research, recennmonded
by t tio Iireetor of tlip t'omimisio ind app(
illrov'ed by thle Btoard of Governors.
HFUIIVVIN ANDI FUNDS OF MTER AUFNCiER

Sm~:.It. (it) T1'hp Voinuission mtay, with the consent of thle agency concerned,
u('4'pt, 111d tilize (pit at relikibursalble basis Clhe ofilerg, employees, services,
fnetlit lo', 11t141Inftormtion111 of tiny agency of Clho Utifted States4. However, such
Ner'i('es afind fit'llit les 1111Wiho futrnished only It It does not Interfere with the
jiertirinitep of? tle prittiary taisslon of thet a~gency convernedi. Ali agency having
etitooiy of (Iota relating Ito the matters within the jurisdk'etlon of the .htt
inis.don shall. upion retitlest1 of lilt director, aittike tClint dtttit available to the
(t onalsmion wit bout relinburseiaeut.
bh) Iroalsimli
o lltie to aniy tigetey of Ite United States' for S(!i('ftifle or
tee~linivt'l roseaeiii,
edt't'toil, or other public serve are available for transfer,
with tioe 1ijirovial of the head (of thle agency concerned, to thle Coinutlmalon for
stwCII 11140
it.4 is4C0oSitlft withl thep iarposes for which those funds were iirovidod.
Funds so triaisterred sitall bet spent by the, Cotittloi for the ipurlposes for
whiehlite t rittsfer wits mode or for general admnittist rative expenses until such
timits fill ttpprojitlioi is madeo avalttble to thle Voilnlsslonl.
(e) Thelm
United Maim Navy shall provide sueh logistical and operational
sup11port it-srqie
t uti h objective's (of the United Statesf Antarctic
programs fitnd field stumdtes int Antatre't ki. The comtimander of such Antarctic
support force shall have thep responsibility for determining the feasility of, find
Itnsutrinig th10 smCCes aind sfeftyV Of, United Stittem Anuttie operations in,
Antiretem. Tite h'glSCVIIcl11prttmal sta)IKort that shmili be provided by the
United States Navy sitil lip off ta fnnd-reinmbtrsahWe basis front Finds autthtorized
by ('litttse (41)of section .1of this Act.
AVUrHAMEN15)P1)

$Sm. 12. Subisetlon (at) of section 107 of the Fecderal 1Rxecutive tiay Act of
ereof the following:
105(1 (5 11.8.0. 220(0) Is itamended lby adding at thisenti
"6(22) DIlrector of tis AntarctIe ('ontanssion."
Sme. 13. Smction 505 of time Oissilleationt Act of 19)49, as amended (5 U.S.C.
1105), is attended by addimignatlthen Itidtereof tito following:
(Itt) The lDirector of the Atttarctlc Commnission Is attthuorized, without regard
to tiny other in'ovftslott of thif; seetill, to placo' R total Of seVenI Iw*IlIls ill th0
Aum retli'&Otmmmlssio In gritdes it6. 17. finmd 18 of' tite thetieral Schedule. Such
Itosit itis shall11 lipt'hidd1i(11ion, to thep ntumber of psiionts authorized to be limc4d
in sttch grades by stubsection (b) ."

All. ( )'BIHIN. I Mightt Say ait. thei ouit set and very briefly thilt. we hatve
beeti having hiearigs 1mimiuttily oil tis legisllationl 01' 8,1lnhla11' legislatiollb 'IUlmey have beemt very pleasant get t oget 1101s, pr'ovidetd anl oppor.
who~
vio ttivt lmtlbot'ed lttt'-(1 ittti(l. lotsly ili
unmityV oil ocen('fllt for t
thle AnItarctie to apiru litre atiI shmti'e w~itiIt s sole of their
Iep'i.
OWNt'e.
1 ut. tl'tw lt rh,Ne haltve ttd itite same out co0me1, nuot liiig wits ever
0wh~'icht Ihep hearings were he0ld.
do10)11ihout. Ole 1mi'hoil
I want to.4say it. tho outset, that, Its -'til i18 I am) Concerned, while,I have
enljoyed these little get toget hers, I int~emd to ask this slthiltittee,
tlt Pitrethel' to vote 1ll) or' downt met or more or a coinbination of
tieebills, because if we iui'o never to nuet. uipoit legishlti after the
heai'ings, there is not 11uchl )Oilit inl these 1;em1bers Who have initrodtlcetl them year after Year', 'onv'linced that, what they propose is
cor'iecV'-huot nitt'li point. ill their continuing to in~troduce these bills.
Our first, wittiness this morning will be our distinguished colleagute
f rom Oklthotm, lon. Tom Steed.
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STATEMENT OF HON. TOM STEED, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM TIE FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF OKLAHOMA
Mr. S-m)n. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, first let me
express my appreciation for your consideration in having me have the
opportunity of appearing here today. I am not going to take up much
ot the committee's time. But I did want to appear here today. I do
not advocate any particular bill, but rather, tho general purpose of the
legislation before you. It happened that I was granted an opportunity
last, November to go to Antarctica and observe the operations going on
down there. I came away with a few very definite impressions, the
principal one of which is that I think that it is quite well and proper
and in the national interest that we are now in Antarctica and that
it will be in tie national interest for us to remain there ol a permallent
basis. The activities going on down there, both from tie standpoint
of our own Government, and that of other countries is one, I think, that
is very much to be desired in the world we live in, and I think one
who could have a firsthand look at this area andl at the scient ifi, work
going on there would readily admit that it is something that very much
needs to be done and that by all mnens, our country must. lhave i mnaJor
part in. I hope this subcommittee will give some serious consideration
to the type of legislation before it. because, in an activity such ats is
necessary for us to carry on in order to be there at all, many agencies
of the Government are involved, and it. seems to nile that it ctll( ral allthority would be desirable. 1 was told t hat, most, of the other mat ions
in there do approach their activities in such a manner.
While anyone seeing it firsthand would be very inipressed with the
wonderful 'ob the Nav'y, the Air Force, the National Science. Foundation, and all the others involved, are doing, there comes a point where
things that are not within the scope of any particular agency, but
rather are of such broad imnl)ortance that the'y involve many agencies,
need to be attended to, and I think that a central agency making long
range policy evaluations and having the authority to put this thing
in focus not only for our own country but, to relate it with the activities
of all these other countries would 1) vety helpful. I know you gentlemen are a lot more familiar than I with details of how we got into
this activity in the first place and what we have done there sincji. But
it seems to me that we now have enough knowledge and experience
that we could make this a more useful and a morelhelpful operation
if we went into this activity of centralizing it and putting it on a more
permanent basis. There are many advantages to be gained if those
charged -with the job to be done down there have a more spelled-out
course of action, not just for a single season or a year but for a long
time to come.
It is quite wasteful to operate down there on a crash basis program.
It can become more equal and I think more fruitful if we recognize,
one, the fact that we are there to stay, that it is in the national interest
that we must stay there, and two, that since we are going to do that,
we do it on a, more organized and a more planned out and a more
developed overall policy basis.
That, Mr. Chairman, is the thing I came away feeling very strongly
and to express which I asked the opportunity to impose upon tlis
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subcommittee today. It is the impression I got from the experience
I had found there. I hope and trust that all of you today who have
not already had that experience will take the first opportunity you get
to go into that area.

Since there is nothing else like it on the face of

the earth, it,
is very difficult for anyone to know just what it is like
until he experiences a trip in there. It is a very dramatic experience.

I think that the one thing that, will impress anyone going in there

for the first time is that this is a part. of the world hat we know little

about, we must know a lot more al out it.; it. does have great. importance
in the atfrairs of the world in the future. By all means, the United
Status must be active in that area as long as tfhre is any action on the
part,of anyone in that, area.
Mr. O'BftIiu . Thank you, very much, Mr. Steed. I know that all
the members of the committee al)prMwiate the fact that people of your
stature in Congress who are not directly concerned, at least with the
legislation, take tie troul)e to learn at irsthand what is going on in
these places.
Does your subcommittee of appropriations handle funds for the
National Scien(s Foundation?
MI'. STE.ED. No, unfortunately not, Mr. Chairman.
However, we do have an opportunity to find out at. firsthand in the
whole committee, when the several items affecting this operation come
up. I think that in t.lie sense of obtaining the funds that will be
needed in the years ahead to operate down there, the time will come
when it would be very helpful if you iad a central authority that spoke
for the whole spect run of it rather than the piecemeal approach we
now have.
Mr. O'llBUN. Mr. Aspinall?
Mr. ASinNAL,. Mr. Chairman, I am glad to know that our colleague
from Oklahoma, Mr. Steed, went down into the area, that he has some
well-founded opinions about. it.

Of course, if we should have, sooner or later, this unified operate ion

that you speak about, Mr. Steed, we might take away from some of
thle iWdividual groups that, are going down there some of the autlority
in the operations that they presently have.
his nitay be one of tie
reasons whty they do lot want. to be interfered with.
Mr. Sna.'m3n. Well, T am not talking in terms of replacing the nction
part of the program we have there. 1 do not consider myself authority
enough to spell out what approach can be made. But. there is coming
asome
timeauthority,
when an agency
that can
at least
in the
follow-up,
caln be quite
useful.
1 think
thatfield
if Iof
were
on your have
subcommittee anA called upon to make a derision on this, I wouli be.quite
interested in knowing atgreat deal about what the other countries in
there have found in their way of apl)proach to it.
Anytime you have an activity of this magnitude, where many agencies of the Government become involved, it,
imposes certain pr-oblems
and 1 am thinking more in terms of perhaps coordination and followon than I am in the field of actual action,
Having the opportunity to see what the people down there are doing,
I was very much impressed. I thought the Navy was doing a very
outstanding job. But still they are handicapped in the fact that we
do not have what seemed to me to be a spelledl-out, long-range policy,
a long-range goal down there. They need to know not only just what
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they are going to be doing next year, but where they are headed for a
long time to come. It seems to me that I could not visualize it time
when it would never be in our national interest not to be active in
that area. I think its importance to the rest of tlhe globe is such that
we must remain active there.
Mr. ASINALL. What kind of importance, Mr. Steel? Are we kid.
ding ourselves, or trying to kid ourselves and the rest of the world, why
we are down there, building things in support of study, research, and
development of programs for peaceful uses in science, conuinerce, and
other activities related to Antarctica?
Mr. STEWD. Well, for one thing, I will put it this way: W'hat we (o
not know about that. area seems to be a great deal more thani what we
do know. But we do know that many other countries are quite iiiterested in research in that area. For no other reason than because
of the great unknowns surrounding it and the fact, that ot hers want
to know and the potential impact it could have on all sorts of intertational affairs, I think it would be the height. of folly for the United
States to pull out of there and turn its back on that irea. Our people
there have learned enough already to indicate to a layman like me
that it is most valuable and worthwhile, and my conceril is that they
are now compiling enough scientific informal tion that to begin to reach
some what you might call dividend from it is to make it more readily
available to all elements of our society that might now or in the fat ure
have need for it. I think some activity in that area is very desirable.
I think that perhaps a more spelled-out central approacli and longrange policy could not only accomplish all we want to (1o here but
actually muace it. possible for us to carry on what we need to do in a more
economical and realistic way.
Mr. ASPINAL. Well, Mr. Chairman, T do not wish to prolong this
discussion. This is an area where the United States should have and
must have a great deal of involvement for our own national security.
We might just as well admit it out in the open and have a go at it.
How long we can keep playing with it as we are playing with it, each
great nation of the world' having a particular segment without any
continuity of prolonged effort on the part of the United States, is
something that I do not know.
Thank you, very much.
Mr. O'BinEx. Any further questions?
Mr. HALEY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Steed, you spoke about
other members of the subcommittee going down to this part of the
world. A trip down there could not be classed as a l)leasure trip by
some of our freewheeling columnists, could it? The night life and
other things in that part of the country is not very enticing, is it?
Mr. STEW. Mr. Haley, I will tell you that it would be very hard for
me to conceive of a type of person who would conceive of a trip to
Antarctica as a pleasure trip. One of the strongest, feelings of relief
I had was that when I was safely out of the place. Yet, it, was one
experience I was happy to have had and I was impressed by it.
But another recommendation I make to the committee, instead of
wasting any money sending me back down there, it would be a lot more
helpfuif some of those of you who have not been would go.
Mr. HATXY. Of course we take these trips, Congressman Steed, as
you know. We are usually accused of wasting the taxpayers' money
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in such places as P1aris to investigate the growing of tomatoes and
things of that kind. This certainly would not occasion any columnist
to write that we have gone on a pleasure trip. I sometimeswish that
some of these people who criticize--I do not make inany trips, but I
wish sometimes that some of these columnists would go with fme on one
of my trips wlien I go to these Indian reservations, where one dIy
you may have 108-degree heat and the next. day you are freezing at.40.
Mr. STrIm,. I have seen you back in my State, Nir. Haley, conducting
some committee business and it certainly was not any pleasure. It
was a pretty long, hard (lays work. Those folks you are dealing with
so rarely have an opport unity to present their matters to Congress that
you cannot blame them for taking full advantage of you when you are
kind enough to come out there and see them. Think Congress would
be better informed and the people would feel a lot better represented
if a lot more of that was done instead of less. It is not something that
you ])ut on a pleasure basis. This is a thing that our Government is
doinP that is almost impossible to know the whole story unless you
(o observe it,firsthand. I would not know how to explain the feeling
of being in Antarctica to anyone. There is nothing I have ever come
into contact with in all miy life that is like it. There is no place on the
globe like it. If a man wants to know the whole flavor of it, le just
ias to go down there, If it does not make a profound impression on
him, he will be a different type human being lhan I have run into yet.
I want to say this, that all the Americans down there are there on a
'olunteer basis and if you do not get anything else out of it, it is
refreshing to see that many of your fellow countrymen so dedicated
R I:o devoted to the work they"are doing as we saw down there.
Mr. H-I.AI1Y. Thank you, Mr. Steed. I am glad you have had an
Ollorunity t.o go down and see the area and know what is going on.
'Ikr. O'Biht,. Thank you very much, Mr. Steed. We are very
grant eful to you.
Our next wit ness will be one of our colleagues, who is the author
of one of these bills before us, the honorable Rogers C. B. Morton,
the author of I11.R. 5494.
STATEMENT OF HON. ROGERS 0. B. MORTON, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF MARYLAND
ir. MIowToN. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and this subcommittee on which I ani privileged to serve for the opportunity to discuss
the U.S. Antarctic programs.
The Zablocki bill, 11'.R. 555, the Ilosner bill, II.R. 2211, the Saylor
bill, H.R. 4658, and li y own bill, II.R. 1494, are directed toward the
establishment of 'a management concept for the U.S. operations in the
Antarctic. I believe this is a proper step forward and necessary to the
long-term conduct and pursuit of our national interest on time Antarctic
Continent.
Before proceeding any further I want to express on the record my
sincere appreciation to Admiral fleedy, the members of his conuand,
and to the U.S. Navy for making it possible for me to visit Antarctica,
icluding our base at MeMurdo, our Pole Station, and our Byrd Station. There is no question or controversy in my mind as to thel nagmifl.
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cent job the Navy is doing in carrying out its mission of logistic support of the U.S. Antarctic research programs. The officers and men
are dedicated to the task and apply themselves to it in the highest tradition of the service. They are to be complimented and commended.
Also, may I express my sincere appreciation to the chairman of the
subcommittee and the chairman of the full committee, Mr. Aspinall,
for authorizing my visit to Antarctica. We were accompanied on this
trip by Dr. Taylor, our own staff consultant, who, in his usual efficient
manner, contributed much to the value of the trip. We are indeed
fortunate to have Dr. Taylor as a member of our staff on the Interior
and Insular Affairs Committee.
From the outset, let us stipulate that our country has a national
interest in Antarctica. This interest arises from the basic purpose of
the Antarctic Treaty, of which we are a member nation, and arises
from the overall strategy of keeping Antarctica free from military use
by any nation and keeping this vast area at the foot of the world[ free
from any development which does not have peaceful purposes.
The question does arise, on the other hand, as to the method by which
we evaluate our total national interest, by which we plan and develop
the programs for peaceful uses of Antarctica and by which we determine the priorities within various program areas. In short the basic
organization of management control of the U.S. efforts in Antarctica
is open to debate, and,in my opinion, is subject to specific improvement.
First, we must recognize that the U.S. activity in Antarctica is an
on-going proposition. We are there to stay. Let's face this fact and
convert our activities from a crash program to a long-term plan of
efficient operation. In my opinion, the-best way of doing this is to
establish the Richard E.Byrd Antarctic Commission and a co-related
Board of Governors.
The very nature of the things that we should do in the development
of our interests in Antarctica and in the coordination of our activities
with other nations will inevitably bring to bear many agencies of different interests both governmental and nongovernmental, and both
technical and operational in character.
Since I think we all agree that there will be a tomorrow, and again
a tomorrow, for American activities in this area, the orderly maintenance of a depository of information including records, plans, and
evaluation of data, becomes an overriding consideration in the management of our activities. In addition to the conduct. of field and laboratory studies, long-term engineering considerations for making our
facilities there permanent must be developed.
A visit to the ice and particularly to McMurdo is all that is necessary
to make one realize fully that our present operations have grown to this
point very hurriedly and are now in need of reevaluation and more
thoughtful planning. For example, one finds a disorderly array of
supplies scattered across the hillsides. One finds a heterogeneous inventory of transport, earthmoving and specialized equipment, indicating a lack of standardization which results in abnormally difficult
maintenance problems and an unusually large number of tractors,
vehicles, and machines on the deadline.
I am not critical of the fact that these situations exist today because I understand the time pressures of work orders under which the
total American-Antarctie complex was developed. The visitor is also
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quickly impressed with the fact that the logistic requirements to sup-

port a single scientist, his equipment, and his activity in this hostile
climate is of important magnitude. In fact, the figure was given to us
that it costs $240,000 for logistic support to keep a single investigator
going for a period of 1 year. We were told that the requirement was
10 military personnel for each scientist. This fact alone would lead
us to conclude that a dollar spent in long-term planning and engineering for the simplification of logistic procedures could earn a large return on investment.
The fact that we have still in the crank-up stage an atomic plant
designed to meet the power requirements of ]fcMurdo and provide the
heat for distillation of sea water in sufficient quantities to support the
community and the fact that this powerplant has been difficult to
bring to full-scale efficient production are demonstrable reasons for the
development of an overriding management control.
In my opinion, wbat we have going in Antarctica in no way should
be coml)ared in the ordinary sense to an overseas military base. Nor,
on the other hand, should we consider further operation or development without the use of Navy facilities and capabilities. The point
is that in the Antarctic we have the opportunity, in cooperation with
the sister nations of the treaty, to add significantly to our inventory of
scientific knowledge which will inevitably accrue for a better life for
men on earth. But, because of the difficulties involved the very complex nature of the experimentation required, careful consideration
must be given to the format of our scientific investigation and to the
priorities for the various phases of our scientific work.
It is reasonable to believe that the interpretation and evaluation of
the data collected should be current with the work going on in the field.
It will be the conclusions derived from various experiments and investigations that will, in my opinion, be most important for the determination of the depth and scope of additional investigation within
each scientific discipline.
The operations we have going in the area of mapping, geological
investigation and general knowledge of the physiognomy of the
continent require at this point, qualitative evaluation and conclusive
review of our accomplishment in these areas. I have been unable to
find out if the supporting carto9graphy has kept pace with the data
collected and the thousands of aerial photographs that have been
made. Much of this work is interagency in nature and part of it is
developed through contractual agreements with colleges, universities,
and foundations.
After receiving the scientific briefings at McMurdo and the two
inland stations and discussing with the scientific community the
mission and scope of their work, I was not convinced that the work
going on enjoyed the full supervision of the senior people in the various
disciplines. I was not convinced that the data collected would have
topflight attention and result in the kind of evaluation it deserved
based on the cost of acquiring it.
Many hours have been consumed and many dollars have been
spent. Let us now through a management device designed to plan,
to control, to evalue, to interpret, and to inform, draw together an
accurate portrayal of the work we have done, of what remains to be
done, and how we are going to do it.
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We must realize that the National Science Foundation
not an
operating agency. It should welcome the establishment by is
top man.
agement of the Byrd Commission as a means of more effectively
dealing with the problems of scientific accomplishment.
Finally, in our country, we have proved beyond any doubt in the
development of our economy and our way of life that there is no
substitute for good management. The legislation we have proposed
here may not be a final answer, but I am convinced it is a step forward,
giving the taxpayer a better return for his money, giving the Nation
a more valuable position in the Antarctic and proving the scientific
world a more orderly procedure in the development of knowledge.
More than all of this, the establishment of the Antarctic Commission
with a clear-cut responsibility for the development of our national
interest in Antarctica will remove the temptation of using this operation as a device for influencing world opinion or as a short-term
expression of current international policy. Rather, it will insure
orderly and efficient procedures for the development of a continent

which can eventually play an important role in the ultimate survival
Mr. O'Bzrm. Thank you, Mr. Morton, for a very fine statement.
A number of questions occur to me, but I think that perhaps it would
be better if we refrained from questions and allowed you as a member
of the subcommittee later on, perhaps, to propound some of those
of civilization on tls planet.

questions yourself.
Mr. MoRTNr. Thank you, very much.
I would like, in response'to the gentleman from Florida's question,
to say that this was not a junket. It was a long and arduous trip.
But the Navy made it as comfortable as they could. They were very
hospitable to Us while we were at the base at Christchurch and also

while we were in their facility in Honolulu. There were no frills.

But I think everybody made this trip in good shape.
We were pleased to'have o1 this trip Dr. Waterman, who is the retired Director of the National Science Foundation. Also with us was
our former colleague from this committee. Congressman Dticrn.
Mr. HALrY. Mr. Chairnman, may I say to the'gentleman that he has,
I think, here, a very fine and a very good report. It indicates that he
was not on a pleasure trip down there by any means.
I might say to the distinguished gentleman from Maryland that the
gentleman from Florida does not p ropose to go down there, because
anytime it gets 40 above, I start freezing.
Sly. AsPiNALT. Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank Congressman Mortol for taking tile trip. It has always been my feeling that anyone who
makes a trip as arduous as this. liis a great' deal to offer to'the coinmittee and to the Nation at large. Tt is a sacrifice, as I see it, to make
the trips. I am very pleasedto have the statmemit.
I have one question. During your )ln1ning of your trip down there
and during the time you were there, how many Government agencies
did von find in an authoritative position?
.. M oRTO. Mr. Chairman, there is thie Navy, then there is a Natonal Science Fomndation: there is the Air Force to a limited degree.
and I gness you could say also the Coast Guarll, since tev were fthe
senior ship involved in tile ice-breaking operations that were going on
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there. The State Department, the Departments of Commerce and In-

terior are also involved.
Mr. AsINAJLL. Did you find any people down there representing the
State )elpartnnt?
Mr. MoRtToN. We had a State Department officer with us on the
trip, but I do not believe there is a StateDepartment man permanently
stationed on the ice.
Dr. Taylor reminds ie that the U.S. Ambassador to New Zealand
also made the trip with us. Ambassador Powell contributed a great
deal to our trip.
This is a program which involves many facets of both the private
and public sector.

I think the question was brought out by you or by the gentleman
from
from Florida to Mr. Steed. I am sure tiat the Congressman
to
trying
not
are
we
point,
this
on
agreement
in
are
I
and
Oklahoma
the
use
to
effectively
more
trying
are
eliminate anybody here. We
by many of the
various agencies of Government. I was not impressed
the Antthink
I
because
on,
going
were
that
scientific experiments
arctica, bluntly, is being used by a lot of people to acquire a master's
can't afford this.
degree. At $240,000 a year to support a scientist we people.
Nobody
these
supporting
The Navy does a fantastic job of
us not
let
question,
your
to
back
coming
say,
I
But
that.
arguing
is
the table. We
fool anybody about this thing. Let us lay the cards on
have to stay in the Antarctic in support of our national interest. So
while we are there, let's not run a game of charades. Let's run a firstclass, tightly managed operation which does as much as possible.
Mr. ASPINALL. I thank the chairman for a fine statement.
Mr. RivERs. I want to join in complimenting you on your close observations and the fine paper you wrote.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Mr. Bingham?

Mr. BiNoJIAM. Mr. Chairman, I have one question.

Mr. O'BumEN. Yes.
Mr. BiNOHAM. I would like to join also in complimenting our colleague from Mary-land on having made the trip and on his excellent
statement.
I wonder, Mr. Morton, if you would care to develop a little more
the next to the last sentence of your prepared statement, which.I find
intensely interesting. I though perhaps you would care to develop
the thoughts a little further.
Mr. MoRToN. You are referring to the establishment of the Antarctica Commission with a clear-cut responsibility for the development
of our national interests, and so on?
Mr. BIN OHAM. That it will remove the temptation of using this
operation as a device for influencing .world opinion or as a short-term
expression of current international policy.
M r. MORTON. I think we have to 'be very blunt here. Whenever
we confront the Russians, and we are involved in this thing with the
Russians, there is a temptation to escalate or deescalate a program that
is alongside of them as it fits short-term consideration of our posture
against communism.
Have I made myself clear?
Mr. BiNOHAM. Yes. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. O'BREN. Thank you.
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Mr. MORTON. Thanks again.
Mr. O'Bittm.

We will next hear from our colleague, Craig Hosiner,

who is the author of H.R. 2211.

STATEMENT OF HON. CRAIG HOSMER, A lPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS PROM TIE 18TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF CALIPORNIA
Mr. iHosMlu. Mr. Chairman., rather than introducing a statement,

I would like to ask the unaninnous consent of the subcommittee to
reprint at this point the testimony furnished to the subcommittee
lust,year; that is, testimony furnished by Hear Adm. )avidA M. 'Tyree,
former atntarctic project officer, which appears at pages 42 and 43
of last year's report. It is itwell.round'd statement of what the

problent is and.I think i point of reference from which the other
witneses may wish to testify.
Mr.O'B13mnu. Without objection, it-is so ordered.
(The testimony referred to follows:)

Under the existing arraigetment set forth in Bureau of the Budget Circular
No. A-5t dated August 3, 1)(10, for conduct of antarctic affairs, tie Operations
coordinating Board wits named itsthe coordinating agency for the totality of
antarctic activities. After the abolishment of the oerations Coordinaiting
Board in 1001, the functions assigned to tie 0(11 by Bureau of Budget Circular
A-1 were assumed by the epartnent of Stite.
Since abolishment of i li OCf, coordlnatilon has been ncomplished through
Informal discussions In a committee composed of representatives of the numerous
deirtments or agencies having ilntarele interests lind chaired by the Stale
)epartment representative. No stittenent of national objectives, no plan for the
totality of antarctic activities, no adequate overall budgetary guhldne had hein
issued under this arrangement prior to my detachment from the 1.S. Antarctic
Projects Office less than a year ago, and so far as I know have not been issued
silco that thie.
Bureau of the Budget Circular A-51 made a clear separation of resmnsibill.
ties for he scientific effort under the National Science Fooundation an(l the conduct of operations in support of the scientific or otler programs in Antarctica
under the Department of Defense.
Each is discharging Its separate responsibilities with competence. The State
Department In dealing with International relations i Antartlea is doing its
Job well as, in fact, are all departinents and agencies concerned with antarctic
activities as far an such activities pertain to their own particular sphere of in.
fluence. This is not unexpected, because each department or agency is competent
in its own separate area to carry out its antarctic reslwnsibilIties according to
its interpretation of such responsibilities. This is not enough to insure an
efelent, economical program best designed to further our national interest.
Too often responsible agencies pull In different directions with quite honest dif.
fereneso of opinion. Examples of this can be found litthe planning for the
new Byrd Station, the Imlplementatlon of the Joint Atomic Energy Commission's
authorization for nuclear reactors. Mapping requirements, nuclear reactors
lprollRals for stations in the Palmer Peninsila, anl(l a supply line through South
America, Many times differences of opinion can be resolved through the in.
fornial discussions of the interdemrtmental committee, but Informal agreements
thus reached usually do not carry enough weight with the budget people to
produce the desired result. U.S. interests thus may inadvertently be injured
through lck of authoritative firm objective total planning.
Thore is UO declslonmaking authority below tile Presidential level for
antaretle matters affecting more than one department or agency. Oitere is no
single agency In which our colliplex Interests In Antarctica come to a focus.
Five.year plans are formulated by different departments or agencies, 'but who
Is to produce a &year plan for the totality of our antarctic effort and say,
"This is what needs to be done to further and protect U.S. interests In Antarctica"? When funds and resources become a limiting factor, who is to estab-
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lish priorities so that first things will be done first? Tihis involves more than
separate determination of priorities for scientific projects, priorities for toch-

nological improvements, or priorities for development of possible economic
applications which may come in the future.

'Acquisition of knowledge of the Antarctic through scientific research and
use of the unique characteristics of Antaretica, to Investigate problems of
worldwide steientiiic slgnlilciinco presently i considered by many, probably
most people, to be our principal reason for being there. The existence of the

Antarctic Treaty gives added impetus to this idea. i believe though that our
reason for being there is more basic than just science; that it is to keep
the United States in a preeminent position in that area of the world. Wor
this reason, as well as to improve our ability to support scientific programs,
technological advance in coping with the antarctic environment have eilgalftcant Importance. Introduction and extensive use -by the United States of aircraft and tracked vehicles, for example, has had a profound effect on our
ability to cope with the antarctic environment; has made possible most of
our current extensive scientific investigations, and is a major factor in putting
the United Ntates in a preeminent position lit Antarctica. 'Tochnologieal in.
piroveliments lit eOimouicatloi: aircraft, both fixxIand rotary Wivng; vehicles;
photomapping; nuclear power; construction techniques; and other things whilcl
improve our ability to work and live in Antarctica must not be neglected
through overemphasis on sw.ineo, as I fear is happening under present organizational arrangements. Neither slioult the Issibility of comnercial iappllcations in the future be overlooked, a1l responsibility should be assigned for
monitoring this.
An Antarctic Commission would provide a focus for antarctic Interests. It
would provide a governing agency reslpnsiblo to the President, te Congress,
and the American public for all antarctic affairs. It would provide a budget
in a single package that would stand or fall on its own merit.
In short, It would vest authority in a single agency which in my opinion Is
needed If the United Stites Is to get the greatest return for its Investment In
Antarctica and keep Its preeminent position there.

Mr. ]losritpm. I have nothing further. I lave been in the area, too,

and I can also testify that it is not a junket.

Mr. O'BuEN. I would say that I trip to the Antarctic would jus-

tif 10 trips to Paris.

Thero are two other Memlbes who have bills--three other Members;
they will testify later on-Mr. Saylor, Mr. Zablocki, and Mr. Duncan.
Mr. MoRToN. Mr. Chairman, I failed to say one thing. I would
like to go back. I would like to make another visit. I think that is
the only place where Mr. Steed and I differ.
Mr. O'Bmm. I gathered that impression.
Our first public witness is the Honorable Harlan Cleveland, Assist.
ant Secretary of State for Intenational Orgnization Affairs.

Mr. Cleveland I

STATEMENT OF HON. HARLAN CLEVELAND, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF STATE FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION AFFAIRS; ACCOMPANIED BY SAMES SIMSARIAN, BUREAU OF INTENATIONAL
ORGANIZATION AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. O'BlinN. Mr. Cleveland, do you desire to have anybody with
you?
Mr. CVEMA~n. Yes. This is Mr. Simsarian of my staff, who works
with the interagency committee on this subjectsHe is from the Office
of International Economic and Social Affairs in the Bureau of
Tnteriational Organization Affairs.
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I Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege to appear before this committee,
chaired by my fellow citizen of upstate New York in the presence of
the chairman of the full committee.
The senior members of this committee are so thoroughly aware of
the problems involved and the accomplishments of the Antarctic
program that I have hesitated to do what we decided in the executive
branch might be useful to do; namely, to bring before this committee
a rather full statement of all of the aspects of this program as it has
proceeded, as an introduction to discussion of the organizational problems, which are the focus of the bills before the committee.
You have read into the record, Mr. Chairman, the formal statement
of the State Department on the bill. This year and in previous years,
our thinking about these bills has been on the negative side at this
stage of the development of the Antarctic operation. But this negative
thinking is a reflection, I hasten to say, of positive thinking about the
program itself and about the nature of the U.S. national interest in
Antarctica.
I would like to call the committee's attention to a document with
which I am sure it is familiar, the message from the President of the
United States of September 2, 1964, which is the fullest official report
by the U.S. Government on the development of the Antarctic program
before and since the Antarctic Treaty and has been printed as a I house
document.
Mr. Chairman, the focus of your concern, I understand, is at series
of proposals to provide for an Antarctic Commission and to provide
in various ways for continuity and support, of U.S. activities related to
Antarctica.
In an agreement with our close collaborators in the National Science
Foundation and the Department of Defense, we thought that your
purpose in this hearing might best be advanced by presenting here a
statement of what thegFederal Government has accomlplished in and
around the Antarctic Continent since the Antarctic Treaty came into
force on June 23, 1961. Against that background I will then describe
how we are organized to tackle the difficult and exhilarating tasks that
lie ahead of us.
It falls to me, as chairman of the Antarctic Policy Group in the
executive branch to make this statement.
Mr. O'BnEN. May I interrupt at that point? Is this the new group
to which you refer in the report from the Department of State?
Mr. CLVELAND. Yes sir, and I will discuss it a little bit a little later
on in my statement, why it has been set up and what it proposes to
do.
I must say that I do so with great enthusiasm. For this program,
remote and obscure as it may seem to most Americans, is greatly in our
national interest. And the way it is now working, it is a triple success
story:
A story of scientific exploration at the very fringe of man's knowledge of Iiis environment.
A, story of heroic deeds by the U.S. support force, Task Force 43;
and a story of international cooperation that really -works.
Members of this committee well know that the United States has
long played a proud and important role in the South Polar region.
One hundred and fifty years ago our whalers and sealers were among
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the first to penetrate the forbidding oceans of the Antarctic. Later
Rear Adms. Charles Wilkes and Richard E. Byrd led the way to
discovery of the continent and the early probes into its interior. Today the scientists, and those who make it possible for them to get there
and stay there, live and work in stations spotted from the edges of
the continent to the South Pole.
But Antarctica has never been a private domain. Other nations
pursued programs similar to our own. Some of them even established
territorial claims-three of them overlapping-to wedges of the Antarctic pie. Access to the frozen continent was attracting more and
more scientists and explorers, and so began to be an issue In internstional politics.
Again, Mr. Chairman, some of this background is familiar ground to
most of you, but it seemed useful for completeness to sketch it in.
Then in 1957 and 1958 the International Geophysical Year thretened to convert the national rivalries into troublesome confrontations
of power and prestige. Twelve countries mounted IGY expeditions
to Antarctica. The always touchy question of sovereignty-who
could come into which part of the icy waste-became acute. And as
the fringes of the continent began to see ships and airplanes, more
and more people feared that tls vast uncharted area might become
the site of military installations designed to alter the balance of power
elsewhere in the world.
It wais these late'nt fears and potential troubles which led to one

of the most sensible treaties in the not-always rational history of
international diplomacy. The Antarctic Treaty, signed on December
1, 1959, and ratified by the United States on August 18, 1960, was an

innovation without precedent on the world's land surface.
Essentially, the treaty applied to the whole southern, end of the

globe, south of 60 degrees south latitude. Its doctrine is simple: t'hat'..
all nations would have access to Antarctica, as long as that access was
for peaceful scientific purposes.
The treaty obligates the 14 treaty partners to cooperate with each
other in scientific investigation. It prohibits military activities, and

forbids nuclear explosions; it was, among other things, history's first

nuclear test ban agreement. It authorizes any signatory nation to
inspect the activities of all other nations in Antarctica.
For the United States, as the nation with the greatest capability to
mount and support scientific investigations in Antarctica, this treaty
was clearly better than limiting ourselves to one slice of a muchdivided pie. As things stand, we are at liberty to investigate any.
where, build anywhere, fly anywhere, traverse anywhere in this vast
and still mysterious southland.
The treaty, as you know, did not set up an international organize.
tion as such. Every year or two, the nations meet and recommend
measures to improve the treaty's operation. Twenty-six measures
from three such meetings have already been approved by governments
since the treaty went. into force in June 1961.
The nations operating in Antarctica have agreed, for examfAe, to
exchange detailed reports about their expeditions. The inspections
called for by the treaty have actually b en carried through-when
you think of how muchi trouble there has been about inspections in
other parts of the world, that is a striking fact in itself-we have sent
49-422--05----8
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inspectors to the installations of a number of our Antarctic partners,
including the Soviet Union. The detailed report is contained as an
annex to the message of the President of the United States, as I have
earlier referred. And we have opened our own peaceful stations to
their scrutiny whenever they care to come.
The United States has given and received help from almost every
other country active inAntarctica. Many a life has been saved, and
many an expedition completed, only because of timely help across
national lines made invisibl e by the realities of luiman "hardship and
the prospect of scientific gain.
Outside the Antarctic Continent, itself, the same cooperative spirit
prevails. For example, our advance base for Antarctica is actually
at (hristchurch in New Zealand, and we provide logistic support for
some of New Zealand's operations in Antarctica.
Even in the formal meetings of the treat' powers, national delegations are impressed to see a spirit of accomhodation seldom matched
as I can testify from watching a good many other internal tonal bodies.
There are heated discussions, and national positions defined with
vigor; hut the debaters are more bent oii achieving a co structive purpose which all regard as comhoa. Antarctica is not what the war
gainers call a "zero-sum game," where one nation must lose for anot her
to gain. In the laud of ice and penguins, (liscoveries by one motion are
a gain for all.
Th're executive a agencies of the government have given careful
thought to Where we are going and1 vhait we are trying to do inAntaretica. I ,.an sumimarize dhe policy by whiich we are now guided in
seven simple seli ences:
1. The United States supports the principles of tlie Antarcti,
Treaty, and( will do what is iiecessary to insure tia, Antarctica is
used for peaceful p)IIIposes outly.
2. We foster int ernt iii I' cooperation .mong the nations active
in Ant aretica, seeking further areas for agreent wherever that is
possible.
3. We continue to attah major iltniortanee to programs of scientific
research for which Anat tell 'itlO(l ls
ii(111 co,It ions.
4. We pursue vigorously our efforts to explore and chart the soul It
polar regloin.
5.11e shall not overlook lhe possibility that, Antarelia may, at
Some illiserlille time. disclose resources 'whichthe world need~s.
6. As part of lite attempt. to master Antarctica's diti.ult enivironInent, we give special attention to the t(clicality of trislortt 1111d
other logistics.
7. In all o1r1 aeivities, we make special efforts to preserve Antaretie
animal and plant life.
This political framework and the policy framework I have just. described have enabled us to devote our full and unfettered energies to
investigating the mysteries of the continent. Since the treaty was
signed, we have mnide einormouis progress, both inl practical knowledge
iandl
ill scientific research.
The first and most practical question of all was that of man's future
on the hostile ice. Could this wasteland le subdued so that man might
inhabit itfor long enough periods of time to get useful work done?
The support foice established by the U.S. Navy has proved that
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human ingenuity is eqial even to this gruelling. task. American Sea.
bees built an ice runway which now permits easier air connection with
the outside world. Aircraft equipped with skis can now land in
the furthberinost reaches of the continent. Primitive quonset huts
are beig replaced by permanent barracks of double wall construction.
Admiral liedy, ithecoinmanider of the support force, has already
demonstrated the feasibility of transpolar flight from outside lands.
He flew nonstop from Souhi Africa to McMurdo Sound, it distance
of 4,700 miles, and from Australit to Byrd Station. These were the
pioneer flights between the continents of the Southern Hemisphere
across the -frozen bottom of the globe. The. showed that transpolar
flights can use Ant actica as it laying place for emergencies now and
perhaps later as a regular feature of air traffic in fihat. part of the
world.
T(o improve the flexibility of our programs, we developed a, modular
st atioii-liuildings and equipment weatherproofed for year-round use.
This station consists of atset, of prefabrieated compoeients, and a tractor
to oloa111nd shift theni into position. Thie whole package, tractor
included, can be flown wherever it is needed. When the program
fhere is elided, the whole station can be pielwd up and moved to the
nlext
'l'olocal 1ll.

reduce our depei(leit'v o1 costly oil supplies, a nuclear reactor
was stalled at, McMurdo Station to supply heat, and power. Tie
san, re'loier will sooll silmly the pow,,r fre' a desalting operation,
alrenldy proved out. wit ihthia i power, jo provide frosh water for the
hv,-e.
III th past year tle"sill)ort force again demonstrated its increasing
tIaastery of mu's muost forbidding enlvironment. On the slush and
snow of McMurdo he Seables built the first hard surface road on the
Antarctic Contineut. Supplies can be moved over this surface directly
from away.
the ships in MeMurdo Sound to the supply depots more than a
mile
In the (1-nouth darkness of this past austral winter, they took a
giant step forward. last ,July, a Seabee. was seriously injured in a
fall, and needed hospital eare 'ot available at, the wiitered-in base.
No one haid ever flown into Antarctica during the winter night. But
somehow the men at. the station cleared the skiway in subzero temperature, working by the light, of improvised flares. Air Squadron 6 had
tihe pilots with'the sldll, the courage, and the Antarctic experience
to bring in the plane, and take it out without mishap.
Just a few months ago, Admiral Reedy's Task F-orce 48 had to rise
to another challenge. Great cracks appeared in the ice of the bay. A
large part of the snow-compacted runway was swept out to sea and
installations at Williams Field were in danger of following it. It
took it heroic effort to avert disaster, but these remarkable A miericans
believed the impossible could be accomplished. Tn 2 days the threatened buildings and equipment were successfully moved to a safe location 5 miles iiway. The (damage to the ice runway cannot he fully
assessed now. But no lives were lost, and the bass is operatitig.
Thus, with trouble and effort and not a little heroism Americans
are learning how to cope with the harsh and unpredictablie environment of Antarctica. It is now a fair claim that the 'United States
knows how to place and maintain year-round working units anywhere
on the Antarctic Continent..
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The extraordinary efforts required just to get to Antarctica, and to
stay there, are amply ustified by the rich returns of scientific investigation in and around this darkest of all continents.
Scientists have already completed three-quarters of a major geoloogical reconnaissance. With one exception every exposed range in
West Antarctica and the edges of the continent have been exp ored
by experts. Scientists have identified the types of rock, estimated
their age, and compared them with similar rocks elsewhere in the
world. More detailed geology--including the effort to find any mineral content-is the next step.
A major study of the earth's magnetic field is now underway. We
have learned that impulses fed into the magnetic field in Antarctica
are flung far into space to return with nearly undiminished energy
at the magnetic north. When more is known of this phenomenon it
may be of vital importance to telecommunications, including satellite
systems.
To shed more light on these curious magnetic fields, last November
a small band of men started by tractor from the South Pole on a tra,
verse of 4,000 miles. They will follow a zigzag course in an unknown
area where climate and altitude combine to create the most savage of
all Antarctic conditions, making measurements as they go. At the end
of each austral summer planes will pick up the men, wherever they
are, leaving tie equipment on the ice. The following summer the
traverse wil Iresume from where it stopped.
From glacial studies, our scientists are compiling a record of the
earth's travel through space. Preserved in the snows of Antarctica
are space particles whicli have bombarded this planet in past ages.
The particles can be dated by their position in the snow layers, and by
radioactive techniques. If later studies show that these particles have
a recurring pattern we may someday be able to )redict, from the work
in Antarctica the kinds of particles and radiation conditions our astronauts will encounter as they travel through outer space.
Still another program uses the information relayed by the picturetaking weather satellites, the Tiros and the Nibus. One of the earliest
results of this research is the discovery of "hotspots" in the snow and
sea ice. These are areas where the temperature of the snow is higher
than the temperature of the surrounding snow. The cause of this
difference is still an enigma; the scientists are determined to unravel

it by further research.
As a final example of this fruitful Antarctic research, the National
Science Foundation is now embarked on a program which may have
profound significance for the world's food supply. Aboard their
laboratory ship, the Eltanin, scientists from many disciplines have
begun studies of the oceans surrounding Antarctica. These waters
cover an area as large as the Pacific Ocean. Little is known about them.
Yet the first insight,from the research so far is of enormous importance.
For it seems that the Antarctic seas are the source of all the major

ocean currents around the globe. The Antarctic waters are peculiar,

it seems, in that turbulent vertical currents sweep from the oceanbed
to the surface, tearing loose the rare and elemental nutrients necessary
to sustain life, and spreading them through the vast bodies of water.
The precious food elements are then transported along the ocean cur-
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rents to all the other seas of the world. The Antarctic Oceans may,
therefore, be the major source of all life in the sea, and, thus, of all
the marine foods of which man now extracts only a tiny fraction.
It is already clear that the scientific work sponsored by the National'
Science Foundation in Antarctica has a very great importance, both in
pushing out the frontiers of our knowledge about our physical world
and in enabling man, by applying that knowled e, to control and
escape his natural environment. It is arguable, I tiin k, that any one
of these investigations-in geology, in glacial studies, in the physics of
outer space, in meteorology, anid in the behavior of the southern
oceans-may prove to be worth the $27 million which the U.S. Government invests each year for the scientific program and the logistical
support that makes it possible.
.Agenciesof the Fed'eral Government are not given to eulogizing each
other. But having watched the Antarctic program with some carethough regrettably from Washington-for 4 years now, I can testify
to a remarkable combination of imagination and prudence which characterizes the wvork of the National Science Foundation and the Department, of Defense in this remote but exciting frontier of our national

interest.
So political, scientific, and logistics factors all directly affect U.S.
activities in Antarctica, and coordination of these factors is vital to
the success of our programs. Briefly, this coordination is effected along
the following lines:
At the working end, in Antarctica itself are two operating agencies-the Department of Defense ind the National Science Foundation. These agencies function on the spot under the overall on-the-spot
command of the commander of the task force, Admiral Reedy. They
meet the many needs, both technical and logistic of the various stations and field parties. They watch the continually changing weather
and flying conditions, and schedule their activities accordingly. Coordination of their work is carried out in the only place where the
necessarT factors governing operations can be known, on the ice in
Antarctica, and directly between the representatives of these two
agencies.
All scientific programs are developed, coordinated, and managed by
the National Science Foundation. Coni petent experts in each discipline approve the scieit ific content of the prograin and insure that
each project is coordinated with related projects in other areas. To
do this job, the National Science Foundation'works closely with other
agencies of the Governneiit and with private scientific institutions
and universities. Following these consultations, the Foundation develops a comprehensive 5-year program for scientific research.
This 5-year program which is mder development now is examined
minutely by logistics experts in the Department of Defense who are
veterans in Antarctic experience. These experts consider the possible
physical hazards for the men involved and determine whether the
job can be accomplished with available manpower and material.
Wherever difficulties are foreseen, they. are discussed directly with the
Science Foundation and necessary adjustments are made in the scientiflc and logistics plans. This process is repeated every year In a
rolling 5-year plan.
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The 5-year plan is then reviewed by top officers of the Department
of State, the Department of Defense, and the National Science Foundation to assure that it is responsive to our overall interests and policies
in Antarctica.
An important part of this mechanism is the Interagency Committee on Antarctica which was established in 1961. Every agency in
the Government with an interest in Antarctica is represented( on this
committee. Prior to that time, as members of this committee will recall, the coordination of that responsibility was in the hands of the
Operations Coordinating Board, a part of the National Security Council system, during the period of the Eisenhower administration. At
the beginning of the Kennedy administration, the system was changed
to abolish the Operatious Coordination Board with all of its pnoply
of committees and subcommiiltees, itnd place in the l)epartment of
State the responsibility for the coordination of the various regional
functional programs of an international character. The Interagency
Committee in its meetings provides an o)iortunity for each agency to
learn the plans of all (he other agencies and to express its views on
proposed programs and activities. The Committee is not a policy- or
deeision-inaking body; but its discussions point up those areas where
policy changes may be needed and need to be dismissed at a hifler level
in ti (overtment or where new policy should be developemf.
U.S. policy for Antarctica, until recently was determinedl in the
usual manner by the execiit ie branch. Responsible officers from the
various agencies consulted together on tho questions involved and arrived at a common decision, which becamne the agreed policies.
At,a meeting last, October, Assistant Secretary McNaughton of Defense, who is here today, Director Leland IIatworth of the National
Science Foundation, ald .I discussed these arrangements. We concluded that policy problems should be considered in a more formal
framework. WeaVrtA consulted more widely with the Department of
Interior and the Department of Commerce, who also have a stake in
the Antarctic programs. Both Departments agreed with the notion
of a more formal policy group. Last week, the Acting Secretary of
State formalized the new arrangement establishing an Antarctic Policy
Group of the.type described in the letter from the State Department
which the clhimnan put in the record.
The Policy Group has been established with the following mandate:
In consultation with other agencies of the Government, as appropriate, to-(a) Define U.S. policies and promulgate overall U.S. objectives and guidelines for action in Antarctica, and
(b) Review and approve plans for U.S, activities and programs in

Antarctica,

The Group will be composed of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for International Security Affairs; the Director of the National Science Foundation; and, as Chairman2 the Assistant Secretary of State
for International Organization Affairs.
The arrangements-I have described are both practical and comprehensive. There is joint participation by the agencies concerned, biginning with policy and extending through programing to operations.
At the same time there is freedom for those on the scene to adapt to
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the changes which inevitably occur in a complex and dangerous
environment.
I believe that we should continue to direct our Antarctio programs
through the agencies best equipped to deal with the scientific, logitical,
and political problems involved. It would be a mistake to divorce
necessities on which it must rationally be
policy
ased. from the operational
The Antarctic program is working smoothly and efficiently. The
relations among the agencies involved are good; the lines of responsibility are clear; the leadership of both the support force and the sietn
tiflo program is in excellent hands. Internationally, the program
works w-ith very little national rivalry; politics is at a remarkable
minimum.
When Congress finds a Government activity that works as well as
the Antarctic program does, it is cause not for reorganizing but for
re o1nr.
Th1, ntyou, Mr. Chairman.
'Mr. ( )'B01,:N. Thank you, Ir. Cleveland.
May I say first that 1 congratulate those responsible for tie establishment of the Antarctic Policy Group in the executive branch. I
might, say somewhat humorously, I observe that while you were in the
nhtst; ot reJoicing over the success of the program, you did do a bit of
reorgan izing yourself.
iNfi. Crw1mAmr. Indeed, we did.

Mr. ()'Bmtm.:N. I think that definitely indicates something,
This may sound like a rather abrupt question. But the executive
branch of le Government has been aware for some time of the keen
and growing interest of Members of Congress in the whole problem.
I am just, a bit curious, in view of that tact, why Congress was not

consulted in the slightest degree or involved in the slightest degree in
this organizatiomal )laning meeting, or advised of them until this
hearing.

Mr. CLDVELAND. This was a sort of long and rather leisurely discussion among the Government agencies concerned based on the considerations that seem clear to us, and which had been brought out in

last year's hearings of this committee; namely, t% possibility that as
time goes on, other factors and a larger and larger number of people
and larger and larger number of organizations would find themselves
interested in this whole development in Antarctica, and that therefore,
we probably needed a somewhat more formal arrangement to reflect
the really extraordinarily good working relations among the agencies
that actually operate this program. This came to a head, really, last
week, and we considered when the Acting Secretary was signing off
on the establishment of the group, whether we shouldgo through some
consultations with Congress. Knowing, however, that this committee
was about to have a hearing on this very subject today, we thought, that
we would conduct our explanations and consultations in this forum..
Mr. O'BiI.UEN. Will this new policy group be in a position to check
overlapping expenditures, separation of authority among the various
agencies involved, various groups involved ?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Wel6, the primary operating agencies are the National Science'Foundation and the Support Force itself.
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Mr. O'BPUEN. Is the National Science Foundation an operational

agency'

Mr. CLEVELAND. For this purpose, it certainly is.
Mr. O'BRiEN. Is not most of its work done by contract?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Yes. Tie same is true, as you know, of most of

the agencies of the Government today, including the Defense
Department.
Mr. O'Bu N. But the colleges and the universities do have a rather
loud voice in this operation; (To they not?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Oht

yes; the National Science Foundation tries

to draw into the program under its supervision the best people it can
find in each of the scientific areas that are proposed to be investigated.
But the fact that it farms out some of the work does not make it less
of an operating agency, any more than the procurement arms of the
Department of Defense are less operational because they contract the
building of airplanes to airplane companies.
Mr. HALEY. Would you yield on that?
Mr. O'BmP.N. Yes.
Mr. HALEY. Mr. Cleveland, the chairman asked you a question
which I do not think you have responded to. That was why the
Congress was not informed of any of these changes. Why are we
not--we are quite interested in this, as I think you well know.
Mr.

CLEVELAND.

I think you are.

Mr. HALEY. And when we start looking into these matters you
must realize, or somebody must have realized that probably things
were not just as rosy as you like to paint them here, because you now
find it necessary to establish a policy group. It seems to me like all
of this operation has gone along and the Congress is not kept informed
as to what is going on. I think that is disturbing to us.
Mr. ASPINALL. Let me ask the question this way, if my colleague
will yield.
Mr. O'Bmzu. I ield.
Mr. ASPiNALL. Zo you consider that this committee has any jurisdiction over this particular matter at all Mr. Cleveland?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Yes, sir; I think that the bills before this committee reflect its jurisdiction.
Mr. ASPINALL. I did not ask you about the bills. I am asking you

about the operation.

Mr. CLEVELAND. Yes, sir; I think this is the place to which the

executive branch comes to report to Congress on the on-going program. But there has not, in fact, in the last couple of years or more,
seemed to be a need for new legislative authority. The Appropriations
Committees, of course, consider the appropriations in tleir normal
categories of the National Science Foundation and the Department
of Defense.
Mr. ASisINALL. But you see, neither one of those agencies of Govern-

ment has to report to us. So in that respect, we have no jurisdiction
over the matter. What I was trying to find out was whether you,
representing the State Department, felt that this committee had any
right at all to be involved in this because of the great jurisdiction that
we do have over offshore areas. I thought that was basic to answering
the question Mr. Haley asked you, which. was in furtherance of the
question that Mr. O'Brien asked you.
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Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, I think this committee does indeed
have this jurisdiction and has expressed it and followed it, up with the
annual hearing that has been held by this subcommittee on the
Antarctic program.
Mr. AsmNAL. Then the question asked by Mr. Haley is in order.
Mr. CLjEVEaND. I think tle problem about the policy group was
merely that the problem arose in its action form last week. We knew
already that this committee was going to meet on Monday and it
seemed dlat there woull be a full opl)ortunity for discussion of it with
the committee on Monday, without the further process of visitations
on the Hill last week.
I numiht also plead that I was working on Vietnam most of last week.
I think if I may say so, Mr. Chairman, I think the
Mr. O0'BarIn.
chairman of the full committee has put his finger squarely on the
problem. Once a year, we meet and we receive the report of what is
going on. Occasionally, or in fact, every year, we suggest the creation
of an Antarctic Commission. That is the end of it. There is no place
in the Congress of the United States where all these threads are
gathered together and where there is a direct and rather full responsibility for activities in the Antarctic. That in and of itself indicates a
fundamental weakness, to me. The Appropriations Committee, yes,
that is fine. But its members are never in contact with us o we with

them on it. We get. involved with a dozen different committees and
you have a feeling that whenever you approach this subject, it is like
to pick up a bowling ball without holes in it. No one has the
trying
responsibility.
think that perhaps one of the reasons that there has been so much
pressure from so many distinguished Members of Congress, many of
them not members of this committee, for a commission is that then you
would have a central agency.
Now, here we are talking today, you are here from the State Department. We are going to have somebody from the Defense Department
and we are all over the lot.
Now, I can see where, from your viewpoint, this policy rou will
here
be a drawing together. But that is in the executive branch.
is no drawing together in Congress of this whole problem, because we
do not know whom to deal with, frankly.
I know it is difficult. It is not a territory, it is an offshore area, I
guess, which is an odd way of describing a continent, but that is the
best you can do. Do we get control for that reason.
Mr. CLEVELAND. I think, Mr. Chairman, you are drawing attention
to a very important and very fundamental problem. I am not sure
that it is basically a problem of the manner in which the executive
branch is organized in this matter. I must confess that I was surprised
that when we sent a message from the President of the United States
on this specific program, it was referred to, and printed by the Coinmittee on Foreign Affairs. The Appropriations Committees do in fact,
develop testimony on this subject when the National Science Foundation in one subcommittee and the Defense Department in another sub,
committee are heard.
When, as, and if there is a requirement for legislative authorization-that we do not now, in our judgment, need-then I assume and
personally would hope that the iitiative in that would be with this
committee.
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But as far as the executive branch is concerned, we have tried-because we know that there is a good deal of malaise about who is doing
what-to point up the manner in which this program is in fact tied
together, by transmitting this message from the President last fall
by presenting an overall piece of testimony here rather than a State
])epartnlent piece of testimony, and by establishing at, the political
level in the executive branch a group which consists, in effect, of the
three. people who supervise those parts of the Government that in fact
ar . responsible for the details in this program, to formalize what. has
been an occasional lunch or frequent telephone call among the Defense
Department, the National Science Foundation, and my part of the
State Depari meant.
Now, I think there may well be a problem of legislative jurisdiction
on this rather peculiar sbJ eet. And the last thing that I as an execnive branch witness would presume to (10 would be to suggest how
that-I would hesitate even to describe such a problem,-let alone
suggest how it ought to be resolved. But our judgment is that what
needs to be done does get done with remarkable efficiency and really
extraordinarily little tuihulence in the way Ihe thing is nowv organized.
Our concern is simply not to load this present operation with layers
of bureaucracy that it does not require to get the job done and which
might, perhaps, get in the way of the effective operation. Between
the three agencies involved and other inputs into the scientific pro-rain from p ublic and private agencies, the Budgl-et Bureau's responsibility for the money side of the trial ter, and the President's overall
responsibility, the executive branch is essentially content with the way
the thing is organized. It is never content witl the forward program,
of course, because we are always trying to improve it.
Now, we would like to and we assume it is our business to report
periodically to this committee on how things are going. Our judgment at the moment is that things are going sufliciently well and with
fruitful enough research and efective'enough logistical support and
wise enough i)oliti(al advice on the international side that it. does not
require another layer between the President and the present group
that is supervising the program.
ir. O'BRIEN. I am often curious at the report each year that you
are satisfied. "What happens if this committee at one of these annual
tea parties is not satisfied. Wha t can we do about it? Go to the Appropriations Committee and say cut down the appropriations?
Mr. CLEVEAND. Or perhaps increase the-appropriations, if that is
the reason for dissatisfaction.
Mr. ASPPNALL,.
If my colleague will yield, the way it is run at the
present time is there are two )laces to get the money, one from the
Defense Department, and one from a group that is answerable to the
National Academy of Sciences. This isthe only place,
This is a good reason why that message of thie President went to the
Foreign Affairs Committe. It could nor. go any place else, Mr.
Cleveland.
Mr. CLFVELAzND. Because it had to do with a treaty.
Mr. ASPINAIL. After all, the only jurisdiction we have in Antarctica
at the present time comes under the President's imthority, over international matters. Although we think we could -have handled that
message a little- more. expeditiously, perhaps, at. leatt as fail as the
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study is concerned, we had no right to receive it. And we do not want
it-the peculiar thing about it is we do not want to treat this as a
foreign operation, as something that has to do with foreign areas.
We want to feel as if it is a part of the United States of America, and
if it is, then it comes under the jurisdiction of some committee up
here directly. At the present time, it is out there in the ether.
Thank you, very much. I have said too much.
Mr. CLEVELAXD. In effect, Mr. Chairman, we have agreed not to treat
it as part of the United States and also not to treat it like any other
foreign area in the world.
Mr. ASPINALL. WNTe cannot do it.
Mr. CLEVELAND. It is a very special agreement in the treaty.
Mr. AsPIiNALL. You many do that up on the moon, but you cannot do
it on the globe, in my opinion.
Mr. HAT.EY. Mr. Cleveland, on page 3, where you state in your first
paragraph:
It authorizes any signatory nation to inspect the activities of all other nations
in Antarctica.

Who are these nations, Mr. Cleveland, that have that right ?
Can you numerate them ?
Mr. C(1wEVEIANJ). All of the signatories to the treaty. The signatories
ot the treaty are the Governments of Argentina, A ustralia, ielgium,
Chile, Franc-e, .1apan, New Zealand, Norway, Union of South Africa,
Soviet Union, United Kingdom, and the United States. Under the
treaty, any of those countries has the right to visit what any of the
other comtries is doig in the area. This is the present arrangement.
And we, partly to make sure that that right did not lapse from nonuse, we exercised it, as you know, a year ago.
Mr. ITALEY. Yes, I am well aware of that.
Mr. Cleveland, it seems to me that these bills introduced by my col.
leagues are kind of not only a drawing together of this whole operation, it also would bring about an agency of the Government where
the Congress would know whom to go to or whom to deal with. I
think that is a very important thing, do you not think? Rather than
have all these various departments involved and having to go to them
for this information and so on, do you not think it would be better
to have one agency of the Government that is responsible, for this
operation where All data was supplied to that agency, where they
could evaluate what was being done, see that there was no duplication
and so forth?
Mr. CLE'ELAND. Reports are already regularly made by, on the
scientific side, the National Science Foundation, and on the logistical
support side, by the Antarctic Projects Office in the Defense Department. I would hope that we would'continue the practice of sending up
a message from the President summarizing what is going on in this
area to make sure that everybody has a central reference document
on the basic facts about the program.
I (1o not, myself, think that it would be 'useful-I think it would,
in fact, be ail overlapping and a duplication to establish another
group with a staff and a budget and so on, to receive reports from
Admiral Reedy, from the Natlonal Science Foundtition, from us, and
put it all together in a file for possible use.
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To the extent that the information needs to be brought together
for operating purposes , we now do it. To the extent that it needs to
be brought together for congressional consideration, we either are
doing it or certainly can do it and tried very hard to do it in this
message from the President, which brought the matter up to date
as of last September; and in my testimony this morning.
Now, there is always some teml)tation to try to make every Government program look as if it is run by one person, but in fact, as you
of long experience know, these coilPlex Government programs do'not
operate that way except in the sense that all of them are under the
supervision of the President of the United States. They are exercises
in cooperation among elements of the executive depirtinents. We
think it is working very well.
Mr. 1fALEX. X11. Clevteanti,
l
on paige I, you etnunitrate seven things
that you say suminarize policy. Now, how would the p)amage of one
of these bills (to anything to really disrupt that policy? Would it, be
contrary to what. you hope to do or are doing down there, the )assage
of one of these bill s
.,Mr,CravaI'mNn. It would depend, of course, on who 'an the coinmission and whether lie was dedicated to these policies. But presuinably, he would be. It is just that it would add another layer in a
bureaucratic arrangement, that is already pretty complicated, but not
so coiipfhcated that it steps on its own feet.
Mr. IIAL Y. Mr. Cleveland, of course, we have layer on top of layer
in the Government now and we kel)building it up.
Mr. Cx.E'I, 4 Nn. This is why 1 would (issuadle you from adding

another one.

Mr. losr-m. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. HALY. I yield.
Mr. IHosM1:R. You just established this committee which you are
representing here, the policy group, did you not?
Mr. CiaviLND. Yes.
Mr. HosM it. Is that in the category of another layer, or is it. so
ineffective t hat'it could never be considered in that category?
Mr. CL 4LvAr-. This is a layer that already exists for supervising
the threeelemeints of the program that are central to it.
Mr. los3mi.
You say it,
is a layer that already existed?
Mr. CLEVELAND. That already exists yes
Mr. Hosmrat. Well, it existed in the form of an informal interdepartmental ad hoc group,or something of that nature?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Y es. Well, it exists in the form of the responsibility carried by the Asistant Secretary of Defense for International
Affairs, by the'Director of the National Science Foundation, and by
myself for supervising the three main inputs into this program.
Mr. IosmmR. Now you have a different name for it, is that it? Is

that the difference?

Mr. CI.EVLAiD. Now we have established, or the Secretary of Sttte
has established, those same people as a more formal group, vith a
capital "O'" to report as a body to the Secretary and through him,
to the President on the operation of this program.
Mr. HosMrm. Do I understand, then, that your previous group reported to no one?
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N~fr. 03I.ELIAND. The0 previous grou report tidi
buit, it.(IIdnot ha1ive this degree of forl %y.

Itoe same manner,

Mi't
. I Ios-m I'm. TIhen let s find oult. what, haptwnled whenl the "('I" wits
that 'is different, from what. fie situation was before.
kiil'.CLWEILANDI. It. (h'SCribPs inl forml terms the m11nner01 ill which
lhia p~rogrami~ has ill fact been operating, under supervision of these
thr~iee oi I'ts.
Mr. 1Iosiunt. Ini other words, would you say there has benu no

(I'lytalized

Mrt.

('iaVi~I.ANi.

A change ill the degree of formaility is at changes in

Mr.%Ilos-mci. All. Cleveland, I have difficulty understunldina When
tile suiuiw thing bit. doeits it, formally inlstea('tEof inlformlally.
Mr. ClYMPL~AND. Thatl is t lie thing.
Mr. IloqsIit. Patiuurvwhenl this was established inl such close
context, t illiewise, to tit(' liallstiul('e of. t hese hearings. Now, Per111111) 1 111 lpre'tty dense,( blit, coild you give us at little more feel for
what t his niew cltal"Or~" organliziltol d1(oe.S to Lii 't hel' and1(jpiotCe
youl tell Its it. doe's

tile interests of the Unliited Sillies inl theikAntaretic which halve not beeni
jIll *ot('(ted inl( he past?
Mrt. ( 'I,1,%~ND. AS t I e OlWI'ullt ion getsa litIe Iitrger ea yearVII,
atlittl0
mor110ecomlplex elich yell) tthere is at reqiiromient, for more cent ral rePort-i 11g. of Which the nIessalgi tfrout t(lie. I iisideii t.is till eiexample. Th'lere
is at i'e(Iiirelieuiiit forit soiiiewliat more frequent exercise by tile three
pl~oideia ollicers of' tilie (1,overliuuet. that aace responsible fort the three
lparts of t he program, to meet toget~wlitiad to m'lake joint (lerlnillafI ions. Our htope, fbr eXalilpl, would Ito thatd we can officially issue
what, I referred to ini my test iioity 1its i olliig 5~-yeau' planl, inl which
each veni' we are considering thle 16-year period ahlead. F'or t hat, pm'-

piose,,it. seemed uise t'l tiild orderly to estab~lishita body thatt, would make
the decision on behalf of aill of' thle agencies concerned and thuls on
behallf of the President, it- to what. changes if aily are neededI to be
mIade inl tile 5yeart plait whuleti it wits presented, and give it thle formal
blessing, essentially, of thle President. Thle Pre.sidenit, obviously,
should not, have to see everything that goes onl in) the executive branlci,
or hie would nievel' get. Ilil wocrkc (le.
Mi'. losMli. Di)d hle 'in fact give his formal blessing to the estahlishmlenit, of this capital "61" group?
Mi'. CLEVELAND. His ofice has.1; yes.
Mi'. H OSMVER. Whalt (10 Y'OU mleanl by thant.? Do you think hie has
ever hecard of it?
Mm'r. CLVLAD The0 Budget, gi-'o1pwhichl olterateg onl these mna1t.tei'S
onl his behalf cleared this Pi'(mosall. 'tVhether theyltVO' dscujjssepd thlis
lprohposil slpcciticailly with him, 1 do not. know.' IBe did(, of course,
tranlsmlit. the lessag~e last, fll].
Mr. Iosnm~it. As T iiidei'staid. thep prior group hielI it Ileeting
ever'y other Wedlnesday at 2 pallm. inl the-- St ate Departmlent. Is that
of!this caii)i "W4gop
the Er.ractice
CLE1VELAwo. No: this is the practice of a, group that operates
it thle so-called working level of some of uts who hold---

Mr. 1iosmwu. This is an operating group rather than at formal
groulpV
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fact, it was stipulated that this was a substantive change rather than a
capitalization of a "G." So I think that there is somei inconsistency.
I slall yield back to you gentlemen.
Mr. HALEY. I thank the gentleman, because you have explored
just about the same field that I was going to. I kinow the gntlenaii
has been down there and 1 am sure is more knowledgeable about this
than I am.
Mr. Cleveland, you have never been down there; haye you?
Mr. CL
4 vr.,AND. Well, 1 was just on my way and the Greek and
Turkish Cypriots decided to start killing each other ai I had to
stay around here and ]tel l) invent a U.N. peacekeeping force for that
situate ion.
Mr. IIosrm. Of course, Mr. MeNaughton and( Dr. 1laworth have
both been down there; have they not?
Mr. CL LAND. I d niot know.
Mr. LErvY. I just want to say, and put the gentleman from Maryland on notice, that I withdraw" the invitation that he go back on my
time and I shall extend that invitation to Mr. Cleveland.
Mr.()'BRIm. Mr. Morton ?
Mr. MorToN;. Mr.Cleveland, I do not think we are as for apart as
we sound here. Let me ask you this: As we develop knowledge that,
the Weather Bureau develops down there, as we develop knowledge
that is of a nonmilitary nature that the Navy may develop down
there, knowledge which" the public can use, which business can use,
where would anyone go to get this knowledge? This is one of the
things. I think we are not separating this management into layers,
but more, we are bringing it in together, into focus.
Now, today, let us assume that some of this Antarctic knowledge
was of some value to some specific industry in America. Where
would they go to get that knowledge?
Mr. CYEVELAN.D. They would go to the National Science Foundation, which is coordinating, really, all of the scientific research on the
matter.
Mr. MORTON. Well, there is a lot, of knowledge, but that is not altogether true, Mr. Cleveland. The Navy, the Seabees are learning
how to operate this-in your own testimony you said the Seabees had
put a hard-surface road down there. This is a new technology. I
talked to the fellows on the bulldozers that were putting that road
down there. I talked to a boy on a bulldozer who was operating it
in a temperature way below zero up at pole station, and there were
some specific problems that were inherent in that operation because of
the hostile climate. Now, a contractor has a job, let us say, up at my
good friend from Alaska's district; this knowledge that the Seabees
have developed becomes a valuable proposition. Where does he go to
get it He does not know about it. He does not know that the
Seabees have done this. There is no place to turn, the public or the
Congress, to turn to in this program.
We are not trying to divorce the State Department from it, we are
not trying to create another overhead or layer of management. We
are trying to bring this thing in-it is big enough and substantive
enough to have a headquarters. That is all we are trying to do,
create a headquarters which will absolutely in my opinion reflect

more of the State Department's desires and more of the Rational
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Science Foundation's goals into the program, more of the Navy's
goals, rather than isolate them from their mission, and bring them
closer to their mission. Tliat is all we are trying to do.
I think you evidently have realized thai, Yourself. I cannot believe that you would have responded to the invitation of these hearings and changed your organizational structure just because this was
going on. You must have changed it because there was a need to
br*intig together in terms of management control a little tighter organization as it aflecTs the policies under which this whole program
operates. Is that not correct ,
Mr. CLENTLAND. Yes, and to formalize theMr. MoirToN. What does "formalize" mean, Mr. Cleveland?
Mr. CLJEVELAND. It means that it is then possible for Congress, for
other elements of the executive branch, and for outsiders when they
ask, What is the ultimate authority, short. of the President, for policy
decisions about Antarctica? It is possible to answer that question in
fewer words and less bureaucratic terminology thatn it was last week.
On the question of businessmen and outsiders who want information
about this program, if I were a businessman in Alaski seeking information about this kind of thing, I would not go to either the
current coordinators in the State Department or to a new Antarctic
Commission; I would go to the Seabees and ask them, or to the Navy,
and see what they say. In other words, this kind of thing can be
derived from reports that the defensee )epartment Antarctic-ProjectsI
Office regularly puts out.
Other kinds of information and knowledge of other kinds of research and findings is available from the National Science Foundation's periodic reports on its program. From the point of view of the
people interested in the detailedI elements of this exercise, there are
really only two possible places to go. One is the Defense Department
Antarctic Projects Oflice, and the other is the National Science
Foundation. That is not very many places, compared to most programs in the Government, to have to turn.
Mr. MorToN. Well, let me just, under the functions of the Commission that we have, let me see if these bases are covered by the
original structure that you are now using. First is to maintain a
depository of information relating to the Antarctic, including all the
records of the Commission. WeJl, this would be all the records of
your committee; original copies of records within the executive
branch relating to the Antarctic.
Now, where are those records brought together so that somebody
who is really studying this proposition would know where to go to
study it?
Mr. CLVvLAqD. Well, the National Science Foundation has been
given by the Budget Bureau the responsibility for being the clearinghouse and the source of information about the existence and location of Antarctic rc ords anywhere in the Government. But I do not
know that you need to have copies of all of them available in one
central place. That is not, the way the Government works.
Mr. MonrON. I realize that.
Mr. IosMEa. Will the gentleman yield on that?
Mr. Monrox. Let me just ask one more question.
49-422-05---4
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We were shown that there were some new buildings there in McMurdo. There was a progression of buildings: those that had been
established in 1955, I think, or whenever it was first organized; then
we had new types of buildings and new types of equipment that had
been added. We all admit that this is going to be a permanent installation, or we hope it is going to be a permanent installation.
Now, who is responsible for the engineering, the selection of materials, the planning that is necessary for what McMurdo is going to
look like in 1970? Is this a Navy responsibility?
Mr. CY.HWvE,,tND. It is a Navy responsibility, based on the requirements for scientific work that is laid on the Navy by National Science
Foundation. This is what we are trying toMr. MORTON. This is this on-going, rolling 5-year plan that you
are talking about?
Mr. CLEVMPLAND. That is right.
Mr. MoirroN. Who is responsible to ki.k that thing so that it rolls
over and goes? Your committee, the State I)epartment, the Science
Foundation, or the Navy ?
Mr. C.EVELrAiD. The proceduire involves starting with the National
Science Foundation, their projection as to what they feel is
3oing to
be useful and necessary to do in Antarctica on the scientific side. This
then becomes a requiremnent, as it is called, in the Defense Department, a requirement on the Antarctic Projects Office in the Defense
Department. Obviously that lirst requirement is going to be larger
than Admiral iReedy and his colleagues think they can actually do.
In fact, they are going to say, we cannot do this, as they have already
said, unless we have two more planes by next year or'the year after
that.
The question then becomes-first of all, this is how much we can
do within the budget, that we can see ahead, and secondly, a recoinmendation that the budget be increased, perhaps. That will then
be considered by three departmentss concerned, and if we all agree
with it, we in the State Department and the National Science Foundation will try to assist in making sure within the Defense Department's budget process and at the Budget Bureau that enough money
is set aside for Antarctic purposes.
One usefulness of this group with a capital "G" will be to make a
little bit more formal representations to the Budget Bureau at budget
time, making sure that there is enough money for this Antarctic program, that it does not get lost. It is not very big; it is only $27 million for the whole thing. That gets lost in the Federal budget.
It is our job to make sure that it does not get lost.
Mr. MOnRTON. Well, let us take some of the nonscientific developments, such as the work that the Seabees are doing, but more than
that, things like those that you mentioned, the commercial air routes.
There probably will .be in short order down there some kind of
commercial fishing interests, and that sort of thing. Who is going
to do this work? This is not the National Science Foundation's area;
it has to do with the development of an air route. Perhaps the aeronautics authority should be involved in it. Whom are they dealing
with, the State Department?
Mr. CLEVELANn. That depends upon what their problem is. Commercial fishermen can go down there now just on their own. It is a
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from the Navy, then he has to go
free world, But if he needs help
to the Navy and see whether that help is available. The avy wil
be the
probably raise the problem as a policy issue, since this would
first time that they had helped a commercial fisherman from this point
of view. This would come up through this machinery to the group.
Under the proposed bill, that same question would come in the
same way through the same machinery, but it would require one additional layer of decision; namely, the Commission itself.
Mr. O'BImUEN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. MORTON. Just 1 second, Mr. Chairman, and I am through:.
I think the very argument when the Cypriot crisis came up, that
you could not go down there, is the best argument in the world for
having a goo(l, solid, management commission that can do that. This
is no reflection, sir, on you or on the State Department, both of
whom I have great admiration for, but I think you people are looking
at the dark side of the wall on this thing. If you go down there,
and I have all the regard in the world for Admiral -Reedy-he has
done a terrific job-but that place is not what it ought to be. That
is all I have to say.
Mr. O'BnimiN. May I ask how many of the countries which have
bases in the Antarctic now have separate Antarctic Commissions?
Do you know ,
Mr. CLEVELAND. I am not sure we can answer that quite in those
terms.
Mr. O'BtmN. Does Australia?
Mr. CLENVLANID. Most of the other governments are organized !,ort
of the way we are--that is, several different parts of the government
have a piece of the problem. The French have a French polar insti.
tute, as they call it. -But there is also an Antarctic unit in the Foreign
Office, what is their State Department.
have sel)arate agencies of the type contem. They 0do
Mr. O'litih
plated in the legislation before us today'?
Mr. CLEVIELANiD. My impression is that they have operating agencies
that are perhaps more cornm)arable to the Antarctic Projects Office in
the Defense departmentt. Only on e other nation regularly uses military personel, so that we have a rather special setup in that respect.
So'there are operatiiiz agencies that are comparable to the Antairctic
Projects Offi(e.- But (o not know of any other Government that has
an overall commission into which-Mr. Ilosiner was explaining it.the operational authority over the whole program, analogous to the
atomc energy program, is placed in a single independent agency of the
G government.
Mr. O'B01BnE, Mr. Rivers?
M.r. RTviis. No questions, thank you.
Mr. OlBnmnq. Mr. Ilosmer?
Mr. Ios,~miThank you, mir.Chairman.
You said you did not know of any that had this Antarctic comnimission setup. l)o you know what all tlese Governments have, what their
various organizations for this are?
Mr. CLEVELAND. In some cases, we do.
Mr. HoSMEf. The answer is not responsive in the sense that you do
not know what the answer is?
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Mr. CLEVELAND. Maybe it would be useful for us to query them on
their exact bureaucratic arrangements and submit them here.
(The information will be found on p. 54.)
Mr. HosMEii. Well, I think we can probably establish what is best
for the United States and what they have established is what is best
for their own parl icular situation.
Mr. CLEVEAND. We have very different problems. For oe, thing,
we operate on so much larger a scale. The other thing is we do use our
military as the support force, whereas others do not.
Mr. osOSUR. Mr. Cleveland, you talked of this figure of $27 million,
or level of effort. How long has that been the level of efWort?
Mr. CLEVE ANn. In my timen, which is since 1961, it hits run about
$19 to $20 million on the Navy side and about $7 million or $7.5 million
on the National Science Foundation side.
Mr. HosMR. That is for the last 3 years, or 4 years?
Mr. Cr, VAErAMD. The last 4 or 5 years: yes.
Mr. HosmER. Does that mean that w have now, since 4 years have
elapsed, actually a 20-percent smaller effort in the Antarctic than we
had 4 years ago because of the escalation of 5 percent per year oil costs,
which is the usual figure for these governmental activities?
Mr. CEv ErAM). That is right, and in my judgment, it is not enough.
I thik weshould be stepping u) the rate at a higher rate.
Mr. IIoslurm. But you have not---either lhnve not pushed it or have
not been successful in pushing it to greater amounts: is that correct.?
Mr. CILEvErLAND. I think that it is only quite recently that the scienitili, possibilities developed by the National Science Foundation have
indicated a justification for a somewhat more intensive program. This
is one of the things that we want to look at now in this policy group,
to see whether we should recommend essentially to the President a
somewhat higher level of activity, both on the science side and on the
defense side.
Mr. HosI ERn. Do you not think that if we had an Antarctic Commission in operation over these periods of years since Admiral Byrd
and these people first wanted to have it, that problem would have been
recognized and dealt with not in 1966 or 1967, but in 1960 or 1961?
Mr. CrEvErAND. Well, i do not know. It certainly would have been
more costly on the Washington end because of the cost of the Commission itslf:
Mr. IHosMER. Well, the Antarctic projects office has some costs that
you would save on this sort of thing,
amsorry, sirf. does it not?
Mr. CLEVELAND. I
Mr. IHosmrit. I say the Commission would take up most of the duties
of the Antarctic project office, so all of the expense of the Commission
is not an add on.
Mr. CLEVELAND. I am not clear from the legislation. The legislation
indicates that this is to be a supervisory level, not in substitution for
anything now going on. But some of what you have said is not quite
the same as what i understood from the legislation. If you are talkin about an Atomic Energy CommissionMr. HosME. I understand this Antarctic projects office is going to
take the Antarctic and the activities there and start, giving them some
cohesive directions, as well as the word on policy matters, such as
when I questioned you before you had seven policy objectives there.
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I essentially added an eighth one, preserving and protecting the
interests of the United States in the Antarctic. Apparently, t at is
not it part of our policy.
Mr. CLEVELAND. On the contrary.
Mr. Hosm,i. Or not what you specified to be a part of our policy?
Mr. CLEVELAND. That is the basic part of our policy, which I think I
made clear in my statement.
Mr. 1-fosMwn. No; you did not even list it. If that is the basic policy,
it should lave been listed as No. 1.
Let us get back to this business Mr. ("'LEVVLAND. I would like, Mr. Hosmer, not to leave any doubt
at,all in the record on this point. It would be fantastic to support that
in testimony on this subject before this committee, I was leaving open
the question of whether the U.S. Government had the responsibility
of defending the interests of the United States in Antarctica. This is
precisely what we were trying to do in the Antarctica Treaty itself.
I said in the statement how enormously advantageous it is to us as
the largest country with the greatest capability for research and
logistical support to be able to operate all over the place, instead of
just one wedge that. we might claim. That is why the United States
decided never to make a claim. Certainly, that is the central objective, and the seven policy points are subheads of it, if you will.
Mr. HOSMEt. Then wlo is it in the U.S. Government who says, "This
is what we need to be done to further and protect the U.S. interests
in the Antarctic?"
Mr. CLVr
AN.r
4
1 I. If you need one person, it is the President or the
SecretarY
of State
on his
Mr. tos4iME.
Who
in behalf.
the U.S. Government tells the President
of
tho problem so that lie knows enough to say this?
Mlr. CLEVELAND. The Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense
and the Director of the National Science Foundation.
Mr. tIostER. Well how about the Secretary of Commerce? Maybe
there are some weather matters that have to be taken care of, the
Federal Aviation Agency-we went through that. Who knows what
else?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Well, everything is related.
Mr. I-osME.R. This group is notMr. CLEVELAND. Everything is related to everything else, as you
know. But the fact is that other agencies of the Government-do not
have primary responsibilities in re action to Antarctica. These three
agencies do.
Mr. HosMEr. I am bothered by the same things Mr. Morton was
bothered about. You are worry ing about Cypress and Mr. McNamara
is worrying about Vietnam; IDr. Haworth is worried about where to
put the new accelerator, and nobody is worried about the U.S. interests
in the Antarctic, unless you have some telephone calls and lunches,
but your mind is really not on it.
Mr. CLEVELAND. I would take exception to that. My mind is on it,
as I tried to convey in 12 pages of testimony-which I wrote myself,
by the way.
Mr. HosMER. The language is nice.
Mr. CLVELAND. It presents the substance of the program. I think
that this program has gotten a good deal of attention at the upper
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levels in all three of the agencies, and in an effort to make sure that
it does in the future, as the problems become more coinplex and as
we need more attention, not. less, and probably more moneyMr. HosiERi. The Federal agencies apparently are giving it 20 percent, less attention than we (lid 4 years ago.
Mr. CLIVELAND. We are spen(Iing 20 percent less money on this, and
a good many other things, on a budget that the President has held
even for a period of several years.
Mr. J ~os.iEi. This 5-year plan, for instance, the rolling 5-year
plani-T do not, know what is in it. Has anybody run an analysis on
this $27 million breakaway to find out wlhat is needed?
Mr. CLVELAND. For the years from now on, that, process is starting
now in the National Science Foundation. My'hope would be thatMr. Hosrtmi. You mean they have their present. 5-year plan with.
out any consideration of how nuch logistics support the Navy can give
them on $20 million a year?
Mr. CLEVELAND. No, I do not mean that, Mr. Hosmer.
Mr. JIosiMER. I did not think you did.
Mr. CLEVIELAND. I mean t hat'in the .'-yearplan that we shall be considering this summer and early fall, fo r the next ,5 years, one of the
questions that the policy group will raise is whether we are doing
enough, whether the scientific possibilities that have now been ldeveloped, which, as I tried to indicate in my statement, are really enormously important, do not justify a somewhat more intensive effort of
investigation, and therefore, a somewhat more intensive attention on
thoe logistical side.
Mr. HosMEJi. There is a b-year plan in operation or in being, as you
say, at the mow(-nt, rolling or otherwise. My question was directed to
the specific ist.ue of whether or not that 5-year plan is dovetailed to
this $20 million-$7 million break, and if so, at the end of 5 years
obviously, you have another 25 percent diminishment in activity. f
just do not thinil that the 5-year plan vhich is existing now shows a
25 percent diminution in activity.
Mr. CLEVrLAND. The question about thinking 5 years ahead would
imply a somewhat higher level of support and some investment in
facilities that we do not now have, including more planes, for example.
But in order to establish that in a current year with the Budget Bureau
and in competition with all the other ways of spending Federal money
that has been developed over the years, we are going to have to make
that case very strongly this fall it budget time, and we are getting
geared up to do just that. This is one of the reasons for the policy
group.
Mr. HosamER. Well, I understand, then, or you imply, at least, that
the 5-year rolling plan is adjusted to the amount of money that is
being spent, and that somebody. the Navy and the National Science
Foundation and the Weather Bureau and anybody else who is interested-the State Department--is each going in separately to try to
get the boost that is needed fo make it a l cime oil( coordinated in the
end. Is that rightI
Mr. CLEVELAND. This is, of course, the way the Government works
on most matters. The agency that is going to spend the money defends
it before the Budget iureau as part of its -budget and defends it
before the relevant Appropriations Committees o -the Congress.
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Mr. Hosi1tti. Usually, one agency is spending the money. -Here we
have an activity going on where several agencies are spending the
money, getting the money from different appropriations subcommittees.
Mr. CLEVELAND. I find it. impossible to think of a program in which
all the money is being spent by one agency.
Mr. HlOSiB. Well, you do not have many programs like this one,
where you have three or four Government agencies or more having
to coordinate with the budget?
Mr. CLE EIAN)D. Oh, yes; this is actually relatively simple, this one,
compared to most programs that get into international affairs. The
atomic energy program itself, the combination of bilateral arrangements and the multilateral arrangements through the International
Atomic Energy Agency, creates more coordination problems than
this dos,10or
f. examps.
Mr. iIos,.nii. In what respect,? We have the authorization and the
apl)opriations bills and the AEC supports most of those activities.
Where we do not, where we had a situation of the establishment of
these $250,000 grants for research training, we ended up with putting
out better'than $7 million in some 20 countries around the world of
the money that the AEC had. Then the AID organization did not
come along and fund the operation part of it, so we are getting a lot
less on our investment than we ever should be getting: which is not
an example of things working very well where you have these divided
authorities.
Mr. Cir-EVELAN.D. I did not present it as things working well, I just
presented it as something more complex than what we have here.
In the atomic energy field, the funds for international agencies for
this purpose are funded in the State Department appropriation and
are administered in my office, for example. So that you have at least
three different kinds of money involved in international atomic energy
alone. Here Tou have essentially two different kinds of money with
fringe activities by a few other agencies. It is relatively a clear
situation.
Now, in every Government program, you have a long road ahead
and a lot of problems, but that is what we live with, the problems.
Mr. HosmI . Well, I think that you have hinted, at least., that we
have a problem here which you say is solved by your policy coordinating group, which some peol)le think ought to"be solved in a little bit
different way. That is what the basic issue here, I suppose, is.
Mr. CLEVELAXn. That is right, whether you need one more layer
or not.
Mr. IHos.%rmn. I dispute that "one more layer" terminology, simply
because it is not descriptive of what the actual situation is.
Thank you.
Mr. O'Bn:x. Any questions?
Mr. BrmroN of California.. No questions.
Mr. O'Bn N. Mr. Bingham?
Mr. B3NOITA%. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First Of all, T would like to say that it has been a pleaure to
welcome Mr. Cleveland here at this hearing today. We have been
associated in many activitiess over a npmber of years, and it, is a
pleasure to listen tohim in this context..
"
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I would like to ask one or two questions about the treaty, Mr.
Cleveland. Do we have title to any territory in Antarctica?
Mr. CLEVELAND. No.

Mr. JBi.OlAiA1. Do we under the treaty have control of any particular territory?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Control in practice. The territory of our own base,
our own bases there; yes. And what we build, we own.
Mr. BINOHAX. Is that a matter of operations that is worked out
with the other signatories of the treaty?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Well, there is no clearance process with the other
signatories. In practice, there is so much ice that the question of two
countries wanting to operate a base on the same little piece of th6 ice
has not so far arisen.
Mr. BiNqG1AM. Do we have any joint operations with any other
countries in the Antarctic?
Mr. CLEVELAND. I think Mr. Simsarian can answer that.
Mr. SIMSARIAX. We had the point station with Australia. Then that
was closed out after a period of years. We worked together with
Argentina in the joint station at Ellsworth. Then we closed that out.
We now have a joint station at Hallett Station with New Zealand,
which is continuing during the summer months. Stations go on for
a period of years, and then we often move to another area in order to
developnew parts of the Antarctic.
Mr. BIXGIIAM. What is the nature of some of the questions that have
arisen at the meetings of the treaty signatories that you referred to in
your statement? You say that there were a number of cases where
recommendations were made, that 26 measures from 3 such meetings
have already been approved by governments since the treaty went
into force in June 1961. Could you give us some examples of the
type of arrangements that were worked out at these international
meetings?
Mr. CLEVELAND. The text of all these recommendations are contained as one of the annexes to the President's report. Perhaps the
most interesting one at the moment is a recommendation about conservation, trying, in effect, to get agreement on the subject of the
conservation of such flora and fauna as there are in that part of the
world, because otherwise, the possibility would be that with the growing human population in that part of the world, you might actually
lose some of what is already there. So that is the recommendation
from the latest meeting, which is now, I think, in clearance for approval by governments.
There was a very important recommendation about exchange of
information. The treaty specifies that countries will tell each other
what they are doing. This recommendation from the meeting spelled
out the procedure whereby that would be done, and categories of information that should be reported, and this kind of thing.
Now, there is really quite a range. There is a recommendation
about reports on the condition of tombs, buildings, or objects of historic interest, and so forth.
Mr. BINOHAm. Thank you. If that is part of the President's report,
that will serve, I think.
Would it be fair to say that the problem of relations with other
governments in connection with this whole operation is a very important part of the total complex?
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Mr. CLEVELAND. Yes, indeed. Indeed it is. Partly because we want
to be sure that the precedents we set are precedents for action that we
would be prepared for any of the other countries, including the Soviet
Union, to take; partly because we want to make sure that the precedents they set are ones that we think we can live with. So, we, for our
part, watch the other countries' operations with some care.
Mr. BINGIIAM. Is there any parallel here at all with our relationship with the NATO Treaty operations, our operations with regard
to tie NATO Treaty, in the sense that there are political, military,
and economic operations involved, but that there is no single agency,
separate from the Department of Defense, Department of State,
and other departments that is given central responsibility for our
relations with the NATO complex?
Mr. CLEVELAND. There is not a Mr. NATO, sort of, in the Govern.
ment,
I think that analogy works up to a point. The point beyond which
it does not work is that NATO, of course, is a treaty that established
an organization, as you know, both an international civilian political
organization and a force, an internationally controlled force. The
Antarctic Treaty is peculiar, and, I think stunningly successful partly
because it did not establish an organization, but provided workable
principles whereby individual governments could pursue parallel scientific investigations in a common area. The extraordinary thing
about the Antarctic Treaty is that it works with so little machinery,
both internationally and also within the Government.
Mr. BINGoIAM. One final question. Would it be fair to say that in
this recent setting up of a policy group, there was no essential change
in the responsibility for the U.S. Government operations in Antarctica insofar as the agencies primarily concerned are affected?
Mr. CLFVELAND. That is correct. The policy group formalizes the
responsibility of the three parts of the Government most concerned
with these operations and places personally on the political executive
involved, the responsibility for working together and coming up with
joint recommendations for consideration if necessary by the Cabinet
level and the President.

Mr. BINoITAm. Thank you very much.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I want to say, Mr. Secretary, that we are grateful to
you. You have been sitting there for nearly 2 hours. I think that
you must realize that that is indicative of the deep and growing
concern on the part of this committee.
I have a feeling, after listening to the testimony and the questions
and answers this morning, that if there ever was a silent partner
in any activity of the Government, the Congress is the silent partner
with regard to the Antarctic. We just seem to have no place where
we can touch it directly. It, is obvious that this committee, beyond
the legislation before us, has very limited authority. I have an
idea that very often, the distinguished Committee on Appropriations
flies blind in this field.
One of the things that has impressed me is that every Member of
the Congress who has gone to the Antarctic has come back in favor
of some kind of a central organization. I do not believe that they
are alone, but that they are expressing the views of some of the very
distinguished people who are serving as project officers there. I do
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not think we are trying to set. up the structure for a battle for power
between the two ends of P'ennsylvania Avenue, but I do know that
some of the suggestions that. hav'e come from the executifie branch
have weathered some rough sledding in Congress. ]lit I also know
that when Congress presumes to suggest solmething to the executive
branch, it v'ery often gets even shorter shrifts front the executive
branch of the (lovernnment.
I do not know myself what. the merits of this legislation may be,
but I would like to repeat what. I said it the beginning thai, wo'hle
been talking about, this for years, we are till concerned about it, and
as far as I ti11 concerned, wo are going to httvo a vote in this sibcoiii01111d( for :ihl.
mittee, either1 tip or 'low, to disos)e of' this nufitor Olle

I should like to say' he lore weo adjourn that I would like, to offer
the congralt ulat ionis of the committee to it very distinguished gentleian, ])r. 'Jim M oollev, w\'I) was honored over'tlie wevtkend, 1 undetrstand, by being ImIde t life llember of the Exploreirs Club. I watit
to congratillto him for niyself and for the commit te.
If I IIIty 11d(ia personal note, I ItIim very lappy to have it group
fromi lily holetown hero today, the (list iiguished Sup1reme (.urt
Justice, I ltrold Ko1eman, his clarming wife and his two lovely
daughters.
oi
Ce.
(Ti'ho following inforniat ion is ref''red to by M (v'elaindI
1). .47.)
Assmr'.rNT

if.

'E'rARY

OF"STATE.,

Washington, June 21, 1065.

'hairmana, Subcommittee on Territorialand IttoularAffairs,
Hol.4o of Rcpresentatives.
1)uAll

Mi.

CHAIRMAN'

In

the coursp

of liltmy es.m{irmoy

ieore

your sI2Iicomli-

itiltihe, I wits asked to Irovide informatnioll oil the way iii which other com1tries

organilzed their Antta relic activil is.
lp-to-date information

Is now available on I hait s1iIecIt.t.,

an1d ellosel 1.4 i

('(olitt their Antarctic Irograms.
siummniary of how t countries plan 1111(1
siumnary deals oly wili

Raeii of Ilieo organiizatiow. of collr.e, semis advise on
a variety of govern mental

The

in ea, h 'ollntry.
stlelial problems froll

ie% major organitza ions coneeried

ll private expert sources.

You will see from thi siinumalry that the arraigeinents lii most countries are
roughly comparable to Iiose now prevailing ii the exectIlve bIranch of our own
(loVernnllnt.
'iie smnnarlies do not deal witih legislation alld], theifrtore, do not. 'over file
part icipaltion it the national Antarclle programs of legislative bodies sneil as4
yotir own coninitttee.

It th Iranserlipt of our hearings before your eommiltee has not. already gone
to pres.4s, You 111Y wish to consider including this letter and Its attachments Iii
the record.

If there Is any other Information you require, please do not hesitate to let ien
know.
Sincerely,
IIARLAN CLFEVEILA ND.
ORGANIZATION

OP ANTAROTIO

PROORAtM

AROEN'rTNA

1. oilyy and planfin!g

Policy Is the Joint responsibility of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the

Ministry of Defense.
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2. Soicntifto program

(a) Tfhe Argent ine Antaretic Institutte has prinmary responsibility for scion.
tile. activity. TheIInistitute is admiinistratively and financially under the Navy,
but operates fairly indlepiendently,
(b) TFlwt l7iiiversity f Ifl('1hom Aires plays a nilnior role lit the setne program.

(0) Tihe Navial Ilydrographic O)tih'e plitys til Important role lin Its .ili)ohliity.
S. Operations

For the most part, Argentine stations In Antareit lar operated either by
tho Army, the Navy, or the Air Force. Ono station Is, however, operated by
the Argentine Antaretic Institute, bult, the Navy -4upplies the transportattioni.
AUWIIIAJIA

1. P'olley and paitilli

TihiiIprimary responsibility for Antarctic policy and coordlinattion rests with
-HeAni
vision of ft, A initry of Extcril AtTittrs.
rtI
Co4ordiniation (it the science program and lIiternittioni lmtters Is provided
by allii tterilg('!I('3 coiiitilIttee. 'I'll(% ommittee- Includes tile Detpartmients of
eveioimit andt Interior, plus the Au-4trailail Academy of Secin(es.
Natina D011
Other V-p.iart limitH tire 'onsulted 115 nem-ssitry. Meteorology tind( mappimg tire
carried4 out under the auspices of the D~epart ment of Meteorology and the Delnat Ma1pping.
part nu.'mut of AN11t
8. Operalialns

0pertilons are- tile rcsiiomsibiiity or the Antarctic Division of Histerla Affairs.
Thet Atiiwt ForceVs piroidei for' air itud vehiicle' operations, as8 well its advisory
serv lees.
I1EIAIIUM

I. Potlicyill/ plaimingj
~Nat lonail mcicist Itle, iolicy is4deterii ted by atCabiniet committee whlieh Includes
thle M inist ries of De.fense, Agriculiture, Exonuoinies, Educat lon, Pubtlek HealthI,

antd Finanee.
Iilullemenittlon of policy rests with thle sanie agenicies, phis the Mtinistries
(if iPorelgti Atfnirs, and( Public Works.
2. NefnIci/tOfl propr'i mis

8-ven1ce liodicy Is dleterminted by tile Cabinet commit tee.
het(NethIerlim ulil conductilng Its Antarctic programs.

Bit-gin works with

S. Operations

Opera tions are in thle hands of the Delgin-Nethlerlanuds Antarctic Committee.
Finainces andl persouilel are two-thirds Belgian and one-third Dutch. Tile l)ropa rt lilly supported by the private ent ities.
gramni. it Nibo
Trhe Hlleginn Armned Forem have supported~ Antarctic programs bty loaning
commlun~ittionis 1mid1other equipment much ats light aircraft. Belgian Navy
andt Air Force persomlluc hasve souIttlintwe particip~ated l i expeditiouIs.
MI11LE

1. Poliell andi pta il Iilly
Policy l11ld planning Is tile Joint responsibility (if the Foreign Ministry, the

Arnmy, the Navy, tind( ft(e Air Force.
roram
2. Scienstlfefi'Oi

Science programs tire coordinated biy the Chilean Antarctic Institulte, which
Is undler the Directorate of Frontiers lin the Foreign Ministry.
S. Operat ions

The three' military services' provide tMe logistic supmiport needed. The Chilean
Army operates oiie station, the Navy 0110- station, and the Air Force two stations.
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FRANCE

1. Policy aid planning
Policy Is determined by the Terre Adelie Section of the French Austral and
Antarctic Ofice in the Ministry of Overseas Territories.
2. Sc entifto programs
Nominally, scientific programs are under the auspices of tihe French National
Committee for Antarctic Research of the French Academy of Science. Howover, the following agencies formulate and finance their own programs:
The National Center for Scientific Research.
The National Center for Space Studies.
The National Center for Telecommunication Stu(fles.
The Institute for Global Physics.
In addition, there is the French Polar Expeditions which Is a private group.
This group has a written contract with the French austral and Antarctic office
to organize expeditions.
S. Opraollons
Logistic support including construction work and manngelnent is provided by
the Office of Overseas Scientific Research of the Ministry of Cooperation. The
Navy furnishes a limited number of naval personnel for Antarctic ship duty.
JAPAN

1. Policy and planning
Antarctic programs and operations are chiefly the responsibility of the Ministry of Education, of whihh the Japan Antarctic Retearch Bxedietition (JAREi) and
the Polar Division of the National Science Museum are the agencies directly con(erned. rhe membership of the Headquarters of the JAHE is coonjiosed of the
Minister of Education atnd the vice ministers of other participautinug agencies
named below. In formnlulting plans, the Headquarters JAl, relies heavily upon
advice find recommendations from

the Japan Science Council aind, onl occasion'

front individual members of the academic community.
2. teientific programs
IThe Science and Technology Agency is responsible for coordinating Antarctic
activities with other science. programs being undertaken by the Government.
3. Operations
The Polar Division of the National Science Museum is chiefly responsible for
carrying out Antar.tic programs. It procures supplies and exercises general
supervision over fill activities of the Antarctic expedition. The .Maritinue SelfDefense Force provides transportation. The Geographical Survey Institute
(Ministry of Construction) performs map-making services. Radio research at
the Antarctic is carried out by the Radio Research LAboratories (Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications) and meteorological and oveanographic studies
are carried out resiectively by the Japan Meteorological Agency and the Maritime Safety Board, both of the Ministry of Transportation.
NFW ZEALAND

1. Policy and planning
Policy and planning Is done by the Ross Dependency Research Committee, is
body including scientists and representatives from governmental and nongovernmental organizations.
2. Setcntit/o programs
Scientific programs are planned by the Ross Dependency Research Committee.
The programs are carried out by the Antarctic Division of the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research. There is also a University Grant Committee,
and Now Zealand Universities operate independent research programs.
8. Operations
Scientific operations are under the control of the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research. Transportation Is provided by tie New Zealand Navy.
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NORWAY

plantingN
1. Policy alu]
The NorwVegian Antarctic program is currently inactive. Coordination and
planning would be done by the Norwegian Polar Institute which also deals with
Arctic projects. The Institute is financially dependent on the Ministry of In.
dustry.
L. Skcintifo programs
The Polar Institute receives broad policy guidance from tie Norwegian Na.
tonal Committee for Antarctic Science, which is appointed by the Norwegian
Academy of Sciences.
3. Operations
For its activity at both poles, the Institute has a small permanent staff. Ex.
peditions are made up of small specialized parties from any Interested governmental or private bod(y. These partles are normally financed by the sponsoring
body, but the Polar Institute sometimes provides financial support from its
budget.
In principle, the Institute is responsible for its own logistics, but It works
(lsebly with the military authorities, and sometimes obtains equipment from
them,
SOUTH AFRIA
I. Poliell and planning
Plinnimig is a function of an Interdepartmental committee consisting of reprewmtativ-s
of the Ministries of Transport (chairman) and Foreign Affairs, and
the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
R.0eicentifle prograts
Recommendations for t he scientific program are developed by the South African
Committee for Antarctic Research. The Committee for Antarctic Research is
ilso represented on tle Interdepartmental Committee.
3. Operation.
The IDepartment of Transport is responsible for Implementing the research pro.
gran and maintaining the South African station in Antarctica.
UNITED KINGDOM

I. Policy and planning
The focal lx)lnt for policy and planning is the British Antarctic Survey. The
Survey reports to the Governor of the Falkland Islands, who is also the High
Commissioner for British Antarctf Territory. The High Commissioner, in turn,
is responsible to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
2. Scientific programs
IReconiniemidations for scientific programs come from the British National Committee on Antarctic Research. This Is a committee of scientists acting in their
individual capacities. In addition, the Scott Polar Research Institute maintains
(lose liaison with both the Antarctic Survey and the National Committee. The
Polar Institute is, however, an independent research organization connected with
Cambridge University.
S. Operations
In general, operations are the responsibility of the British Antarctic Survey.
Others involved are the Royal Navy, which annually sends a supply ship to the
Antarctic and provides helicopter support when necessary. The Directorate of
Overseas Surveys is responsible for mapping, and the Hydrographic Department
Is responsible for hydrographic charting.
1. Policy and planning

U.S.S.R.

Basic logistical and scientific operational support, as well as the coordination
of research operations in Antarctica, is provided by the Arctic and Antarctic
Scientific Research Institute under the Administration of Arctic and Antarctic
Studies. in the main administration of the Hydrometeorological Service, and
attached to the Council of Ministers, U.S.S.R.
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2. ScLcntflc programs
The planning and development of basic Antarctic research Is by various Institutes of the Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R. The Interdepartmental Commission
on Antarctic Research coordinates the plans and activities within the Academy
and with the ArctIe and Antarctic Scientific Research Institute. Scientists of the
Academy also participate in the sessions of the Scientific Council of the Arctic
and Antarctic Scientific Research Institute.
8. Operations
Basic logistics support is provided by the Administration of Arctic and Ant.arctic Studies. Ship operations are provided by the Ministry of the Merchant
Fleet, and air operations are provided by the Ministry of Civil Aviation, U.S.S.R.
UNITED) STATES

1. Police and planning
The Antarctic Policy Group Is responsible for overall planning. The group l
coinposed of representatives of the Department of Sitte (Chairman) and Defense,
and the Director of the National Science Foundati on.
2. Scientific programs
Scientiflc programs are planned, coordinated, and directed by the National
Science Foundation.
3. Operations
Logistic support is the responsibility of the Department of Defense.

We stand in recess until 9:45 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at, 12 :25 p.m. the hearing was recessed until the following day, April 13, 1965, at 9:45 a.m.)
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]housE8 Or RhPt-liESENT,1'ATIVES,
SUBtCOMM.IivrEE ON 'IERRITORIAI, AND INSULAiR AFFAItS
OF THE (OM0IPrri.u ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAinS,

Washington, D.O.

The subcoininit tee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:55 a.m., in room

1324 Longworth
p~re.
111g.

'ouse
Office Building, lIon. Leo W. O'Brien

Mir. O'imIN. The Subcommittee on Territorial and Insular Affairs will be in order.
We will continue hearing on H.. 555 by Mr. Zablocki, UI.R. 2211
by Mr. Ilosmner, I.R. 4658 by Mr. Saylor, and H.R. 5494 written by
Mr. Morton, for Antarctic study and research programs.
Our first witness this morning will be our colleague, the thonorable
Robert, B. l)uncan.
STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT B. DUNCAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF OREGON
Mr. I)ENcAN. W1'. Chairman and gentlemen, I will take only a

mon'ent or two of your time. I am grateful for the pleasure of
coming back once again to this room where 1 spent so many happy
hours last year. Perhaps I can thank again publicly the chairman
for his very gracious consideration of all freshmen members of
his committee. I hope Mr. Craley here can testify that this is so.
Mr. CALE:Y. 1 (10.
Mr. I)UNc(,N. 1 am also grateful for the opportunity I had last

year of visiting the Antarctic Continent. This represented not only
a, trip that I felt would be of value to me in my duties as a Member
of (, egress, but. it, represented the culmination of a longstanding
ambition. As I told some of the people I met, down there, when I
was a youngster, my fondest. ambition was to be an Antarctic explorer and I was always disappointed when at the age of about 15,
Admiral Byrd (lid not see fit to include me on one of his expeditions
down there. So this meant the fulfillment of a youthful ambition.
We were down there only for a few days and f do not come back
to you as any expert, although I will say Admiral Reedy and Dr.
Waterman and the rest of the staff did their best on our short trip
down there to make us experts.
1,irst of all, I was impressed with the continent, not only from a
scientific standpoint. but from the standpoint, of the security 4f United
States. I was impressed with our activities down there, I was im-
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pressed with the scientific work going on and with the log istical supply work, by the military and transpori, service and by the Navy. I

think it. is of vital importance that we be there. As Mr. Morton said
yesterday, I think it is well for us to recognize right now that we

should be there, our activities on the continent should beia continuing
and long-range proposition. I think this is important from a scientific
standpoint as well, as I mentioned just a moment ago, as from the
standpoint of national security.
I think we are learning much in bolth areas. I think as we talk about
the costs of this operation, we ought to realize that we have going down
there not only a scientific investigation program but I think the mere
presence of our logistical supply unit is important to us as we seek to
learn how to operate, militarily in the adverse climate of the Antarctic
and the Arctic. I think thai while this is not a primary objective,
)erhaps not even a nominal objective, but the mere fact. that the midlitary is down there in a supply capacity, means we just cannot help
but learn much about how to ol)erate under extremely adverse climates.
With all due respect. and apologies to those peoi)lo who are (town
there, and I reiterate once again the fact. that I was impressed with
the way ead one of them was conduct ing his own individual job, I
could not help but. feel from t ime to t imto as though I had been t'rals-.
ported hack to World War IT and there, from my completely subordinate 1)osition, tile anlazin g thing to file was not" tlhe r(W('s'5" t ll.t we
suffered in World War II but that we were achieving so much front
a war that seemed to be kind of liIlt ing it sel f in certainly respeels. If
I had been in the top levels, I might have seen this was extremely well
plahmned. But to the casual observer in Antarctica and to the subordinato Nav, pilot, in World War I, it.,eemed that the thing was kind
of fight.iing itself, kind of conducting itself, and perhaps even the resuits we are accomplishing down there, and I think they are sign ilihait
results, we are accomplishing in spite of ourselves ral ler than because
of ourselves. We have heard it said niany, many times that. too many
cooks spoil the broth. I am1 convinced we. can do'as much, maybe nmore,
with the expenditure of no more money than we are putt ing into tile
operation and perhaps less.
Of course, one of the obvious things is tile difficulty of maintaining
an inventory down there. Storage problems are l)hysical )rolblems of
maintaining the proper types of warehouses. This'is, of course, very
difficult in such a remote area. But 1 think that there is entirely too
much reliance on air transportation. I could not hell) but analogize
to the situation I find myself in at.ihome.
Many, niany yeirs ago, when I was a youngster and we did not have
a grocery store on every corner, my mother would buy the supplies and
they would last every ;veek. When I was in Alaska, we would go out
and buy supplies omce every 2 or 3 muontths. As a grocery store appears
on the corner, it is inevitable that two or three times on Sunday, somebody has to run down to the corner store for butter or a quart. of milk
or something that could have been there if the planning had been done.
I am not sure there is not too much reliance on the marvelous air
transport system we have to get material down there. Admiral Byrd,
Scott., Shackleton, all the rest of them, were not able to call on a fourengine jet transport to bring supplies out of New York, Washington,
California, or Hickam or wherever they might be. I would suggest
this is one of the areas in which we could improve our operation.
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Once again, getl ilug back to the questionI of overall inaiitgeiiienlit-, it
seems to ine that the overall direction is entirely too diffuised. I thiilk
we have lot thi, proper overall ot'ofrol. Eac i one of these men in
i am convinced, isdoing an excelcharge of theIi part icular
tii what Ithink the bills before you
ieed
lent I0b What I think we
gelidell|~li today attenipt to give us isSmile overall top drawer n111anagelivil of the 'nt ire ope'rat iou.
Going)on to the hills tthemselves,they are tll substanltially the same
and 1 t link I usId pa Itiilrli'lv MIr. M'ortmi's as I went through it.
There nrc two or three things in there Ihat st rike me specihcally. One,
I 11n pleased. of corlllS, it finally gettill-r an overall op mauligenlent.
1 am .alsopleastdt as a Navy pil l hat. th, logistical supply operation
is given to the Navy. I thiink itisimiporolathnt itbe given to one or
the other services. far 1iore iil l )tlint that it be given to one than it is
Aretic
nlle
gets it. I however. I think ile luistory (f the Navy ill
whi
and Antnrctic exploration is stic'h that this is properly within their
at,.II wvolld i hisize t'ven 1ioeP in section 4, spati a'he things lat,
addition to tI gut herring, evaluating, and disgraph 2 on page 3 is, ill
regard to
pe'rsiiig of infotnatlit iol 1 woi( put secitic tuilglzige in ill
I think it would be well if we
mirogilim, cataloging. and iuiulexiilt.
had more screening of tle sciet itC, worth of t lie projects that. we are
I tun not in 1iposition to say
conducting down there. 1 1in a hIlyin.
that,this 1o,'e(t isgood 1111d thit I'Ovj'Ct is had. I have no specific
informaution Ilhat any of them are sicll that they oight to he diseon.
tinued. Hiut I do have the feeling of some doubts as 1 talk to people
here, there, and elsewhere inl the operation as to whether or not each
on
one of these projects re llly jiustifies th Imloley that isbeing s enit
ichard
by
tis
management,
overall
driwerin.
it. I think the top
--onulliissionl "touud perlan
lBvrd(AntI tretI C

Mr. AspmNAL,. I wouli like to ask My colleague a question. You
don't. think, do vot, you are not optimistic enough to think, that we
are going to get ioa (et ailed study of this bill with the adverse reports
that we have against it ?
rolobIlV not. 1111d 11rhiaps I ought to, for that reason,
Mr. DUtiNAN.
Mr. (hairman, cut my testimony a little short. .1 am about through
M r. ASPINALL. I am not, objecting. I just wanted to know if you
optim istic ?
itre st ill
Mr. )uNCAN. I am convinced that something of this sort. is going
1O come someday. Iamiwilling to take one step at a timle, and ifhaving
i.hearing this year will help us next, year or the year after to achieve
what ought, to 'be done, .1iam all for having these hearingS.
As a niatter of fact, Mr. Chairman, I ami not so certain tliat it would
not. be just. as well to gather together under one commission not only
our- Ant arctic expeditions but also the operations we have going in
the Arctic. I make that. statenmt, too, with full knowledge of all
the mechanical, legal, and congressional problems.
Mr. Asmr-TALtt. You had better speak to Congressman Anderson, of
1Iennessee, about. going to the pole before we go to foreign lands.
Mr. DUNCAN. I grOe.
Just, cmmnenting very briefly that even in regard to the projects that
'are being carried out down there, I was impressed with the tremen40-422-06-----5
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doUs volume of scientific data that was being accumulated.

I recall

the maser counter, in particular, grinding out miles of tapes with
recordings of the maser bombardment of the Antarctic Continent at
Mc.Iurd0_. This thing I could not help speculating about is what are
we doing with these tapes once we get them? I am sure there are
answers and I am sure somebody is looking at them, but no one has
yet supplied me with the answer that I wanted; naiiely, that they
were carefully reviewed, the knowledge being accumulated on those
tapes was being evaluated, and even more importantly, being stored
under such circumstances that it can be readily retrieved and the
information thereon made available to the scientific community without going back and redoing projects over and over again, which I
suspect on more than one occasion ias been done.
The other thing that .1 would comment on as far as the bill itself is
concerned is the references therein to the national defense, the exception of any purely military expeditions or operations from the supervision of this commission. I did not reread the Antarctic Treaty. I
would be very skeptical of this specific language in there, however, as
it is my recollection that the Antarctic Treaty was entered into with
the specific purpose of keeping the Antarctic Continent on a nonmnilitary basis. While all of us realize the importance of our military
presence there, I think I would be skeptical of this language in the
till with respect to our treaty.
Mr. MORTONW. Specifically what language do you refer to?
Mr. DuNcix. Specifically I am thinking of page 3, line 12, where
the dissemination of information is limited to that consistent with the
interest of national security and the public interest. I would be inclined to strike interest of national security, because I think public
interest covers it. There are two or three other spots in there where
I think the same thing ought to be done.
Then I think there is another problem which perhaps has not arisen
yet, but it, is one which the American Government ought to do something about before the question does arise. That is the question of
legal jurisdiction in Antarctic Continent at our bases down there. I
think we are in a kind of limbo, a kind of no man's land. Sooner or
later, we are going to have problems of a legal nature down there
and I think we ought to have some sort of a code with some sort of a
jurisdictional base upon which these people can operate. I think at
this point, with such an intermixture of civilian and military personnel on the continent, and intermixture of nationals from many
different nations and some Supreme Court decisions over the past 8
to 10 years ago involving the rights of civilians on military bases overseas, I think this ought to be worked out and some kind of guidance
and help given to people on that basis.
That is all I really'have for you gentlemen. Once again, my thanks
to you for permitting me to appear again before you.
Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman, may I thank our former colleague on
this committee for taking the trip down there with Mr. Morton and
others, and also for his valuable and effective work as a member of
this committee and in Congress, and for his contribution today.
I think that you have in mind what most of us think is necessary.
We have obetacles, of course, that it seems like it is impossible to surmount at this time.
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That'is all I have.
Mr. DUNCAN. I found when I served 2 years on this committee
that most of my comments and observations were superfluous and redundant, that the chairman of this committee anticipated everything
I could possibly think of.
Mr. O'BRmN. I might say to the distinguished gentleman that I
too, think, he got a great deal from this trip down there. I think that
in many instances, we are invited down there for the purpose of observing the very fine work that is being done, and there is fine work.
But it has been significant to me through the years that every time at
Member of Congress goes down there, he comes back and reports at a
seminar such as this that he is impressed but he also thinks that we
should do a little bit more. I know that the distinguished chairman
of the full committee has been through more battles tian I have and
I know that he will fight as long as there is the slightest chance to win.
But it does seem to me that in the face of adverse reports, and I am not
committing myself now for or against this legislation that there are
times when Congress, even if it is an exercise in futility, should express its views rather than just roll over and play dead because we
get some unfavorable reports from downtown. That is why 1 would
hope at least this year that we could crawl forward that wotld-be tiny
inch and at least have a vote up or down on one of these bills, at least
in the subcommittee, and l)erhaps in the full committee.
Mr. DLtNCAN. Mr. Chairman, I like to think that the people downtown are members of the executive branch and are there to carry out
the policy which the Congress enunciates. While I realize that flere
are difficulties in this, I nevertheless am not yet prepared to abdicate
our legislative responsibility. If they are not in agreement with what
we do, it is still their obligation to carry it out.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Well. I think that we would all benefit, uptown and
downtown, if we could just once have a full-fledged debate on this
matter in the House of Representatives. I cannot predict the outcome.
I have not. the vaguest idea what the outcome will be. But I think
there is this great filterest on the part of the few people who have gone
down there and in every instance, they have agre-d. They have been
people from both parties, various parts of the United States, and they
all agree. I do not think that there has been any mutual brainwashing; these have been individual opinions. So there is an uneasiness
and where there is an uneasiness, I think Congress has a responsibility
for the long look.
Mr. DUNCAN. I am not one for asserting prerogatives just for the
sake of asserting them, but where the executive branch is in error as
I think they are in this instance and in the instance of certain hospital
closings around the country, I think the Congress has a prerogative
it should retain.
My criticism is not a criticism of certain individuals down there, but
I hope they are taken as constructive criticism, much as I would welcome someone engaged in this opportunity to come into my office and
make suggestions for improving what I am doing down there.
Mr. O'BRrN. I agree with the gentleman. Isee nothing said by
any Member of Congress that is critical of what is being done with the
tools and materials available. Not criticizing, but proposing, perhaps, a better method of doing a better job. It could be that when we
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get all through with the debate in the House, we might agree with the
position of the people responsible now for dhe program. In fact, I
think it iuirht be a,good idea to get it beyond the expressions of opinion by the riandfull of people who have undertaken this very difficult
trip
r. DunCAN. I would agree, sir.
Mr. O'BIEN. Mr. Haley?
Mr. HALEY. May I thank the gentleman for a statement? I think
you have done a real service to the Congress and to this committee
with your trip down there. It certainly gave you a chance to observe
things on the ground instead of sitting here week after week taking
testimony. So I do think your trip was a real service to Congress in
going.
You spoke, however, a little while ago, Mr. Duncan, about our
hazardous authority down there, or not hazardous authority, but our
lack of understanding. It is my understanding, Mr. Duncan, that
in all of these projects down there, each nation has a right to observe
what other nations are doing. Now, suppose we asserted our sovereignty, you might say over some parts of this continent and other
nations, of course, would do the same thing. Do you think we would
be better off if we did not find out, for instance, what the U.S.S.R.. is
doing down there?
Mr. DUNcAN. That we not find out?
Mr. HALEY. Yes.
Mr. DUNCAN. No, I think it is important that we know what they
are doing down there and I do not think that we are occupying in
the sense of asserting our sovereignty in these portions of the Antarctic Continent. Rather, it is a de facto occupation. I think it is
important that it be as widespread as it is and perhaps even more so.
But I think I see no problems at this point in an interchange of ideas
between all of the powers involved on the Antarctic Continent. As
a matter of fact, it may be one area in which we can prove our ability
to get along with each other.
Mr. HALEY. You do not advocate, then, the cutting of the pie up
Mr. DuNCAN. No, sir.
Mr. HALmY. And you do think it is important that we know what
is g
on on the whole continent?

r. unCAN. Yes, sir; I certainly do.

Mr. HALPY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DUNCAN. I might say that one of the same things, for hometown consumption, at least, that impressed me down there was the fact
that they have used in our operation, as well as in the British expeditions, the ones that transversed the whole continent, a product called
the Tucker Snow Cat which is made by a former client of mine in my
little old hometown of Medford. I was glad to see a lot of them down
there. I was disappointed that I did not see many of them moving at
the time.
Mr. MoRToN. I was told that the dogs that the New Zealanders
had are a lot more effective than those Tucker Snow Cats.
Mr. DU CAN. You were not told that, but you opinioned that a time
or two.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. O'BIm. Our next witness will be Hon. John T. McNaughton,
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs.
He will be accompanied by Rear Adm. James F. Reedy, U.S. Navy,
U.S. Antarctic projects officer; Capt. Price Lewis, Jr., tjSNR, InterAgency Affairs Officer, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica; Comdr.
Ronald K. McGregor, Office of Chief of Naval Operations- Col. .Marshall E. Sanders, Chief, Policy Division, Policy Planning Staff, office,
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs;
and Dr. James E. Mooney, Deputy Antarctic Projects Officer.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN T. McNAUGHTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS;
ACCOMPANIED BY REAR ADM. JAMES R. REEDY, U.S. NAVY,
U.S. ANTARCTIC PROJECTS OFFICER; CAPT. PRICE LEWIS, JR.,
U.S. NAVAL RESERVE, INTERAGENCY AFFAIRS OFFICER, U.S.
NAVAL SUPPORT FORCE, ANTARCTICA; CMDR, RONALD K.
McGREGOR, OFFICE OF CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS; COL.
MARSHALL E. SANDERS, CHIEF, POLICY DIVISION, POLICY
PLANNING STAFF OFFICE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
FOR INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS; AND DR. JAMES E.
MOONEY, DEPUTY ANTARCTIC PROJECTS OFFICER
Mr. MoNAUGHTO.N. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I
wish to thank you for inviting me up here to testify . This is the first
time that I have testified before this committee. I have no prepared
statement for you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to make a few comments; first to associate myself fully with the statement made by Assistant Secret aiT (leveland yFesterday.
The Antarctic is not a crisis area.. This is partly because of the
physical situation there and partly because of the treaty. Nevertheless, the United States has several important interests. If I may, Mr.
Chairman, I shall read a sentence from a document that was drafted
and adopted in 1962, which states the basic objective of the United
States with respect to Antarctica, under, of course, the terms of the
treaty. It is as follows:
To take advantage of present and possible future uses of Antarctica, political, scientific, economic, and other, that benefit the security and welfare of
the United States, and to prevent any use of Antarctica which would be detri-

mental thereto.

In more particulars, this means to explore and chart the continent,
to master the harsh environment., to press the scientific programs,
to conserve the indigenous life there, tobe alert to the economy potential to further international cooperation, and not least to enhance
U.S. presitge.
The interests of the Department of Defense are, I would think, four.
The first is the general interest of any servant of the Government, to
infuse ideas and-enthusiasm into the program. The second is personi.
fied by Admiral Reedy, who is here with me, to provide efficient logistical support. The third was referred to by Congressman Duncan in
his testimony earlier, to profit incidentally from all of the things we
are doing down there, both in Admiral Reedy's department and in the
National Science Foundation activities; the incidental learning.
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Fourth is a negative item, to insure that all nations comply with the
treaty and that no misuse of the continent is made to our national
detriment.
As a government, I think we have three levels of activity that we
must engage in. The first is to keep the objectives in mind, the objectives to which I have referred. The second is to do a good job of planning the program, keeping in mind the specific actions, the level of
effort, the continuity of effort. The third is to do a good job of
executing those programs. This is, under the present arrangement,
largely a function of the cooperation between the National Science
Foundation and Admiral Reedy's Task Force 43. It is my judgment,
Mr. Chairman, that the program has been going well. I have two
people on my staff who handle Antarctic matters, both of whom have
been to Antarctica, although neither I nor Secretary McNamara has
been there. Both of my staff advisers, and of course, Admiral Reedy,
from whom I receive advice, have either been there or spent a considerable amount of time there. It is my view that the program is going
well, can be improved, and it will be improved. That, I think, is all I
would care to say by way of a statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Well, I might say, Mr. Secretary, that I appreciate
your being here and your statement. I am a little curious as to why,
in view ofthe importance of the Department of Defense in this operation, we never received a report from the Department of Defense, which
was requested 2 months ago. We received reports from the Department
of Interior, the Department of State, unfavorable, it is true. But we
never heard from the Defense Department.
Mr. McNAuGIITON. I am told we can have it, Mr. Chairman, in a
matter of hours. I apologize for not having produced it sooner.
Mr. O'BRIEN. It would be helpful if we have it, even though it might
be contrary to the views of some of the members of the committee. I
think it would help round out the record.
Mr. MCNAUGITITON. Mr. Chairman, I can say that it will be, I think,
contrary to the views of certain members of the committee. Point
No. 2, 1 shall see that it is produced promptly.
(The report referred to follows:)
GENERAL COUNSEL OF TJIE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENsE,

Washington, D.C.

Ho). WAYNE N. AsPINALL,

Chairman.committee on Interior and Inqular Affair8,
Honse of Representatives,Washington, D.C.
)EAR IMR. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to your request for the views of the
Department of Defense regarding H.R. 555. H.R. 2211, and H.R. 4658, 89th
Congress, bills to be cited as the "Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission Act of

1965."

The purpose of the bills, as stated in the title, is "To provide for continuity and
support of study, research, and development of programs for peaceful uses in
science, commerce, and other activities related to Antarctica, which shall include,
but shall not be limited to, gathering, evaluating, correlating, and dispersing of
information and knowledge obtained from exploration, research, and other
mediums relating to weather, communications, travel, and other areas of information; also to coordinate Antarctic activities among those agencies of the
U.S. Government and private institutions interested in or concerned directly
with the promotion, advancement, increase, and diffusion of knowledge of the
Antarctic; and to direct and administer U.S. Antarctic programs in the national
interest."

Although the many benefits envisaged in the proposed legislation are recognized,
it is felt that the establishment of an independent Antartie Commission is not
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required to reap these benefits. Allocations of responsibility among the interested
departments and agencies of the executive branch for the various elements of
the U.S. Antarctic program which have applied in the past continue to work
effectively. Moreover, the present arrangements for effecting interagency coordination of Antarctic affairs in our view are adequately providing for a
well coordinated and effectively integrated national Antarctic program,
The Department of Defense is responsible for the planning and carrying out
of operations in support of scientific and other programs in Antarctica. The
Commander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, is the senior U.S. representative in Antarctica. He is responsible for determining the feasibility of and ensuring the success and safety of Antarctic operations while making all reasonable efforts to provide the support necessary to fulfill the objectives of the
Antarctic program. The Department of Defense provides funds for the logistic
support of scientific and other Antarctica activities.
The National Science Foundation exercises the principal coordinating and
management role in the development and carrying out of integrated U.S. scientific
programs in Antarctica, including relationships with private interests active
in Antarctica. The National Science Foundation also provides for funding of
scientific programs in Antarctica.
Interagency coordination of U.S. Antarctica activities continues to be accomplished effectively through direct, continuous collaboration between the Department of the Navy and the National Science Foundation in relation to the
integration of scientific and logistic support programs and through an interagency Antarctic coordinating committee, chaired by the Department of State
and involving participation by all departments and agencies with interests in
Antarctica, for other matters. In addition, this Department recently joined
with the Department of State and the National Science Foundation, and with the
concurrence of the Departments of Commerce and Interior, in the establishment
of an Antarctic Policy Group, to be chaired by the Assistant Secretary of State
for International Organization Affairs and with the Director, National Science
Foundation and Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security Affairs
as members. This group is charged with(a) Defining U.S. policies and promulgating overall U.S. objectives and
guidelines for action in Antarctica.
(b) Reviewing and approving plans for U.S. activities and programs In
Antarctica.
These arrangements for coordination of Antarctica activities at the working
and staff levels and for high level review and approval of objectives, policies, and
programs should accomplish what is envisioned by the authors of the Antarctic
Commission bills, without incurring the expense which would be involved in the
formation of a new organization. These arrangements are also in keeping
with the President's desire that the Department of State assure continuing
coordination of activities involving several departments and agencies which
have a bearing on U.S. foreign policy.
In view of the satisfactory manner in which the responsible departments and
agencies are presently accomplishing and conducting their assigned tasks with
respect to our Antarctic programs, and in view of the increased high level
executive branch attention which the policy group will give to Antarctic matters,
we believe that existing and proposed arrangements render unnecessary the
establishment of a new institutional organization to handle Antarctic affairs.
Accordingly, the Department of Defense does not support the enactment of
subject bills.
The Bureau of the Budget advises that, from the standpoint of the administration's program, there is no objection to the presentation of this report for the
consideration of the committee.
Sincerely,
L. NIEDERLAHNER,

Acting GeneralOounmel.

Mr. ASPiNALL. I do not quite understand, Mr. McNaughton, about
a meaning to give to your phrase, "This is not a crisis area." The
Defense Department does not necessarily have a plan of operation
waiting for a crisis area before it makes recommendations, does it?
Mr.McNAUG11TON. It does not. The purpose of the phrase was to
address what I think is the fundamental issue that the committee is
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interested in, which is in effect, the degree of attention that is paid to,
Antarctica. I think this is what the fundanental question is. I

wanted( honestly to reflect that. Antarctica finds its l)laee among a.
whole world of problems in the U.S. Government and that, it is a
terribly important, at, present, largely scientific, unhdel' aklng down
there which illay biossoim into other things. It. is quite an inl)oltant
political undertakig down there, but it,
does fall into place with

other problems in the world and by its nature, it happens not, to be a
crisis area. That is not to say that it does not deserve attention, which
it does get.
Mr. AmPINIrJ,. The main reason that it is not a crisis area under that
meaning that you give to it. at, the present, time is becautso of tile approach that we have laken to keep it from becomiiig itcrisis area as far
as an international sit nat ioll
is conceriied, is that. not ri ght I?
Mr. McNArtGTON. That is oie of two reasons, I believe, sit'.
Mr. AsvINA~IrI What is t lheother one ?
Mr. MONAUIII'ToN.

'lle Otlhlr reasoil is becalro no people live there.

Mr. AsmNALA. .1 do not. know as I coul go nhlg with yoll on that,
because if I understand what we are doing toward the moon, we
are giving special attention to the moon for- certain reasons, and no
people live on the mool.
Mr. McNAU0HTON. I did not differ with you, sit, oI the question
of attention. Attention is deserved iii nmaiiy plaes which are not
crisis areas. But I do not consider Antarctica to be in tle category,
let us say, with Vietlnam, with Cyprus, with othe
Congo a few months
ago, withIBrazil ityear ago, with Berlin in the last 11 olays. Timust
say that I prol)ably have spent as nluch ilie on Aniarctica as I have
on at least two of those crisis areas. So I did not mean to imply
that it does not deserve nor receive attent ion.
Mr. AsPiNAL,. What you ineant was that, it is not a temporary
crisis area?

Mr. MONAUHTON. I think that is a fair statement.
Mr. O'BrmiN. Perhaps a problem area.
Mr.MCNATGlITON. Among others, yes, sir; it is a problem area..
isthe only question I will
Mr. O'BrIFIN. May I ask this, and it,
ask-Do you foresee a time in the developlment of the Antarctic where
it might be necessary to have a sel)arate agency such as proposed in
these bills?
Mr. MCNAUOUToN . Mr. Chairman, I do not foresee that in the next.
20 years; no, sir.
Mr. O'BtiuE. 20 years?
Mr. McNAIT0ITON. Yes, sir; the chances are less than even, I think ,
in the next 20 years.
Mr. OBnh114. We have a situation here where, over a period of
time, I think we have spent about $300 million in the Antarctic; it
has cost 27 lives, and it is a project that never comes squarely before
Congress except, with regard to money. With ll due respl)ect to.
our colleagues, with one or two exceptions, on the committee which
handles the money, they are not personally familiar with the situation
there. Even these hearings have an air of futility, because while this
legislation is referred to us, there is some question of our overall
jurisdiction there.
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At the executive level, you have a number of dpartnwits, all withi
ible renesentatives, all I)articiplating wiheni thley find tiiiie fiom their
otIer 1ties, il handling this proI)hlem. I tinjiot for the life of tme
1der-stan,1 why there should be an objection to it. I have heard
Mr. (levelanid 'iiention "overlap)ing." Well, NASA overlaps to a
c'rtain extent. So does the atoinie. eUergy itgency ovrl 1) to it certain
'xtenLt.. I jiist am notiable to coitprehenid tie ol)position to it. Contress very often accepts what is going on )becatis remarkable things
ivebeen (lone there under adverse 'Conditions. Sone members of
this committee feel that one of the adverse conditions is th lack of
overall central authority and responsibility in this matter.
That was hardly a question.

Mr. AS

,INAII
4 . "Mr. Chairman, will tie clhairmn yield to irel

NM1. ()'lBRtlN.

Y(1s1.

Mr. AsritXALl,. I think I can ask the question. Why is it, that, the
executive department in certain operations such as taking care of
nat ural resollrees, whell it. has the )owr at. the p)rest titme to give an
Executive order to correlate the act it ivities, why isit, t.hat the executive
leI)artnmnt asks for statutory status for these advisers that it has and
dms not. ask for t statutory status for this particular oporationi in the
Antareticl
Mr. MNA170IITO,. Mr. Chairman, I cannot, of course, address the
problem in the Congro,,,s itself.
it on the executive side, it does got
down, as you implied, to a question of good management. I think
there is t poilt, t crit ietl point., in any tyl)o of operation, wheflher it is
atomic entergly or somnet h il-g of this sort, where you have suftiient reason for having it separato agency to deal with that. probleiti, whether it
is sl)t or atomnic energy. it. is very similar to the problel of indexing
or of library arrantrenient.
. luest 16n li skeA yesterday, I havre forgotten by whom, perhaps by
Congiresstnan Morl ol, lprhaps by Congretxsnan ilosmer, with resl)ect
to at central dols)oitory for the books. Anybody who does indexing
or a rranlging for t library has the questionj)o you put, biology books
unl(Ir "Biology" or do .ou put Antart.ic biology books under "Antareti.," or do you ( both ? Now, at sonie point, when the geographic
atrea. aehieves suflioient, ntd and imil)ortance from the point of organization aid nanagement,you require a semrate head to add another
layer of nanageinent. Thi's point. nity comne. At the 1)iesnt tine, in
praeticaclly all of the activites here, and I think Dr. J,)nes is much
etior alble to address this point than I amn, practically all the activities
there tare scientific., suplolel by, Adtiral Reedy. It is a simple managentent optwat ion. 'T wo part.ies, the National Seince Foundation and
the t ravel supl)ort, force largely, under the general supervision of, or,
ill ef'e(t, the telam ciapta
1tin oi ti State I)eart inent, with iny role being
the policy, role of the l)efense .epat'tont. It is a simple management
prol)ositoniat. th present time. Therefore, we cone to the conclusion
that. this critic 1)oint, where you have so many
itl)eects which must be
brought together, has not yet been reached. You asked. me tie question, how long it would be. I just predict., looking forward, I do not
see it for the next 20 years, the need for a layer to pull things
tether
when there is not nuch that needs to be pulled together. It is a fairly
simple management problem now. This does not address the problem
to the congressional side, it addresses it solely on the executive side.
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We need to see that we keep our eye on the ball.

We should not be

doing as Congressman Duncan said, sending ships down and perhaps

sending for pieces by aircraft that have been forgotten. We believe
we are doing a good job, in a program that is fairly simple, involving
a few executive agencies.
Mr. ASPINALL. Who has oversight over your activities?

Mr. McNAtroIToN. My activities?

Mr. ASPINALL. No, the whole operation. Who has the oversight
authority?
Mr. MeNAvuIrrow. The general oversight authority vests in the
State Department. In fact, I think all the programing goes through
the National Science Foundation.
Mr. ASrINA L,. Does it seem rather peculiar to you that bills were
introduced which came from a member of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs in the House of lRepresentatives and has been lodged with
this committee? They take no interest. You do not appear before
them.
Mr. McNATTOUTON. As I say, Mr. Chairman, I can only address the
problem on the executive side, one of management. Wre have this
under control on the executive side.
Mr. .AspiMALr. Well, you do have it under control and you do not
have it under control. You measure the matter of whether or not
you have it tinder control by your own guidelines and you (1o not have
to answer to Congress except as you come up to a committee which
apparently has very little jurisdiction except that we have a bill
be fore us.
Now, the power to take care of all of this rests in Congress, and you
know that, because it is the power of money, it is the power of making
available the funds that are needed, with Congress having that, power
tinder the Constitution and with the executive department working
like it is. Yesterday I brought up this question.
It cannot be a matter of pure activation because of the President's
authority over international matters because it was said not to be. a
foreign affairs matter. So we are trying to find out how do we get,
this operation before Congress so that somebody in Congress knows
exactly what is going on all the time and evaluates your opinion or
yvour activities, which ever it may be, as to their value to the national
interest. I do not know. I do not believe you do.
Under our system of government, it is not fair that the executive
'department is the sole judge of the moneys that it spends. You are
aware of that.
Mr. MCNAuojoi.
That is absolutely correct.
Mr. MoirToN. Will the Chairman yield for a question?
Mr. AsPiTNALL,. I yield.
Mr. MonwoN. Mr. McNaughton, following up Chairman Aspinall's
point, is it. not essential as far as all of the branches of the executive
department are concerned, that close liaison be made with the Congress, and is it not part of the management system throughout executive departments ?
It seems to me that the Antarctic program falls short of having good
liaison and communication with this Congress. That is the thing
that has motivated all of us to introduce this legislation. How do you
feel as to a responsibility to the Congress? Should you report, to the
Congress?
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Mr. AMcNAUOi.roN. Unfortunately, sir, I am not an expert on the
question of committee jurisdicton. I am willing, however, at any
time you gentlemen wish, to make information available with respect
to this program. I should be delighted to do so. I just, unfortunately,
cannot ma e any judgment as to-how the Congress can bet get hold
of its constit utional responsibility here.
Mr. ASPINALL. Of course, this is the trouble here. You make the
information available to us and we have always appreciated this.
But there is not, anything we can do about it. We cannot report to
anybody. The hearings fire open. We are very careful that we do
not have anything here that could be considered all infringement upon
material that should not, be brought out, in the open. We are very
careful of that. You folks are, too. But. there is not anything we can
do witi the material that you give except to let it go out as news
stories, which by anld large. I think, are pretty well covered. I think
the people of the United States are very well satisfied with tile overall
paOr iam inthie .ntaret ic.
Mr. McN,\uOUTON. Mr. Chairman-Mr. O'BRT
N. I have had a feeling from time to time that our poblem here is that some people in the executive fear that we migit be
attempIing in a roundabout way an innovation of the very delicate
tield of international foreign policy. I do not think that tlat is true
at all. I do not think that any of the authors of these bills or any
iIember of this committee wants to, say, change the treaty or do anything except to continue as we are with perhaps a more efficient, overall operation, strictly in the domestic seise, strictly within our rights
under the treaty. But it does scramble the egg beautifully as far as.
we are concerned.
lfere is a bill or bills which perhaps might go to the Foreign Affairs.
Committee, but. that would not be possible under the ruifes of ite
House. So we get. them. We have the experience, as the chairman
said, of a member of the Foreign Affairs Committee coining over here
find testifying instead of carrying his story to his own committee.
I think'that our problem is that in spite of the magnificent job that
has been done under the present system, and we all agree to that, there
can be improvement. I think there is another side to this thing that
perhaps the chairman might have to wrestle with, to provide more
complete jurisdiction for this committee or some other committee over
this job. That is my feeling intile matter.
Mr. HAL.r.Mr. Chairman, will you yield to me?
Mr. ASPINALL. I yield.
Mr. IIALEY. Mr.'Chairman, you spoke a little bit ago about the
treaty. I do not believe that. tle treaty has been made a part of the
record here, so I ask unanimous consent that the treaty which is set
forth oii pages 26, 27, 28, 29 30, and 31 of House Document 358 of the
second session of the 88th Congress be made a part of the record.
Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, but
certainly I should not object. It should be distinctly understood that
as we insert this in here, it is purely for informative matters. We
have no desire at all to take any jurisdiction over this particular treaty
which belongs to another comminittee. Certainly I wonder how we
kept from having the treaty entered in the record this long.
Withdraw my objection.
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Mr. O'BnIEN. I might say before putting the question that I think
the gentleman has a good idea, because'in this instance, I think the inelusion of the treaty in the record would be a limitation upon our
activities here and demonstration by the treaty itself that we are not
attempting to invade the international field.
Mll. 11AL . Certainly, Mr. Chairman. It is not my desire to invade

the field of any executive or any other department of government.
I think that the fact that the treaty was part of the record would certainly give us sone knowledge of the situation and be helpful in reach-

ing some conclusions.
Mr. ()'B3IN. There is no doubt about that I think it will be helpful
to have it.
Hearing no objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to follows:)

Annex III
Doe. No. 3

Tim, ANTARCTIC TItATY, DECEMIIlt 1, 1959'
The Governments of Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, the French Republic, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, the Union of South Africa, the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdoin of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, and the United States of America,
Recognizing that it is in the interest of all mankind that Antarctica shall continue forever to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes and shall not become
the scene or object of international discord;
Acknowledging the substantial contributions to scientific knowledge resulting
from international coolxration in scientilie investigations In Antarctica;
Convinced' also that a treaty ensuring the use of Antarctica for peaceful purdevelopinent of such cooperation on the basis of freedom of scientific Investigation III Antarctica as applied during the International Geophysical Year accords
with the Interests of science and the progress of all mankind
Conviniced also that a treaty ensuing the iisv of Antarctica for peaceful purposes only and the continuance of International harmony In Antarctica will furtiter the purposes and principles embodied In the Charter of the United Nations; *
lave agreed as follows:
ARITICLS I

1. Antarctica shall be used for peaceful purposes only. There shall be prohibited, inter alia, any measures of a military nature, such as the eslablishnient
of military bases and forlilicathns, the carrying out of military maneuvers, as
well as the testing of any type of weapons.
2. The present Treaty shall not prevent the use of military personnel or equipnent for scientific research or for any other peaceful purpose.
ARTICLE 11

Freedom of scientific investigation in Antarctica and cooperation toward that
end, as applied during the International Geophysical Year, shall continue, subject
to the provisions of the present Treaty.
I TAS 4730. This treaty entered into force June 23, 1961. Instruments of
were deposited with the Government of the United States on May 31. 1900. by ratification
United
Kingdom ; on June 21, 1960, by the Union of South Africa; on July 20, 19060, *bythe
Belgium;
oil Alglust 4. 1960, by Japan: on August 18, 1900, by the United States; on August
24,
1900. by Norway; oil September 10. 1960, by France:
November 1. 1960. by New
Zealand; on November 2. 1900. by the Soviet Union; and on
on
June
23.
1901,
by
Argentina
Australin, and chile. Instruments of accession were deposited with the Governument of
the United States on June 8, 1901, by 'oland and on June 14, 1002, by Czechoslovakia.
'TS 993; 59 Stat. 1031.
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ARTICLE III

I. In order to promote International cooperation In scientific investigation in
Antarctica, as provided for in article II of the present Treaty, the Contracting
Parties agree that, to the greatest extent feasible and practicable:
(a) information regarding plans for scientific programs in Antarctica
shall be exchanged to permit maximum economy and efficiency of operations;
(b) scientific personnel shall be exchanged In Antarctica between expeditions and stations;
(c) scientific observations and results fronm Antarctica shall be exchanged
and made freely available.
2. In implementing this Article, every encouragement shall be given to the
establishment of cooperative working relations with those Specialized Agencies
of the United Nations and other international organizations having a scientific
or technical interest In Antarctica.
ARTICLE IV

1. Nothing contained in the present Treaty shall be interpreted as:
(a) a renunciation by any Contracting Party of previously asserted rights
of or claims to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica:
(b) a renunciation or diminution by any Contracting Party of any basis
of claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica which it may have whether
as a result of its activities or those of its nationals in Antarctica, or otherwise;
(c) prejudicing the position of any Contracting Party as regards its
recognition or nonrecognition of any other State's right of or claim or basis
of claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica.
2. No acts or activities taking place while the present Treaty is In force shall
constitute a basis for asserting supporting or denying a claim to territorial
sovereignty in Antarctica or create any rights of sovereignty in Antarctica. No
new claim, or enlargement of an existing claim, to territorial sovereignty In
Antarctica shall be asserted while the present Treaty is in force.
ARTICLE V

1. Any nuclear explosions in Antarctica and the disposal there of radioactive
waste material shall be prohibited.
2. In the event of the conclusion of international agreements concerning the
use of nuclear energy, Including nuclear explosions and the disposal of radioactive waste material, to which all of the Contracting Parties whose represents.
tives are entitled to participate in the meetings provided for under Article IX
are parties, the rules established under such agreements shall apply in Antarctica.
ARTICLE VI

The provisions of the present Treaty shall apply to the area south of 600 South
Latitude, including all ice shelves, but nothing in the present Treaty shall
prejudice or in any way affect the rights, or the exercise of the rights, of any
State under International law with regard to the high seas within that area.
ARTICLE VII

1. In order to promote the objectives and ensure the observance of the provisions of the present Treaty, each Contracting Party whose representatives are
entitled to participate in the meetings referred to In Article IX of the Treaty
shall have the right to designate observers to carry out any inspection provided
for by the present Article. Observers shall be nationals of the Contracting
Parties which designate them. The names of observers shall be communicated to
every other Contracting Party having the right to designate observers, and like
notice shall be given of the termination of their appointment.
2. Each observer designated in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1
of this Article shall have complete freedom of access at any time to any or all
areas of Antarctica.
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3. All areas of Antarctica, including all stations, installations and equipment
within those areas, and all ships and aircraft at points of discharging or embarking cargoes or personnel in Antarctica, shall be open at all times to inspection
by any observers designated in accordance with paragraph 1 of this Article.
4. Aerial observation may be carried out at any time over any or all areas of
Antarctica by any of the Contracting Parties having the right to designate
observers.
5. Each Contracting Party shall, at the time when the present Treaty enters
Into force for it, inform the other Contracting Parties, and thereafter shall
give them notice in advance, of
(a) all expeditions to and within Antarctica, on the part of its ships or
nationals, and all expeditions to Antarctica organized in or proceeding from
Its territory;
(b) all stations in Antarctica occupied by its nationals; aud
(c) any military personnel or equipment intended to be introduced by
it into Antarctica subject to the conditions prescribed in paragraph 2 of
Article I of the present Treaty.
ARTICLE VIII

1. In order to facilitate the exercise of their functions under the present
treaty, and without prejudice to the respective positions of the Contracting
Parties relating to jurisdiction over all other persons in Antarctica, observers
designated under paragraph 1 of Article VII and scientific personnel exchanged
under subparagraph 1(b) of Article III of the Treaty, and members of the staffs
accompanying any such persons, shall be subject only to the jurisdiction of tile
'Contracting Party of which they are nationals in respect of all acts or omissions
occurring while they are in Antarctica for the purpose of exercising their
functions.
2. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph I of this Article, and
Ueading the adoption of measures in pursuance of subparagraph 1(e) of
Article IX, the Contracting Parties concerned in any case of dispute with
regard to the exercise of Jurisdiction in Antarctica shall immediately consult
together with a view to reaching a mutually acceptable solution.
ARTICLE IX

1. Representatives of the Contracting Parties named in the preamble to the
present Treaty shall meet at the City of Canberra within two months after
the date of entry into force of the Treaty, and thereafter at suitable intervals
and places, for the purpose of exchanging information, consulting together
on matters of common interest pertaining to Antarctica, and formulating and
considering, and recommending to their Governments, measures in furtherance of
the principles and objectives of the Treaty, including measures regarding:
(a) use of Antarctica for peaceful purposes only;
(b) facilitation of scientific research in Antarctica;
(c) facilitation of international scientific cooperation in Antarctica;
(d) facilitation of the exercise of the rights of inspection provided for in
Article VII of the Treaty;
(e) questions relating to the exercise of jurisdiction in Antarctica;
(f) preservation and conservation of living resources in Antarctica.
2. Each Contracting Party which has become a party to the present Treaty by
accession under Articles XIII shall be entitled to appoint representatives
to participate in the meetings referred to in paragraph 1 of the present Article,
during such time as that Contracting Party demonstrates its interest in
Antarctica by conducting substantial scientific research activity there, such as
the establishment of a scientific station or the despatch of a scientific
expedition.
3. Reports from the observers referred to in Article VII of the present Treaty
shall be transmitted to the representatives of the Contracting Parties participating in the meetings referred to in paragraph 1 of the present Article.
. 4. The measures referred to in paragraph 1of this Article shall become effective when approved by all the Contracting Parties whose representatives were
entitled to participate in the meetings held to consider those measures.
5. Any or all of the rights established in the present Treaty may be exercised
as from the date of entry into force of the Treaty whether or not any measured
facilitating the exercise of such rights have been proposed, considered or approved as provided in this Article.
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ARTICLE X

Each of the Contracting Parties undertakes to exert appropriate efforts,
consistent with the Charter of the United Nations, to the end that no one engages
in any activity in Antarctica contrary to the principles or purposes of the
present Treaty.
ARTICLE XI

If any dispute arises between two or more of the Contracting Parties concerning the interpretation or application of the present Treaty, those Contracting Parties shall consult among themselves with a view to having the dispute
resolved by negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial
settlement or other peaceful means of their own choice.
2. Any dispute of this character not so resolved shall, with the consent, in each
case, of all parties to the dispute, be referred to the International Court of
Justice for settlement; but failure to reach agreement on reference to the International Court shall not absolve parties to the dispute from the responsibility of
continuing to seek to resolve it by any of the various peaceful means referred to
in paragraph 1 of this Article.
ARTICLE XII

1. (a) The present Treaty may be modified or amended at any time by unani.
mous agreement of the Contracting Parties whose representatives are entitled
to participate in the meetings provided for under Article IX. Any such modification or amendment shall enter into force when the depositary Government has
received notice from all such Contracting Parties that they have ratified it.
(b) Such modification or amendment shall thereafter enter into force as to any
other Contracting Party when notice of ratification by it has been received by
the depositary Government. Any such Contracting Party from which no notice
of ratification is received within a period of two years from the date of entry
Into force of the modification or amendment in accordance with the provisions
of subparagraph 1(a) of this Article shall be deemed to have withdrawn from
the present Treaty on the date of the expiration of such period.
2. (a) If after the expiration of thirty years from the (late of entry into force
of the present Treaty, any of the Contracting Parties whose representatives are
entitled to participate in the meetings provided for under Article IX so requests
by a communication addressed to the depositary Government. a Conference of
all the Contracting Parties shall be held as soon as practicable to review the
operation of the Treaty.
(b) Any modification or amendment to the present Treaty which is approved
at such a Conference by a majority of the Contracting Parties there represented,
including a majority of those whose representatives are entitled to participate
in the meetings provided for under Article IX, shall be communicated by the
depositary Government to all the Contracting Parties immediately after the
termination of the Conference and shall enter into force in accordance with the
provisions of paragral)h 1 of the present Article.
(c) If any such modification or amendment has not entered into force in accordance with the provisions of subparagraph 1(a) of this Article within a period
of two years after the date of its communication to all the Contracting Parties,
any Contracting Party may at any time after the expiration of that period give
noice to the depositary Government of its withdrawal from the present Treaty;
any such withdrawal shall take effect two years after the receipt of the notice
by the depositary Government.
ARTICLE XIII

1. The present Treaty shall be subject to ratification by the signatory States.
It shall be open for accession by any State which is a Member of the United
Nations, or by any other State which may be invited to accede to the Treaty
with the consent of all the Contracting Parties whose representatives are entitled
to participate in the meetings provided for under Article IX of the Treaty.
2. Ratification of or accession to the present Treaty shall be effected by each
State in accordance with its constitutional processes.
3. Instruments of ratification and instruments of accession shall be deposited
with the Government of the United States of America, hereby designated as the
depositary Government.
4. Tho depositary Government shall inform all signatory and acceding States
of the date of each deposit of an instrument of ratiflation or accession, and the
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date of entry into force of the Treaty and of any modification or amendment
thereto.
5. Upon the deposit of instruments of ratification by all the signatory States,
the present Treaty shall enter into force for those States and for States which
have deposited instruments of accession. Thereafter the Treaty shall enter
into force for any acceding State upon the deposit of its instrument of accession.
6. The present Treaty shall be registered by the depositary Government pursuant to Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
ARTICLE XIV

The present Treaty, done in the English, French, Russian and Spanish languages, each version being equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives
of the Government of the United States of America, which small transmit duly
certified copies thereof to the Governments of the signatory and acceding States.
(Here follow the French, Russian, and Spanish texts of the foregoing.)
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, duly authorized, have
signed the present Treaty.
DONE at Washington this first day of December, one thousand nine hundred
and fifty-nine.
(Here follow the French, Russian, and Spanish texts of the testimonial paragraphs.)
For Argentina:
ADOLFO SCILNO

F. R. BELL
For Australia:
HOWARD BEALE
For Belgium:
OBERT Do TnImUSIss

For Chile:
MARTIAL MORA
E. GAJARDO
JULIO ESCUDERO

For the French Republic:
PIERRE CIHARPENTIER

For Japan:
KoIfoItO ASAKAI
T. SHIMODA

For New Zealand:

G. D. L. WHITE
For Norway:
PAUL KO11T
For the Union of South Africa:
WENTZFL C. DU PLEssis
For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
V. KUZNETSOV
For the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
HAROLD CACCIA
For the United States of America:
HERMAN PHLEGER
PAUL C. DANELs

Mr. O'BRI' N. Mr. Haley ?
Mr. HALEY. I have no more questions, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to say in response to the gentleman from Colorado, who
a little while ago was talking about the moneys we were expending to
get to the moon, I just sometimes wonder if we are notimaking thlose
expenditures with the hope that there will be some people on the moon
so we could send our foreign aid program.
Mr. O'BIIIEx. Mr. Burton?
Mr. BurToN of Utah. No questions.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Mrs. Reid?
Mrs. RuID. No questions.

Mr. O'Bit,-x. Mr. Bingham ?
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Mr. BINGUIAM. No questions.
Mr. O'BmEN. Mr. Morton?
Mr. MORTON. I think you have tried to make the case as well as
you could. There is one other thing. It seems to me, Mr. McNaughton, that the Bureau of the Budget., because of the triparty nature of
the top management of this program, in effect becomes the management control over the whole )rogram. There is no way that this program can singly come before the Appropriations Committees of Congress. It would seem to me that the Bureau of the Budget becomes a
sort of referee manager in this particular instance, having to evaluate
the difference in the amounts of money appropriated for scientific endeavor and appropriated for logistic support. 1 would like to hear
you speak to that one point; do you believe that the Bureau of Budget,
in effect, because of the triparty nature of this management, actually,
becomes the key management control factor
Mr. McNAUoH'ON. I do not, Congressman Morton. I think that
in essence, it. is the Defense Department whichMr. MORTON. Then how can the State Department be the captain
of the teamn? How is this thing funded? How do you decide on how
many dollars are going to be put into this effort? _Who does it?
Mr. MoNAUGHTON Mr. Congressman, as I see the thing working,
the main money is the logistical money, the $20 million, the $19.9
million. There is an additional $7 million for the scientific program,
which is not affected in the way I have just described by the Defense
Department. The Bureau of the Budget, of course, is the hub, the
funnel through which all of these plans must pass. But over the past
few years it has been much more the case that items which appear
in the Deiense Department budget are sequestered and are massaged,
to use that word, inside the Defense Department and very little, relatively speaking, in the Bureau of the Budget.
The point that was raised at the very beginning about Antarctica
not being a crisis area, being an important area, an important planning and problem area but not a crisis area, becomes germnaine when
you are looking at how you are goin to expend your funds over all
the responsibility whici Congress has. The Defense Department
in effect puts $20 million in for Antarctica. This question is raised
each year: Should it be more, should it be less? It could very well
be some $10 million more, could be $5 million less; it could be some
different amount but this is where, in effect, we come out.
This is not a unilateral thing, Mr. Congressman. It is similar to
the way we work, for example with the military assistance problem.
That is also in my area of responsibility in the Department of Defense.
That is not to say that the Secretary is not the captain of the team.
He is the captain of the team by statute in that case. But the recommendations I make and Secretary McNamara makes are talked over
with Secretary Rusk and Administrator Bell, and in this consultation
we work out what the military assistance figure should be. This figure
is then included in the Defense Department budget request for military assistance.
rt is a similar process with respect to Antarctica. So you have a
captain of the total team, being the State Department. You have the
National Science Foundation laying out what it would like to do.
At the present time, to completely support its 5-year program would
49-422-65-6
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call for roughly a 40-percent. increase, as I understand it, of the Defense
Department expenditures during the ensuing 5 years, as compared
with the current $20 million yearly level.
Admiral Reedy, here, I am sure is interested in some additional
aircraft, which would add $3 million a piece if we added this in. Ile
does not see how we can absorb those in a $20-million ceiling. These
things we talk over in house, we talk over with National Science
Foundation, the question of whether certain programs are important,
whether they cannot be slipped. These things are negotiated out.
The State Department, captain of the team, is interested primarily
in the international implications of these things. It is to some extent
the Bureau of the Budget, but not solely, as you would indicate.
Mr. Morro. Let me put it this way: Do we decide first what scientific program we want to carry out and then is Admiral Reedy requested to support that specific scientific program, or is the decision
made as to how much he can support and then the scientific program
tailored to what Admiral Reedy is able to support? Which way is that

done?
Mr. McNAUIHGTON. Admiral Reedy will be following me, I under-

stand, Mr. Chairman, and he can address this himself. It is my understanding that this is an interacting project in which the National
Science Foundation, having an idea of how much logistical support
would be available, makes proposals as to what they want to do. They
lay this out over time and then they get together with Admiral Reedy's
team. He says:
This is not safe: you have to do it another way. Or, this one we cannot do if
you are going to do that one, because it takes the same airplane at the same

time.
It shakes itself down.
Then he says:

This is going to take 50 percent more effort than I can put into it on the
money I have. You have to slip it for a year.

The National Science Foundation proposes, he tries to fulfill. He
says, "But I can only do this much" and they say, "We will tailor it
as follows." This is an interacting process.
I think you should have in mindthat in dealing with relative matters here I am told by all the people who advise me and the Secretary of Defense on this subject, our program is probably 50 percent
larger than the Soviet program, which is the second largest program
down there. From the logistical side, Admiral Reedy says it is many,
many times greater in the size of operations. So we are not doing a
small operation down there.
Mr. AsPINALL. If my colleague will yield?
Mr. MORTON. Yes.
Mr. AsPNALA,. You are not appearing before any committee of Congress to try to get any help on your program, is that true?
Ur. MCNAUOIITON. I am not sure, sir, what kind of help you are
referring to.
Mr. ASPI ALL. Are you appearing before any committee of Congres to try to get help for your i)rogra in? You speak of being not
unilateral. You are not. unilateral as far a! your operation down there
is concerned, but you are unilateral tiq far as your governmental operation is concerned. You have to go before nobody except the Appro-
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priations Committee. The Appropriations Committees do not necessarily become defenders or critics of what you are doing.
Mr. MCNAUGITON. Mr. Chairman I aim fully aware of the views
of this committee and I do not consider it insignificant.
Mr. ASmINALL. But you see, this committee does not have any
authority.
Mr. McNAuo'roN. I am not aware of that and I am not behaving
as if what you say is true. I am assuming that this committee has
authority. That is why I am here.
Mr. AsPINALL. IWe have authority over a bill for the simple reason
that, the bill, having been introduced in the first instance by a member
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, was taken without any interVC1ition on the part of any members of this committee during the
1ast. several years and assigned to this committee by the Parliamentarian because there is no place else for the bill to go.
questo hell)
your in
initial
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we need
time feelwith
do not imwoN.
at the present
tion
1 think, that you imply.
Mr. ASPNAii. The crisis will come when you need help and then
you will come up here and ask for us to take over, is that it
Mr. McNAUGHTON. At the present time, sir, we have a fairly simple
proposition of a science program interfacing with a logistic program
and it is working quite well. It does not mean we cannot improve it.
Mr. AsINALLJ. All done without any consideration by Congress.
Do you know that to get a little park that costs $30,000, they have to
have a congressional authorization, Congress has control overi all these
operations, evidently, except this paIicilar one. If you would say it
has to do with international relations and comes under the jurisdiction
of the President of the United States solely, I think we would then be
satisfied. But you do not make that statement. We recognize the
power of the President of the United States over foreign affairs, If
that were true, then the legislation is proposed and the whole group of
people associated with it would go before that committee. But that is
not t rue.
Mr. MfCNAUOIITO;. Mr. Chairman, as it now stands, I believe, the
$19.9 or the $20 million appears in the Defense Department budget as
a line item which is seen by the Congress, as you state, solely by the
Armed Services and Appropriations Committees.
Mr. ASPINALL. Purely as a logistical operation to support the scientific operations and the international agreements that you have.
Mr. McNAUGITTON. That is right.
Mr. ASPINALL. That is the oiily reason that Defense haspany right
bing in there at this time; is that not right?
Mr. MCNAUOITTON. This is correct, sir.
Mr. ASPINALL. This is what bothers me.
Trhanlk you, very much.
%fr.MORTON. Following that, just one more question. Tet's assume
for a second, that the Defense Subcommittee of the Appropriations
Committee of the House reduced this line item, which is Admiral
Reedy's budget., and arbitrarily reduced it in an effort to cut down the
total appropriation of the Defeiise Department. This, then, would
really not be a reflection in anyway on what was done down there but
would be simply an arbitrary mechanism that would affect the whole
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Antarctic program, and in fact, they might not consider the program
as important as some other committees of Congress consider it. It
would seem to me that the Defense Department., the National Science
Foundation, and the State Department inasmuch as each influence the
program, would welcome a method through which they could go to
the Congress to insure the on-going, permanent aspect of this operation. Tie thing I cannot for the life of me see is what the objection
is to this, because I think your arguments and I think Secretary Cleveland's arguments have all proven up the necessity for a tighter management control at the top of this program.
In fact, I think he pointed out that you have just gone through a
reorganization or restructuring phase, bringing together a more formalized relationship between State, Defense, and the National Science.
Foundation. Therefore what you are in fact trying to do is createthe verve kind of thing that we are trying to create here in order that
we can deal with the program better.
I just want to know what the objections are. I think that the statements that the chairman of the full committee made are very valid.
What is the real objection to this ? Somewhere there must be somebody
against this for some reason and I cannot get the reason, because all
the arguments that are being made seem to point up the fact that there.
shouldbe this type of vehicle.
Mr. McNAJGHTON. The objection is the fairly simple one, that we
have a simple relationship now which works. It is not sufficiently
la ge, it has not reached that critical mass of complication which requires something in the nature of a Commission, which requires
another layer of people acting independently, and in effect, calling
upon your management skills, your creative effort, your time, creating
new bilateral relationships. This is sometimes worth the effort.
As anyone in management knows, there is a time when it is worthwhile going to a new telephone system or getting a new director of a
division or a department. This time has not arrived in Antarctica.
It is a simple arrangement down there primarily with two operatingagencies. They have no difficulty or very little difficulty working together.
I am not saying that it operates perfectly. Please do not misunderstand me. I am sure Admiral Reedy would not claim that his operation is a perfect operation. I know in my own shop, we have efforts:
to keep our eye on the ball, do better planning, better execution. But
that is not to say we have reached the critical sides which requires
another layer of management be put on the top, which would only
confuse matters.
Mr. MORTON. Of course, I do not regard this as another layer of
management on top. I regard this as a better substitute for management that is already existing. Obviously, the members of the proposed
board of governors would be the very people who are involved most
deeply in this program and the Director himself would be a person
who has had very broad experience in dealing with this program. So.
I do not feel that we are planting on top of our present management
concepts a whole new layer of people. I think what we are doing is:
trying to designate with more authority and more clearly defined jobresponsibilities specific individuals with whom everyone can deal, with
whom State can deal, the Department of Defense can deal, the Navy
can deal, the Congress can deal, so that we have a centrally organized,.
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responsible body that will insure coordination anci permanent development of the Antarctic in the national interest. That is all we are tryin to do.
have the feeling that you people think that we are trying to push
something over on you. We are not trying to do that. Everybody
who has een to Antarctica has fallen in love with the job that Admiral
Reedy has done and with his leadership, and the job the National
Science Foundation has done. But for some reason, we are unable to
g rab hold of this thing anywhere. The Defense Subcommittee of
the Appropriations Committee, I am sure, have had the same frustrations in trying to deal with this particular program.
We are not asking for much. We are not asking for anything here
that costs any money, because I feel that the man-hours used by this
Commission are going to more than compensate for the man-hours
used by those who now are involved. I do not understand what the
objection is.
Mr. ASPINALL. I understand from testimony that has been given,
the scientific operation, or the operation for scientific advancement,
is the primary objective. Yet as I understand it, even though others
engaged in these programs and projects appear before the Committee
on Science and Astronautics, which has jurisdiction over National
:Science Foundation programs, there has never been, there has never
been an appearance by Dr. Waterman or any of those who work in that
activity beore the Committee on Science and Astronautics to make
the case for appropriations. Am I right or am I wrong
Mr. McNAUGHTON. I am not familiar with that part of the problem.
This, again, Mr. Chairman, is on the congressional side of this apparently serious problem that has not been a primary concern of mine.
My primary concern has been to assist in making an efficient program
in the Antarctic for the money we have and also to help determine
what that money level should be. I think, Mr. Chairman, in response
to Mr. Morton's remark about another layer, there should be no question in the mind of the committee about this. There will be another
layer unless the Commission is planning to take over the National
Science Foundation's activities, which may be what you have in mind
for the Commission. In the Defense Department, I will still be responsible for the policy matters. I will still have to have advice with respect to the Defense Department's interests in this and a staff roughly
the size that I have. Admiral Reedy is going to have his task force
supporting this Commission. What you are going to do is create a
layer of management on what is now a fairly simple operation.
This does not mean that it is not wise for other reasons, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPINALT. But you do not appear before the Committee on
Foreign Affairs, which has jurisdiction over all the activities of the
State Department, for anything that you do down there in the
Antarctica.
Mr. McNAUOIITON. We do not for our Defense Department budget,
either, Mr. Chairman, and everything we do in the Defense Department is in support of international affairs.
Mr. ASPINALL. T am going to sign off here with just one thought. I
understand our Government is a three-departmental form of government. It just does not seem to me that a program as important as
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this should be controlled entirely by the executive branch of Government.

I think the Congress should have something to say.
Mr. MCNAUGIToN. I agree, sir.
Mr. MoaRoN. Iyield back my time.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Mr. Smith?
Mr. Sit rii. No questions.
Mr. O'Bm;. Mr. Ilosmer?
Mr. HosAER. Mr. Secretary, where were you in April 1945?
Mr. MCNAUUrHoN. I was in Okinawa, sir.
Mr. HosX
MR. At that time, 20 years ago, did you foresee
that the
Nation would have a need for you as Assistant Secretary
of Defense
for International Affairs?
Mr. MONAoGHroN. Not specifically, sir; no.
Mr. HosMtR. I think perhaps your foresight with respect
to the
20-year period with no need for a Commission niiight
be subject to some
little probation, too; might it not?
Mr. MOcNAUITOTON. I Said 50 percent. l)robability.
Mr. HosM J. Let's see if we cannot examine things on a little
shorter
time here.
You keep reiterating, as Mr. Cleveland did, about this
gummy
layer of fat that is going to superimpose its weight
on
the
existing
structure that is working well, am I paraphrasing you correctly?

Mr. McNAUOHTON. What was the hitter part of th e question?

Mr. Hos~,n. Would you read it, please?
(The question was read by the reporter.)
Mr. McNAuoirro?. No; (1o not think you are, sir.
Mr. HO 5MV1. Let us clarify what your thoughts are about,
this layer,
then? Would you do so?
Mr. McNAtVgTTON. I have to infer, Mr. Congressman, from
the
reading of the bill exactly what you have in mind. But, I
gather
there
will be a Commission of roughly a dozen members, something
of this
nature.
Mr. IIosMErt. Well, there would be a Director, two )eputy
Directors, a Board of Goveriors of 11 people of which
7 would include
the Secretaries of Commerce and State, or their designees,
and so
forth, most of the people already mixed up in this, plus
four public
meibei's.
Mr. MCNAVait'oi. Who presumably would have sonic
responsihility for goingg something, either laying out the plans
or carrying out
the im )lementat,ion.
Mr. HtosmR. Obviously, they would take over the duties
of the
policy group.
Mr. MCN1AUOJITON. They would take over some of the duties
of the
policy group.
Mr. HOSMER. Yes.
Mr. MoNATWrroN. Because they would not be able to arrive
at ultimate policy without consulting with the very people who
are on the
policy group today.
Mr. ITOSIMER. But., sir, these very peopl( are today*! meters
of tOle
policy group.
Mr. MoNAITOTroN. Some of them ?
Mr. IosmR. No. Whats the policy
group? You,
have nev'er
been to tie Antarctic, Mr. Cleveland, who has never beenwho
to
the
Ai'taretic, and Dr. iaworti, who has never been to the Antarctic.
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This Board consists of tile President of the National Academy of
Sciences, the Director of the National Science, Foundation-that is
1aitworth--Secret ary of Defense, Secretary of St ate, Secretary of the
Interior, Secretary of Comnierce, or their designees. That includes in
the designee category you and Mr. Cleveland.
So, t here you a re.
Mr. MCNAUIToT0N. I think you are correct in your earlier statement,
that it. will take over the functions of the policy group. That is
correct.
Mr. IIosimt. With this, then, we take away one existing layer, which
is the policy group. Now, we have an operating group. Would that
not he taken away, too, consolidated into this thing?
Mr. MCNAUJ1H' O-N. I doubt it very much. It might or might not.
Mr. IosMEiu.
Well, do you know?
Mr. McNAuTOI'ION. I do not.
Mr. Ilos tEtm. Then you cannot say that this is a total superimposit ion, call you?
What about the Antarctic Projects Office. Would not that function
be hirgely absorbed into this Commission?
Mr. McNAUGOrroN. No, I would think not.
Mr. IosMEII. I)oyou know for sure?
Mr. McNAeiJ'turet-. I am reasonably sure, because at the l)resent
tine, lie advises Admiral Reedy and me-I beg your pardon, correction, please. Admiral Reedy is the Antarctic project officer at this
tine. It is his derltv thlt'is both on his staff and mine. So you
would not eliminate A(lmiral Reedy.
Mr. H[os.,%mn. '1his would handle the Washington affair of the task
force while the task force is tramping the wastes of the Antarctic,
is that not correct?
Mr. MCNAUrTON. That is not, quite correct, but Admiral Reedy can
address himself to this,
Mr. IIosMm1E. I am talking to you, you are the expert, Mr. McNaughton. You are giving the profound'testimony.
f I may paraphrase
this, never has so much opposition with so few reasons been given by
the executive branch to a proposal by the congressional branch. It is
said nothing but, these gummy layers of fat. are going to tie added,
and then we find we are actually incorporating some things that actually seems to have a, fair chance of supporting this whole operation;
mna-'be as well to see that it. works and to do it better.
ow, Mr. Cleveland, whose test imony you adopted, yesterday said
that. the ITnited States had seven major policies in the Antarctic, one
of which is we Irsue variously our efforts to explore and chart the
south polar region. He mentioned some traverses being made out
at, t lie pole, as well as some other act ivities in connection with exploralion. But he did not say nuch about chart ing, did he? You wern
here.
Mir. M'C'NAU von'. 1 (10 not recall.
Mr. Hos.mtil Well, you adopted his testimony, as a matter of fact,
there is only one plotograp)hing plane on tile Antarctic mission?
Mr. Mc(NAltmrro. I am not aware of this.
Mr. IIosMiE. Wait a minute, Mr. McNaughton. You are the witness. You presumal)ly have all of this knowledge and facts at your
fingertips upon which you base your judgment.
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Mr. MoNAUoHTON. I am advised, sir, that there are two aircraft
so equipped.
Mr. 1osMER. What kind of aircraft are they?
Mr. MCNAUGHTON. 130's and a Connie, I believe.
Mr. HosMER. A 130 and a Connie?

Mr. MoNAUGHTON. That is correct.

Mr. HosMER. Which Connie is this?

Has there been a Connie

equipped for photographic exploration?
Admiral REEDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. H0sMER. Does its range extend to that of the 130?

Admiral REEDY. Not quite.
Mr. Hos3 ER. You might as well take over, Admiral Reedy.
Admiral REEDY. Not quite, sir, because we can put the 3,600-gallon
internal tank in the C-130 and extend its range extensively.
Mr. HosmEn. This is a peculiar arrangement for a short time, is it
not?
Admiral REEDY. No, sir; it can be put in and taken out. The Constellation is also limited by the fact that we have only one ice runway
on which it can land, which is at McMurdo.
Mr. ItosmEn. So that does not have the capability in any way, shape,
or form of the C-130?
Admiral REEDY. No, sir.
Mr. tOSMER. Last year, we heard testimony that there were various

areas of the continent that had not even been seen, let alone photographed.
Is that right, Mr. McNaughton?
Mr. McNAUGITON. I am advised by Admiral Reedy that that is
not the case.
Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to object to Mr.
McNaughton's leaning over and asking Admiral Reedy for answers
to his question. Mr. McNaughton, the Assistant Secretary of Defense
was sent here as an expert. He is the one who is claiming that the
Members of Congress who have been down to Antarctica know less
about it than he who has never been there. This is true of Mr. Cleveland, who has never been there, and these others in the executive
branch of Government. Mr. McNaughton says that we are going to
impose another layer of fat. We just want to find out how much fat
exists among the people who are supposed to be experts. The more I
read the testimony of yesterday and the more I hear the witness before
us today, the more I am convinced that the fat is in the executive branch
of Government in those who are opposing this legislation.
So, Mr. Chairman, hereafter, when Mr. McNaughton has a question
directed to him, I will ask that he answer it and not turn to Admiral
Reedy for advice.
Mr. O'Brium. If the gentleman will permit, when the Secretary
took the stand, we did arrange that he be accompanied by Admiral
Reedy.
Mr. SAYLOR. I have no objection to, his being accompanied by
Admiral Reedy, because Admiral Reedy is an expert. But he is only
an employee of the Department of Defense. Mr. McNaughton is
appearing and telling this committee, who has over the years held a
series of hearings on this legislation and similar legislation, that we
are trying to impose another layer of fat. I think it is the purpose
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of these hearings, to show that the fat already exists and that what
we are trying to do is eliminate some fat down there and to get the
operating groups to have some say in what is going on. I am sure
some of us have been connected with this before 'Mr. Cleveland or Mr.
McNaughton put in their appearance in their respective agencies. We
have seen a time when the present treaty was not in effect. We know
some of the things that went into the background of the treaty negotiations. I recall the opposition from then members of the Defense
Department to the action of the State Department in asking for the
approval of the treaty.
Now, if these people are going to appear before this committee as
experts, they being t-he committee that they have suddenly decided to
superimpose over the Antarctic projects to handle Antarctic problems
rather than take the course proposed by this legislation, I think they
should answer the questions.
Mr. HosmER. Did I understand you to say that since last year, the
situation has changed and that now all of the Antarctic has been flown
over?
Mr. McNAUoTTON. I did not make that statement.

Mr. HoaMm. You said Admiral Reedy advised you that all of it
had been seen. That is in conflict with what you just said.
Mr. MoNAuGiTTON. It is not in conflict with what I just said, sir.
If you will have the testimony recounted, I shall be glad to stand on
what I said.
Mr. Hos~im. Has it or has it not?
Mr. MCNAUOGTON. I understand from Admiral Reedy that it has

been, sir.
Mr. HOSMER. Is that right, Admiral Reedy?

Admiral REEDY. Substantially; yes, sir. The last flight we made
this past year of 5,000 miles covered an area which had iot been seen
and the continent has, in effect, been looked at either by ground
traverse or by air flights. I am counting in those of the 1947 Operation High Jump, which covered almost the entire coast of Antarctica
to a depth of several hundred miles. I think with the flights we have
made in the past 2 or 3 years, we could ,ay substantially that there is
no portion of Antarctica which is a mystery to us anymore.
Mr. HOSMER. There are a few gaps, butAdmiral REEDY. There are a few minor gaps, but we can safely say
they are covered with ice.
Mr. HosMER. Now, as this work has been done over the last year,
were there topographical notes made?
Admiral REEDY. Yes, sir; it was recorded photographically. This
photographic work is in the possession of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey for mapping.
Mr. HOSMFR. Were any new mountains discovered?
Admiral REEDY. Not this past season; no, sir.

Mr. HosMER. All flat and ice?
Admiral REEDY. Nothing out there but ice. We had hoped' to find
some new ones.
Mr. HosmER. How much of the continent now has been photographed in percent?
Admiral REEDY. Roughly about 25 percent. I cannot answer that
question absolutely correctly, but I would estimate about 25 percent
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has been thoroughly photographed and the geographical fixtures pinpointed to where we can make accurate maps.
Mr. HosmF. Now, last year-before we got off on this particular
angle, I was talking about last year, when we were talking about the
paucity of photographic airplanes down there. You say that since
then, you have rigged up the old Connie. Is that the one you used to
fly down to Christchurch?
Admiral REEDY. Last year, the only one we had operating photographically for the trimetrogon photographic work was the Connie.
This past season, we had the services of a C-130, which had been rigged
with the trimetrogon photographic equipment. It increased our
capability more than 100 percent in getting photographic coverage
of that part of Antarctica which was laid out for photography.
Now, this is a continuing part of the 5-year plan. It is an increased
photographic coverage of Antarctica.
.fr. Io6smoE. Mr. McNaughton, in connection with that 5-year plan,
of course, no one in Congress has been informed of what it is or has
any opportunity to check it over, even though it does involve plans
for considerable future expenditures, is that correct?
Mr. MCNAuTTO-N. I do not know, sir, whether that is correct or not.
Mr. HosMER. You do not?
Mr. MONAUGHTON. You said had an opportunity to. I am not sure.
Mr. HosDnImm. It is not presented?
Mr. McN,%uOnITON. I do not believe it is presented.
Mr. -IoHsMER. Wait a minute. You are the man who has been on
this committee for a while, this policy group that suddenly became a
policy group with a capital "G". 1)o you not know?
Mr. NICNAUGHOTON. I know we put'a line item in for $20 million in
the Defense budget.
Mr. HOStlER. In the Navy budget?
Mr. MCNAUGIITON. That is correct.
Mr. Hos1rEm. Talking about the overall 5-year plan, has anybody in
the Congress ever seen it or had an opportunity to approve it in any
other manner than a piecemeal annual appropriation?.
Mr. McNAUOHTON. As I understand it, the answer is no. I could
be wronF.
Mr. O'BnP-. If the gentleman will yield, in our hearings last year,
we did have inserted records and documents projecting the Antarctic
scientific program for 1964-69. Is that what you are referring to?
Mr. McNALGITON. I do not know what one he is referring to, sir.
Mr. I IosAIE. It is a rolling plan, with a new variation each year.
Mr. McNAUOHTON.

Whether the new one has been made available

to Congress I do not know.
Mr. HOSKER. The only reason we would happen to have them is we
happened to have hearings and happened to ask them. There is no
routine procedure for submitting this to Congress, is there?
Mr. MCNAuTl [roN. Not any further than a line itnem.
Mr. Hosmmia. That is a line item for 20 percent this year of a 5-year
plan?
Mr. MCNAUOTON. That is correct.
Mr. HOSMER. So you open up the coat a little bit and give us a peek,
but that is about all, in effect, is that right?
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Mr. MCNAUOITON. This is the way the Defense Department budget
is handled.
Mr. HosMER. Sir, I am not talking about the Defense Department
budget. I am talking about the 5-year plan.
Mr. McNAUVIITON. The Defense Department budget, Mr. Hosmer,
is based upon the 5-year plait.

Mr. IHosiEmi. This year's Defense Department budget?

That is right.
Mr. Ios1MER. And also the Defense Department budget for the
next 4 years ahead, but we do not see that?
Mr. MCNAUTGHTON. I think that is correct.
Mr. HosMEr. Has any Comptroller of the Navy ever gone down to
Mr. MONAUGITON.

the Antarctic to take a look at it?

Mr. MCNAUaHTON. I do not know.
Mr. HosMER. Are you sure of that?
Mr. McNAUOIITON. I am sure I do not know, yes, sir.

Mr. HosM at. Have any admirals ever gone down to the Antarctic
and taken a look at it other than the admirals in charge of it?

Mr. MONAUGHTON. I am not sure. I am sure you can ask Admiral
Reedy, who probably knows.
Mr. ITosrMEi. Outside of Task Force 43, has he proposed any or-

ganization such as a commission?
Mr. MONAUGITON. Recently?

Mr. HOSUFR. Recently or any time?
Mr. McNAUT01ITON. I understood, sir, that some of the prior indumbents of Admiral Reedy's position had taken that position.
Mir. HosMR. Like Adm. Richard E. Byrd?
Mr. M NAUonTON. I do not know what his position was on this. I
think the Defense Department at that time had proposed a commission, thinking, obviously, that Admiral Byrd would probably be the
incumbent, primary incumbent.
Mr. Hosmr.
Incumbent of what?
Mr. MCNAUGITTON.. The head of the commission, obviously.
Mr. IIos.%rER. What about Admiral Dufek?
Mr. McN.\uuHro.;. I am not sure of his position.

Admiral Tyree, I believe, has testified here before the committee in
favor of it.
Mr. HOSMER. It is my understanding that all three of them are in
favor of this thing. It is also my understanding that recently there
was some kind of recommendation generated internally within the
Navy of some kind of division of administration. As I incorrect or
do you know?
Mr. MCNAUGTTTON. I do not have the same sources that you have,
patently.

Mr. HOS6M1R. That is not a response to my question.
Mr. McN.%uGirroN. I do not have that information.
Mr. ITosrER. Do you or do you not know I
Mr. McNAUGrON. Do notknow what?

Mr. HOSMER. Do you or do you not know whether such a recommendation was made'for a study, document, or such ?

Mr. M

NAUGIITON.

I have not heard of such a recommendation.

Mr. THos.tEu. Despite all the answers to my questions today, you
come very positively, and I suppose you are still very positive, and
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state that the best interests of the United States of America require the
defeat of the legislation before this committee, is that correct?
Mr. MCNAUGHTON. I take that position, yes. This is unanimousthere is no member of the group which advises me on this subject
which is pressing for a commission. This includes the admiral sitting
atmy side.
Nir.- HOSMER. Not pressing for a commission. You are actively
opposing a commission. Does everyone you talk to actively oppose
this commission?
Mr. MaNAUrirrox. Not everyone I talk to actively opposes this
commission. It is a question of what the commission would be.
Mr. HosMEn. It is a mystery to me, Mr. McNaughton, why you cannot accept the many reasons that have been given for this commission,
why we are packed up two or three rows deep here with DOD witnesses, and State, and whoever else is around, with such specious objections. Is there not something else behind this that you have not
told us why you do not want it?
Mr. MCNAUGUTON. Nothing that I am aware of.
Mr. Hos FI. Nothing to do with our international relations?
Mr. MCNAUGHToN. No, that came as something of a surprise. I
had not heard that thought suggested.
Mr. Hosmit. Is there anything to do with you and Dr. Haworth
and Mr. Cleveland just wanting to keep control of this thing?
Mr. M cNAUGHTON. We are going to have to be in this, as you
pointed out before, no matter how it is run.
Mr. Hosirmn. Is it anything to do with not wanting Congress to
have a chance to take part in the overall support of the U.S. interests?
Mr. MCO AUGHTON. Not in the slightest.
Mr. HIoSMEn. I think that is all.
Mr. O'BnnxN. May I suggest to the committee at this point that our
next witness is Admiral Reedy and I assume that when we resume
these hearings, the admiral might not be as available as he is today.
I think at this point, it might be desirable if we proceeded directly to
Admiral Reedy, because we will have to recess at quarter to 12.
Mr. SAYLm. Mr. Chairman. I reserve the right to object and I will
not object. I would like to have Mr. McNaughton prepare and give
to this committee an outline of his background what he did before he
became Assistant Secretary of Defense for international Security
Affairs. I would like to have Mr. Cleveland give us a ,background
of what he did before he became Assistant Secretary of State for Internationa1 Organization Affairs.
Mr. MCNAutiHTON. I should be glad to do so, sir.
(The information requested follows:)
Joui T. MCNAUOHTON, ASSISTANT SECnRETARY OF

DEFENSE FOR INTERNATIONALS

SECURITY AFFAIRS

John T. McNaughton has acted as Assistant Secretary of Defense (Intermational Security Affairs) since his nomination by President Johnson In March
19t 1. He was confirmed by the Senate on June 20,1964.

Educator, attorney, newspaper columnist and editor, and government official,
Mr. McNaughton had served a year as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Arms Control when he was appointed General Counsel of the Department of
Defense on July 1, 1962. He was General Counsel until he assumed his present
position.
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He was born in Bicknell, Ind., the son of F. F. and Cecille (MMillan) McNaughton on November 21, 1921. He attended elementary schools and high
school in Pekin, Ill. He received his A.D. degree from DePauw University
(Greencastle, Ind.) In 1942, and his LL.B. from Iarvard Law School in 19-18.
A Rhodes scholar, he was granted a B. Lit. from Oxford in 1951. He received
an honorary LL.B. degree from DePauw University in 1903. During World
War If, Mr. McNaughton served as a lieutenant, U.S. Naval Reserve. He first
commanded a Navy guncrew on a merchant ship in the Caribbean and North
Atlantic and then served on a destroyer escort in the Pacific.
Ils newspaper experience includes serving as columnist for the Pikin (I1.)
Daily Times, of which he was editor from 1951 to 1953. He was legal counsel for
the newspaper during the same period.
Admitted to the Illinois bar in 1948 and the Massachusetts bar in 1956, he was
appointed assistant professor of law at Harvard Law School in 1953 and became
a full professor in 1956. Mr. McNaughton was on leave of absence from Harvard
during 1961-62.
His Government experience includes serving as Assistant General Counsel,
Office of the U.S. Special Representative, Economic Cooperation Administration,
in Paris from 1949 to 1951. He also served several periods as assistant district
attorney, Middlesex County, Mass., 1957-61. He was a candidate for Congress
from Illinois in 1952.
He is a member of the American Bar Association, the American Society of
International Law, the Council on Foreign Relations, the Institute of Strategic
Studies, and Phi Beta Kappa. He is author (with W. Barton Leach) of ',Handbook of Massachusetts Evidence" (1956), of "8 Wigmore, Evidence" (McNaughton revision 1961), and of books of experimental law-teaching materials, as well
as of articles.
Mr. McNaughton is married to the former Sarah Elizabeth Fulkman and has
two sons, Alexander, aged 15, and Theodore, 9. Their home in Washington, D.C.,
is at 5031 Lowell Street NW.

HARLAN CLEVELAND, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATIC
Harlan Cleveland, an administrator, editor, and educator, was sworn in as
Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs on February
23,1961.
Mr. Cleveland was born in New York City, N.Y., on January 19, 1918. In 1934
he was graduated from Phillips Academy at Andover, Mass. In 1938, Mr. Cleveland graduated with high honors in polities and received his bachelor of arts
degree from Princeton University. In 1938-39, Mr. Cleveland was a Rhodes
scholar at Oxford University.
For 13 years beginning in 1940, Mr. Cleveland was associated with the U.S.
Government. He started as a writer for the Farm Security Administration in
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. From 1942 to 1944, he was an official with
the Board of Economic Warfare and its successor the Foreign Economic Administration. From 1944 to 1945 he was Executive Director of the Economic Section of the Allied Control Commission in Rome. He was also a member of the
U.S. delegation to the third session of the UNBRA Council held in London in 1945.
From 1945 to 1946, Mr. Cleveland was Acting Vice President of the Allied
Commission in Rome. Thereafter, he was associated with the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) as Deputy Chief of Mission
in Italy and, at the age of 29, as Director of the $650 million China program of
UNRRA with headquarters in Shanghai. He then served as Director of the
China aid program for the Economic Cooperation Administration in Washington and was appointed by Administrator Paul G. Hoffman to supervise the
building of five other U.S. aid programs In the Far East during 1949-50. At
the end of 1951, he became Assistant Director of the Mutual Security Agency, in
charge of its European program.
In 1958 he was appointed executive editor of the Reporter magazine in New
York City, and later served as publisher of that magazine.
In 1950 he was appointed dean of the Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship
and Public Affairs of Syracuse University. In this capacity, Mr. Cleveland supervised the Nation's oldest graduate program in public administration, and directed
a Carnegie Corp. study of Americans abroad which produced two books, "The Art
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*of Overseamanship-and "The Overseas Americans" (McGraw-Hill,
1960).
He
has written and lectured widely on economic development, public administration,
and U.S. foreign policy; he was editor of "The Promise of World
Tensions,"
pub.
listed by Macmillan In early 1961, and coeditor of "Ethics
and Bigness," and
"Ethics of Power," published by Harper, 1962.
Mr' Cleveland holds the U.S. Medal of Freedom for his work
with the Army
in Italy and has been decorated by the Government of Italy
of the Republic of China. Since 1956 he has been awarded and the Government
honorary degrees from
five institntions--an Lh. D. from Alfred University (1958)
Rollins College (1958) ; Franklin and Marshall College (1960) and LL.D.'s from
; Kent State University (1962) ; and Middlebury College (1962).
Mr. Cleveland Is married to the former Lois W. Burton and
three children. Though still a resident of Syracuse, N.Y., and is the father of
university as professor of political science, he has moved his on leave from the
family to Washington where they now live at 2738 McKinley Street NW.

Mr. O'Btrm.

Thank you, very much, Mr.
Mr. BINGIAN. May I say for the record, Secretary.
Mr. Chairman, before Mr.
McNaughton leaves

the stand, that I do not want
be associated in
any way with some of the harsh comments that I tobelieve
been
directed toward him today by some of our colleagues, and thathave
I
regard
Mr. McNaughton as an outstanding public servant.
Mr. MfCNAUGIIToN. Thank you.
Mr.O'BRiEN. May I say that I think Mr. McNaughton's record
speaks for itself. r think we are confronted here with a. problem
lIgely of frustration and sometimes frustration leads to an exchange
that might be a little sharper than ordinarily.
IVe are very grateful to you, sir, for your testimony and we realize
the problems that you have at your end and I am sure you
realize the

problems that we have at this en'd.
Mr. MONAUOTO. Thank you, very much.
Mr. B
Admiral, may I say before Tou give your
von have been listening for 2 days. I know speak for all statement,
my colleagues when I say that no critical remarks are aimed in yourofdirection

at all. From my conversations with members of this committee and
others who have gone there, they think that you
have
doing an
extraordinarily able job., The only disagreement mightbeen
be
that
they
feel that vour successor might be able to do it even better if we were
to
provide him with tools that are just a little bit less rusty.
Admiral REtraY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Since this may be the last occasion I will appear before this committee as commander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica,
I should
like to take this opportunity to read a brief statement.
First, I wish to extend my appreciation to this committee for the
interest its members have shown in Antarctic affairs. This interest
has continued throughout my association with Operation Deep
and I am grateful that several members of the committee haveFreeze
been
able to visit Antarctica during that time. From their experience there
they have certainly learned a great deal more about Antarctic operations than I can tell you here in the brief time available.
Antarctic policy determination, and the coordination of Antarctic
Affairs among the various U.S. agencies concerned have
been matters of concern to this committee for sometime. I am convinced
that
arrangements for the solution of these problems are satisfactory.
They provide an adequate means for defining U.S. objectives in Antarctica and establishing a program suitable to their accomplishment.
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Tile newly established Antarctic Policy Group will further provide
a means of reporting Antarctic matters, or problems, of particular
importance to the Executive Office of the Government.
In addition to the policy group, it is expected that the present methods of interagency coordination will continue. These provide a ready
means of planning the Antarctic operations in support of our national
objectives. In the planning of operations in support of the U.S.
scientific program, my naval staff works closely with the cognizant
members of the National Science Foundation. These same people
then coordinate, and are responsible for the success of, the program
in Antarctica. This method insures that the proposed Antarctic
program is realistic and feasible. All involved are well aware of the
limitations imposed by the Antarctic environment, of the forces and
material available to them, and of the latest developments and technological improvements which can improve our capabilities.
The requirements from agencies other than the National Foundation
are not ignored or submerged. As U.S. Antarctic projects officer, the
commander, U.S. Naval Support. Force Antarctica is in a position to,
and does, evaluate the feasibility of their proposals, and is able to
work directly with the agencies involved to insure that their requirements receive proper consideration. Their support is then planned
in the same manner as that provided the U.S. scientific programs.
This avoids any duplication of effort. in Antarctica. It often enables
the Naval Support Force to utilize planned support for scientific
programs to meet other objectives as well.
On the subject of cooperation and coordination in the actual operation, I wish to add that at 1)resent the relations between the agencies
involved are excellent. Since most of the effort of the Naval Forces
in Antarctica is directed toward support of the scientific program we
have had our most extensive contact with representatives of the Wational Science Foundation. A 5-year program exists worked out in
detail with respect to objectives to be obtained and logistic support
required. Their consistent effort. in support planning,'in furnishing
detailed definitions of their requirements, and their good understanding of our Antarctic operations have been key factors in the success of
the U.S. program in that area. I am most appreciative of their wholehearted cool)eration and am confident of the continuance of this uniformly good relationship between the two agencies. I am confident
that our scientific programs will be adequately supported, and further,
that any worthwhile project consonant with U.S. objectives in Antarctica vill be given consideration on a sufficiently high level.

Mr. O'BRIPN. Thank you, very much, Admiral.

Admiral, in this whole picture, am I correct in stating that you are
not. responsible for the overall policy of our operations in the Antarctic beyond forming, and I might add performing brilliantly, your
part of the operation? In other words, the policy is decidedsomewhere in Washington and at the moment, I am a little confused as to
where, but certainly in Washington? You do not make the policy for
the Antarctic?
Admiral RE.EDY. We do not make the policy with respect to all U.S.
objectives, but by conference with the Science Foundation representati :es and representatives of the State Department, the consonance of
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interests of the science I)eople and the State Department people are
inade clear and the planned operation takes this into consideration.
For instance, as an illustration, we went ahead with the establishment of a new biological station at Anvers Island, which is in the Antarctic Peninsula. This was solely to meet U.S. objectives in Antarctic
as much as it was for scientific purposes.
Mr. O'BmEN. Mr. SaylorI
Mr. SAYLOR. Admiral, I welcome you before the committee. I want
to commend you for the tremendous job you have done in charge of
U.S. Navy Support Force, Antarctica. All of the reports that Ihave
read and all of the conversations I have had, not only with Members
of the Congress but. members of the Navy, Army Air Force who were
in Antarctica under your command, have nothing but the highest
praise for the manner in which affairs were conducted in Antarctica.
They say that everything that was done was done in the highest and
best Navy tradition. A any of the things that caused comment and
objection in some other trips have been remedied. I want to say that
everyone sings your praises for your overall operation.
Now, on the bottom of the first page, the sentence appears:
The newly established Antarctic Policy Group will further provide a means of
reporting Antarctic matters, or problems, of particular importance to the Executive Office of the Goverment.
Admiral Reedy, how have you been led to believe that this new
Antarctic policy grou) will provide a means of reporting matters of
particular interest to the executive branch that is not already done by
the Antarctic projects office of the Navy?
Admiral REDY. If I understand your question, sir, it is how do I
believe that this newly established policy group will report these matters in a way not already done by the U.S. Antarctic projects office?
Mr. SA\YI)R. Yes, sir.
Admiral RAMnY. Only to this extent, that they would have the cooperation in the reports of the representatives of the Science Foundation and the State Department itself. As far as the Antarctic projects
office is concerned, their report would be part, of this and probably, in
effect, would constitute the major part or all of the report.
Mr. SAYLOR. The reason I ask that, Admiral, I read with interest
these project reports that cross my desk everytime they are put out
and I notice there that there is a section devoted to the action of the
State Department and its representatives; there is a section there with
regard to the Department of Defense. All of these things are already
covered in the record. Very frankly, I do not know how people who
have never been to Antarctica, who are only going to have to take
somebody else's word are going to improve on the work that your
projects office already does.
Admiral Ri.ED)Y. The improvement, sir, would simply consist in
giving it a higher standing in the community, the way I would look at
it. If the information is there, it is compiled, and it has been an excellent production on the part of the very limitedstaff in the Antarctic
projects office. It draws upon the Science Foundation for information
an(l it publishes all this information. The only thing that I can see
that the Policy Group contributes here would'be to put it out on a
higher plane than it now is distributed.
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Mr. SAYLOR. Admiral, I have spoken to representatives from New
Zealand, Aust ralia, Argentina, Chile, and the United Kingdom. These
are basically the nations which still have an interest in Antarctica outside of ourselves and the Soviet Republic, and they have nothing but
the highest praise for this report. In fact, I just hIad cross my desk a
few days ago a pubhcation from New Zealand in which this report
so'highly recommended that they felt that it was the best thing
was
that was turned out as far as Antarctica is concerned.
Now, if the nations who are already there are receiving and commenting so favorably upon our report, I jist wait to know what else is going
to get this rel)(rt? What other countries are going to have an interest
in this. because they do not send anybody down. They have not sent
any body down since the International Geophysical Year. This is a
problem that some of us on this committee have with regard to this
newl 3 established group. If this is the only purpose that they are going to serve, then I think maybe this committee had better take another
real good look at the so-called Antarctic Policy Group.
Now, Admiral, on the last page you once again commented on the
5-year program. Would it be possible for you to furnish to the
committee a copy of the updated 5-year program
Admiral REEDY. Yes, sir; I am quite sure it would be.
Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to have included at this point in the record by reference the 5-year program
referred to by Admiral Reedy. A copy of the 5-year report is in the
committee files.
Mr. O'BuiE N. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(This report will also be found in hearing on Deep Freeze 1963-64.
Operations entitled Antarctica Report-1964, p. 63.)
M'fr. SAYLOR. Thank you, Admiral, for your fine statement.
Mr. O'BIEN. Mr. Bingham?
Mr. BTo~mr. No questions.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Mr. Burton?
Mr. BURTON of Utah. Admiral, do we publish all our research data
that we find or are making down there? Are these all published?
Admiral REEDY. Research data, sir, would be a function of the
National Science Foundation. I am quite sure that all of the data
which is taken by our representatives in Antarctica is published.
But I cannot answer the question absolutely certainly.
Mr. BunTON of Utah. Do the other nations that maintain bases
there publish their findings, too? In other words, is data that is
compiled by the Soviet Union available to us? Do you know that?
Admiral'R.rEDY. It is as far as I know, sir, through the agency of
International Data Centers in which it is assembled-and distributed
to all the signatory nations of the Antarctic Treaty. I have personally seen Russian publications, so I would assume that their data is
published.
Mr. BurroN of Utah. Thank you, I have no more questions, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. O'Bnwmr. Mr. CraleyI
Mr. CRALEY. I have no questions.
Mr. O'Bnmm Mr. Smith?
Mr. Sxifrr. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
49-422-05-7
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Mr. O'Bmw. I would like to state again that we are not operating

now as Members of Congress but *ust ordinary Americaii citizens

for what you and your predecessors have done. I have a funny idea
in the back of my hlead that if we do not succeed in doing what some
Members of the Congress want to do the best thing to do might be to
turn the whole thing over to the Navy. That is personal opinion,
of course.
Mr. SAYLOR. If the gentleman would yield to me for comment, I
think it appropriate at this time fo say that we could go further and
do worse and unless we adopt this bill before the committee, we
probably will.
Mr. O'Bnmin.
Yes, Captain.
Thank you very much, Admiral.
We again arrive at that situation where the bells are going to ring
in a moment. Obviously, we cannot finish with one more witness.
I think indicative of the seriousness with which the committee approaches this problem each year, we will not follow our biannual
custom of adjourning the hearings at this time and sending another
dusty document to wherever dusty documents go in Washington.
We will have the hearings open and we will have further hearings
next month. With that understanding the committee stands
adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to call.)
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The arguments which I have advanced on behalf of the commission are well known to you and thie members of the subcommittee,
Mr. Chairman. For that reason I shall restate them very briefly.
At the present time 14 U.S. Government agencies are active ini, or
have an interest in, Antarctic matters. Not one of these agencies is
specifically empowered or directed to coordinate our national effort
in the Antarctic.
The United States is currently the only nation of all those inter.
ested in the Antarctic which has no single overall agency to handle
Antarctic affairs.
I believe that we must have an overall policy for the Antarctic,
and overall coordination and implementation of that policy. Our
interests in that last great unexplored continent on the g obe are
so significant that they cannot be served by haphazard, "informal"
intergovernmental coordination.
With each passing year the importance of the Antarctic to the
United States increases.
Just last week scientists announced that a project would be undertaken to drill 8,000 feet into a south polar iceca ) in order to obtain
a record of the cosmic dust which has fallen on the earth for the past
100,000 years. This research is being done by the U.S. Army's Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratories.
Another important project being carried on at the present time
is the use of earth satellite measurements to study the distribution
of pack ice on a continental scale and to accurately position the
Antarctic coastline to record changes in the shape of the ice sheets.
Further, the United States has stepped up its participation in
exchanges of research data with other members of the Antarctica
Treaty Conference and the Scientific Committee for Antarctic
Research. We also are working with the World Health Organization
on medicine and public health in the Antarctic.
Antarctic experts see even further U.S. involvement in that
likely
may be:and technology progress. Some of the
region, as science
solar developments
Increased emphasis on the earth and life sciences as programs in
terrestrial and marine biology are increased.
The creation of aircraft and landing facilities that can operate
in the Antarctic winter on an intercontinental basis. This would
allow Antarctic air routes serving the huge populations of the
Southern Hemisphere.
The working of Antarctic mineral deposits as world shortages
in such materials develop. The exploitation of Antarctic marine
life as an untapped source of food for the world's population.
Some visionaries are even talking of a tourist industry for the
Antarctic-a possibility which, of course, is precluded now by the
lack of accommodations, transport and safety facilities. Yet it
cannot be ruled out completely for the future.
It is evident, Mr. Chairman, that the challenge of this virtually
untapped continent demands a close coordination of U.S. efforts
which heretofore has been lacking.
To the 14 separate U.S. agencies which presently carry on Antarctic
operations, soon may be added the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the Federal Aviation Agency as the Antarctic
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becomes more important in space exploration and communications,
and in international air travel.
The response of the executive agencies involved to the dazzling
prospects and national challenge of the Antarctic has been one of
resistence to change and passionate defense of the status quo.
The sole development since last year has been the formation of an
Antarctic Policy Group by the Department of State, the Department
of Defense, and the National Science Foundation. This Antarctic
Policy Group was created ostensibly to coordinate Antarctic activities.
Because it was established so recently, however, there is good reason to believe that the challenge to which these departments were
reacting was not that of the Antarctic, but rather that posed by this
subcommittee.
It seems apparent that the Antarctic Policy Group was formed
only as a means of heading off favorable action on legislation to
create the Byrd Antarctic Commission.
This transparent maneuver emphasizes the superficial, ad hoo
nature of present policies on Antarctica. It points up the need for
continuing, overall supervision of our Nation's many and complex
interests in the Antarctic by a commission authorized by Congress
and reporting to Congress.
In short, Mr. Chairman, the situation requires the Richard E.
Byrd Antarctic Commission as established by H.R. 555 and similar
bills which have been introduced.
Therefore, I strongly urge you and the members of the subcommittee give speedy and favorable consideration to this proposal and
others of similar intent which have been introduced into the 89th
Congress.
Mr. O'Bim.. Thank you very much, Mr. Zablocki. You mentioned 14 agencies are involved in this activity. Do you not also
consider it significant that you, as a member of the Committee on
Foreign Affairs of the House, find this the only arena in which you
can express your views?
Mr. ZABLOCKIL Yes.
Mr. O'BnmN. And that this in itself is somewhat a doubtful arena,
because we do not know exactly who has jurisdiction?
Mr. ZABLOCKi. That is exactly right. And, Mr. Chairman, as I
said before, in the past I have been astounded when inquiring of
the Department of State about the Antarctic, how little its officials
knew about it, or our policies or activities in that very important part
of the globe.

IMr. O'BRmn. Do you, under the present situation, know of any
single committee of Congress which has an opportunity to express the
congressional will or to present the congressional understanding of
this wlole problem?
Mr. ZABLOCKI. I do not know of any.
Mr. O'BnmN. That is, any authorized committee?
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Any authorized committee? No. Aid therefore,

Mr. Chairman, I do hope that your committee will act favorably on
this legislation. Having a report on Antarctica by the Commission to the Congress annually will give us some control, some supervision, some better understanding oiour policies there.
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O'l31m,,N. Thank you.
Mr. Aspinall ?
Mr. AsPI,.uLL. Mr. 0hairmn, T, of course. wnnt, once again, 10
congratulate our colleague from Wisconsin who serves so ably on
another counit tee for the interest that he has in tlhis mltter and for
hiii willingness when this bill has bee i(rodied to a1ppll)r before
this connnittee and make a case for it. None of us, of course, have
any intent ion or desire to belittle the actiities made by the arrangenients heretofore had. In filet, we think it is a vel.y oitstainlding
operation.
I think 1hat bothers mie---and I exj)e,(t it )otliers y
to letertod--is
mine whether jurisdiction oi tlese matters lies. I that not. right,
Mr. Zablocki?
Mr. ZAB.o('KI. fi'. Ch iI'liai1, that is exa,.(l'l right, sir. I am
R um'prisedtat the success that lits been lteioml)lisheil with the ilek of
cooperation or coordiiiatio
l dt1ihe lack of direction by one
jur'sdict ion.
Mr. AsP!YA-T,L, I shall read now from a release under date, of
April 26, 1965, as to the reorganization of the ehements of the I'SA
staff.
A[r.

This Is to announce that this establishment of Antarctica

project offle,

ti1e eStali'illlnlt (if 1lhe Iosition of li.isixthnt to tie A.ssisilitt Secret ary of
Defonso, ISA, for Antarctica matters.

Dr. James E. Mooney-

and this is not in the letter that I am reading f rom, but we all recognize his great contributionDr. James E. Mooney Is designated assistant to the A\sistant Secretary of
Defense, ISA, for Antarctica matters, and will )e located in room 4-13-720.

Just reading this, '.I. Zabloeli, and knowing not thing about the
operation in Antarctica, where would one think that the jurisdiction
for Antarctica is placed?
Mr. ZmtrnocKT. Mr. Chairman, I think that you have put your
finger on the very reason for this legislation that I am urging the
committee to act favorably upon. If there is any scientific group or
college, even a Member of Congress, who wants any information on
Antarctica, they just do not know where they can go to get. it, in
what single agency to find it. As I pointed out in my prepared statement, we are the only Nation interested in AntarctiCa that is in such
a position, of having no formal coordination-of not having a specific
commission. Mr. Chairman, you have really come to ti nub of
the problem that we are trying to correct.

Mr. ASPINALA. Thank you very much.
Mr. O'BmniN. Mr. Saylor?
Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Zablocki, I want to commend you for an excellent statement and for your continued interest over the years in the
establishment of such a commission.
My recollection is that your position on the Committee on Foreign
Affairs of the I-louse is No. 2, is that correct, sirI
Mr. ZABLOCKI. That is correct.
Mr. SAYLOR. Well, now, did anybody from the Department of
State come to you, or tell you as the No. 2 man on that committee
that on May 1, 1965, there was going to be established an Antarctica
Policy Group?
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Mr. ZuuoCKL No. sir.
Mr. SAYLOR. I)o you know whether or not Dr. Morgan, chairman
of your committee, was even advised about such a thing-that such a
thing was in prospect?
Mr. ZAmimKI. I have not asked l)r. Morgan, but I presume he
was not, advised or lie would have informed 11e.
Mr. SYLoit. I can only tell you, from my conversations with Dr.
Morgani, that your answer can he no. ]le was not advised. I am
sure that the ineinl)ers of this committee were not advised. And I
am also informed that the chairman of the Armed Services Committee was not advised.
Mr. Zm,iOCK. That is my understanding, Mir. Saylor.
Mr. S,%YLon. This indicates how little regard the people downtown
have in the Antarcieic and in their trying to bypass this committee
and to bypass the Congress, and that they do not even bother to
come an(l tel1 us what they are doing.
Mr. Asiixt,. What my colleague is saying is that the responsi1)ility of Coigress is 110 i'esl)onsirility of overseeing the operations
we our selves'try to ferret out what is going
of A'ntartI ica, Il( less
oil, we do not. k1w.
Mr. S.wr,on. That is correct.
Mr. ASPINALT,. We appreciate the cooperation that we have, but
it so happens that there isnothing offered to us until we make our
delnands.
Mr. S,%wron. That is correct. In other words, there is no volunteering of in formatir)n from downtown. Very frankly, I have not
seen-and I doubt if any member of this committee has seen-any
news release of the est ablishment of such a policy groul).
Mr. Z,\nOcIT. Mr. Chairman, may I further submit that the Congress ought not only to be advised of the fact, but be consulted before
the fact.
Mr. SAYLOR. Correct.
Mr. ZABLOCKT. With that I heartily agree.
Mr. O'BR0inN. It is my understanding that we have a release here,
a general news release which came to us unofficially, this document.
Presuming that we are the committee with some jurisdiction, we do
not have officially a copy of the news release establishing this policy
group, the Antarctica Policy Group. It seems to me that this is a
matter of urgency of at least the interest, even though the interest
does not please some people, on the part of this committee to send
us a copy of the news release, at least, to be informed simultaneously
with the press.
Mr. ZABOCI. ir. Chairman, it is customary for good public relations with Congress to advise the Congress of such a release prior to
releasing it publicly to the press.
Mr. ASPIWALL. When Secretary MeNaughton discussed presumably
that the committee has jurisdiction, he based that statement upon the
fact that the military, the Defense Department, denies that it has
jurisdiction and the State Department itself denies that it has jurisdiction. What we have here is a floating operation without any
conception of the responsibility at any particular department of
Government. Is that correct I
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Mr.S,%yi,oit. That is correct,.
iIr. O('Bznn. That is my feeling. I said earlier at, these liearings
and the hearings lst. year that I at developing a feeling of cor)letoe
frustration; that we w ant; to take somethiur that is good 1111d reshape
it, but evei good things sometimes need direction or, at least guidance. At the present, time the only jurisdiction that Congress has
is to al)l)lroriate .riimn'ber of dollar's every year. That is fine. That
is one of its funet ions, that is one of the functions of Congress, but
I think tihat occasionally we should have some knowledge about. the
spending of that money. If we establish nothing more by the crelion of a commission or some other plan, tit least we will have pinpointed the jurisdiction of a,congressional committee. I have a
Ieeling tthai some imes these bills come to us only as bewilderment
on tlhejlart of the parliamentarian-here we are.
M'. ZAmiociKI. Mr. (Chairman, with that I do not agree. I am sure
that the parliamentiariani sends them to the committee that is most
able to deal with the problem.
Mr. O'lhnit,. We are flattered.
Mr. lI,LE. I just want, to welcome our colleague lack again before t he collit tee.
Mr. ZABL,oCIU. Thank you.
Mr. l
TAi.sv.
ihis getting to be an anmal affair. 1ie comes here
and gives us his views which, I think, are very fine. He is very logical about, the situation and %\cvryhonest about it. And from a reading of the testimony anl the 'questions during the last year there
introhas been no change in that situation, as I see it.. And in th1le
duction of these bills, we are trying to pull together something that
the chairman said is floating around up iii the air. And nobody
apparently is having any responsibility on it.
I comn'end the gentthman for his continued interest in this part of
the world which wv1ll be very valuable Ious someday.
Mr.
lia uk you v,ery nuch.
Mr. Morton ?
Mr.
Mr.Molrr'o,,. I certainly wanit to express o[(
r1al)l)reciation il 111laving Mr.Zablocki witli us hero today. Ile is a. ditingislied member
of the Conmnittee on Foreign AII'airs of the I louse.
I would like to ask this question, because I think it underlies all
of the testimony tit. we have had from tie Vaious agencies who
have testified in support of the status quo or in taking a negative
position as to the )rol)osal at hand. It. conistainltly creeps into the
testimony that our proposal will create another layer of managenient,-and create, therefore, addit ional overhead expense.
How do you feel, Mr. Zablocki, about that particular argument,

sir?

Mr. ZABLocJI There is no doubt that the Commission would be an
additional expense as far as administrative personnel is concerned,
but I think it would be worth the expenditure because we would have
direction and coordination, and we would have certainly a better
policy evolved. At the present time I think it is a very specious
argument to say that keeping the status quo is best, when we know
that there is a haphazard and very informal intergovernmental
cooper'at ion and there is no real place, Mr. Morton, that anyone may
go to and get information, valuable information on a very valuable
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continent of the globe still unexplored. I think the expense that
might Iminvolved is worth it.
Mr. Mo'rON. I have made the argiuneint, and I think that I could
suibstantiate it, tha, tlis Commission would save some money, because it, would tighten u ) the communications involved in ti managenent progress.
I am really at a loss--I do not know why the arguments are being
made so strongly against this Commission.
Have you In talking with people of various agencies learned any
reason that there should be this negative reaction?
Mr. ZAUBOKI. Mr. Chairman, if I would know any I would certainly share them with the committee. I do not know any sound
arguments or reasons for the perpetuation of the status quo.
I might add further, Mr. Morton, that in discussing this with some
of the agencies, they say have claimed the additional cost is uinwarranted. Yet, when I iuestioned whether there was duplication of
effort in the 14 agencies-..tle answer was that they were wearing two
hais, they were working and being paid for and carried under the
budget of the agency involved as well as doing some work for the
Antarctica effort. 1'do think that you are so right, if there is a Commission there would not be a greater exI)enditure but a saving.
But, coming back to your direct question, I cannot shed any light as
to what their reasoning might be.
Mr. MORTON. The very fact is that the makeup of the Commission,
as described in your bill, H1.R. 555, involves the very people who are
now part of the Antarctica program management complex. It seems
to me that there would not be a new layer of overhead or additional
expense put into t he program. These same people who now have
specific responsibility would continue to have specific responsibility.
By the establishment of this Commission we would be bringing
together a proposition which the Congress can deal with as an entity.
I think this is the tiing that concerns the chairman of this committee so much. It certainly should concern every member of the
('mm1ittee. But in the responsibility of oversight we do not have a
specific way to get, at this problem of congressional oversight. Therefore, I cannot see why any of these arguments of additional overhead, actually hold water.
I just wondered if you had any thought as to the other side of it.
I01)am
put myself
on their side of the desk to see why I would
ject,trying
1)( '1 to
cimnot
(i1 (1any good reason for ob~jecting.

Mr. ZAIILOCKT. Mr. Mort6n, I am with you right along. I cannot
see any reason for objecting. Therefore, I cannot shed any light as
to whtt they may have as a reason. The only possible additional
expense would be the Director and whatever immediate secretarial
staff he would require and whatever cost the Board of Governors
would be. But in this case, again, as you so well pointed out, they
would be representatives of agencies already now interested in Ant.arctica.
Mr. MouToN. I certainly want to thank you for your help. Thank
you very much.
Mr. O'Bmwx. Thank you very much, Mr. Zablocki. Let me say
that it may be certainly propeV to say that papa knows best, but our
proposition is that we do notkfow who is papa.
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Mr. Rivers?
Mr. RIvEJis of Alaska. I would like to ask a question. I would first
like to welcome you to the committee.
Dr. Haworth makes a statement on page 3 of his statement which
we have before us-on page 3 he says:
Again the National Science Foundation is the agency of our Government
which Is in constant touch with the total science community of the country.
Because of the Foundation's relation with the working scientists of our country, it is In a position to plan and develop programs that take into consideration the advice and the interests of the entire group. In this way our Nation
can be assured that the most useful and valuable program will be developed
and supported.

This means to me that Dr. Haworth is saying that they are very
closely in touch with the scientific community, as he states here, and
that there is no one at a loss as to where to look to get the information. You go to the National Science Foundation. I would like your
remarks on that.
Mr. ZBLrOCKI To the extent that Dr. Haworth deals in the field
of science, that is correct but as I pointed out, there are other agencies, that is, governmental agencies that are also expending effort and
are interested in the development and the progress in Antarctica.
The very argument he puts forth for the preparation of this status
quo, because we do have the National Science Foundation, and it
would be a part of the Byrd Antarctica Commission-his argument,
as a matter of fact, would strengthen the motivation for adopting
legislation which would create a Commission. The Commission
would bring all of the Antarctic activities, that is, all of the governmental activities under the direction of one Board and a Director
in the Commission. Scientists could then obtain information, research, and development data from the Commission, and there would
be no need, as the doctor states, for a "parallel of scientific competency."
I disagree with his argument that creating the Commission would
necessitate a parallel scientific competence to be established.
Mr. RIVERs of Alaska. Would this Commission be made up of
persons from the Department of Defense and the Department of
State and the National Science Foundation on an ex officio basis
bringing together an Antarctica policy group made up of people who
are knowledgeable in the field already, but with an executive and an
office and the name of a Commission?
Mr. ZABLoCKir. The best reason for a Commission is seen as the
creation of this policy board. The agencies involved have realized
that there has to be some guidance--there has to be some coordination-and, therefore, they established a board in the 11th hour, so
to speak. If we have the Commission and it will be answerable to
the Congress, I think this will give an opportunity for Conress to
look into Antarctic affairs and have a greater jurisdiction. Think
that is the proper way to do it.
Mr. Rits of Alaska. I compliment you. Thank you very much.
Mr. MonrN. If the gentleman from Alaska will yieldMr. RxwvEr of Alaska. I do.
Mr. MonrToN. The completion of this whole thing has changed con.
siderably since it started. It has becl changed in the organizational
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structure. I do not know whether they are responsive to the' fact.
that these hearings are going on, but there have been changes in the
organization of this program. I would not want to hazard a guess'
about.earlier the very purpose would be to
they have
as Mr.
to why
Ascome
I stated
ZAmocKI.
try to prevent the Congress from creating a Commission. I think it.
is bypass the Congress.
Mr. RivrRs of Alaska. It would not necessarilyr mean any overlapping or duplication of establishment. Your thinking is that this
Commission would draw upon the various agencies that now contribute so much to this program, is that what you are say ingy?
Mr. ZAJLOCKI. Exactly that. It is very clearly spelled out in the
bill what the functions of the Commission wou d be. And that of
the board members and what their duties would be-and there would
be no duplication. There would be coordination. I think certainly
a better direction of policy.
Rnts of Alaska. Thank you. I yield back the balance of
myMr.
time.
'Thank von, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. 0lIw,.. Mr. Carey?
Mr. CAREW. I would like to take the time, Mr. Chairman, to
express my appreciation to Mr. Zablocki whom I consider a most
knowledgeable Member of the Congress in the field of foreign
affairs and to indicate how much I do appreciate his coming
here this morning. Obviously, there is great demand upon his
time in many vital and imporant matters, such as internal securitv and the like.
My brief question is this: Is it not true that at least one of
the agencies opposini the creation of the Commission itself was a
multifacet agency in the departments of Government and was brought
together by creating the National Science Foundation?
Mr. ZABLOCKI. That is exactly correct.

Mr. CAn Y. The arguments submitted against this Commission on
Antarctica at one time could have been made against the creation
of the National Science Foundation?
Mr. ZAnLOCKI. The gentleman is exactly right.
Mr. CA Y. The State Department at least, or someone in the
other departments, and by the Foundation, on behalf of the State
Department, these statements indicate that a commission of this kind
might create a problem along the lines of a communication breaka probable loss with regard to our foreign policy objectives. Have
you experienced such an idea in what our foreign policies owe in Antarctica at this time-have you any comments to make on that?
Mr. ZABnLocxu. No, Mr. darey; I do not.
Mr. CAREY. I certainly should like to find out where our foreign
policy objectives fit into this Commission in working with close communication with the State Department or other agencies, whether it
would have any deliterious effect on our foreign police objectives,
whatever they may be. This seems to me to be a very valid objective.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. I fully agree. We of the Foreign Affairs Committee, those of us who have shown an interest, have from time to time
tried to determine what the policy objectives are in Antarctica. As
I stated earlier, I was astounded at the lack of information that some
of the people in the State Department have expressed.
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Mr. CAIMY. I hope that by the introduction of this bill in these
hearings it will give this committee and, hopefully, the Members of
the House and the Senate, a better understanding of what the present
and future objectives may be. This in itself, I think, is very, very
basic as a consideration.
Mr. ZADLOcKi. Mr. Carey, this is one of the prime objectives of the
legislation: That Congress would be in a position to understand and
be advised and be informed and be consulted as to what our policy
objectives are in Antarctica.
Mr. CAPmY. Thank you, Mr. Zablocki.
Mr. HALEY (presiding). Are there any further questions?
If not, thank you very much, my colleague.
Mr. ZABLOcKi. Thuik you, vr. Chairman.
I do want to express my appreciation for the courtesy extended me
despite the fact that I was late, by being permitted to go ahead. f
thank you very much.
Mr. HALEY. Our next witness is Dr. Leland J. Haworth, Director
of the National Science Foundation. We are very glad to have you
here and we will be glad to hear fror you now, sir.

STATEMENT OF DR. LELAND T. HAWORTH, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. THOMAS SONES,
HEAD, OFFICE OF ANTARCTIC PROGRAMS, NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION
Dr. HAWOnTir. May I bring Dr. Jones with me to the witness
tablet
Mr. HALPY. The witness is accompanied by Dr. Thomas Jones who
is the head of the Office of Antarctic Programs, National Science
Foundation.
Mr. AsPINALL. May I join in welcoming Dr. Haworth before this
committee. It was my pleasure to work and listen to him when he
was with the Atomic Energy Commission. I served on that committee. It is nice to resume the relationship, Dr. Haworth.
Dr. HAWORTTH. Thank you.
Mr. H-ALEy. You may proceed.
Dr. HAWORTH. Mr. Chairman, on May 1, 1965, the President announced the establishment of the Antarctic Policy Group, noted the
success of international cooperation in Antarctica and called for the
extension of such cooperation into other fields of international en-

deavors. His announcement coincides with the 10th anniversary
of the establishment of the arrangements to mount one of the most

purposeful large-scale efforts of exploration the United States has
ever undertaken, the International Geophysical Year Antarctic
effort.

In the previous hearings on these bills you have heard testimony

from two of the three executive branch agencies bearing major responsibilities in the Antarctic affairs of the United States. As Director of the National Science Foundation and the third participant
of the Antarctic Policy Group, I wish to present my comments on
the proposed legislation and to describe to you something of our

program.
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As previously testified, the primary responsibility for policy concerning Antarctica resides in the three members of the Antarctic
Policy Group, which consults as necessary with other agencies of the
Government having Antarctic interests. In this group we formulate
policy, determine objectives to implement this policy, and agree on
long-range plans which conform with these objectives. This arrangement for policy development and review will permit the inclusion in
the program on a relative priority basis of the activities of private
citizens and organizations which are determined to be in the interest
of the United States and compatible with operational capabilities.
There is present in this arrangement also the means by which matters affecting the policies and objectives of the United States can
be brought to the attention of the President.
Over the year; tIme coordinating responsibility in managing
Antarctic affairs hIas worked out very well. The formalizing of an
Antarctic Policy Group has sharpened up this coordinating respon.
sibility. The presence of this group now identifies the place to which
those having an interest in Antarctica can turn. Trhe composition
of the Antarctic Policy Group puts at its immediate disposal the
stairs mid capabilities of the three agencies which in their own spheres
are specially quali tied to carry out tlese tasks.
While the ojec(tives of the proposed Richard E. Byrd Commission
are worthy ones, I note that the proposed legislation provides for the
inclusion on the Commission of representatives of the same agencies
that now bear primary Antarctic responsibilities. I do not see how
the proposed commission would improve on the present arrange.
ments for policy review and interagency coordination within ile
executive branch. Furthermore, I note that the functions set forth
for the Commission duplicate responsibilities presently discharged
by the Foundation and other agencies. This is notably apparent to
me in such areas as the support of research, retrieval and dissemina.
tion of information, and the support of publications.
If the Commission is to ban administrative organization it would
insert another administrative layer over the present Federa. agencies
with Antarctic responsibilities. If it is to be an operational organi.
zation, it would be essential for the Commission to develop staffs duplicating those already in the Foundation and other agencies of the
Government. Clearly international policy regarding Antarctic affairs
is and should remain the responsibility of the Department of State;
the capabilities of the Navy are unquestioned, and unless the Commission is prepared to develop its own air fleet and ice-breakers it will
have to turn to the Department of Defense for such services. Again
the National Science Foundation is the agency of our Government
which is in constant touch with the total science community of the
country. Because of the Foundation's relation with the working
scientists of our country, it is in a position to plan and develop pro.
grains that take into consideration the advice and the interests of the
entire group. In this way our Nation can be assured that the most
useful and valuable program will be developed and supported. The
Commission, to do these things, would have to establish a parallel
scientific competence.,
The Federal agencies directing and conducting our Antractic program have achieved their present expertise through a process of
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growth and development over the past decade. The experience of tle
Foundation is illuminating. The very modest scientific effort in the
Antarctic underwent a great intensification in the IntCernatioial
Geoplhysical Year, which Nas supported in the United States chiefly
through Foundation funds. When, in 1958, thelUnited States de.
cided to continue a substantial scientific prograni in Antarctica, the
National Science Foundation was designated by the Presidenit to
fund and manage these activities, called the U.S. Antarctic research
program (USA 1IP). Thus the budget for the entire scientific prograiii, including the scientific activities of other Government agencies, rests in the Foundation. In directing this program the Founda.
tion recognizes that the United States has a long-term interest in Antarctica; consequently planning of the program content, is predicated
upon the assumption that, it must serve as the basis for t continuing
effort of innay years' duration.
If we are to understand the role of Antarctica in our environment
and to seek out the beneficial uses Antarctica mn1y provide for tiinilkind, we must encoura e the application of t wide variety of talent
and divergent points oT view in its study. Thus the U.8. Altarctic
research program provides a broad approach to the scientific exploration of Antarctica by incorporating the research interests of private
institutions and Fe(leral agencies alike. Furthermore, it amalgamates a spectrum of biological and physical sciences into a single
hitegrated and coordinated program. It includes support of inportant related projects such as tie amlysis of data froin scintifie
investigations, tfie publication of scientific results, and the retrieval
and dissemination of this information. In addition, we are lr-siing
a long-range effort to mna) the continent. W'hen necessity dtictaltes,
arrangements for specialized research facilities can be mnade. In
fact, under the authority of the National Science Foundation it; is
possible to arrange for tlo conduct of any legitimate research activity
which will extend our understanding of the continent, its surroulnd-

ing regions, and their effect on the world-wide environment. All of
tlis
u i1il
serve to guide us to the ways to make Antarctica beneficial
to mankind.
Long-range plans foir U.S. Antarctic efforts are developed in the
following manner: The National Science Foundat ion, il consult at ion
with other interested agencies, prepares a 5-year l)rojection of scientific program requirements. This projection is based upon the known
research interests and capabilities of I eleral agencies, of universities,
and of other private organizations and is put together in full cognizance of overall U.S. national interests. TIhe 5-year plan has annually been brought up to date by revisions which extend it an additional year. This 5-year plan is provided to the Department of
State and the Department of Defense. The Department of ])efense
responds with a corresponding 5-year planii for logistic support requirements. The Department of State reviews these plans in the
light of U.S. foreign policy objectives and provides guidance and
suggested priorities. Obviously it is necessary to reconcile differences which may occur such as the provision of logistic support
capabilities for proposed future scientific programs. Therefore, in
the preparation of tie respective plans, close staff cooperation is main-
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tained. Policy prol)lems which may arise out of this planning procedure are resolved by tie Antarctic Policy Group.
The research interests of other Federal agencies are included in the
National Scienlce Foundation long-range U.S. scieut ific program
projection. All of them are funded through the approprfittion of
tho National Science Foundation, whichi transfers funds as needed.
As a result, the following Federal agencies, have or have had research
progranis which are in addition to those carried out by universities
and other private research organizations, under grants from the
] t ililat ion :
Ai r Force Cam!rido Research Taborat ory.
U .S. Coast and ('eodet ic Survey.
U.S. "Weaother Bureau.
National Bureau of Standards.
IBureau
T.. (Ioloof ,\lines.
ial Survey.
I T.S. Naval Oceanographic Office.
1 .S. Army Signal Corps.
V S. Arm'Y Corps of Engineers (Cold Regions liescaIr.ll and Euginleeliig laboratory).
Smithsonian Inst it ut ion.
Tine Ioundition has also 1ieen working with NA,,A in tile intro.
duct ion of satellite dat a programs in Antarctica and in developmental
lispects of N.ASA's 110l1lprogram where Antarctica, might provide
,el!i a in test opportunities.
ulMIorling
1t
the policy'w alnd proiltlgio l)lrocess, there is
eoutiilillolls stair coordilat ion to achieve immediate objectives. This
coordination is primarily between the National Science Foundation
and the departmentt of State, Department of Commerce, Department
of Interior, and the Department of Defense, with other agencies
included where they may have an interest. Particularly important
in this process is tie consiant coordinat ion bet ween the Ifead, Office of
Antarctic Programs in the, Foundation and the commander, Naval
Support Force, Antaretica, to develop and implement the yearly
prograilns.
Six to nine months prior to each Antarctic field season, the Foundation presents its scientific fheld requirements to the U.S. Naval Support Foree, Antarctica, first, ill general terms and then in succeedingly
more detailed form. In this process again the Foundation speak's
to the Navy not only for the private research community but for
Federal agency scieniitie groups with Antarctic interests, thus lr'oviding the Naval Support Force with a coherent set of requirements
and l)riorities. In this regard there was in Jantuaiy 1965 it week's
planning conference in New Zealand between the commander, Naval
Support, Force, Antarctica, and his staff, and the Chief Scientist
and the Program Director for Field R(equirenients and Coordination
representing the Head, Olice of Antarctic Programs of the Foundation. At this meeting the amalgamation of scientific program re.
quirements and logistic support capabilities for the 1965-66 effort
commenced, coordinating information from detailed plans.
The effect iveness of the planning and coordinating which exists is
illustrated by some of the achievements of the last several years.
In 1962 the United States established the Eights Station in the Ells-
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worth Highland to extend the U.S. network of stations for the first
time since the close of the International Geophysical Year. At the
same time, there was introduced into the program the first full-time
Antarctic research vessel, which has given the United States a unique
capability to explore the very rich ocean regions surrounding Antarctica. The United States is the only country engaged in such a program of research and exploration of the southern oceans.
The United States also exercised its right of inspection under the
Antarctic Treaty during the 1963-64 austral summer. I believe this
is one of the most important actions that the United States has taken
in connection with our national Antarctic policy.
This season we established the new Palmer Station on Anvers
Island off the Antarctic Peninsula extending our capability into this
area where our Nation has not been represented since 1947. We
hope, with the consent of Congress, to augment this program by constructing a wooden trawler to work in conjunction with thiis station in
exploring both land and ocean areas of the peninsula. We have also
begun the exploration of the last unknown area of the continentthe region between the South Pole and Queen Maud Land. An
oversnow traverse has carried a U.S. geophysical team into this new
area which lies between areas previously explored by the British, the
Belgians, and the Soviets. We hope to establish a station for a year
or so in the middle of this area while we conduct our exploration.
Finally, we are commencing a series of research projects which utilize
satellite data.
The United States has improved its network of useful stations by
concentrating its efforts in those Antarctic areas of greatest future
interest to us. The strengthening of this network has not been the
result of haphazard planning nor has it developed in the absence
of interagency coordination.
Perhaps one of the most gratifying aspects of Antarctica is the
spirit of international cooperation which exists in this region. The
Antarctic Treaty assures the freedom of scientific investigation anywhere in the treaty area for at least 30 years. While pursuing our
own scientific interests over much of Antarctica, we have also cooperated with nearly every other country party to the treaty in the carrying out of specific research programs. The treaty has encouraged
such cooperation and has insured that our scientists may have access
to data and scientific results from areas of Antarctica being explored
by other countries. We believe that the treaty hae provided to U.S.
scientists a freedom of access to Antarctica and information about
it that they might otherwise never have enjoyed. Furthermore, the
provisions of the treaty encourage the establishment of protective
me- sures safeguarding for man's study and use the unique features of
the Antarctic environment. For example, the Foundation in cooperation with the Department of State, the Department of Defense, with
the advice of the Department of Interior and the Smithsonian Institution, is in the process of instituting procedures to insure that
unnecessary harm isnot caused to Antarctic fauna and flora by our
activities
on thethat
continent.
Considering
the continent of Antarctica covers an area as
large as the United States and Western Europe combined, and that 10
years ago we had hardly begun its systematic exploration, remark-
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able progress has been made. Never before in so short a time has
man explored so large an area so thoroughly and with so few people.
In fact, today we kiow more about certain facets of Antarctica and
its environment than we do about large areas of Asia, Africa, and
South America.
Since 1957 14 major U.S. oversnow traverses have crisscrossed
much of the interior of the continent. From these traverses, we can
now sketch out the surface elevations, ice thicknesses, gravity and
magnetic fields, the average annual temperature, and the amounts
of annual snowfall over nearly three-quarters of Antarctica. Although other countries, particularly the U.S.S.R. have also made
notable journeys into the interior, the tracks of the U.S. traverses
amount to nearly y three times the combined accomplishments of all
other nations. '1 he vital facts gathered in this manner have laid the
groundwork for other programs: the mapping, the geology, and the
rheology of the Antarctic ice. This information has also made it
possibFe, figuratively speaking, to lift off the ice cover of Antarctica
and reveal the conformation of the subice topography and the relationship one to another of the various geophysical provinces which
comprise Antarctica. We now know how deceptive in appearance
is the ice cover of Antarctica. For example, if ice were melted off
west Antarctica, the area in which the United States has carried
out the majority of its activities would be under water with the
exception of the mountain ranges, which would form island arcs.
Tle knowledge gained from the traverses plus the reconnaissance
aircraft flights has identified the ice-free and other areas of interest
and the United States has proceeded with the mapping of these features. Aerial photographic coverage is now complete for many of
the major mountain ranges and the areas along the coast of the
Amundsen Sea. Considerable ground control has been established
and accurate maps have been or are in the process of compilation.
Future coverage will include the coasts of the Bellingshausen Sea, the
southern areas of the Antarctic Peninsula, and the Queen Maud Land
ranges along the coast facing Africa.
Simultaneously with the production of aerial photography and
cartographic maps, teams of U.S. geologists from the U.S . Geological
Survey, the University of Minnesota, Ohio State University, and
several other universities have ranged over the accessible ice-free
mountains studying the rock formations. In one more season the
reconnaissance geology of the major ranges of West Antarctica will
be completed. Literally tons of rocks and fossils from which the
ages and formations can be determined have been brought back to
U.S. laboratories. With this history of the geological formations,
the likely areas of value for minerals can be further examined.
With nearly 95 percent of the continent covered with ice the isolated interior areas will never be as well known geologically as the
temperate latitude lands; nevertheless, the ice-free areas if brought
together would be the size of some of our larger States, such as
Colorado. So far no mineral deposits which are commercially sig.
nificant today have been discovered. But the research which has been
carried out will now make it possible to narrow down any likely
possibilities.
U.S. glaciologists, from the traverse work and from detailed studies
at the permanent stations and other local areas, have gained con49-422-65-8
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siderable knowledge in the movement of the ice. For example, they
can judge from knowledge of the ice flow off the continent annually,
the cooling effect that it has on the waters of the oceans. At present,
we are well along on the development of a special drill that will penetrate to the deepest ice layers and reveal information on the internal
temperatures and rate of heat flow near the bottom of the ice.
From these, the fundamental behavior of ice flow can be deduced
and predictions made on possible future slowing down or speeding
up of the ice movement, with consequent changes in oceanic sea
level. It is sufficient to bear in mind that 2 percent of the earth's
water is locked up in Antarctica as salt-free ice. This is enough
water, if the ice were melted, to raise the world ocean level 250 feet.
The geology of Antarctica tells that it has not always been a frozen
desert. Fossils and petrified trees indicate that the continent once
had a very different and much warmer climate. It therefore is important for man to know what changes, if any, may be occurring in
the Antarctic icecap.
Mr. H.ALE.,Y. Under the rules of the committee, when that bell
rings, we have to stop. We are meeting today an hour early. Would
this be a good place for you to stop and continue tomorrow?
Dr. HAWORTI. Yes; this is as good a place as any, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HALEY. I understand that you have various appointments
tomorrow. Would coming back to the committee here tomorrow
inconvenience you in any way?
Dr. HAWO RI. I have a meeting of one of the three standing committees of the National Science Board tomorrow. I could come
back, providing I do not have to be here all day and I am sure that
you do not want me all day. It would not be too inconvenient.
Mr. HALE.Y. What time, say, is convenient, is as early as 9:45
o'clock convenient.?
Dr. HAWORTI. That would be all right.
Mr. HALEY. And you probably could finish here then?

Dr. HAWORTH. All right.

Mr. HALY. We would appreciate it if you would do that. We do
not want to inconvenience you any more than is necessary.
Dr. Jones, we have a witness who comes from quite a distance and
I understand that he is pressed for time-would it be all right so
far as you are concerned, to put Dr. Laurence Gould on ahead of
you?
Dr. JoNm. I had figured that because as Dr. Haworth is now able
to come to the second session of these hearings I would not find it
necessary to insert a statement, that is, in the record. I will be glad
to testify and to answer any questions you may have.
Mr. IYALEY. Dr. Jones, do you have a statement that you would
like to file for the record?
Dr. JoNi.s. No; I think that Dr. Haworth's statement will be
sufficient.
Mr. Hosxvm. Is he going to file a statement?
Mr. HALEY. Dr. Jones, I understand, is not going to file a statement. Is that right?
Dr. JONEs. That is right.
Mr. MoRoTN. And Dr. Haworth's entire statement will be put into
the record as of today's session? And if there are any questions, we
will have those tomorrow? Could that be done?
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Mr. HALEY. Does the gentleman make that request I
Mr. MoRTON. I do.

III

Mr. HALEY. Without objection it is so ordered. We will still want
him back here tomorrow for questions. The statement will be placed
in the record as if he had read it.
(The statement referred to follows:)
Dr. HAVORTH. Major efforts have gone into meteorology and the
outer atmosphere studies. The continent is a tremendous heat sink
and vast quantities of relatively warm air flow at high levels from
the equator into the south polar regions. Antarctica is not, as had
once been suspected, a breeding ground for polar storms. Instead,
we know that these storms develop in the surrounding ocean areas
where westerly winds prevail. A fuller understanding of the relation between those storms and the high gravity winds which sweep
off the high plateau to the coastal areas remains an important problem to be studied.
As the south geomagnetic pole and auroral zone lie in Antarctica,
many studies have been made of the charged particles that come in
from the sun and are deviated along magnetic lines to the polar regions. Free from the interference of electrical noises, either man
made or due to electrical storms, the continent is a good area to
monitor the electromagnetic signals that reveal the structure of the
outer inosphere and tle potentials of long-range radio communication. The United States has been fortunate that its area of operations is magnetically conjugate to eastern Canada as this circumstance
allows scope in studying radio propagation paths across the globe.
Special long antennas have been installed over the inland ice to allow
U.S. scientists to experiment with manmade, controlled, very-lowfrequency radio signals.
By virtue of the high latitude location, satellite readout stations
can monitor polar satellites very efficiently, a few stations being able
to read all of the satellite passes. Already the United States has
meteorological,
geodetic and orbiting-geophysical-observatories
(OGO) satellite readout stations and our long-range plans call for
still further installations as part of the networks.
Most of the living forms of Antarctica are either in the seas or along
the coast, close to the water. We feel we have been very successful in
exploring vast areas of waters north of the Antarctic with our research
vessel. The E'itanin, which is operated for the Foundation by the
Military Sea Transportation Service, is larger than most U.S. research
vessels and accommodates more than 30 scientists from more than a
dozen universities and Government agencies with many diverse programs of meteorology, ionspheric soundings, and physical, chemical
and biological oceanography and submarine geology. In nearly 3
years of continual operations in the high latitudes of the Southern
hemisphere, thousands of miles of cruise tracks have been made in
the areas of the South Pacific and between South America and Antarctica. The Eltani has maintained a record of better than 290 days a
year at sea and is the only research vessel which is today exploring
these oceans on a full-time basis. Large ocean areas of high biological
productivity lie near the Antarctic convergence where the intermixing
of cold waters from the continent and warm waters from thenorth
bring up nutrients from the ocean floor. It was the richness of these
oceans that brought our sailors first to Antarctica and led to the early
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exploration of the continent. It may be the marine resources of
Antarctica that will again become Antarctica's chief benefit to man-

kind.

In developing an integrated scientific program in Antarctica the
Foundation is advised by the Committee on Polar Research o the
National Academy of Sciences The chairman of this committee is
Dr. Laurence M. (Gould,now at the University of Arizona. The coimittee provides the Foundation with recommendations for long.range
scientific objectives. The Academy committee also represents tie
U.S. Antarctic scientific community on the Scientilic Cominittee on
Antarctic Research (SCAR) of the, International Council of Scientifle Unions (ICSU). It is through SCAR that international coordination of scientific programs is achieve(]. Dr. Gould is presently
serving a 3-year term itspresident of SCAR. The Foundation also
receives advice from Government agencies with scientific bi' rca us
which have an interest in Antaretica as well as from private research
organizations through the normal means availal)le to the Foundation.
[here is a legitinuat e concern oum th e part of this ConmlitIee. that
information about Antaretican which is required for vise playing
and informed implementa tion of projects in Ant-:rtefica shall be av iilal)lo to all those who may hve an interestt or respmnsihliltty in this
area. It should be pointedl out that the Natinal S.ience 1o udatiom
was directed in 1960 to serve as a clearinghouse and source of information concerning Antarctica. Whereas it is considered undesirable to
establish a central depository for all information dealing with Antarctica, a project that would entail the disruption of a numl)cr of
existing libraries and welI-estahilished dlepositories of records and (iata,
the National Science Foundation has during the last 4 years supported
projects and activities which have made it possible for anyone intereste(d in Antarctic problems to locate information aboutAntarctica
which mav be required. In addition to maintaining a service designed
to direct 'inquiries to appropriate sources, the Foundation has supported such projects as the l)reparation of ,anAntarctic bibliography,
the cataloging of type and location of existing data, results and specimens worldwide, te summation of scientific knowledge of Antarctica
in folio form, and other projects which insure that thei contribution of
U.S. scientists and those from other countries working in Antarctica
are made available to other established information collecting anld disseminating organizations. The Foundation sul)i)orts the 1)ublication
of information and scientific results derived from the research program including such publications as the "Antarctic Research Series."
The Foundation also supports the activities of polar research centers
such as the Institute of Polar Studies at the Ohio State University,
and the Geophysical and Polar Research Center of the University of
Wisconsin.
It should be pointed out that the miles of traverses, the tons of rich
samples or barrels of fish specimens have a, value that goes much
beyond their individual import. A program of basic research for
Antarctica seeks to relate its particular physical characteristics to the
laws of nature as we now understand them. It provides a unique
opportunity to extend our understanding of how nature works, for
Antarctica is a natural laboratory of extreme conditions not, found
anywhere else on the surface of the earth. Here we have life surviving and evolving at the limits of endurance. We have a Pleisto-
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cane condition similar to that which covered parts of the Northern

IIeinisI)here thousands of years ago. We have physical forces of the
greatest inagnitude at work in the atmosphere and the oceans around
Antarctica. Eight years of research have told us that Antarctica
has a profound eftrect upon the world as we know it, and our research
work there may provide solutions to some of the great questions
about onr environment that remain unanswered today.
rhe understanding that comes from basic research is the first necessary stol) to the practical utilization of what nature has provided man.
'The National Science Foundation realizes in its direction of the U.S.
Antarctic research program the possibility that from research in Ant.arctica will come our 'knowledge of practical benefits for mankind.
Wo realize that geologic and geophysical studies will narrow down
possible areas of mineral potential. Our research on marine fauna
and flora will serve to define the reserves of food for man in the oceans
and how he can best use them. Our radio sciences experiments may
aid satellite communications. But, we should not justify our basic
research solely by the presence or possibility of such specific practical
uses. The general understanding developed, and its relationship to
the earth as a whole, are equally important.
We must not discount either -the fact that the Antarctic experience
has great educational value. Antarctica, because of its harshness,
reduces human activity to simple functions and it teaches the individual scientists initiative, ingenui ty, and perseverance. Furthermore, it provides opportunity for original work to the student as well
as to the veteran researcher. Today, our scientific manpower in the
United States is stretched very thin. We encourage students to seek
their advanced academic degrees on Antarctic problems because there
is a real opportunity for them to do original research and because we
believe it,
is in the interest of the United States to increase the number
of research scientists with polar experience. Today some of our most
promising geophysical and biological research is being pursued by
young men who began as students 8 years ago in Antarctica and are
now well launched in the scientific community.
It is our intention to see. to it that the Foundation continues to
pursue an active and( dynamic research program in Antarctica. This
progrnun will continue'to serve as broad a variety of Federal and private research interests as l)ossible. I am confident that the results will
benefit science and mankind and that the program will carry forward
the interests of tle United States in Antarctica. Today, we are better
represented on the continent than at any time in our long history of
,exploration. Never before have we enjoyed the flexibility of movement or variety of ways to pursue our exploration. We have maintained the tradition of leadership which our country has enjoyed and
successfully used it to encourage peaceful international cooperation
in Antarctica. The knowledge andunderstanding which we are gaining I am confident, will benefit this Nation and repay the investment
.of'dollars and hard work that we have made.
Mr. IAL1y. We will now adjourn until 9:45 o'clock in the morning.
Thank you.
(Whereupon at 10:50 a.m., the subcommittee was in recess, to re-conveneon Friay, May 7,1965, at 9:45 a.m.)
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HOUSE OF
r
EPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMmiIVFITEE ON TERRITORIAL AND INSULAR AFAIIS
OF THE COMMITr'EE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Va8hington,D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:55 a.m., in room
1324, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Leo W. O'Brien (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. O'BRIEN. The Subcommittee on Territorial and Insular Affairs of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs will be in order.
This is a continuation of the hearings on several bills relating to the
Antarctic study and research programs.
When we hurriedly suspended yesterday, Dr. Haworth had completed the major part of his statement. We put the entire statement
into the record yesterday, Dr. Haworth. Do you want to proceed from
the point where you left off?
Dr. HAWORTH. I would like to do so.
Mr. O'BRIEN. All right. But before we do that, we have two more
reports on the bills, one from the National Science Foundation, for
one, and one from the Department of Commerce, both unfavorable
and unless there is objection they will be made a part of the record
at this point.
Hearing no objection, it is so ordered.
(The reports referred to follow:)
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
OFFICE OF TIIE DIRECTOR,
Washington, D.C., May 4,1965.

Hon. WAYNE' N. ASP'INALL,
Chairman,Committee on Interiorand InsularAffairs,
House of Representatives, Washington,DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in further reply to your request of February 12,
1965, for the views of the National Science Foundation on H.R. 555, H.IL 2212,
and H.R. 4658, to provide for continuity and support of study, research, and

development of programs for peaceful uses in science, commerce, and other activities related to Antarctica * * *.
Among other things, the proposed legislation would establish in the executive

branch of the Government the Richard U. Byrd Antarctic Commission. Included
among the functions of the proposed Commission would be the gathering and
dissemination of information relating to Antarctica and the coordination of
Antarctic activities among Federal agencies and private organizations, While
we consider the objectives of the bills worthwhile, we do not believe that estabishment of an Antarctic Commission is either necessary or desirable. In our
view, existing mechanisms within the executive branch for carrying on Aitarctic

activities are proving satisfactory.

Under these arrangements, the National

Science Foundation has primary responsibility for coordinating and managing

the development and carrying out of an integrated U.S. science program for
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the Antarctic. The research interests of other Federal agencies are included
in tile long-range Antarctic research plans prepared hy tile Foinidation. As a
result, a number of agencies have Antarctic research programs It addition to
those carried out by universities and other private research organizations.
The Department of Defense provides for tile planning and carrying out of operations in support of the scientific and other programs in the Antarctic. There
is direct, continuous cooperation between the departmentt of 1)efense and the
National Science Foundation relative to the carrying out of the Antarctic prograi.
Moreover, the Department of State reviews Antarctic research and
logistics plans in the light of U.S. foreign policy objectives and provides guidance
and suggested priorities.
In examining the effectiveness of these arrangements, the Dlepartment of
State, the Department of Defense. and the National Science Foundation have
agreed that the periodic review of Antarctic policy and formulation of objectives
would benefit by making these arrangements more formal. With the concurrence of the Departments of Commerce and Interior, therefore, an Antarctic
Policy Group has been established consisting of the Assistant Secretary of State
for International Organization Affairs (Chairman), the Assistant S'ecretary of
Defense for International Security Affairs, and tie Director of the National
Science Foundation. This policy group is charged with1. Defining U.S. policy and promulgating overall U.S. objectives and
guidelines for action In Antarctica.
2. Reviewing and approving plans for U.S. activities and programs in
Antarctica. These arrangements for high level review and approval of
objectives and policies of the programs are supplemented by existing
arrangements for coordination of activities at a working and staff level.
The effectiveness of existing planning and coordination is Illustrated by some
of the new activities added to the programs during the last several years. In
1962 the United States established the Eights Station in the Eiisworth Highland
to extend the U.S. network of stations for the first time since the close
the
International Geophysical Year. At the same time, there was Introducedof into
the program the first full-time Antarctic research vessel, which has given the
United States a unique capability to explore the very rich ocean regions surrounding Antarctica. The United States also exercised its rights of lnspectlon
under the Antarctic Treaty during the 1963-64 austral summer season. 1 believe
this Is one of the most Important decisions that the United States has made In
connection with our national Antarctic policy.
This season the United States has established its new Palmer Station on
Anvers Island off the Antarctic Peninsula, extending our cability Into tills area
where the United States has not been represented since 1942. We hope, with
the consent of the Congress. to augment this program by constructing a trawler
to work In conjunction with this station and provide a capability to explore
equally both the land and ocean areas of the peninsula. Establishment of the
Palmer Station has been made possible by discontinuing winter progrants at
Hallett Station. Exploration of the last unknown area of the conlinent-the
region between the South Pole and Queen Maud Land has also been begun. Al
oversnow traverse has carried a U.S. geophysical team into this new area which
lies between areas previously explored by the British, the Belgians, and the
Soviets. We hope to establish a mobile station for a year or so in the middle of
this area while the exploration is conducted. Finally, a series of projects of
research which utilize satellite data are being commenced. The United States
has improved Its network of useful stations by concentrating Its efforts In those
Antarctic areas of greatest future interest to us.
Close coordination between agencies Is the essence of U.S. success in Antarctica. We do not believe that establishment of the proposed Commission would
Improve that coordination. As we have stated on previous occasions, we believe
It would be undesirable to establish an independent conmnissioni. and thereby add
to the number of executive agencies already In existence, in order to carry out
activities which are being accomplished in an efficient manner through existing
mechanisms. Therefore, as stated earlier, we recommend against enactment
of the proposed legislation.
The Bureau of the Budget has advised us it has no objection to the submission
of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.
Sincerely yours,
LELAND J. HAWOiTit, Director.
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Wllash lftot, D.C., Apr1 16, 1965.

lion. WAYNE N. ASIINALL.

(haiuman, Coniii ttcc on Interiorand Insular A ffairs,
House of Representatives. Ilas1hington, D.C.
DEAit ,M. CHAII:MA: 'I'llis is In further reply to your reqlest for the views of
this Department concerning IR. 555,
I11.1. 2211. anud 11.11. 4,58, similar bills
which would establ ish 11Rilhia rd E. Byrd Ant nret IeComilssion.
The fuilctiow of the Coini.cslon would cover t wide range of activities
deslgned to Support, coordillate, dev(elop, anll a(1huinister programs of the Federal
Government relating to the Antarctic. Our review of these hills indicates that
the activities of the proposed Commission would be so far ranging as to affect,
or replace, virtually all current nonmilitary Federal programs dealing with
the Antarctic. Its activities coui have anleffect upon the functions of several
bureaus of this )epartment. It could have a major effect upon work of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Weatler Bureau and a lesser effect upon the
work of the Bureau of Standards.
This I)epartment opposes enactment of these hills. While there is no question
as to theIil)ortan(.e olf l(i(lllte Antaretle research to ou nat onal welfare the
Department doubts tie wlsdom of setting up a special Commission to carry out
suclh work. Various aspects of Antartic researcll are now spread among the
several departments and agencies, each according to its own special respollillities. Insofar as this Department can deterlinie, the necessary coordination
of these activities has been carried out effiliently, with little interagency friction.
Specllhally. we feel that the Antarctlc programs of this Department have been
carried out effielently under the present system and we see little reason for single
agency management of the various speclalized Atitaretle programs.
Furthermore, the Department feels that the National Science Foundation
adequately coordinates Interagency aspects of the scientific programs dealing
with Antarctic research. The Foundation also provides the necessary liaison
function between civilian and military activities in this area. It appears, therefore, that there Is little actual Justification for superimposing a Commission,
such as that contemplated in these bills, on the work of tile several Federal
agencies involved In the Antarctic.
We have been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there would be no
objection to the submission of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.
Sincerely,
ROBElT 10. GILES.

STATEMENT OF DR. LELAND 3. HAWORTH, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. THOMAS 0. ONES,
HEAD, OFFICE OF ANTARCTIC PROGRAMS, NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION
Dr. H AwoR'rl. Mr. Chairman, when I have finished with my earlier
statement, 1 have another little brief statement prepared overnight
that I thought might be useful to you in the light of the discussion
yesterday about sources of information.

Mr. OBmit.N. That would be very helpful, yes.

You may proceed.
J)r. HAWOnIti[. This will be, Mr. Chairman, a little bit redundant,
because I wanted it to be complete in itself and will say over again some
of the things I have already said, but it is fairly short. As I said, I
would like to emphasize briefly one item in the prepared statement,
in view of the discussion yesterday.
The National Science Foundation is specifically charged,, by direction of the President in Bureau of Budget Circular A-51, with tlle

responsibility to serve as the clearinghouse and source of information

regarding tie existence and location of Antarctic records, files, docu-
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ments, and maps maintained within the various executive agencies
and nongovernmental organizations. Such a clearinghouse has now
been in operation in the Foundation for more than 2 years. It covers
all subjects, not merely scientific ones.
With the aid of a reference library and an extensive card indexing
system, the Foundation is in a position to answer most direct inquiries
for information or it can immediately direct the inquiry to the appropriate source for the particular information required. To aid in time
maintenance of these information files and to assist any and all who
desire information on Antarctic activities, the Foundation supports
the preparation of the Antarctic Bibliography at the Library of
Congress.
Requests for biological and geological specimens, or data on specimens are referred by the Foundation to the Smithsonian Institution,
whicA, through National Science Foundation support, maintains complete records of all specimens brought back to the United States from
Antarctica and the Antarctic seas. Observational data from the disciplines are, like similar data obtained throughout the world, deposited
with and available from the World Data Centers. Through the i)ata
Center mechanism and through active exchange programs of publications, U.S. scientists can tat~e full advantage of the results of research done by scientists from other nations. In the case of maps,
these are available from a central Antarctic map library maintained
at the U.S. Geological Survey through a transfer of fulds from the
National Science Foundation. The Foundation cooperates closely
with the two main Government depositories for scientific and technical information: the Science Information Exchange and the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information.
The National Science Foundation also strives to assure that all the
important scientific information available on Antarctica is promptly
made available to scientists and others interested in Antarctic activities. I have brought with me today several samples of publications
(if you care to see them) prepared by the Foundation or with Foundation funds. They include the Antarctic Report, issued monthly by the
Foundation, and two brochures describing the program in general
terms. I have four volumes of the Antarcte Research Series and two
folios in the Antarctic Map Folio Series, as well as 2,000 cards from
the Antarctic Bibliography. All of these are readily available to
interested parties who desire information on current progress. There
are other reports as well, including published translations of significant work done by other nations.
I thank you.
Mr. O'Bnimr. Thank you, Dr. Haworth. I should say at the outset
that apart from some questions we are really not on different teamsit is just that we in Congress are trying to get on some team, if
possible.
I have some rather specific questions, but I am curious to know
whether you have read thle books entitled "Where Science and Politics
Meet," and "The New Priesthood."
Dr. HAwoRm. The book by Jerome Wiesner, "Where Science and
Politics Meet," I just received about 2 days ago, but I find that with
one exception I had read all of the papers when they were originally
prepared. This is a very interesting collection, I might say.
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Mr. O'BIarinm. Yes. And it does point, up, I think, the problem that
you scientists recognize as well as we do in the Congress.
Dr. IIAWORTI 1. Yes, sir.
M r. O'BRIEN. That during a very brief period of time our expenditu-es have gone u) enormoUSly, to something like $16 billion. A 1
hiave been impressed with that: fact. I had a small part to do with the
w -iting of the law that created NASA. The other (lay we appropriated $5 billion "or NASA. We had a bill which went through
without any difficulty. The committee that had that in charge knew
what was ini the bill-had held hearings on all of the appropriations.
And here we have a situation where an activity-it is important to the
people to know where it is, it is an orphan, so far as any committee of
Congress is concerned.
We had before us yesterday a distinguished gentleman from the
House Committee on Foreigi Affairs, andihe did not know whether the
legislation we are discussing here today belonged here or not. I have
no criticism of what las been accomplished in this field in the Antarctic. I think that a magnificent job has been done. I think that
every Member of the Congress who has gone down there agrees with
that, but even the best programs sometimes can get out of hand unless
sonml)odv other than the scientists themselves are running the show.
I think that we need curl)s oii any group.
We have had great, concern about a big military. And now we have
science. The thing that disturbs me is that any suggestion, no matter
how minor that we have offered that we set up lines which would enable
these matters to come squarely before the committees of Congress are
opposed by every agency of the Federal Government. It is possible
that those agencies are correct, and that we are wrong, but I hope that
you call understand our misgivings, since we feel that if there is any
responsibility inCongress, by any committee, it apparently rests here,
at least, in the judgment of the Parliamentarian who assigned the bills
to us. I realize that it is not a question, but I am trying to explain the
best I can why we are so deeply concerned.
Mr. Haley
Mr. HALEY. I will reserve my time until later in the morning.
Mr. O'BItlEN. Mr. Morton?
Mr. MORTON. Dr. Haworth, I appreciate that this type of hearing
can develop some misunderstandings. I have only within the last year
had the privilege of going down to Antarctica and visiting the projects
there. I want to emphasize that I do not have any misgivings about
the quality of work going on in the various scientific and nonscientific
categories down there.
I was a little bit disturbed, however, by remarks that many younger,
junior people have made as to whether tihe data that they were expensively selecting would ever receive the review of senior people back
in their own universities. I think that it was a normal gripe which
you find among young people, whether it be in the military or in
science or what-have-you.
The question that comes to my mind is this, are you confident
that the programs are established with a full understanding of the
high cost involved in maintaining scientists there, and understanding
the difficulties that are involved I
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Dr. 1HAIWORTH. Yes.

I do know that anything of this sort is never

perfect, of course, but the program, as I am sure you know, is reviewed

very carefully not only by the-Foundation staff, but by individuals and

roups of knowledgeable scientists in all parts of the country. And
think that it is fair to say, not only in this program, but in all of our
scientific programs where those pr'OCeSSeS are used-and they are used
in all of the foundation programs and in all of the NIII programs, et
cetera, that this is taken very seriously by these people if for no
other reason than that the scientific fraternity does not feel that there
is enough money to do everything. And so fnom their own standpoint
of self-interest they want to be sure that the best things are done, quite
apart from their feeling that they want to do the best job that they
can. Of course, science is always an unknown. If no one knew what
was going to happen, what you are going to find out, you would not
have to do it. Sometimes things do not work out and it turns out
that a particular piece of research in this field, as in any other field,
may not turn out to have as valuable results as was hpped, but I believe
that as competent a job as can be done is being done. It is taken
very seriously. Just this fact that you mentioned-that it does cost
a lot to support u man in Antarctica; obviously it costs a lot more than
to support a man in,most fields of science at home.
Mr. MORTOWN. I believe that the figure is $240,000 per man.
Dr. HAwORTII. There are a few fields of science other than those in
Antarctica that are that high, but not very many. That very fact, of
course, adds to our concern-fa "let us be sure that none of our money
gets wasted," concern-and makes a stronger incentive than usual to
be careful.
Mr. MoRTox. Will you explain to me, Dr. Haworth. and I think the
committee would be interested in knowing, just exactly who and how
and what is involved in the scope of the program-who determines the
scope of the program and how they are created and where the decisions
are made. What is the scientific organization? We saw universities
represented from all over the country there, who were participatingin
programs and were receiving grants. Who makes the decision of what
programs are going to be carried out, what priorities are going to be
established so far as the programs are concerned, and what university
and where the facilities will be for doing the job?
Dr. HAWORTIr. The ultimate decision on individual research programs is made by the Foundation. I will have to modify that a bit
when I speak about cases where we give support to another agency,
but in the universities that is the way it is determined. The ultimate,
decision is made by the Foundation. And that means taking into account the kind of advice that I was speaking of before including
the capability of the Nravy from a logistics standpoint and all of the
other factors.
Mr. MoTmox. Well, now when you say "1v the Foundation," Dr.
Haworth, do you mean a group of people within the Foundation who
are specifically assigned to this?
Dr. HAWORTi. Yes by Dr. Jones and his staff. We have the Office
of Antarctic Programs in the Foundation headed by Dr. Jones. Dr.
Albert P. Crary is the chief scientist. They have a staff. And their
sole function is this program. They draw upon others for assistance
and advice. They have a scientific staff of their own, but they also,.
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I repeat, get appropriate advice from the biologists and the physicists
and so on in the other parts of our organization, and from scientists
and others outside. They draw upon those in other divisions of the
Foundation who run the more regular programs.
You see, our normal organization is one that is divided up by scientific disciplines. We have a section on physics and so on. 'In this
of content, is grouped together under the
it, regardless
all ofprogtram,
case
but in order to get more specific detailed advice
antarctic
in a given field 'the antarctic program often draws on advice from
other sections of the Foundation.
Mr. MoTx)N. Does this same group of people evaluate the program?
Let us say the programs that were carried on in 1963 and 1964, as to
whether they should be continued, as to whether more data should be
collected, whether they should be enlarged or diverted from one area
to another area.
Dr. H-AWORTI.

Yes.

Mr. MORTON. The on-going procedure that determines the decision
as to whether this shouTd be continued or discontinued; is that it?
I)r. ILAworMI. They (10 just that. And, incidentally, this kind of
thing is a very iml)ortiant feed-in to the preparation of the 5-year plan
that I mentioned .ind I believe was also mentioned a few weeks ago in
testimony. This 5-year plan is, obviously, more detailed and specific for
the first year than it is for the fifth year, and each year it is reviewed,
brought tip to date, and extended a year. And the results of what has
happened in the past. year are very important factors in determining
the new additional plan, so to speak. And it may be decided that
there is enough material acquired in this area or that area or that it
has turned out not to be as promising as we had hoped. On the other
hand, maybe something new turned up that we ought to start, and
s8On1.

Mr. Morrnu. In the determination of the cost of the scientific part
of the total program do you go through the Bureau of the Budget for
the approval of these things on a progressive basis, of how is the money
obtained for this?
Dr. ITAwoirrit. The totality of our Antarctic program is a line item in
the budget that we submit to the Bureau of the Budget. It is a line
item in what is ultimately considered by the Appropriations subcommit tees in both the House tind the Senate.
Now in general, with this kind of item the Bureau of the Budget
does not say, "You can have just, this much, or "that much." But we,
of course, lhave a framework inwhich we have to fit.our total activities.
And within limits we are allowed to use our own judgment ultimately
in doing tlis. Ultimately the President's budget states as to just
how much goes to this particular program. It is not broken down into
so much for geology and so much for whatever else there may be.
Mr. MforaoN. T/urs is broken down that way within your own agency, though, in the determination of the work and the people who are
going to go and what equipment will be supplied?
Dr.IIAwoRTrI. Yes. I am speaking of the budget.
Mr. MORTO. How much of the scientific program is carried on by
universities through the grant process versus what you carry on by the
Foundation itselfm-what percentage is that?
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Dr. IIAWORTH. The Foundation itself? We do not do any research
ourselves.
Mr. MORTON. You farm it all out?
Dr. HAwowrl. We are like the Atomic Energy Commission. It is
all farmed out. But I can give you some figures us to how much is
done by the private organizations, mostly universities, except in a few
cases, like an oceanographic institute au11d that ty)e of organization.
This year a bit more than $4 million will be spent by private agVencies
universities, et cetera, and not quite $3.5 million by other Federai
agencies. This includes the Bureau of Standards, the Weather Bureau, the Geological S survey, and so on. Of course, we have their
needs in mind when the original plan is made up and when our budget
is made lip.
Mr. Moi'roNx. W1
hen these contracts are farmed out-say, to a university like Johns Hopkins-do you have any sort of interim system
of reporting, so that you know the progress being made?
Dr. IHAwORTH. Yes. They make regular progress reports. This is
true of all of our work.
Mr. MoiTox. The thing that prompted this question is that there
was some criticism again by some of the junior people in the scientific
community in Antarctica that a great deal of the data that they collected had been duplicated-that there was a duplication of information, because there was a lack of communication. This might have
been the normal griping or, again, it might focus on a weakness in
the communication structure and the organization of the scientific
program.
Dr. HAWORTH. I am sure that the problem includes some griping,
because I did the same myself when I was a young scientist. Perhaps
Dr. Jones would want to speak to this.
Dr. JoNEs. In a few cases we have encouraged duplication of measurements, but by different techniques, as a method of checking to see
whether the two techniques were getting comparable data. A young
man may not have known of the other purpose of this. When two
proposals come in to get at the same information in two slightly diferent ways, we can use this to give us a doublecheck, to see if the
information is correct.
Mr. MORTON. I did not take it too seriously.
Dr. Jo Es. I can assure you that there is not a knowing-absentminded duplication-let us put it that way, of effort.
Mr. MoRTON. One of the areas in which this came up was in the
area of aerial photographs that have been made. And this particular
young man said that there were thousands, literally huthdrec~s of thousands of aerial photographs that had been made and that they were
stacked away and nobody had looked at them. I do not know whether
this is an accurate statement or not. That is what he said.
Dr. JowEs. There are a lot of photographs that were taken that are
stacked up. They have all been looked at. No maps are being prepared from them because they were not of sufficient quality with wFich
to prepare good maps. It is one of those cases where the camera mechanisms were not working properly. We had an awful lot of difficulty
with the first set of cameras, as I recall, in one of the aircraft. The
moisture got into them when they flew to higher altitudes, giving photographs which were not of such quality as to be usable. This it not
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the case any more. There are very few photographs being taken for

this purpose which are not of good quality, and they are being used
for the inakinig of maps. Mapping is a real complex problem. IK takes
several years before good quality maps can come out. And in addition, good ground control has to be taken before the mapping photographs can te used to make the maps.
The photographs are also studied from another aspect. They are
often preliminary to certain geological studies that will follow.
Mr. MAOroN. One final question: I take it that you feel that, the
organizational relationship which exists between the State Department, the Departtment of Defense, the Navy and the National Science
Foundation is well enough knit together that no other organizational
formation or structure is needed for the better management of the
program in Antarctica; is that your position?
Dr. HAwoRITH. Are you addressing that question to me, sir?
Mr. MORTON. Yes.
Dr. HAwoiRIT. Yes, it is.

I am not attempting to speak from the

standpoint that the chairman spoke of a while ago-as to the con-

gressional need-not in that sense; but, from the standpoint of guid-

ing the plans for carrying out the program, I feel that it is very
satisfactory. There has been close cooperation over the years. For
example, although the Policy Group did not exist at that time, some
of the equivalent people were very much involved in the discussions
and the decisions with respect to the inspection, the antinuclear
inspection of a year or two ago. There have been innumerable discussions of this sort-sometimes only two agencies, sometimes all
three agencies.
The Policy Group gives a framework for meeting formally, of
having an agenda and doing the work in a little more shipshape
manner than we had been doing it.
Mr. MORTON. I have reference to a question that was brought up
by the chairman of the full committee here yesterday, that it is a

problem of congressional oversight. This is a problem that we have.
In my opinion, it is necessary for Congress to have a simplified as
possible system of maintaining congressional oversight. A good
management system takes less time of the agency people, it takes less
time of the congressional committees involved. I think everybody
understands this.
Dr. HAWORTH. We do.
Mr. MORTON. I think that the people in the scientific field understand it. This is the reason I am having a hard time finding out why
there is so much objection to what appears to us as a very straightforward way of creating an organization or structure with which the
Congress can deal.
Dr. HAWORTH. I suppose that it may be that moving this way
might make a simpler organization for you but a less simple one for
us. I say that this is a question of judgment. I cannot say anything
other than that. But to me it would be more complicated or us.
I admit that I am not quite sure what the ultimate effect of the legislation would be in terms of who would have to do the work, etcetera.
The legislation, as I read it-and I am not an expert on studying legis-

lation-gives a good deal of latitude. So that there might be a commission that itself was a sort of a supervisory commission. On the
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,other hand, it could also be one that undertook to do the work or a
part of the work itself.
As I said in my statement-and in retrospect I think I did not make
one point very clear-I feel that if it is a supervisory commission,
with the Work still being done in the same agencies where it is now
being done, it would put in an extra administrative layer that would
make things more complicated for us. On the other hand if it
undertakes to cari out the program, then, of course, it would have
to duplicate some of the present capabilities. I suppose it would not
try to duplicate the capabilities of the Navy, but it would have to duplicate some of the capabilities, certainly, of the Science Foundation.
And it was in that connection that I tried to make the point that the
Science Foundation has, by virtue of its total programs, an intimate
contact with the scientific community that has taken, of course, years
to establish, and it results not merely from the Antarctic activities,
but from the broader sweep of our total activities.
Mr. MorToN. Thank you. That completed my inquiries.
Mr. O'BRIFEN. Mr. Hosmer?

Mr. Hosmin. On that point, I imagine Dr. Jones' organization is
a part of the National Science Foundation?
Dr. IAWORTH. That is right.
Mr. IHosME. Is it any more difficult for Dr. Jones and his group
to perform their work or would it be, if they were a part, of a commission organization, rather than a part- of the National Science
Foundation?
Dr. HAWORTII, In my opinion they would lose a lot by not baing in
the context of the total National Science Foundation, if you will pardon me.
Dr. HosREn. In the National Science Foundation they would not be
apart from it.
Dr. HAWORTH. Let me make the point in a case that we both are
familiar with; I think that a given division of the Atomic Energy
Commission would lose a lot if it were removed into a separate agency and was not a part of the Atomic Energy Commission, and iruse
the Atomic Energy Commission as an example because there is a lot
of cross-feeding of knowledge and ideas, and so iorth.
Mr. HosMER. Actually, that is not quite true there, either. You
have possibly licensing and things of that sort there, do you?
Dr. HAwonTm That is a different matter.
Mr. Hosmim. There are areas of difference, however, between Government and others.
Dr. HAWORTH. I was speaking of the scientific aspects.
Mr. HosKMPR. Here we have a little different thing. You would
have ready consultation on different operations because you would be
within the same organization. So there must be some reason to suspect that there is a possibility of having difficulty.
I Dr. HAWOnTH. The reports that Dr. Jones makes are to the same
Associate Director as those of heads of the Biological Sciences Division' and others. They have weekly staff meetings, and so forth.

There is considerable individual interplay of ideas.

Mr. HosmFR. What would happen if r. Jones was rendering an organization responsibility to the CommissionI
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Dr. HAWORTE. These exchange of ideas would not happen as readily
and as easily.
Mr. HoSMER. He would not be out of the shop where he is now.
Dr. HAWOUTH. I would not say that.
Mr. HOSuPMR. You would not let him talk to people who are in your
oranization ?

Dr.HAWORTi. Certainly I would.
Mr. HosMEn. Howt

Dr. HAWORTH. Certainly I would let him. This is doneall of the
time.,
Mr. Hosmpn. You would or you would not?
l)r, IjAWORTn. I would.
Mr. HosAIER. And Dr. Jones would have the same scientific peo.
pie to lean on that he has now, would he not?,
Dr. HAWOITH., I know that the interchange between people Oithin a given organization are always closer than between organizations,
not because anybody gets complex about it, but because it is the Way
of organizational groups.
Mr. HOSMAR. I suppose that is true in other organizations, With
three organizations today, the Science Foundation ., the'Defense Department, and so forth. Maybe the scientists would open up and communicate. But you do not see it that way?
Dr. HAWORTH. Ithink it is working very well. I would not hesitate
to say*that a part of my reluctance is that I am a great believer in the
idea that when something is going well, one should keep doing it that
way. If you will pardon this analogy- it is pretty far-fetched-I
remeniber that about 15 years ago the Boston Red Sox were in third
place when Ted Williams got hurt and they could not use him. They
then won 26 out of the next 29 games and were ihfirst place. And
then Williams was able to play. Obviously, it was to their interest to
put Ted Williams back in. They did, and they lost the pennant. I
think that when something is going well one should be-careful about
changing to something else. That is a part of my feeling..
Mr. flos9iER. I think that you have expressed that twice within a
very few moments. Did you make any loud, anguished protest when
this Policy Group changewas made and then ihe Antarctic project
office was abolished? It had been working well. It was'taken out of
its home and pressed into some dark corridor in the Pentagon. That
T
t
a substantial change.
looks
. Dr.like
HAWonTIT.
Let me answer that in two parts: The setting up of
the Policy Group 'was,a,formalizing and sharpening of t,16 way that
we were already doing it. We did not change anything, ec6pt*, Mr. HosmER. But you dQ have a chance;
Dr. HAWORTH. As I said a while ago, we made it a tidietrad'more
shipshape operation.
Mr. HosI8ER. What have you accomplished by having it run out of
the White House qnd having tle President putliisblssing o top!of
it-this was compared with what was being done already?
Dr. HAWORTH. I do not know the answer to your second quition.
Our major contact has been with Admiral Reedy w~io, of course, has
had two hats. The Science Foundation's main connection with the
Department of Defense h bpen of course, the logistics operations.
And that has not in any manner ben changed. i d0 not really have
49-422--05---8
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of which
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speak.
Tils probably
could be about
better the
discussed
l)epart
iient lof
l)efense.
Mr. llos.MEJR. I see. Then everyone hais been closely in touch willi
everythling that is going ol in that effort., is that correct,?

Dr. IAWORTH. Not in the sense of the detail of the internal opei-

ations.
Mr. 1-TosakRa. You do depend upon the Navy for legisties or support
in this effort?

Dr. HAWORTII.

Yes.

Mr. HOSME.R. You are interested that it

be done with the greatest
zeal possible?
Dr. -LfwonTu. Yes. Problems regarding these bills are within the
province of Mr. MeNaughton, who is the Assistant Secretary.
Mr. HOsMER. Whom? 'What is he?
Dr. IAWORTH. Assistant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs.

Mr.HosMIvi. Do you go to him now rather than to Admiral Reedy
with the question?
Dr. HAwoRrii. We go at different levels for different purposes.
Mr. I-IosMFR. So you really have not any experience with the setup
and do not know whether it will work or not?
Dr.ILwoRTH. '"recertainly have not had any experience.
Mr. fIosMrEn. I would like to address some other questions later.
Mr. O'Bim. Certainly. I believe that on this question I think we
are all agreed that the Navy had played a very basic role in the work.
I fndl that the Navy is not mentioned at all in this. I can only hope
that is an oversight.
Dr. HAWORTI!. I could not speak to that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'BRiWN. That is, in looking at the release, I do not. see them
mentioned.
Dr. HIwOwri. I certainly agree with you that the Navy has played
a very major role and still does.
Mr.O'BiIE. Vr. Taylor?
Mr. TAYLOR. In November 1962 the gentleman from California was
on the same ship with me down there. I did not hear any criticism
of the scientific policies down there. I recall two sailors who were
going to volunteer for the winter down at the South Pole station.
And one of them said when requested, "Are you kidding!" I guess
that is typical, the normal American way, a typical American sailor.
I was impressed by the program that the Navy has (1one in its contribution. I do not have any questions. I felt it was fabulous.
Mr. O'BnmN. Mr. Burton?
Mr. BURTON of Utah. No questions.
Mr. O'BRiEN. Mr. Crmley
Mr. CRATJEY. I have one question which is a technical, as to a statement inyour statement on page 12. You state:
It ts sufficient to bear in mind that 2 percent of the earth's water Is locked up
In Antarctica as salt-free ice.

Dr. HAwon

. Yes.

Mr. CRALVY. How come?

Dr. HAWOT m. Dr. Jones, would you explain that?
Dr, JoNxs.. The ice comes down by the process of precipitation as
snow, which is clean, and because of the low temperature in Antare-
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tica it remains there find will remain there its it, lias bet ween 100,000
an1d it million years. We (to not, know f lie exact length of timle it. has
been there.
Mr. CAi,v-. This is not from the ocean?
)r. HAwoRI'. That is right.
Dr. JoNrs. There is, however, an ice cover on the ocean that extends out. and away from the coi inent.. In some places, in the winter,
is much as 200 or 300 miles. This is not salt-free ice, but it is not that.
which we speak of here.
Mr. CRALE Y. Thank you.
Mr. O'BRIEN. As to your relationship with the Navy in planningfor example will you tell the Navy that during the summer of 1965-66,
that you will have 200 seient ists anid their aids who will go to Antaretica? Do you tell them to get, the necessary logistical support? Or
do you say to them how much logistical support will they give you and
then you go ahead?
l)r. Il.,woimrim. It is neither. It is in between. Eight or ten mlolnths
before the Antarctic summller is to coie we tell the Navy what we would
like to (1o, al then, to oversimplify it, tle admiral and Dr. Jones and
their sail's work out, schemes in which, usinr the Navy"s capalbilitlies
in terimis of aircraft ani1d everything else fiml the iriorities-and, incidentally, relat ive costs of the ll rent scient ific things that,-we would
like to (--we try 1 sort out and fit, together a jigsaw puzzle to maximize thle efforts; but )lot. everything that, we w'ou dtike to (1o gets (lone.
As t matter of fact to some extent. we suggest. a totality just little
beyond our own budget, because if we tried to slpell out exactly what
we wanted to (10, we ~miglht- miss something easier for the Navy to (1o
than something we had included. We try to leave flexibility in the
program so as to work out a program that, is sensible and within the
capabilities of both agencies.
Mr. )'13iruN'. I might say that the suplylemmentary statement you
mnade this ignoring is rather significant. I think it is one of the Jst
we have had in these hearings, because we nver really have had a good
answer
to this I proposition
This is material
lint.inwas
out in space.
think this isbefore.,
"cry important
to hawe that
thefloating
record.
Dr. HAwor'r-.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Of course, we would be
happy at any time to hell you from this standpoint as well as all olher
standpoints. And if you desire it we could make a little more detailed
statement to put in the record of all of these various information
services.
Mr. O'BRIEN. I think that would be helpful if that could be done.
That would be helpful to a great many people.
Dr. IAWORTH. I did not want to t'ke the time fhis morning to do it.
Mr. O'B011 N. That would be most helpful if you will do that.

(The information referred to follows:)

AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION ON ANTAROTiA-A STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY TIE
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

In Bureau of the Budget Circular A-51, which formallze4 responsibilities for
the Antarctic program within Government agencies, the National Science Foundation was assigned, as part of its functions, the task of serving'as "1the clearinghouse and source of Information regarding the existence and location of antarctic records, files, documents, and maps within the various executive agencies
and nongovernmental organizations." Such t, clearinghouse has been operated
tlt the National Science Foundation since 1962.
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Among tI tools employed in the acquisition and disscilnation of current
ailttarethe Information (inhling science, logistics, exploration, political geog.
raphy, etc.) is the Antarctic Bibliography, prepared under Natlual $ci'lnce
Fotuntdation funds tit the Science and Technology Divisiou of the Library of
Congress,,. This bibliography is Issued on standard 8 by 5 library cards contain.
Ing Informative abstracts anti a subject Index, plus Indexes to the geographic
area, station,

or both where the work

wits perforliml : slithor iiitl coaut bors

grantee hstitution and, Ill Mlue cas8, tile eXleditioll.
Tbe Antarctic Plllography cards are avaihlble to nilversitiec, (havernnent
ageneles. and other organizations in the United States with it bona ide interest i Antarctica. Sets are being sent abroad to the agency or organization
it each country with which the National Sclenco Foundation regularly exchatges publications oi Antarctica. 1lowover, tile numniber of cards Issued to
diatte makes It cinubersone to handle except tit libraries. 'thorefore, eumtlativo
volumes will be Issued periodically, each containing 2,009 abstracts with indexes.
Volume I will be available this spring, In order to assure the permanent con.
St'Ovationi of the antarctic records, every document abstractel for tim Antarctic
OJ3ilographiy Is intornfilmed Iln tolo at. ti Library of Congress.
Information oil currentt sclentlfic activities In Antarctica Is provided In Ohw
Antarctic leoixrt. This nultilithed report, Issued monthly by the National
Seleneo Foundation. Is a continuation of the Antarctic Status lteport, begun lit
1959. Containing brief arlles and Items of general interest. li addition to the
progress reports of fieldwork, ile Antarctic report provides a means of direct
coniununutth'atiofi calling tlhe Vrllloleq ecenets of the U.S. Ant arcilh research pro.
grain find other agencies and Individuals, national find foreign, concerned with
a 1t areth research.
Biologists ai4 geologists who have collected speleniens ili the Antarel,. or
wiIo wish to obtain inforniatifon on antarctle siIcIlnells available Ill the Uniited
States, have at their disposal the central records of antarctic spelciln eoIielions inahtalnd with National Selence Iondatilon funds it the HlnlthsonlIan
Oeaiograpic Sorting Center. 'Iese tile Include, Ill addition to complete
rccords of antarctic speclinens in the U.S. National Museum, all available data
oin antarctle olleetions delslted wilt, or under study at unuscunis ald urniversitlies throughout the country. 'The task of hidexhlg, sorting, copying, and
distriluting tie bottom photographs obtained in antarctih seas by the National
Science Foundatlon's research vessel, tile ITSNS Mtaln(", Is carried out also by
thO Snilhsonlan Oepanographc Sortllg Center as part of the antarctic specitien
records project, A (iota proeessiuig system Is being devised for the antaretic
speclmlen re'ordls that Is conupatible with tile systems used iy the National
Oceanographic Sorting Center and other (Governmuent offices.
itn close coordination with tle antartie Sllecinion records project, a sorting
Oleratlon of USATRP specimen collections Is being carried out at the Slithson.
ian Oceanographic Sorting Center with Foundation supliort. This arrange.
inent. is particularly useful and economical for sorting and distributing large
collectlons of antarctic materials such as the marine biological collections oh.
tanned aboard the USNS Ritanin.
During tih first year of operation of this project, nearly 2 inillion antarctic
slu'aineus were sorted by te, Sni thoin
O)tv
eanographic Sorting Center, prinelpally mahterialls from tho USNS Ritbnin but. also 11 other benthic collections
amnd a spiHlal olhetilon of 30,000 biological s1lecimens obtained in 1911 during
a survey of potential itc. for Pallne stationn li the Antarctlc Peninsula.
InIorder to Insure that silseinen coUeetiou inlade with (lovorunnt. fumd are
not thoughtlessly (dislsed of or otherwiset lost ulon colnletion of a research
project, the i'ouldation has made their prtscrvation a condition of the rear('lh
grant,
loch granted Is required to provide NSF with it general (Ieserllpion of
any biological or geologlcal materials obtained by any menbplrs of his Held party
and to inform the onuidatiomi of fitly disposiltions nat of these Qolloction2 a1d
tile ietient field data. The F6undation reserves the right to direct the eventual
disposition of all collectlonn and field data. As a general rule, It will prmlit title
to collections and field dat4 to vest in, grantee Institutions where adequate,
facilities for collectiOus and public accossiblity for study purposes are guarantee(l; however, the grantee Institution Is requIred, as a condition of the grant,
to forward a representative set of the collections to the U.s. National Museum.
The litantn's program of eampllng the antarctic seas Includes eontinuous corIng of the bottom sedimeits. During the next decade this operation may be
expected to produce close to 40,000 feet of bottom cores, which must be preserved
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Undor grmnit fr-om
for study by3 contemporary Nclent~m(.4 and future generations.
itt' No tlonatl N'ltne oun~ldiat ion, (-oi1trueltoi io expectedi to begini 80011 on a

1a,100mitiare-foot. (corestorage facility it Floridai State University, where tWe e*oros
will bie kept under t'oiitrohledl tempieralture and( hiumidity conditions. Front there,
meti ions of tile cor.e1s will be imde ava liablo on roquoist for study by specialists
throughout Ite country.
Tio repre'set' the mitional t'tfurltihiIAiernotlionll polar resollrcll, tAoprovide a
relpresenitt lye inedinim for naltionall anitlllttle mcelatili efforts, and to aiccomiinlodilto Ii1ollogro il Iveor fuller trwitlllilts, the Anitaretic Remeareh $erles has
beeu created. Published by flio Anweau Oeopilymitl 11nion with the 01(1 of a
grant frollt the Nutotial $cienco ilolulliltJon unzd under tin, supervision of a
board of tilssoeiitt(' tditorN, four volilaes )love uppeared to date in this series.
V'oine 1 wiON t't1itied "Bi1ology of the Antaretive Seng," 'oliaine 2, "Antarctic
Sitow and( fee Stuldies," volinne 3, "Polychaeta Er1rantia4 of Antarctica," and
Aeroniomiy." Vol umies oil geology, glaciology,
t
voluime 4, "Geoiatii151111d(
lsdology will appear In the series.
itiet-orology, 1111(
lit order to suttmiarizo the(, present knowledge (of the Antarctic, a project ontitled the "Antarctic Hap, Polio Series" has been Instituted at the Ankerican
(Iteogrophical Hoety with funlls provided by3tile National Sciene Foundation.
'I'I114 met's 15to eollitlill s01110 20 folios p~repalred by more, than M0 conteiilpornary
experts lit the varillus smienille d11Pciplines. lit addition to Nerving ais it general
referee sore for aitaretic Itiforiitioll, tile series is in1teildod to be a working
toot for st'it'itists carrying oil coiltiluted stulots or Initiating new research in
the Antaretic.
Thel( pro'duciton of m1111) rejlresentsilma inlisrtllllt. facet of thle 11T.S. antarctic
reosia rch program. Tihe anItilrtict aerial phiot ogra phy3 1111(mapt library is located
atilt' ielraltv Of Sjsitl Mails of till' U.S. (ioilogh'ai Sulrvey, wheitre Jprilntal and
itegativi's of iietiil plograliy flown for mhappin~g anid for other special purposes
t v ategory is4low-ilititudoi [photography' of penimil
Ili-t' tiled. hllided i tile l11ot
rookerivs. special areas of geologieill llltprest, etc. Maps alid charts produced
o~~gp~rogramii in Antaretica, special large-scale maps,
as- part of tile U.S. mlh
receivd from fore-ign tcoutiries tihroughl tile Hcelit ific C'omittee onl
and1( ml
Antarctic, Resebarch tire ottileI, ii thiN library.
liIkew the exchanges~ of scientists hetweent national expedlitions In Antarctica, the
exchlange of publications with foreign agencies engaged lin Antarctic research
eoitrilltes; signitleantly to tile current awareness of oPperationIs and results of
research bly other nations, vital linthi- filclolut coe~l~t of it national ))rogranl
The National 19cice, F"oundittion carries out ant
operating withl limited funds.
itetive publications exchange program with the $1 foreign counitries most active
lin Antarctic research.
Russian il(tivitleim I Antarctica are reported regularly In the Information
Bllet ill of thle Soviet Antarctic, ExpIilon, which, in ttlr'l, is being translated
Into Vhig 1isi liy the American Geophysiclal UnionI un1der grant from the National

Science Foundation. Of the 48 original Issues, 44 have been translated. T,1he
first 30 Isies, wore published Ini 8 volumnes, each containing 10 bulletins; sub4equent trainslatioins have been lpuililslod in single Issue0s of two bulletins each.
Transiatiena of other foreign materials are being prepared and Issued as
feasible, usiing excess foreign currencies available to tile U.S. governmentt In
Israel.
In order to assure imaximutni availability of reports onl Antaxctic research, the
National Science Foundation deposits a copy of eb such report prepared with
(loverninent funds, with the Clearinghouse for Poiloral Scientific aind Technical
Information of the U.S. Peipartlllnt of Comuler:e, This agency, in turnl, onnones the reports' availability lit Its publication, U.S. (lovernent Re(search
Reoportit, a11( reproduces copies oii request. The Foundation ftirthermnore, en.
('mirages Its grantees for Antarctic resealrch to report their current activities
to tie Science Information me(hange, where a1l available data onl nonclassified
(iovernnient-spollsorcd research are kept ol fille.

Mr. TAY1,OR. WillJyou yield?
Mr. O'lluwwm. Yes.,
Mfr. TAYLOR. You have a, wienitifie. climate in which you develop or
hilteeihige, with others, is that. right?
Dr. HIAWORTI!. Yes.

Mr. TAYLOR. Do you get imch information of value froln the-other
countries alid how extensive is it and are6 their progrixdsI
4t-422-5-10
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Dr. HAWORTTI. I will answer it in a general sense, but will ask Dr.
Jones to amplify. We do get a good deal of very useful information.
We get useful information even from the Soviets. And as you recall
I spoke of translations. A part of these are Soviet translations.
do not believe that I specifically stated so in my statement. If I did
not I should have. As to the exchanges in Antarctica, we have
had
people stationed with the Soviets at the Soviet stations and they have
had people work at our stations. They have had people on the Eltanin.
And so far as we can tell they give us all of the information they get.
But I will let Dr. Jones talk more about that.
Dr. Jox.Es. There is a complete arrangement for exchange of all
publications and all data with the International Data Centers and
through the exchanges iii SOAR which takes place. Also there is

exchange through our office and all of the other scientific offices of the
other II centers.

We have an arrangement by which everything published is exchanged--everybody is sent a copy-a copy is sent to each
of these centers and we receive hrom them one'f everything.
On top of that, the Soviets have arranged with" us,
example,
relative to this long traverse that is coming up, ways for
to make our
data more compatible. We are, on our traverse, stopping at two or
three stations where their traverse has stopped, so that we can make
a similar measurement ourselves and thus make sure that we can compare their data to our data very precisely. This is how uniquely the
arrangement works.
Mr. TAmn. I understand your program of cooperation is working
in all respects?
Dr. JoNrs. It is so much better than anticipated-the Soviets are
even operating some of our electronic equipment. We are constantly
getting through the TWX-through the wire system-information
sometimes that it does not work today, and asking what can they do to
help keep it in repair-they are sending data from their Vostok station where we have mounted equipment. to get data. This means that
we do not have to have another man there.
Dr. HAWO.RTH. I might take the time, Mr. Chairman, to give
interesting sidelight on the traverse operation; at least it was atovery
me.
In the traverse that Dr. Jones was speaking of, our people stopped at
one of the Soviet stations. They knew that, we would be there sooner
or later. They had left complete instructions on how to use the diesel
engines and so forth, and they left a supply of cigarettes for our people-deliberately, of course. So we see that between the people at this
level there is a very warm relationship. Incidentally, I have had a
good deal of contact with the Soviet scientists in other fields, particularly with regard to large accelerators in physics and so on. And
that same spirit exists an- prevails. It is a very friendly, person-toperson type of thing.
Mr. O'BREN. TLose cigarettes, they did not bear a health warning,
did they ?
[Laughter.]
Dr. HAWORTH. I am afraid not.
Mr. O'BiR. How about the data obtained prior to the IGY-was
anything done to classify that?
tr.
AWORT1. You mean to analyze it?
Mr. O'1um. Yes.
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)r. HAWoRTH. And soon? Yes.
Mr. O'Bum-,. Will that be available or is it in preparation nowI
Of course, it is a very small amount. The scientific
Dr. HAvwOR.
data then were very small in amount compared to what has been done
since.
Mr. O'BnitN. A great, deal of it, I assume, is also covered in the
later material that you have in there?
Dr. JIAWORTI.

Ves.

Mr. O'BiEN. Thank you.
Mr. Hosmer?
Mr. IosMER. Dr. Haworth, with what committee or committees of
Congress do you deal with as to the 5-year plan?
Dr. IAwORT' As such it is not reviewed. However, as I have said,
this is a line item in our budget. And the Subcommittee on Indelpendent, Offices of the I louse Appropriations Committee always spends
a fair amount of time in hearings about this program.
Mr. IHosqtrm. This year's?
I)r. HLAworH. I beg pardon?
Mr. 1-Los HR. This year's part?
Dr. HIAwORH. Yes: that. s the specific pi)pose, bt what happened
last. year and what We expect, to (o in the next few years is always
disctissed. 1 woul say that Mr. Tlhomas' subcommittee spends a good
deal more time, per dollar, on this program than on most programs
that we take before it. I say, per dollar, more than in other programs.
Mr. IHosrrm, )o ou kno- I)r. Taub?
Dr. I-woRTAII.

I 9o not, know him.

Mr. 11[OS.wuR. (lmirman of the Board of l)Docmentation?
]Dr. HLAWORTI. I do not know him.
Mr. IIosMER. Do you know him, Dr. Jones?
)mr. ,foNxns. Yes.
Mr. -IOSMR. He is eminently qualified, is he not ?
Dr. JONES. Yes; I believe heis.
Mr. HoSwEi. He is?
Dr. JoN;s. I say that he is. I believe he is. I am not sufficiently
familiar to be ableto judge, but I would assume so.
Mr. Hos,,En. He is not,some kind of a nut, is he?
Dr. JoN-Frs. I have not been apprised with the fact that he is some
kind of a nut.
Mr. HOs-31ui. Ie says, "A power elite, economic, scientific, or
priestly whether its bae is the National Academy of Science"--and
we might interpolate the National Science Foundation-the multiversity, described by President Kerr of the University of California,
or the executive agencies, will never monitor itself, nor reform itself.
"Congress is the only instrument in our society that can properly
undertake this task."
Dr. Haworth, do you generally agree or generally disagree with
Dr. Taub's observationI
Dr. HAwoiTu. Well, I disagree with the statement as made on two
counts. I believe that the National Science Foundation, if you want
to include that, and other governmental agencies, do monitor themselves. I have great confidence in the National Academy of Sciences,
and on the other hand I thoroughly agree that Congress has a rolean important role in this, too, but I do not think that you should put
the one in opposition to the other. I think it is a mutual thing.
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Mr. HOSMER. You understand the effort that Congress is making in
the form of these bills is to deal with this problem, do you not?
Dr. HAWORTH. Yes. I understand.
Mr. IHOsME. Do you have any alternative suggestion as to how it
might
go about itI
-or. IAWORTH. I am not qualified to try to judge how Congress
should &o about its business.
Mr. iIOSMER. Well, now, in another area I think you also feel that
Congress ought to be kept pretty far away, as, for example, as I
understand it in the administrative setup for the high energy fieldwhich should be carried on in scientific areas.
Dr. HAwoRTIl. I do not feel that Congress should be set apart
from that at all.
Mr. Hosuntn. That was my question, whether it should be.
Dr. HAWORTI. No; I do not feel that at all.
Mr. HOsBIER. You related a great amount of progress and accomplishments and things like thatin connection with Antarctica. What
has not been done that should have been done?
Dr. HAWORTI. Well, I would rather say what remains to e done.
Mr. HOSMYER. That is not my question. We are trying to find out.
whether any deficiencies have shown up to the present moment.
Dr. HAwoRTu. In all such programs one wishes that he could have
accomplished more up to a given time than he has accomplished. And
if you would allow me to change that to say what has not been done
that would be good to have been done had the capabilities and the
funds and all of the rest been thereMr. HosMit. No; I want to know what has not been done that
should have been done.
Dr. HAwom-. Well, I do not know that I can say anything in that
sense-in the sense as I interpret your question to mean-in the sense
of failure on somebody's part.
Mr. HosMrat. In other words, you assess the present structure as
having done that which should have been done?
Dr. HAWOtTH. I believe I would say that. I can say this impersonally, Congressman Hosmer, of course, because the vast majority
of it was done before I had anything to do with it.
Mr. HosMmi. You have not been down to Antarctica?

Dr. HAwonit.

No.

Mr. HosMFrn. I believe others have been, but you have not been there?
Dr. HAWOiTH. I am very sorry to say that'I cannot go for reasons
of a personal disability that cannot be taken care of there.
Mr. HosMEB. Having assessed the accomplishments of the Antaretica program, what would not have been accomplished if we had
had a commission as outlined here, rather than the structure that
exists today?
Dr. HAWORTIr. I would not. even hazard a guess. I would not even
claim that there is anything that has been done that would not have
been done. The chances are that some different things would have
been done, because one group of people would make some different
decisions than another group of people, but I would not attempt to
make any comparisons as to that.
Mr. Hosivnit. You do not see any real danger in the form of a deterioration of the effort that this legislation would createI
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Dr. 1IAWVORTIr. No, not-

Mr. HOS1MF. In this field?
Dr. HAWORTII. Not anything that I would call a serious danger, no.
As I said earlier, on the other hand, I consider it a matter of judgment.
Mr. HosAER. It is a matter of organization, too, that we are talking
about here, is it not?
Dr. HAwojrrii. That is right.
Mr. Hosmtxn. As I understand it you come from a large background
of organization and administration experience?
Dr. HAWORTI. Fairly well.
Mr. HOSMER. You testified to that before one other committee.
Dr. HIAWORTII. I have had a fair amount of it.
Mr. Ilosmm. But, your basic discipline is what?
Dr. HAWORTI. It is physics, but I have not been a research physicist
for 17 years.
Mr. HosMER. You participated in the operation of the Atomic Energy Commission?
1)'. IIAWOUITIL That is right.
Mr. IIosMnR. And now you are the Director of the National Science
Foundation?
Dr. HAWORTIn. That is right.

Mr. HosMER. Did any of these prior activities involve extensive
fieldwork?
Dr. HAWoRTI. No. The only activities that I have ever had that
involved extensive fieldwork were during the war when I worked at
the Massachuietts Institute of Technology Radiation Laboratory that
developed microwave radar, et cetera. We had fieldwork there, even
then wit h the troops.
Mr. Iosmii. I ou mentioned in your testimony as one of the accomplishments in Antarctica the inspection under the provisions of the
Antarctic Treaty, did you not.?
Dr. HAwORTH. Yes:
Mr. HosMER. That has nothing to do with aiiy of this organizationa.l problem, does it?
Dr. HAWORTH. No; but the organization worked very smoothly
andMr. Hosimn. It came about after the test ban because of the criticisms about the special provisions that we wanted to have on
i lpectio0ns?
Dr. HAWORTH. It, was before that.
Mr. IIosERt. What?
Dr. -IAWORTIT. It was before that.
Mr. J-fosMEI. But, it was not carried out.?
)r. IIAWORTH. It. was not, carried out.
Mr. HosMER. You have a lot of advice given you by the National
Academy of Sciences?
Dr. HAWORTIT. That is right.
Mr. Hos3Em. Is that paid for?
Dr. HAIoTTIt. In some instances. We have a contract with the National Academy under which they have tasks; some of them are to prepare, occasionally, a report for us, but the majority of it is for such
activities as the exchange of scientists with the Soviet Union, such
things as helping evaluate our fellowship applicants, and so forth.
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Mr. HosmER. Is it generally a satisfactory arrangement?
Dr. HAwonTn. Yes.

Mr. HOSME. It is an arrangement which would be impossible for a
commission rather than the National Science Foundation to carry out?
Dr. H-AWORTIL. It wouldle quite possil)le for the coinmnisio

to o0 So.

Mr. Hosimt. As a matter of fact, I)r. Laurence Gould, was he not
at one time an Eagle Scout in the antarctic program?
Dr. HAWORTH. He has spent a great deal of time in the Antarctic.
Mr. HosMtEr. Well, I understand that generally your conclusion is
that you can see that there would be no deterioration of the program in
the Antarctic if this commission were established, but that you think
that organizationally it might not be the best way to do it-is that a
good wrapup or a summary of what you have said?
Dr. HAWORTH. I would put it a little differently. I cannot say that
there would be a deterioration, but I think that you would got a more
cumbersome way to do it from the executive standpoint.
Mr. HosiER. You cannot either say that there would be an improvement?
Dr. HAwoUTH. That is right.
Mr. HosmER. Involved in-it-there might be?

Dr. HAWORTH. There might be-it might be either way.
Mr. HosmER. You and some of the other people who have been doing
the job might not be quite as enthusiastic about it due to the fact that
they are there, to get the job done.
Dr. HAWOUTH. I am sorry, I did not hear you.
Mr. HosWr'.lWe have been giving opportunities to your predecessors
on the witness stand to make self-serving statements about the quality
of the organizational work that has been done. And properly you have
grasped these opportunities to the best advantage possible. We have
heard that it has the finest type of organization in the world, with
skills, and that it is making tremendous accomplishments which I think
is all true. But possibly that there is an opportunity to do an even
better job.
Dr. HAWORTIT. I might say one thing, going back for a minute or
so to what you were saying before. One thing, of course, that is very
important in any of these things is who is itthat does the work. I
mean, the people in the organization are )erha)s even more important
than the organizational structure. The following may be an agency
self-serving statement, but. it is not a l)er.4onal self-serving statement
namely, I think that Dr. Jones and Dr. Crary are among the most
effective people on the Foundation's staff, and" that no small part of
the fact fliat as much has been done as has been done is because they
have been effective and because Admiral Reedy and his predecessors
and their staffs have been effective.
Mr. liosMER. I think that is true, but we are talking about an
i-generated etrectiveness. You are not talking about the type of
organization where somebody else would suggest ideas and have a
ready means to get this input across.
Dr. HAWOETii. I was making that merely as an illustration.
Mr. HosMpR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. O'BIREN. I thank you, too, Dr. Haworth, for your testimony.
Mr. 1LoSME.R. There is one further question tha I wtnt to ask. Do
you have a term of office in the National Science Foundation?
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Dr. HAWORTHT. Yes. I believe the language of the act says-the
term will be to serve for 6 years unless sooner removed by the President.
Mr. I-osmEn. That is not true of Mr. McNaughtonV
)r. I1,twoi'r. No, I believe not.
Mr. IIOSRR. It is not true of many others. And the commission
that we would set ul? would have a director who would have a 6-year
term and the commissioners would have 6-year terms. That would
seem to me to give-assuming that they do handle the policy mattersa great deal more continuity than exists in the policy group setup
because of the fact that only one of the three members of the policy
group would have that tenure.
1)r. ITAwOJIT1. Possibly so.
Mr. HosRME. Is there not some value in some continuity in the
policy group tenure ?
)r. H[AWORTU. Certainly, there is value in having continuity. I do
not know how it might work out which would turn out to be the best,
as many people would be involved.
Mr. IoSME.R. Thank you. What is the normal expectation that we
are concerned with'?
(No response.)
Mr. O'BiuNm. Apparently, our problem is made more difficult by
the fact that you are doing a good Job, a very good job. Of course,
right now, whether a better job could be accomplished under the plans
that have been submitted to the Congress, is the question and at least$
we have had the value of hearing.-we would have the value ol hearing
once in a while what was going on down there. and we would have that
opportunity. It does not mean that it could not be done better if we
had this continuity that Mr. Hlosmer spoke about. We just do not
know.
Dr. IAwoi Tr. That. is right.
Mr. TIosMER. The building are in lousy shape. The equipment is
not decent equipment,-they do not buy decent equipment. I just do
not want the record to indicate that there are not questions as to the
wisdom or the unwisdom of some of the actions that have been going

on.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I think that some of those difficulties to which Mr.
Hosmer refers might be well corrected if the Congress had a greater
role to play in this. I assume that those who wouldask for the appropriations would get them-I think, perhaps, if we had an agency which
we dealt with more directly we could take care of some of these situations. Do you agree that there could be great improvement there in
the physical facilities? And how do we go about it Thank you very much, Dr. Haworth, and Dr. Jones, for your testimony.
Dr. LIAwoRTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It has been very pleasant.
Mr. O'BRIN. We will ask permission to place in the record a paper
at this point, a statement by the Honorable Robert M. Mangan, Deputy
Under Secretary of the Department of the Interior. Head a problem today and cannot be here. I took the liberty of suggesting that
we place" his statement in the record. Apparentlyhe has even less
to say about it than we do. If there is no objection, It will Wemade a
part of the record at this point.
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(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. MANGAN, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Territorial and Insular
Affairs, I am pleased to be here today to present the Department of the Interior's
interest in Antarctic programs and to comment on H.R. 555 and related bills
which would establish a commission for the handling of U.S. Antarctic programs.
My name is Robert Mangan and I am Deputy Under Secretary of the Department. I have with me today Mr. Rupert Southard, Assistant Chief Topographic
Engineer for Plans and Program Development, of the U.S. Geological Survey.
Mr. Southard has been connected with the topographic mapping activities in the
Department in Antarctica and since November 1963, has handled a major amount
of our program coordination with other agencies. Also with me is Mr. William
Terry, Director, Office of International Relations of the Fish and Wildlife Service. Mr. Terry is a specialist in international matters concerning conservation
and has been cooperating with the Department of State, National Science
Foundation, and other agencies on development of measures for conservation of
living resources in the Antarctic. These gentlemen will be able to answer questions you may have about the details of our work with the Antarctic program.
As many of the committee members will recall, the Department has participated extensively in antarctic explorations and research since the start of the
International Geophysical Year in 1957 and 1958. We first specialized in geological, geophysical, and mineralogical explorations in cooperation with the
National Science Foundation. Since the end of IGY we have continued geological work, and performed extensive topographic mapping. The Department,
through its Board of Geographic Names has handled for the United States, the
assigning of geographic names to areas and features of the Antarctic.
More recently we have had a prime responsibility for the development of conserv nation measures which hopefully will be followed by all nations having programs in the Antarctic. This should provide protection to the seals, penguins,
other birds and aquatic life found in the Antarctic Treaty zone.
Our policy has been to bring the competence of our specialists to bear on research and conservation in the Antarctic as we do on other areas in which the
United States has a strong interest. This scientific effort has been in cooperation
with the National Science Foundation. The NSF has been assigned major responsibility for funding and coordinating of U.S. research in the Antarctic. At
this stage of development of knowledge about Antarctica the program is of a
research and exploratory nature and we expect that it will be for some time in
the future.
A major portion of the work handled by the Geological Survey has been topographic mapping in support of the U.S. Antarctic program. Maps and charts are
needed to plan, carry out, and interpret the results of the many and varied scientific programs, -as well as to assist the logistic effort of the supporting organizations. The maps are made in Washington using aerial photography flown by the
Navy following specifications set forth by the Geological Survey. To establish
field control for this mapping the Geological Survey has sent two to eight topographic engineers to the Antarctic each astral summer since IGY. Modern
equipment used by these field parties include helicopters and electronic distancemeasuring instruments. Each year since 1960, we have stationed a photographic
expert in New Zealand to inspect all film as the programed missions are accomplished, and to advise Navy personnel on necessary reflights. The primary product of the topographic mapping effort is a series of reconnaissance maps at a
scale of 1: 250,000. To date, 60 maps at this scale, covering approximately
250,000 square miles, have been published or are in various stages of compilation.
The Department has maintained a continuing program of field geologic studies
in Antarctica, staffed chiefly by career scientists. The scope of this research
program spans all of the earth sciences and for the past 6 years one or more
Geological Survey field teams have conducted antarctic research in geology,
glaciology, and related disciplines. These investigations have been located
chiefly in the Thiel Mountains, the Neptune Range, the Patuxent Mountains, and
in North Victoria Land. The field studies are coordinated with those of U.S.
university and foreign geologic teams and are supplemented by diversified research in the Geological Survey's laboratories in the United States. Scientific
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results of these studies have been published. Though the program i oriented
toward research in the earth sciences, the qhta gathered are esseutkal for mineral
resources evaluation which is a byproduct of the scientific work. For example.
coal deposits in the Transantarctlc Mountains have been examined and partially
evaluated by geologists of both the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines.
The other witnesses who have appeared before me have described in detail
the planning and ccodinating mechanisms which are being used to execute the
antarctic program. For purposes of Illustration I will describe briefly how Interior has participated.
Responsibility for overall coordination of the Department's antarctic Interests
was placed with the Secretary's science adviser In the spring of 1962, Repre
sentation on the Interagency Antarctic Coordinating Committee was handled
directly by this office for over a year and was then transferred to the Geological
Survey. Program requirements are thus handled by scientists who have firsthand knowledge of the work being carried out. The science adviser maintains
contact with activities and when appropriate calls upon departmental specialists
outside the Geological Survey. For example, development of a U.S. positIon on
measures for conservation was drafted by the staff Of the Fish and Wildlife
Service. Arrangements for biologists to Join U.S. teams making inspections
under the Antarctic Treaty were handled by the science adviser.
As we view the U.S. interests In Antarctica at the present time, there are
three major areas of responsibility. The first concerns international aspects
which require administration of agreements under the Antarctic Treaty and
maintenance of a favorable U.S. position In the Antarctic. Responsibility and
leadership in this area falls naturally to the Department of State.
The actual program involves physical and biological exploration and research
Into the unique phenomena in the Antarctic. This is a little known alea of the
world which may hold useful resources. Also, It offers unique opportunities for
location of operational bases for weather observations, satel) ite tracking, communications and transportation. As I stated previously, these programs consist
mainly of the scientific research and exploration which are still necessary to learn
more about the Antarctic before it can be put to more practical use. Overall
responsibility for this aspect of U.S. activities in the Antarctic has been assigned
to the National Science Foundation.
The total effort requires the third area of responsibility which Is extensive
and specialized logistics support on land, at sea, and in the air. This has been
carried out very effectively in our opinion by the Navy all through the International Geophysical Year expeditions as well as for programs In more recent
years.
Department of the Interior's Immediate part of the scientific effort is the
geophysical and mineralogical Investigations and the topographic mapping which
I described previously. Our programs have been designed to meet requirements
of the total scientific effort. While Interior's work In the Antarctic has been
an essential part, it has not been large or necessarily a dominating factor in
planning the total.
From this point of view, we have found' the present coordinating mechanisms
satisfactory. The logistics support furnished by the Navy for field parties and
the flights for aerial photography in the mapping program have been outstanding.
In the general area of planning there has been good communication among responsible staffs, and, when necessary, agency positions have been quickly
attained.
In view of the apparent effectiveness and flexibility of present procedures for
both policy and operations, we believe that a separate coordinating commission
is not needed. We express this opinion from the point of view of our experience
in the Antarctic as gained from the past work and program responsibilities that
we have had to date. However, we are very interested In the subject and therefore appreciate the opportunity to express our views on these bills before the
subcommittee.

Mr. O'BRIEN. The next witness is an old friend of many members
b gentleman, Rear Adm. David M. Tyree,
of the committee, a vei
U.S. Navy (retired), formerTJ.S. antarctic projects officer.
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STATEMT
OF REAR ADM. DAVID X. TYREE, U.S. NAVY
(RETIRED), FORMER U.S. ANTARCTIC PROJECTS OFICER
Admiral Tym. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
it is nice to be here. It is a privilege to be permitted to testify once
again before this subcommittee on the important matter of organizational planning and the conduct of antarctic affairs. I appear, of
course, as a private citizen and not in any official capacity, but after a
year and a half of retirement I still maintain a vital interest in the
antarctic region.
I apologize for not having a typewritten statement to distribute,
but living as I do now on a farm down in Virginia I do not have ready
access to stenographic services.
Mr. OBRimN. And no mimeograph machine on your farm?
Admiral TYIWE. No, sir, I do not have one. No paperwork.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to talk from the
notes that I have made.
Mr. O'BRmN. Fine.
Admiral TyRm. Since last appearing here on May 28, 1964, I have
reviewed in some detail the records of the hearings conducted in the
past several years which pertain to the establishment of an Antarctic
Commission and other materials which bear on this matter, and this
review has strengthened my conviction that an Antarctic Commission
should be established.
First, I would like to reemphasize certain points in the statement I
made last year. So far as I know, the Bureau of the Budget Circular'
A-51, issued August 3, 1960, is the document still governing the division of responsifiliy for the antarctic program, except that the duty
of coordination for the totality of antarctic activities was assigned to
the State Department upon the disestablishment of the Operation Coordination Board in 1961.
Commencing in 1961 this coordination has been accomplished
through informal discussions in a committee composed of representatives of the numerous departments or agencies having antarctic interests a committee chaired by the State Department representative.
No statement of national policy and objectives, no plans for the
totality of antarctic activities, no adequate overall guidance for a total
program has been issued under this arrangement prior to my release
as U.S. antarctic protocol officer in 1963.
As I have learned from testimony given earlier in these hearings,
an Antarctic Policy Group has been established recently, consisting
of the Assistant Secretary of State, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security, and the Director of the -National
Science Foundation. This should contribute as one step toward a
possible solution for the complicated problem of planning the coordination and administration of the antarctic activities. However,
I hope it will not be thought impertinent if I say that in my opinion
it has certain shortcomings.
As you know, during my first 2 years as U.S. antarctic project officer and commander of U.S. naval support force I said, in effect, that
I believe that time should be allowed for a. trial of the organizational
arrangements established for the post-IGY period before attempting
to change its organization. By the end of my third year in command
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I had concluded that an Antarctic Commission was needed if the
United States was to get the maximum return from its antarctic activities. However, after my return from the ice in the spring of 1962,
with the end of my third year, because of continuing opposition
within the executive department and agencies to an Antarctic Cornmission, I recommended a substitute solution which I thought might
at least partially alleviate some of the shortcomings which I believed
to be inherent in the existing organization.
Three years ago, then, I recommended a three-man policy and coordinating committee be appointed by the President, composed of
representatives of State, D6fense, and the National Science Foundation, and provided with a permanent secretariat, and that the members of this committee be those persons at the highest level of fulltime responsibility for antarctic activities.
Under the organization existing in State at that time this would
have been Mr. George Owens, who had the antarctic desk there. In
NSF, Dr. Jones, as t e head office of the antarctic program. And in
Defense myself as U.S. antarctic project officer.
I further recommended that this committee be given responsibility
for recommending national policy and objectives for the Antarctic,
to be submitted through proper channels to higher authority for approval, and that it be given authority to provide guidance for the
budgeting and conduct of operations within the framework of approved policy.
In December of 1962 I was informed by the Chief of Naval Operations that this recommendation had been disapproved. How far it
got I do not. know.
I have discussed this with Dr. Jones and Mr. Owens and their
reaction appeared to be favorable, but as far as I know there was no
active support. for this proposal given by State or NSF.
I would like to emphasize, though, flat as far as I was concerned
this recommendation was a stopgap measure to accomplish strictly
by Executive action a partial attainment of the objectives of the Commission, a Commission which was posed at that time by the executive
branch. To me its disapproval was symptomatic, of the lack of
understanding at that time of the problems inhernt in the existing
Antarctic organization.
RIeturning now to the recently established policy group, although
the level of authority within their respective departtments which the
members of this committee hold has many advantages the effectiveness
of the group may be handicapped because of the many pressing responsibilities not related to Antarctica which each of its members have.
Second, it should have a permanent secretariat toprovide records
study pl)aers, and continuity. It, may happen, but Ihave not heard
it mentioned.
And, third, I am becoming more and more concerned that increasing
attention must be paid to commercial and economic potentials in
Antarctica. Neither the present Policy Group nor the group I proposed in 1962 seems altogether suited to .his.
Going back now to the Bureau of the Budget Circular A-51 this
document made a clear separation of responsibility for the scientific
effort under the National Science Foundation and the conduct of
operations in support of the scientific or other programs in Antarctica
under the Department of Defense.
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Based on all that I have heard about the Antarctic program I feel
sure that each is discharging its separate responsibility with competence. As, in fact, all departments and agencies concerned with
antarctic activities, as far as such activities pertain to their own
particular spheres of responsibility. This is not an unexpecte(d, because each department or agency is competent in its own specific area
to carry out its individual antarctic responsibility. This is not enough
to insure an efficient, economic program thus designed to further our
national interests. Too often responsible agencies have pulled in
different directions with quite honest differences of opinion. Examples of this may be found in the planning for the new Byrd Station,
the implementation of the Joint Atomic Energy Coinmiss'on authorization for the reactors, planning for mapping, )roposals for stations,

in the peinsiula, estahlishwmnt; of the fly routes to South Amnerica,
and so forth.

Many times differences of opinion have been resolved through the
informal discussions of the interdepartmental committee, but informal
agreements thus reached are apt to be inadequate in the justification
of funding for required projects. I.S. interests thus may be injured
through lack of authoritative, firm objective total planning. There is
no single agency in which our complex interests in Antarctica come

to a focus.

Five-year plans are formulated by different departments or agencies, but there is no single agency responsible for producing a 5-year
plan for the totality of our antarctic efforts. And to say this is what
needs to be done to further protect the U.S. interests in Antarctica,
When funds and resources become a limiting factor there is no single
agency responsible for establishing priority, so that first things will
be done first. This involves more than separate determination of
priority for scientific projects. Priorities for technological improvements or priorities for development of possible commercial- applica-

tions in the future.

Acquisition of knowledge of the Antarctic through scientific research
and the use of unique characteristics of Antarctica to investigate
problems of worldwide scientific significance presently is concerned
and considered by many, probably by most people, to be our principal
reason for being there.
The provisions of the Antarctic Treaty give that as impetus to this
idea.
I believe, though, that our reason for being there is more basic than
just science; that it is to keep the Unite& States in a position of
leadership in the Antarctic both for our own security and in order that.
we may have a potent voice in the progressive development of this
area of the world and to meet the future needs of mankind.
The Antarctic Treat.y projects the us of Antarctica for peaceful
purposes only. It prohibits measures of a military nature, but permits
the use of military personnel or equipment for scientific research or
for any other peaceful purposes. Incidentally, at least four other
countries, to my knowledge, either are using or have used military
personnel in Antarctica operations commencing with the IGY. I
mention this because I think the question was asked in earlier testimony. The treaty deals specifically with the freedom of scientific
investigation and exchange of scientific information, and so forth.
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It deals specifically with the matter of territorial claims by placing
claims on it and the basis of the claims in a status quo for the duration
of the treaty. It has not come to grips with the total question of jurisdiction over persons in the Antarctic. It, does not (letl with commerce
or economic resources in the Antarctic.
I said earlier that the Antarctic Treaty gives impetus to the idea
that our only important aim in Antarctica is scientific research. This
is because tihe treaty has provisions which deal specifically with scientific investigation. Scientific knowledge, certainly, is an important
objective of our activities in the Antarct ic today, but I see nothing in
the treaty which prohibits the development of Antarctica commercial
and economic potentials, provided its development is for peaceful
Purposes.
Technological advances in coping with the antarctic environment
has significant importance both to improve our ability to support
scientific programs and to make possible the development of this area
for practical use.
Introduction bv Admiral Byw-d anl extensive use by the United
States of aircraft and track vMluieles, for example, has had a profound
effect, on our ability to cope with the Antarctic environment and it
has made possible most of our eurreint expensive scientific investigation
amld is a, major factor in putting the 1united States il the position it
now holds in Antarctia.
Technological improvement ib)nh
ratios, ai reaft 1)thb fixedand rotary-wing velliees. )h lololna pping, iniciar power, construction
techniques, and other things which improve our ability to work and
live in Antarctica must not be neglected in the competition for dollars.
An Antarctic Commission wouldprovide a focus for a community of
Antractic interest. It would provide a governing ageney responsible
under the President for a program designed to fulfill our national
interests and objectives in tie Antarctic. An agency tiat would be
answerable to the President, the Congress, and the American people.
It would provide a budget inl a single passage that would stand or fall
on its own merits which would l)e a measure of how fast and how far
it could go in this region. It should provide the kind of organization
needed to look beyond t lie immediate horizon, to find ways ind means
of utilizing an area that accounts for over 10 percent of the ear the's
land area, possibly closer to 15 percent and, perhaps, most importantly,
it will provide continuity for our total effort in Antarctica.
In going over testimony given in the past it seemed to me that the
most vehement arauinents against the Commission, given by those who
look u pon science as the only reason of any important information and
expenditure of effort in Antarctica, and where it is said, I think, that
our basic reason for being there is to keel) the United States in a position of leadership in that region, I do not belittle the importance of
science in Antarctica-but I do wish to point out that Antarctica has
potentials for supporting Southern HIemisphere transpolar air, tourist
travel, satellite tracking manufacture approaching protein-rich foods
said to be abundant in this surrounding ocean-some of these things
already have been mentioned by Dr. Haworth in his statement. Permit me to quote from Paul Siple's statement published in the record
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of the 1960 hearings. This is Dr. Paul Siple who has, probably,
wintered over more in Antarctica than any otler man:
It is my_ firm conviction that Antarctica will become increasingly important
as the rest of the world is growing overpopulated and short of land space. And,
specifically, the South Pole will gain in importance with the advancement of the
satellite age. The great mass of almost chemically pure snow and iWe may
become significant to industry whose competition for water with the increasing
population and agricultural demands grow stronger each day. Approximately,
the type of industry first to use Antarctica will be that with it high fresh water
demand, and a need for space unencumbered by dense population and consequential animal and plant life. Antarctica coal reserves may become eventually
sources of second carbon-bearing raw materials for the manufacture of muchneeded byproducts.

These are just soe of the things that may take placo in Antaretica.
I tink it is no longer true that scientific knowledge will be the onlv
export, from Antarctica, in the foiesweable fittlire, although it will
surely be one of the tmot ili1portlant. I predict that some of these other
things I have mentioned wil I come about in this decade.

I atve not mentioned minerals other tlhui coal, because lhe geolotrists

say that we simply do not know whether or not tliere aile muieraldeposits of economic importance, but with the rapid advnmic(s being
made today in technology to perform various tasks it. is not, inconceivable that stuch deposits -willbe found and means will be developed for
exporting tlein.
All of this is simply to say that the Antarctic has commercial and
econoe1ic sigificance its well as political anid scientific significance.
In the bills being considered by this committee this f',t', is recognized. In the first sentence in the preamuble of these bills it, saysA bill to provide for continuity and support of studies, research, anl development programs for peaceful purposes in science, commerce, anld other activities

related to Antarctica-

and so forth.

I recognize that is may be pretty prenlature at. this point ill the lealrprovisions of tihe bills. I
Vowemer,
inl order

his to discuss in detail'tle

to indicate how I visualize such a conmi.sion might operate I would
like to make a few brief comments on these provisions.
It is noted that tme bills for the Antarctic Commission which have
been introduced are similar in intent. There are some differences ill
the degree to which some of the mechanics are spelled out. I believe
that 5'.
KHosmer's bill, Mr. Saylor's bill and Aft. Morton's bill are
identical. I would like to confine imy rema rks to Il.R. 5494, the most
recent bill to be introduced. It is suggested that section 4, clause 2, be
modified to read, "conduct or arrange to have conducted." r[he words
"arrange to lht-a conducted" would be added.
Mr. O'BuEr.. What number was that again?
Admiral 'riuRur,. Section 4.
Mr. O'BmuEN. I mean what bill number?
Admiral TYRr.,,. TI.R. 5494. That was the last one inu ro(uee(l. As
I say, Mr. Hosmer's bill, Mr. Saylor's bill I think, are identical to this.
They go into a little more of the nieclianics and the financial n.mrangements than does Mr. Zablooki's bill. But it is suggested that. sect 1on
4, clause 2, be modified to read "conduct," amd thenI add the words---.or arrange to have conducted such field and laboratory studies and eoalunt ions
as is considered advisable to further the knowledge of the Antarctic and science,

commerce, and related activities-
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et cetera. That is, to read after the inclusion of the words, "arrange to
have (ondluctl such field tand laboratory studies and evaluations,"
and this Wouhl Ie added, "and pilot (evehIpilefnts," to go ahead of
"as it considers advisable to further the knowledge and exploitatioii'-thi words, "and exploitation" would be added there, and to

continue, "of tile Antarctic in science, commerce, and related activities," and so on.
As I say, I realize it, is premature to discuss in detail these provisions
or to suggest corrections.
Mr. O'BRiuN. May I suggest at this point, Admiral, that it is not,
prenat ure at all. As a imiatter of fact it is almost too late, because
you are the first witness I have heard who has even discussed any provisions of the bill. We have had a solid array of witnesses who have
j-st sid, "No." Presumly, of course, perhaps nothingis going to
happen, but I think that it is very valuable that you have taken the tile
and the trouble to give your opinion of the Antarctic, to discuss the
details of the legislation actually sponsored by so many distinguished
members of this committee. 1, for one, think that, you are not lpreiniature at, all.
Admiral 'I'vi.:. Well, I feel that these comments that I do make on
changes will indicate to some extent the way in which I would visual-

ize that this Commission woul work. And so considering the suggessions suggested I)y I ie National Science Foundation, which has built
li ) an organization for the conduct of an Antarctic research through
grants to universitie.-s and other Government agencies, and so forth,
Ihat. we have heard about this morning, and it is my opinion that. the
best, way to iniplement

I he

scientific program

under a commission or-

trough utilization of the services
ganizat ion, at least, init ially may be thi
of tile foundat ion on a reiimbursible basis. Tile Commission should

at. least have t lie opt ion of doing this to the extent desirable as expe-

rience develops amid tile alternative, of course, would be to absor) tile
aional Science Foun(lation's Office of Antarctic
major )art of the Nt
Programs in the Collmimison itself.
Likewise, the Conmmission should have flexibility for arranging
with tih l)epartwelnt of defense , the Department of Commerce, the
Department of Interior and other governmental agencies or private
industry, its necessary, for the conduct of Antarctica activities. The
Commission should fie permitted to conduct or arrange to have conducted pilot. develo pmient as well as studies in evaluat ion and the door
should be left open lor exploitation.
Section 4, clause 4, 1 think it was commented on once before-the
words, "the national defense,' should be deleted because of *the rest rid{ ions of the Antarctic Treaty.
It is suggested that clause 2 of section 4 be expanded to permit contracts for logistic support with private industry if this at any time
becomes necessary.
It. is recommended that sect ion 4 (b), l)e expanded to include as a
present
thatState
the Commission
a, requirement
function
thePresident
nt lonal
as toto the
recommendations
Secretary of
through tile
policy an( objeetives'in the Antarctic. I assume that such proposals
wol ( ialso coli before t lie Nationait Securit v Coun'il.
Moving now to section 9, it. is my opinion thli this section should
provi(le that the board of governors be resl)olsille for estalishling
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Commission
and
for reviewing
commission
pro.
gn',s,
lhepolicies
bardof
governors
is a partand
of approving
the (Commission
and should
have file ultimate authority within the Commission. The I)irectors
should manage the Commission's affair , consistent- with the policies
and guidance estal)lished Iv the board.
.Its suggested that the hirst sentence of section 9 be modified to say,

"lhe board-consisting of 11 ininbers-includiug t10 director, Who *is
nhe wor(ling there is not quite
dlea r.

a member ex officio," andi so forthi.

Section 9, clause (d)-l may be using "clause" and "paragraplh"
the wrong sense, but clause (d) which is over on )age 10, and Item in
4
under that, requires the board to make reconiniendations'to the coinilSSi on.

Section 3 includes the board of governors as a. part of the commission
and I believe that. the board's function shoul include the establishment of such policies and requirements as are considered appropriate
for the advancement and disseminat ion of knowledge, the development
of commerce and exploitation of economic resources of Antarctica.
In other words, the board would be a board of directors, you might
say, for the commission.
It is recommended that, clause (c), of section 11, be qualified to
require the Navy to provide only such support as it has available without interfering wvith its primary mission.
And clause (a) of this section may cover this, but clause (c), as it
now reads might be. misinterpreted.
It is suggested that section 11 (b) be expanded to speci fically provide
for advice by the polar committee of the National Academy of Sciences.
I feel confident that in these hearings much wiser people than I in
administrative matters and in legislative matters would grind out a
bill which would say just exactly how this commission would operate,
and it would be based on the concensus of the best thinking that could
be brought to bear upon it. And I have abiding faith that this could
be done. I would hope that the staff of the Antarctic Commission
would be relatively small in numbers. That is, sufficient only to permit
the commission to recommend national policy, establish sulpporting
policies, promote an overall broad plan, review and approve supporting plans prepared by other agencies, budget an1 adtlministrative appropriated funds fo the totalantaretic activities and monitor
the execution of antarctic programs. To do this with a small staff
would require maximum utilization of the services of other departments and agencies and private organizations. I feel that success
would be achieved if the commission, as far as possible, avoids becoming involved in the actual detailed conduct of operations.
In conclusion, I believe that such a concept of organization is the
best solution available to the U.S. Government to insure that the best
interests of this nation will be served by our antarctic program and I
therefore favor enactment of either 11A. 555, H.R.211, 11.R. 4658, or
H.R. 5494, with appropriate amendments to establish such an orga-

nization.

Mr. O'BRI M. Thank you very much, Admiral Tyree. I might
as I have said before, that vou are the only person Nvho has botheredsay,
to
discuss the details of the bill. I think that we will have to vote either
up or down on this legislation here. I think that we have gone beyond
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the stage of having an annual party with which someone could emerge
and get. a little moment to explain what was going on, andi that we are
not going to (o anything about these bills, but we are going to Vote
tient 1l)or down. It. i isridiculous if wo donot.
offer further
assistance when we
Ma"Ny
I ask
ifofi
von
might be
gt,
totlhe
oint
nrking
up ai)e
theseto
bills~
to1hie
Adniira'l Tvtrj-.. Yes, sit'; would be haplpy o be here.
Mr. (OTIIrEN. You are t )riVate citizen a4 you have said and live on
a farI quite some distance away, but the point, is that what you are
saying and what you have said is from your ownt experience, right oil

the frontline of this whole operation. And may I ask you this question, while you were in tho Antar(t.ic, outside ot occasiolial visits, was
there ever anyone there along sid of you to speak with authority for
the overall program ; in other words, was anybody as a re)resontative
from the State )epa.rtment, other than younsel f, who was in authority?
Admiral 'vrP. Yes, -ir. There was a senior representative there
for the National Science Foundation to coordinate and direct the scientitle activities on the continent, and we worked very closely together.
As I have said before, our cooperation on the continent itself has never
been the thing which has concerned me. There was no one, however, in

authority in the Antarctic who had complete and total authority over
the entire program.

It, was a question of cooperation. This worked

down there. It does not, always ivork l)ack here in Washington.
Mr. O'BRn,'nq. Let me ask 'you this, at least, during your last year
down there you had a commission of the kind proposed in operation,
that is, if you had had this kind of commission as proposed would it
have added any difficulties to your work or would it have helped it?,
Admiral T-am,1. Mr. Chairman, I think it would have helped. I
think it would have made it. a more clean-cut operation. I think that
these things that we try to do in logistics--it is not just logistics down
there-not just the carrving of groc'eries-it is trying to (leveloi) a
technology ;vhich will be usefful in the Antarctic and to take advantage
of the latest. things that come along, and there was considerable di"scussion the last summer I was in Washington before I went back to the
Antarctic concerning the usefulness of the Byrd Station. We had a

very difficult, problem on our hands at that time, because when the Byrd
Station had been conceived-well, to go back a minute--the operations
coordinating board, when it was in existence, issued an annual plan,
and in preparation for the transition from the IGY to the permanent,
long haul in Antarctic, they issued a, plan, and they said among other
things that bases will be maintained at the Byrd Itation, McMurdo,
Heller, and so forth, and various dispositions "weremade of the other
three stations that had been built during the IGY. And this is my

directive. And my directive then was to maintain a station in Roberta.,
the Roberta Byrd Station. Well, it was obvious that the Byrd Station
was going to have to be replaced and it was becoming critical even before I relievedGeorge Dufek, and when I went down there in the first
year of my command there was considerable pressure to do something
about the situation as quickly as possible And after an inspection of
that station it was obvious to me that if we were going to continue to
stay there that we must do something.
in the meantime, the Bureau of Yards and Docks had been studying
various concepts that could be used for the construction of this station,
49-422-65-41
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including the one that would be patterned after Camp Century in
Greenland. Really the idea was a forerunner of the thing that we used
later at Astrup which would be a sled-mounted type of ting that could
be hauled out of the snow each year, put back on top, so that it would
not be crushed. And we considered an elevated station which we found
to be quite expensive, and really involved more logistics than the
others. But we concluded that if we were going to keep a station in
Marysburgland that we should build it at a permanent station, something that we could be proud of and use for years to come.
Aid in addition to the scientific need up there it was obvious that
the activity of expanding out there to the areas around Roberta, that
we needed a staging station up there. And so we went ahead. I sent
a message back to Washington that we must get started on this as
quickly as possible. The funds were made available. The planning
was expedited. By the time it got back the station was well in the
mill. We had concluded that the station that should be built would
be an undersnow station, such as patterned after Camp Century. We
had hardly gotten into this when we began to get objections here and
there from the Science Foundation. And we delayed. We delayed
the procurement of such material, because we waited to get their ideas
as to how best to establish ithe scientific facilities there. The station
was built. The original concept included a nuclear reactor. It would
be a large enough station for such. And this was part of the program
which had been authorized by the Joint Atomic Energy. Commnittee.
In the summer of 1962 there was a problem that came up in collection
with the installation of the nuclear reactor. The reason for finally
abandoning this project was that it was too complex. I do not think
it is of particular interest at the moment to go into that, but one of
the things that we were anxious to determine at, that time wias what
is the future-what will be the future usefulness of this station to the
scientists?, And at that time, in a conference over in the Office of the
Chief of Naval Operation, the statement was made by those connected
with the Office of Antarctic Programs in the National Science Foundation that they could not guarantee the Byrd Station's usefulness
beyond certainly 5 years. They just simply could not see any further
than that and that they questioned whether it would have any essential usefulness for the long haul.
Well, this was a little disconcerting. It had a bearing on the question of putting a nuclear reactor into the Byrd Station. We backed
off from that.
As I say, there were many other reasons for that, besides this. We
cut back on our plan for completing the station up there and tried
to reduce it down to a size where we could support it by this burning
of fuel oil that goes on year after year, but we today find, at least, it
appears to me, that the Byrd Station is expanding, and this is 3 years
after this discussion. A new tunnel, I think, was cut last year. I
think I saw that in some plan where another tunnel was going to be
cut next year.
There are some very important projects going into the Byrd Station.
However, the Science Foundation should speak for this.
I feel that this is an example of the kind of thing that disturbed
me in which we feel that a commission would have been able to say
right in the beginning, "This is what we want-let us do it."
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Mr. O'BmEN. Then that would be a case where not only we would
hnow what you were going to do but we would also determine whether
it would be more economical.
Admiral TYREE. Yes; that is right.
Mr. O'BRIEm. So that, as a matter of fact, it brings up a subject
about which we have heard so much, at least, that there must be some
direction, and that that would be very helpful.
Admiral TYREE. Yes.
Mr. O'BuN. As to these other countries that are in the Antarctica,
to your knowledge, do you know whether they have, most of them, a
single agency or a commission in charge of their antarctic endeavor?
AdmiralTYREE. I think that most of them do, sir. They vary in
form and organization, but most of them have a single authority in
which the antarctic program is handled.
Mr. O'BRnIN. I know this is perhaps a delicate question in view of
the treaty but I will put it in a general way. Is it not a fact that any
country which is there obtains from its oprations far more than scien.
tific knowledge? It also obtains military knowledge. In other
words, you are in a position to observe the impact of the extreme
weather on both men anl machines, is this not correct?
Admiral TYIRE. Yes sir.
Mr. O'BRIEN. And that is the kind of knowledge that is not necessarily limited to the Antarctic, but could be-but could have usefulness
elsewhere?
Admiral TYREE. That is right.
Mr. O'BRiuN. I am not speaking now just of the United StatesI am speaking of others. There is, as you said, much more importance
hlban science, must more value to it than that.
Admiral TYREE. The experience that is gained in the Antarctic
cannot help but give a byproduct of experience that would be useful
in other areas of any country.
Mr. O'BmunN. Yes.
The aircraft alone.
Admiral TYREE. That is right. We learned a great deal about
operating aircraft in the polar regions there, through this operation.
Mr. OTBRN. In fact, I learned a lot about that myself one day.
We landed at the South Pole. We were overflying it. I was very
happy that we had learned a great deal about it at that particular time.
Admiral TYREE. We try not to be too rough, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Mr. Taylor I
Mr. TAYLO. I am glad to join the chairman in welcoming you before
the committee. Mr. Hosmer, I, and others were down there at the
time when you transferred command.
Admiral TYREE. I certainly do remember that time.
Mr. TAYLOn. I have listened with interest to your testimony since
you are in a position to be a very valuable witness in regard to this
legislation, because your statements are based on experience and
knowledge of having been there. You made this statement that our
primary mission is to keep the United States in a position of leadership in the Antarctic.
Admiral TYREE. That is right.
Mr. TAYLOR. Would you elaborate on that a little further? Why
we find it so important that we maintain this position I
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Admiral Tymt. To put it very concisely, sir, I think it is important

because we want to have a say in what happens in the Antarctic in the
future, and we can best have an important influence on what happens
in Antarctica in the future if we are in a position of leadership there.
If we maintain a program that others will look up to, flat really is
basically what I had in mind.
I might point out that we took the leadership in promoting the
Antarctic I reaim.
As you know back a number of years ago various
other schemes were discussed. We have never made'any claims there.
The condominimum with Australia and New Zealand "was discussed,
but after the IGY was well underway, and the Soviets were in there,
after an absence of a hundred years or so, and the IGY was workingwas coming to an end-well, I will go back a minute and say that diing this period of the IGY a great spirit of cooperation grew up among
the people who were operating down there and the United States issued
an invitation then to the other countries to consider having a treaty
to preserve the area for peaceful purposes and to eliminate military
competition in the cold war down there.
I think this is an example of the kind of leadership we have exerted
in the Antarctic. If somebody discovers gold down there I think that
we would want to be in a position of leadership to try to figure out some
way of preventing this from causing a major amount of trouble. So
to put it simply. I think it is important that we maintain a position
of leadership so that we will have a major say in whatever dispositions
are made in Antarctica in the future.
Mr. TAYLOR. Do you think that the leadership has military value,
scientific value in maintaining world prestige or is a contribution to
world peace?
Admiral TYRER. I think it indirectly contributes to our prestige
worldwide to have this position in Antarctica. I think it has an
indirect benefit.
Mr.' TAYLOR. You are convinced that a commission should be used
as a planning and coordinating agency?
Admiral TYRm. Yes, sir.
Mr. TAYLOR. I read from the report of the Department of the Interior dated April 9, 1965, which says:
Coordination and direction handled by a small advisory committee. Lines of
communication are excellent, decisions are reached quickly, and program direction and content seems adequate.

Do you have any comment on that?
Admiral TynEE. I think that they are referring to the interdepartmental committee which is chaired by State and which has representation from a number of the departments and agencies who have antarctic interests. As I said in my statement, I believe that many times
problems are resolved through informal discussions which take place
in this committee, but what kind of a directive does this committee
ever issue on which we can hang a justification for obtaining funds to
do what the committee thinks should be done? There is nothing
concrete that comes out of this committee that you can put your
hand on and say, "This is what we need to do down there now, Mr.
Secretary of Defense. We have got to have this money to do it."
Mr. TAYLOr. The commission would lead and cover the entire
program?
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Admiral TYREE. The commission, as I visualize it, would have the
authority to run the entire program, to plan it in broad outline, and

not in detail, but in broad outline, to say what things or what kind
of things they thought should be done there, and to go before the
Congress with the single budget which would be justified on its own
merits. It would take it out of competition, for example, with the
stratgic requirements that face the Department of Defense. I should
think that the Department of Defense would welcome this.

Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you. That is all.

Mr. O'BRiEN. Mr. Hosmer?
Mr. HosMER. I want to join the others in complimenting you on
your vast experience and for bringing it to the committee. There is
one thing that I would like to ask you about and it is this, you were
wearing two hats down there, one as task force commander, and one
as the head of the antarctic project office?
Admiral TYREE. Yes, sir. I was commander of the Naval Support
Force which was a unit under the commander in chief of the U.S. Fleet.
And I was the U.S. antarctic project officer.
Mr. HosmER. What about the abolishment of the project officehow does that affect the program, in your opinion?
Admiral TYREE. It is a difficult thing to assess.
Mr. HIosMER. What about the value of this move?
Admiral TYREE. I think it is a bad move. I think that the project
officeMr. HosmFER. That is, the abolishment of it.
Admiral TYREE. I think it has performed a very fine function. The
project office has been limited, to some extent, in being able to perform
the function that I think was originally envisioned for it when the
office was established under Admiral Byrd. Atthe time I came
into the program the charter was limited, and instead of being able to
authoritatively coordinate, which I think was the original intention
of the project office we simply tried to get cooperation and so on.
The effectiveness of the office was curtailed right about that time.
Recently, I think, it has been bypassed more and more and it has
made it rather difficult for the office to perform its intended function.
Let me say that when I was commander of the naval force and was
U.S. antarctic project officer and was on the ice, if I needed representation in Washington, I cited the example of getting the funds for
tile Byrd Station, there were many other things which came up when
I was on the ice which I needed representation in Washington on to the
Department. of Defense, to the National Science Foundation, to other
agencies, to try to get a program, a major project on the road, I turned
to my deputy in the project office to do that. I think there has been a
recent tendency to bypass the project office for matters to be resolved
directly between the task force and the National Science Foundation.
In the charter of the project office that was set up the task force commander had no authority to deal with the National Science Foundation-maybe the Chief 6f Naval Operations has now given them authority for direct liaison-I do not know-but during my tenure of
office that was never given. The way the charter was worded-the
way the directives were worded to the Chief of Naval Operations, I as
task force commander, dealt with the project office and the project oihce
would keep the Chief of Naval Operations informed, et cetera. And
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I could deal as U.S. antarctic project officer with any agency in Washington. The task force commander is a commander of a group--a
command under the commander in chief of the Atlantic Fleet, and reporting to him to the Chief of Naval Opertions. And, as I say, without the project office, certainly, the Chief of Naval Operations must
authorize some kind of direct liaison for the task force commander to
consult with these other agencies and to bypass the chain of command.
I do not know whether this has been done or not, but it should be done.
Mr. HOs5ER. How is the task force commander going to get over
into the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense-lie has to go
through CNO and the Secretary?
Admiral TYREE. That is correct.
Mr. HosmER. He has to do that. There is not any avenue there in
any other way.
Admiral TYREE. He will not have direct access to the Secretary of
Defense unless the Chief of Naval Operations has authorized direct
liaison for him to do that. I think it is going to make the operation
more difficult.
Mr. HosmER. Thank you.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Thank you very much, Admiral Tyree.
Admiral TYREE. Excuse me, sir, I would like to add that I feel that
Dr. Mooney as my deputy here when I had to turn to him for assistance, while I was away, gave that assistance very ably. And today I
feel that lie would not--I feel that we would not have been able over the
years to do what we did, and we would not have the facilities today or
the capabilities that we have in Antarctica right now, without that
help. I feel that he has contributed to this progTam in such a way.
Mr. O'BRmN. I do not believe that I have met very many men in
Washington who are more dedicated to the responsibility to this
through the years I have served here in Congress than Dr. Mooney. I
only hope that this does not mean in the slightest degree that the people of the United States will be deprived of his vt knowledge and
ability in a position that requires such enormous knowledge. I want
to thank you very much, Xdmiral Tyree. You have contributed in a
substantial way to the record. And I would like to renew my request
that as we proceed to the detailed consideration of the bills wve would
appreciate your being lifpful to us.
Admiral TYREE. Thank you.
Mr. O'BmEN. I think it might be pertinent to draw attention of the
committee to the fact that weave in the room a distinguished gentleman, Admiral Bakutis. We are glad to have you here.

Admiral BAKUTIS. I am glad to be here.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Do you have any comments to make?

Admiral BAUMS. No; I appreciate very much being here.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Unless there is objection, we have a statement by Capt.
Finn Ronne U.S Naval Reserve (retired), which will be made a part
of the record at this point., if there is no objection.
(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT BY CAPT. FINN RONNE,

U.S.

NAVAL RESERVE (RETIRED)

Mr. Chairman, I am happy to be here to present to you some comments on a
bill before this committee to establish a permanent Antarctic Commission and/or
Polar Commission as a central agency to look after our interests in the Antarctic.
I am speaking to you now in a simple and direct language of a field explorer.
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First, let me tell you that in 1960 I presented this committee with a statement and recommendations as to what I then considered our operational structure should be, in conducting our antarctic activities. These recommendations
were formed as a result of my active participation in antarctic operations, both
military and civilian, over a period of more than 25 years. The recommendations I presented you with at that time, I though would at least take care of our
interests in the best possible manner for the present and immediate future, to
have the National Science Foundation with a free hand to plan and issue contracts with universities and research organizations, through other agencies, even
outside the Government, to execute the scientific programs. It appeared to me
at the time, that such a setup was workable, efficient, and the simplest structure
possible. Adm. David Tyree in the field with his task force, General Erskine and
Dr. James Mooney in Washington were doing a tremendous job in carrying
out our Navy's responsibilities to provide logistic support, planning, and policy
development of our antarctic interests. It also appeared to me at the time,
that the National Science Foundation was also proficient in planning the scientific programs. Those were my bases for not recommending the establishment
of a separate independent agency at that time to deal with our antarctic problems.
Since that time, however, I have had a chance to reevaluate my thinking on
the entire matter. In November-December 1961 I visited the Antarctic for
the seventh time to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Roald Amundsen's
party first reaching the South Pole on December 14, 1911. Incidentally, I may
mention that my father was a member of that expedition, which, when I grew
up, brought me into the exploration field. I learned on this trip how the Navy
and the National Science Foundation executed their responsibilities and how the
system worked-the one that was in effect at the time. As indicated in my
written report to the Navy upon my return, I had the highest respect for the
logistic support the Navy provided to the men sent down there by the National
Science Foundation. It would be a misstatement to call all of them scientists;
technicians would be a more fitting description of most of the men engaged
In their scientific research (town there,.
Another reason for the reevaluation of my thinking was that in the fall of
1901 I had completed and had published my latest book, "Antarctic Command."
It dealt with my experiences at the Ellsworth Station under the International
Geophysical Year, 1956-58, when serving as military commander and science
leader. While down there over a period of more than a year, I wrote a diary
of more than 1 million words, most of it describing the scientific staff's doings.
This book reflects some of my observations. Mr. Chairman, they are in this
book-some eye openers-and I urge the honored committee members to read it.
They are all true facts. It is worthwhlile reading, I cmn assure you, before
making a decision on the proposals in this bill now before the committee. I am
proud to present you and your committee with this volume.
A central agency is needed, as suggested in this bill. I would like to go a
step farther, though-namely, to also take into the bill our activities in the
Arctic as well-in order to get complete as possible the correlation and relationship of our polar activities in the P.S. interest and those of other nations. If
I remember correctly, I believe that Senator Henry Jackson, of Washington
State, introduced a bill to that effect some years ago.
National Polar Commission would be a proper designation for such a Government administrative body. It would be similar to what is now in effect in
most countries having interests in the polar regions-north and south.
By having a centralized agency for our polar activities, information pertaining to the subject would not be scattered over a dozen or so Government departments. It would all be available in one spot for ease in handling, administration,
and centralized responsibility. I personally get dozens of written requests
from schoolchildren studying the Antarctic, and others from all over the country
every month. The need for a central agency is great; it should be established
now for the benefit of the taxpayers.
Had such a centralized agency existed when I returned from my own Antarctic
expedition in 1948 with 14,000 aerial trimetrogon photographs, most of them
with ground control points, they would not have been filed away in a vault.
They would have been worked up Immediately and used for topographical purposes in planning future activities. But as it was, no one wanted to work them
up, no one cared, and no agency had funds to finance such a job.
It was not before 1959 or 1960 that the photographs from this American expedition of mine were released to the British, and they made topographic maps
from them over a large area of Palmer Peninsula.
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Other witnesses appearing before this conintittee are closer to the present
operations we are now conducting in the Antarctic. They are, therefore, more
capable to give details than I; but, I would recommend passage of this bill in
order to get more return for each tax dollar spent. There should be a more
careful screening of practical, worthwhile projects of science to be Investigated,
no overlapping efforts, and a stop to the unrealistic demands made in the
presently complex Government machinery of U.S. antarctic activities. Surely
there would be opposition to a change, but, I believe it would be a betterment.
Thank you, gentlemen.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I requested earlier unanimous consent to have placed
in the record a statement by the Deputy Under Secretary of Interior,
but I do not think that I put the question, so unless there is an objection, his statement will be placed in the record as previously noted.
I believe that concludes our list of witnesses. I hope that these
hearings have had something of value to all of us, and for the Congress and for the country and for the benefit of the subcommittee at
an early date we will get together and consider the specific legislation
that we have before us.
The hearing is over.
Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.)
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HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMITE ON TERRITORIAL AND INSULAR AFFAIRS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON INIRIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Wa8hington,D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:55 a.m., in room 1824,
Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Leo O'Brien (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. O'BRIEN. The Subcommittee on Territorial and Insular Affairs
will be in order. The hearings today are on four bills. The first one
H.R. 555, H.R. 2211, H.R. 4658, 11.11. 5494, the antarctic study and
research program. This will be a comparatively brief hearing because we are rounding out the record mainly to receive the testimony
of Dr. Laurence M. Gould, Chairman of the Committee on Polar Research of the National Academy of Science.
Dr. Gould is unable to be here, but Dr. H. W. Wells, Executive
Secretary of the Committee on Polar Research of the National
Academy of Science is here and we are very pleased to hear from you
at this time.
I might say at the outset that unless there is an obje tion, the statement of Dr. Gould will be placed in the record at this point.
(The statement follows:)
STATEMENT op DR. LAURENCE M. GOULD, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
POLAR RESEARCH, NATIONAL AcADEMY OF SOIECEs
Circumstances beyond my control have made it impossible to accept any of
your invitations to testify in person during the recent series of hearings on
proposed antarctic legislation. I hope you will accept the following prepared
statement with the understanding that I still look forward to the opportunity
of meeting with you gentlemen and of amplifying or clarifying any of my statements in the following document which, unfortunately, has been rather hastily
prepared.
My interest in the scientific exploration of Antarctica began in 1928 when
I went to the ice-clad continent as geologist, senior scientist, and second in
command of the first Byrd Antarctic Expedition.
My interest was rekindled with the creation of the International Geophysical
Year in which antarctic exploration played a major role. Indeed the uncovering
of the scientific secrets of Antarctica was an achievement of the IGY second in
importance only to the development of our satellite program.
U.S. participation in the International Geophysical Year was under the direction of the National Academy of Sciences. I was a member of the Academy's U.S.
National Committee and Chairman of the Subcommittee on Antarctica., In the
latter capacity I represented the Academy at a meeting in Paris in July 1955
sponsored by the International Council of Scientific Unions for the purpose of
bringing together representatives of the 12 nations which were to carry out
programs in Antarctica. Here we arrived at a satisfactory arrangement of
spheres of activity for all of the nations involved. Here began one of the most
highly successful enterprises in international scientific cooperation which has
ever been held anywhere.
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With the initiation of field activities I became director of the U.S. IGY antarctic program. I went to Antarctica in 1956 and 1957 with Admiral Dufek at
the time our scientific bases were being established. It still seems to me that
the establishment of the South Pole and Byrd stations, which were the first
inland stations ever to be established in Antarctica, under the superb leadership
of Admiral Dufek was, and remains, the greatest logistic achievement in the
history of antarctic exploration.
Upon the termination of the IGY on December 31, 1958, the responsibility for
managing our national program in Antarctica was transferred from the National
Academy of Sciences to the National Science Foundation. Most of the personnel
who had worked so successfully together during the IGY were transferred to the
new operation under the National Science Foundation.
To continue its interest in the polar regions in its traditional advisory capacity,
the National Academy of Sciences established the Committee on Polar Research
in January 1958 of which I am Chairman. In this capacity I attended the ineeting at The Hague in February 1958 when the Scientific Committee on Antarctic
Research, now always referred to as SCAR, was created by the International
Council of Scientific Unions. In 1963 I was elected President of SCAR.
The Committee on Polar Research (CPR) is the adhering body of the National
Academy of Sciences to the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR)
of the International Council of Scientific Unions. Through the CPR, American
scientists (1) advise on U.S. programs of research in the polar regions, and
(2) discuss results and objectives of antarctic research with representatives of
the 12 SCAR nations, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New
Zealand, Norway, South Africa, United Kingdom. U.S.S.R., and United States)
at regular international meetings or symposia. The Chairman of the CPR is
assisted by outstanding polar scientists as members of the Committee or panels,
and by a small professional staff. Activities are funded through the Office of
Antarctic Programs of the National Science Foundation.
Finally, in addition to my other polar responsibilities, I am Chairman of the
Advisory Committee on Antarctic Programs for the National Science Foundation.
Please forgive me, gentlemen, for this lengthy personal statement but it is
against that background of interest and experience that I wish to comment about
the establishment of an Antarctic Commission. Although these remarks do not
represent a formal position of the CPR-time just has not permitted this actionI can state without reservation that they do represent the sentiment of a large
cross-section of the American scientific community and reflect opinions which
have been expressed in numerous conversations with prominent antarctic
scientists.
I appeared before this same committee on June 14, 1960, and I want to quote a
paragraph from the statement I made then about the effective partnership
between the Department of Defense and the scientific community.
"It seems to me that this partnership of science and lrge scale logistics support through the Department of Defense has worked with outstanding success
and harmony. I am unable to praise too highly the magnificent job which Adm.
George Dufek, and now his successor, Adm. David Tyj'ee, have performed during
the past 5 years. I do not believe that our IGY program could have been
mounted so quickly, nor the extensive scope of the program sustained over these
years, without the full, sympathetic, and enthusiastic support of these leaders
and all of the personnel associated with task force .13. In my opinion, this barmonious partnership will continue in future years to work as effectively as it
does at present. I would be most hesitant to endorse an organizational change
in arrangements whose success has been proved without the most careful study
of the proposal in the present legislation."
I made that statement In 1960 and subsequent events have fully vindicated it.
Admiral Reedy who succeeded Admiral Tyree has carried on in the tradition of
goodwill and effective support of our scientific programs which began with
Admiral Dufek and the IGY. In other words, the present arrangement has
worked extremely well and there is every expectation that it will continue
to do so.
I have a deep concern that nothing shall be done that may in any way disturb
the smooth working of the Antarctic Treaty which I consider a very great document. In fact, it was the first treaty in human history designed to protect a
scientific program, to outlaw military objectives or installations, to defer all
territorial claims, and to recognize the rights of inspection. International coordination of the scientific program was then left in the hands of a nongovernmental agency; namely, SCAR.
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Lest we lose sight of the significance of the Antarctic Treaty, I would like to
quote a few lines from testimony which I made before the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations when the Antarctic Treaty was being considered.
"Ve know that civilization has evolved largely on the basis of precedents
and that a peaceful world depends on the chance of international cooperation.
I think it was our hope during the IGY that the Intergovernmental cooperation
which characterized this vast program would find its way into some kind of
permanent cooperation. I believe the Antarctic Treaty is a breakthrough of
historic importance. I believe the IGY and especially the Antarctic program has
laid new foundations for unifying our planet. It ushered in a new world of cooil'ration. I believe it the spirit which obtained during the IGY and which
finds expression it the Antarctic Treaty Is nourished and spreads as it should
history may take a new and more hopeful direction in our time. Tle Antarctic
Treaty is Indispensable to the world of science, which knows no national or other political boundaries. Ilut It is much more than that. I believe it is a docuinent unique in history, which may take its place alongside the Magna Charta
and other great symbols of man's quest for enlightenment and order."
I have read the proposed legislation which appears to be essentially inchanged from earlier proposals. My previous testimony has not favored the
legislation. My position today Is unchanged since practically every function
mentioned in the proposed bills is already being performed efficiently and effectively. Whatever need there has been in the executive branch of the Government for any other body to increase the effectiveness of our operations
in Antarctica has now been filled by the creation of the Antarctic Policy
Group.
It seems to me that many of the reasons which have been set forth for the
establishment of an Antarctic Commission are unrealistic. Establishment of
the proposed Antarctic Commission Indeed, in my opinion, would not be in the
national Interest unless the people of the United States, acting through Congress, should demand a greatly expanded antarctic research program. This, I
predict, will not happen in the foreseeable future.
The creation of yet another agency would. I repeat, complicate matters and
te'ud toward the maintenance of a larger and more expensive operation in
Antarctica than we are likely to need in the future. While we recognize
science as an endless frontier this is approached only through careful analysis
and appraisal. Certain areas can be and are mined out while other new scientiic challenges are investigated. Effective performance requires great flexibility of programing to probe the frontiers of knowledge.
,'or example, among the toughest, hardest of all tasks in Antarctica, have
Iveen the glaciological traverses. The primary purpose of these has been to
delerwnine the thickness of the inland ice sheet and therefore to know the underlying topography of the bedrock. A great deal of knowledge has been
mu.luired in this survey. When it is completed the need for the particular type
,tf logistic support used on this survey will disappear. The same comments
can he made about mapping and geological exploration. Once these scientific
exidratiis have been completed. a large part of the present expensive heavy
logistic support of the Navy may be released or redirected to new scientific
endeavors.
Thi- does not mean that we do not have permanent interests in Antarctica.
I thitulc we do. and I think we should. But I see no reason to suppose they will
com.inue indefinitely to require the present type of logistic support. I submit that the creation of an Antarctic Commission could in itself become a
Government bureau would would tend to perpetuate itself whether there was a
bng-continulng need for It or not.
It is unrealistic to pretend that we need an Artaretic Commission to promote Antarctica as a tourist attraction. Not by any stretch of the imagination
is the Antarctic continent proper apt to become a large-scale tourist attraction in
the i'redietable future. I remind you it is not only the coldest, driest, and most
lifeless desert in the world; it is also the windiest of all continents. A more
totally unsatisfactory combination of weather and climate is not to be found on
planet earth. The existing organization is flexible enough to satisfy the needs
(if any individuals or groups seriously interested in tourism or Antarctica.
It is equally unrealistic to suppose that the creation of yet another agency is
needed for the exploitation of possible mineral resources. I am a geologist and
I repeat a statement I made before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations;
namely, I would not give a nickel for all of the known mineral deposits in
Antarctica. This is not to deny their possible existence, but it Is misleadingto
defend antarctic exploration on the positive assumption that mineral riches will
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be found. To be sure, there are deposits of coal, most of which is low grade,
and all of which is inaccessible. This is a fantastically important. geologic discovery but one which would have little or no economic value even if found
right here in the United States. According to Alvin Weinberg, Director of the
Oak Ridge Nuclear Institute, during the past year nuclear energy achieved the
threshold of economic feasibility. In the years ahead we may anticipate a steady
decline in the use of fossil fuels, especially in remote or isolated locations.
Among the most unrealistic of reasons given for making further investments
in Antarctica is that of its potential importance in the world of air travel.
Look at the globe and you will note that most of the land of the earth lies in the
Northern Hemisphere. The Southern Hemisphere is largely one of water. Indeed, 90 percent of all of the peoples of the world live in the Northern Hemisphere.
It is natural that not only sea routes but air routes are therefore confined to
a large extent in the Northern Hemishpere. No stretch of the imagination can
lead one to believe that the southern land masses will ever have the strategic
importance to each other that those which surround the Arctic do. If and when
populations of southern South America, South Africa, and Australia become large
enough to demand frequent air service, the supersonic airplane of the future will
be making nonstop flights of only a few hours' duration. Our Navy already
knows the difficulty of maintaining airstrips even under under the best of antarctic conditions. Airstrips and related facilities for year-round commercial use
in Antarctica would be fantastically expensive and totally unrelated to their economic usefulness.
I believe that for the predictable future, and that means a great many years.
the chief defense for antarctic operations will be scientific investigations. I
believe the export of scientific information will continue to be Antarctica's most
valuable contribution to the welfare of mankind. Antarctica Is the world's
greatest geophysical laboratory. Indeed there is no single field of geophysics
which does not demand for its completion data which can come only from
Antarctica.
Onr national objectives in Antarctica are being ably served and maintained
by the agencies presently in charge. I believe it would be a grave mistake to
alter the present arrangements which have worked so well over so many years.
I can see neither a need nor an excuse for an overall antarctic agency, whatever
it might be called.
In support of my statement concerning the satisfactory status of performance
under the present administrative arrangement, I am submitting for your examination copies of the following documents which give examples of (1) long-range
guidance of antarel ic research prepared by the Comnittee on Polar Research
iii collaboration with the scientific community. (2) the effective international
exchange of data, (3) some national and international sources of information on
antarctic research. and (4) examples of international cooperation in planning
of activities as well as presentation of research results through SCAR-4ponsored
symposia:
Science in Antarctica, parts I and II.
Guide to International Data Exchange.
Catalogue of Data, WDC-A.
U.S. Report to SCAR, Proposed 1965 Program.
International Research in Antarctica, IG Bulletin.
lReview of Antarctic Geology, IG Bulletin.
SCAR Bulletin No. 18.
One copy each:
Symposium on Antarctic Logistics, 1962.
Symposium on Antarctic Biology, 1962.
Symposilum on Antarctic Geology. 1963.
Scientific American. September 1962.
One ,:et of Reports to SCAR fromArgentina, proposed 19615.
Australia, propoecl 1964.
Belgium, proposed 1904.
Chile, proposed 1965.
France, proposed 1964.
New Zealand, proposed 1963.
Norway. proposed 1964.
Japan, proposed 1964.
-SouthAfrica, proposed 1965.
United Kingdom, proposed 1965.
U.S.S.R., proposed 1965.
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STATEMENT OF DR. H. W. WELLS, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
COMMITTEE ON POLAR RESEARCH, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES
Dr. WELLS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'BRIEN. There is sonie supporting material, reports, and so
the files.
forth, which, without objection, wi1 be ma(e a part (011
Dr. WELLS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As Dr. Gould points out in his statement, which I am pleased to
note, you will accept as part of the record of the hearings, he has
been unable to attend, but he would like the opportunity to a pear
whenever it could 'be worked out to your convenience, in order to
answer any questions or to amplify any statements which are made
in his testimony.
In addition to the formal statement Dr. Gould has submitted a number of documents which I think have been distributed to all. I would
merely like to call these to your attention to point out that this represents composite material submitted in support of certain statements
which he has made in his formal statement.
I may also p oint out that there are some 25 copies of these documents. There is one master copy which includes the proceedings of
several symposia-international symposia-on Antarctic research.
These are listed on the last page of his testimony, both the documents
which are supplied in full and those which are supplied one copy each
only. The one copy each has a Symposium on Antarctic Logistics held
in Boulder, Colo., in 1962; proceedings of the Symposia on Antarctic
Biology held in Paris in 1962; the proceedings of a Symposium on
Antarctic Geology held in Capetown, South Africa, in 1963; a copy
of Scientific American, which was devoted entirely to the results of
antarctic research; and one set of reports to the Scientific Committee
on Antarctic Research, the International Organization of the International Council of Scientific Unions, from all the other SCAR nations as listed on the last page of his testimony.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Thank you very much, Doctor. I think this will
round out the record very nicely. I would like to note the presence
in the room of Rear Admiral Bakutis of the Department of Navy, Dr.
Mooney of the Department of Defense, Mr. Roberts of the State Department, and Dr. Thomas 0. Jones, National Science Foundation.
Are there any questions?
Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman, I understand now that you are closing the hearings on this legislation as of today; is that correct?
Mr. O'BRMN. I think, Mr. Chairman, that might be desirable.
Mr. ASPINALA. With that understanding, I would ask unanimous
consent that the chairman and the ranking committee member and any
other members of the committee who desire, as well as the staff, have
10 days in which to ask any questions of Dr. Gould and get the
answers back for inclusion in the record.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Without objection, it is so ordered. Thank you,
Doctor, and the hearing is concluded.
(Whereupon. at 10 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned.)

